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INTELLIGENCE ACTIVITIES-UNAUTHORIZED
STORAGE OF TOXIC AGENTS

TUESDAY SEPTEMBER 18 1975

U.S SENATE
SELECTCOMMITTEETo STUDYGOVERNMENTALOPERATIONS

WITH RESPECTTO INTELLIGENCEACTIVITIES
Washington D.C

The committee met pursuant to notice at 10 a.m. in room 318
Russell Senate Office Building Senator Frank Church (chairman)
presiding

Present Senators Church Tower Mondale Huddleston Morgan
Hart of Colorado Baker Goldwater Mathias and Schweiker

Also present William G Miller staff director Frederick A O
Schwarz Jr chief counsel Curtis R Smothers counsel to the minor
ity and Paul Michel professional staff member

The CHAIRMANThe committee will come'to order
The Senate Select Committee on Intelligence Activities opens its

public hearings today with an inquiry into a case in which direct
orders of the President of the United States were evidently disobeyed
by employees of the CIA It is the purpose of this hearing and those
which shall follow for the next 2 months to illuminate the need to
make certain in the future that Federal law enforcement and intelli
gence agencies perform their duties in ways which do not infringe
upon the rights of American citizens

The committee has not held public hearings prior to this time be
cause of its concentration on charges that the CIA has been involved
in assassination plots directed against certain foreign leaders In that
investigation the committee has taken over 8,000 pages of testimony
interrogated nearly 100 witnesses examined a vast array of documents
and compiled a record on the assassination issue alone that compares
in size to the entire investigation of the Senate Watergate Committee

Because of the serious damage that protracted public hearings on
such a subject could do to the United States in its relations with foreign
governments the committee chose to conduct these hearings behind
closed doors but the committee intends to publish a full and detailed
report of its findings within the next few weeks

It is the right of the American people to know what their Govern
ment has done the bad as well as the good-and we have every con
fidence that the country will benefit by a comprehensive disclosure of
this grim chanter in our recent history

In examining wrongdoing by such agencies as the FBI and the
CIA the committee in no way wishes to denigrate the importance of
their legitimate work I know firsthand the wartime worth of intel
ligence gathering because T served in the military intelligence as an

Army lieutenant in World War II
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Today as a member of the Foreign Relations Committee I am fully
aware of the great value of good intelligence in times of peace With
out it an informed foreign policy could not be conducted without
it nuclear arms controls could not be policed without it the United
States would be left groping in a dangerous world

At the same time we must insist that these agencies operate strictly
within the law They were established to spy on foreign governments
and to fend off foreign spies We must know to what degree they
have turned their techniques inward to spy on the American people
instead If such unlawful and improper conduct is not exposed and
stopped it could in time undermine the very foundations of freedom
in our own land

So the committee intends to hold public hearings not only on
domestic abuses of the CIA and the FBI but on improper activities
of such other Government agencies as the Internal Revenue Service
the Post Office and the National Security Agency

Later in the fall the committee will hold a series of hearings on
proposals for reforming our national intelligence system and for es
tablishing legislative oversight of its activities New legislation will
be needed to preserve for the United States an efficient intelligence
apparatus that remains outward reaching and operates within the
law in the service of our legitimate national security needs

The particular case under examination today involves the illegal
possession of deadly biological poisons which were retained within the
CIA for 5 years after their destruction was ordered by the President
and for 5 years after the United States had entered into a solemn inter
national commitment not to maintain stocks of these poisons except
for very limited research purposes

The main questions before the committee are why the poisons were
developed in such quantities in the first place why the Presidential
order was disobeyed and why such a serious act of insubordination
could remain undetected for so many years

In exploring these questions which go to the very heart of our
work I wish to acknowledge the cooperation of the White House the
Defense Department and those officials who are presently in charge
of the CIA including its Director Mr Colby Upon the discovery of
the cache of forbidden toxins the executive branch immediately came
to this committee and indicated that an investigation was underway
the results of which were later reported to the committee We then
conducted our own independent inquiry The outcome of these two
investigations is the matter before the committee today

Now before we turn to our first witness Mr Colby the Director of
the CIA I would like to recognize the ranking Republican member of
this committee Senator Tower of Texas for such opening remarks as
he might care to make

Senator Tower
Senator Towxx Thank you
Mr Chairman you have alluded to and I think it is important for

all of us to keep in mind the comprehensive nature of this committee's
task as mandated by Senate Resolution 21 Our assignment to conduct
this first full-scale examination of the Nation's intelligence activities
in more than 25 years must be viewed as a national determination to
come to grips with a wide range of deferred decisions in this vital
area
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Since the end of the Second World War this Nation has haltingly 
and with no small degree of ambivalence sought to insure its sur
vival by recognizing and legitimizing the role of intelligence and
clandestine activity Our ambivalence has been due no doubt to the
inherent conflicts that are created when an open society faces up to
the need for secrecy in the intelligence arena But it has been an am
bivalence sanctioned by decisions of Presidents Congresses and our
judicial system

In the discharge of its responsibilities this committee has avoided 
and will continue to avoid the temptations of political expediency
which would lay aside historical perspective and simply point the
finger of blame

When the CIA advised the committee of its discovery of the toxins
which are the subject of today's hearings the Agency was acknowledg
ing its responsibility to affirmatively contribute to the solutions that
we all seek

In making this matter a subject for public hearing it is my hope
that we will in an atmosphere free of sensationalism promote a
greater public understanding of the full and fair nature of the com
mittee's process while demonstrating our concern a concern shared by
the intelligence community for the complexity and sensitivity of the
task of recommending changes or refinements in this component of our
national security structure

In the coming weeks and months we will hear much of the problems
occasioned by such intelligence concepts as compartmentation limited
access and need-to-know These principles are an inherent part of the
very fabric of intelligence They are not and may never be fail-safe
Our task is to examine how well we have done and to search for
methods of doing better within the parameters of a democratic
society

So it is in that spirit that we welcome your appearance here today
Mr Colby

The CHAIRMANThank you very much Senator Tower
Mr MICHEL Exhibit No 1 is a draft memorandum prepared

February 16 1970 for Director of Central Intelligence Subject
"Contingency Plan for Stockpile of Biological Warfare Agents. The
document consists of three pages and on the third page is the indica
tion that it was dictated by N Gordon.

Exhibit No 2 is a document "Inventory of Lethal and Incapaci
tating Agents Found at a CIA Building Excerpted From CIA
Inventory.

The document consists of six pages and was prepared by the Select
Committee staff and reviewed by Dr Sayre Stevens of the CIA

Exhibit No 3 consists of two documents each one page long dated
February 18 1970 and titled "Paralytic Shellfish Poison Working
Fund Investigations. s

Exhibit No 4 is a press release from the White House dated Novem
ber 25 1969 consisting of two pages.*

'See p 189
'See p 102
'Seep 1984Seep 200
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Exhibit No 5 is a press release from the White House dated Feb
ruary 14 1970 consisting of two pages.5
Exhibit No 6 is a memorandum to Chief TSD Subject :MKNAOMI
Funding objectives and accomplishments dated October 18 1967
and consisting of three pages.e

Exhibit No 7 is a document consisting of three pages dated Novem
ber 25 19692titled "National Security Council Decision Memorandum
No 35. It is addressed to the various parties including the Director
Central Intelligence Agency.7

Exhibit No 8 is a document consisting of one page dated Feb
ruary 20 1970 titled "National Security Council Decision Memoran
dum 44, which includes among its addressees Director Central
Intelligence.8

Exhibit No 9 is a document consisting of one page titled "Geneva
Protocol of 1925.  

Exhibit No 10 is a document consisting of four pages titled "Con
vention on the Prohibition of the Development Production and Stock
piling of Bacteriological (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and on
Their Destruction. 10

Mr CHAIRMANNow Mr Colby if you would please stand to take
the oath Mr Stevens if you would stand too in the event that you
have any testimony to offer I will administer the oath to both of you
at the same time

Do you both solemnly swear that all of the testimony you will give
in these proceedings will be the truth the whole truth and nothing
but the truth so help you God

Mr COLBYI do
Mr STEVENSI do
The CHAIRMANMr Colby I understand you have a short opening

statement and I invite you to read it at this time

TESTIMONY OF WILLIAM E COLBY DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTEL

LIGENCE ACCOMPANIED BY SAYRE STEVENS ASSISTANT DEP
UTY DIRECTOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CIA AND MITCHEL
ROGOVIN SPECIAL COUNSEL CIA

Mr CoLSY I do Mr Chairman I have a prepared statement which
has been distributed I will omit certain elements of it to save a little
time I think I can cover the main points

Mr Chairman this hearing typifies the difficulty of modernizing
our approach to intelligence in America We are resolved that intelli
gence operations be conducted in America in conformity to our laws
and constitutional procedures This does not mean that intelligence
can have no secrets We have many secrets in America from grand
jury proceedings to the ballot box where secrecy is essential or the
process will not work

We are engaged in these investigations Mr Chairman in resolving
the dilemma between the necessary secrets of intelligence and the
equally necessary exposure of our Government's workings to our peo

 Seep 202 Seep 2047Seep 207
 See p 210 Seep 211uRostn.212
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ple and their representatives to insure that they respond to the people's
will i

In former times this contradictiofn was resolved in favor of almost
total intelligence secrecy which is at the base of President Kennedy's
remarks that intelligence failures are trumpeted while the successes
go unheralded

As we lift this veil to open intelligence to the kind of public review
and control we Americans want today we have two problems One is
how far to go on which we must jointly develop some guidelines and
understandings or we risk seriously and unnecessarily injuring our
intelligence

The other is to insure that our people have an accurate perception of
what modern intelligence really is Without this an individual act is
seen as the norm in application of Aesop's fable of each blind man
describing a whole elephant as only an extension of the part he
perceives

To this committee and its staff to date we have tried to present the
whole of intelligence today and not just its parts I hope this will be
the basis for the decisions we will reach as to the guidelines and su
pervision we want to establish for intelligence tomorrow

I thus ask for a suspension of final judgment until the whole pic
ture of intelligence can be presented in its true proportions good and
bad while we respond to your requirement of public exposure in this
hearing of one portion of it

With other Government functions like our Army or our welfare
services the whole is perceived and the individual act and even mistake
is seen in proportion In intelligence we must modernize our perception
of its whole contribution to our country while we insure that it con
forms with the standards we Americans expect I hope we can do both
jobs

The specific subject today concerns CIA's involvement in the devel
opment of bacteriological warfare materials with the Army's Biologi
cal Laboratory at Fort Detrick CIA's retention of an amount of shell
fish toxin and CIA's use and investigation of various chemicals and
drugs

The relationship between the CIA and the Army Biological Labora
tory at Fort Detrick as an activity requiring further investigation
surfaced in late April of this year It resulted from information pro
vided by a CIA officer not directly associated with the project in
response to my repeated directives that all past activities which might
now be considered questionable be brought to the attention of Agency
management

Information provided by him and by two other officers aware of
the project indicated that the project at Fort Detrick involved the
development of bacteriological warfare agents some lethal and
associated delivery systems suitable for clandestine use

search was made for any records or other information available
on the project This search produced information about the basic
,01ement between the Army and the CIA relating to the project and

,somelimited records covering its activities from its beginning in 1952
tPit termination in 1970

i;ecourse of the investigation CIA's laboratory storage facili
ties "'ia*re searched and about 11 grams a little less than half an
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ounce of shellfish toxin and 8 milligrams of cobra venom were dis
covered in a little-used vaulted storeroom in an Agency building

The White House was notified as soon as the existence of the ma
terials became known and was kept informed as the investigation
progressed The chairmen of CIA's four oversight committees were
alerted immediately to the discovery of the toxin Records and reports
were exchanged with the Defense Department as it began its own in
vestigation of the matter This committee was notified of our investi
gation of the program in mid-June and has been provided all project
files and reports of the investigation

CIA association with Fort Detrick involved the Special Operations
Division (SOD) of that facility This division was responsible for de
veloping special applications for biological warfare agents and toxins
Its principal customer was the U.S Army Its concern was with the
development of both suitable agents and delivery mechanisms for use
in paramilitary situations Both standard biological warfare agents
and biologically derived toxins were investigated by the division

The CIA relationship with SOD was formally established in May
1952 through a memorandum of agreement with the Army chief
chemical officer for the performance of certain research and develop
ment in the laboratory facilities of the Special Operations Division
of the Army Biological Laboratory at Fort Detrick The initiative for
establishing this relationship was a belief that the special capabilities
of the Fort Detrick group and its access to biological materials of all
sorts provided the Agency access to research and development ex
pertise and capabilities which were appropriate to its function and
not otherwise 'available The need for such capabilities was tied to
earlier Office of Strategic Services World War II experience which
included the development of two different types of agent suicide pills
to be used in the event of capture and a successful operation using
biological warfare materials to incapacitate a Nazi leader temporarily

Through the course of years Agency objectives in the project be
came better defined Thus a project approval memo of 1967 identified
four functional categories of project activity maintenance of a stock
pile of temporarily incapacitating and lethal agents in readiness for
operational use assessment and maintenance of biological and chemi
cal dissemination systems for operational use adaptation and testing
of a nondiscernible microbioinoculator a dart device for clandestine
and imperceptible inoculation with biological warfare or chemical
warfare agents for use with various materials and to assure that the
microbioinoculator could not be easily detected by later examination
of the target and providing technical support and consultation on
request for offensive and defensive biological warfare and chemical
warfare

In the later years the activities dwindled to the point of simply
maintaining a stockpile of agents and delivery systems for possible
Agency use

From its outset the project was characterized by extreme compart
mentation or a high degree of secrecy within CIA itself Only two or
three Agency officers at any time were cleared for access to Fort
Detrick activities Though some CIA-originated documents have been
found in the project files it is clear that only a very limited documen
tation of activities took place
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A ma3or early requirement of the Agency was to find a replacement
fdr the standard cyanide L-pill issued to agents in hazardous situations

ding World War II This was the basis on which eventually we
iseovered the shellfish toxin The only application of this toxin was

bathe U-2 flight over the U.S.S.R in May 1960 during which Gary
Powers carried such a device concealed in a silver dollar

I'n the Powers case the grooves of the drill bit were filled with shell
flslr+tin He obviously did not use it and was not instructed to do
so it was offered to him to provide him with the option The Powers
flight was the only time we are aware that the toxin was provided for
Operational use although the L-pill was made available for earlier

hts
The primary Agency interest was in the development of dissemina

tion devices to 'be used with standard chemicals off the shelf Various
,dissemination devices such as a fountain pen dart launcher and an

engine head 'bolt designed to release a substance when heated appeared
to be peculiarly suited for clandestine use Available records do not
indicate that all specific items were developed exclusively for the CIA
as work on similar devices was also done for the Army

A large amount of Agency attention was given to the problem of
incapacitating guard dogs Though most of the dart launchers were
developed for the Army the Agency did request the development of
a small hand-held dart launcher for its peculiar needs for this purpose

Work was also done on temporary human incapacitation techniques
Technical support elements of CIA received continuing requests for
safe effective and rapidly acting incapacitating devices

These related to a desire to incapacitate captives before they could
render themselves incapable of talking or terrorists before they could
taretaliatory action

Workwas done in trying to develop the dart system for such pur
peses.but success was never achieved since a larger amount of an inca

hating agent is required to safely inactivate a human than of a
[ethalagent required to kill him
k.,'-o,rk was also done by or for the Agency in the development of

materials for sabotage of various materials and facilities This is
clearly related to the Agency's mission Our records indicate that some
tin heselethal materials were prepared and furnished for one opera
tion but we are aware that that operation was not in fact completed
Veyond these however no record can be found that these materials
or,4evaces were used for lethal operational purposes

*he late sixties a variety of biological warfare agents and toxins
were maintained by the SOD for possible Agency use Varying
ampunta of these materials ranging from 100 grams (about 3.5
r aces)t to 100 milligrams (about three thousandths of an ounce)

weremaintained
tou specific accounting for each agent on the list is not on hand

partment of Defense records indicate that the materials were in
?t 4estroyed in 1970 by SOD personnel extent for the 11 grams of

substance in small medical bottles labeled shellfish toxin plus the

pn+ligranas of cobra venom which were found on May 20 of this

time the toxin was found the officer resnonsible for the nroiect
stated he had no recollection as to how it got there On the 30th
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of June discussions were held with the retired Agency officer who
had provided the initial lead

This man who had been the GS 15 branch chief in 1970 stated that
the toxin had in fact been moved from Fort Detrick and stored in the
laboratory This was done on the basis of his own decision after con
versations with the responsible project officer

He further stated that he made this decision based on the fact that
the cost and difficulty of isolating the shellfish toxin were so great that
it simply made no sense to destroy it particularly when there would
be no future source of the toxin

The current branch chief believes this explanation is correct but still
does not recall the actual act of receiving the material from Fort
Detrick Both of these middle-grade officers agree that no one includ
ing their immediate superior was told of the retention of the shellfish
toxin

The former branch chief recalls that subsequent to the delivery of
the shellfish toxin to CIA he was told by his chief to inform Fort
Detrick personally that destruction of CIA materials should take place
He did so but did not include the shellfish toxin then in CIA hands
in his instructions

Discussions with Mr Helms Director of Central Intelligence and
Mr Karamessines the Deputy Director for Plans in 1970 have estab
lished that both were aware of the requirement that such material be
disposed of They recall that clear instructions were given that the
CIA stockpile should be destroyed by the Army and that in accord
ance with Presidential directives the Agency should get out of the
biological warfare business

With the discovery of the shellfish toxin this year a complete inven
tory of the vault in which it was found was taken The inventory con
sisted of a stock of various materials and delivery systems accumu
lated over the years including other lethal materials incapacitants
narcotics hallucinogenic drugs irritants and riot control agents herbi
cides animal control materials and many common chemicals

The small size of the vault (about 8 by 10 feet) and the few shelves
limit the extent of this stockpile The materials are for the most part
the residue of a number of different CIA programs These involved
CIA's effort to keep a close watch on emerging technology in this case
pharmaceutical technology to insure that we did not encounter an
unanticipated threat from hostile intelligence services with which we
could not contend

We also wished to capitalize on new advances which should substan
tially assist us in our efforts to collect foreign intelligence or in a war
time situation The narcotics in storage related to CIA's overseas efforts
to collect intelligence on the narcotics trade to help in countering it We
have also supplied tear gas and mace to our officers overseas for use
in defensive situations where firearms would not be appropriate

The threat as well as the promise posed by newer types of drugs
particularly the hallucinogenic drugs made at least exploratory re
search on them essential You will recall our concern over the possible
role of drugs in the apparent brainwashing of American POW's ir't
Korea and the haunted eyes of Cardinal Mindzenty as he confessed at
a Communist trial
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I might add that we believe that a drug was administered to one of
our officers overseas by a foreign intelligence officer within the past
year Those responsible for providing technical support to clandestine
operations felt it necessary that they understand the ways in which
these drugs could be used their effects and their vulnerabilities to
countermeasures

In pursuing such concerns as these many different materials were
obtained and stored for provision to contractors who did the actual
scientific research involved

One of the major results of these investigations of the CIA has been
to impress upon our employees and all of us involved in intelligence
the fact that decisions about our programs must be made in the light
of today's world As you are aware m mid-1973 we tried to identify
all questionable activities We did so for what I believe to be most
of them and issued internal directives to insure that the CIA remain
within the bounds of the law

Repeated emphasis on the importance of this did lead to the identifi
cation of our association with Fort Detrick as an activity to be reviewed
before we were aware that one of its products had been improperly
sequestered The controls involved in the shellfish case seem to have
existed but not to have been applied The controls that would have
prevented or discovered this act were principally those which are the
kind of management we must have for the intelligence business

I am confident that proper management will exist as a result of the
changes we are making in our approach to intelligence to insure its
conformity with American values and standards These will include
a better public appreciation of modern intelligence better guidelines
for its proper activities and better supervision externally to stimulate
better supervision internally

With these I am confident that such episodes as the shellfish toxin
will not be repeated

Thank you Mr Chairman
[The full text of Mr Colby's prepared statement follows :]

PREPAREDSTATEMENTOFWILLIAME COLBYDIRECTOROFCENTRALINTELLIGENCE
AGENCY

Mr Chairman This hearing typifies the difficultyof modernizingour approach
to intelligence in America We are resolved that intelligence operations be con
ductedin America in conformity to our laws and Constitutional procedures This
does not mean that intelligence can have no secrets we have many secrets in
America from grand jury proceedingsto the ballot box where secrecyis essential
or the processwill not work

We are engaged in these investigations Mr Chairman in resolving the di
lemma between the necessary secrets of intelligence and the equally necessary
evosure of our Government's workings to our people and their representatives
to ensure that they respond to the people's will In former times this contradic
ti'ae was resolved in favor of almost total intelligence secrecy which is at the
bate of President Kennedy's remark that intelligence failures are trumpeted
whlethe successesgo unheralded

A8cwe lift this veil to open intelligence to the kind of public review and
eontsoi we Americans want today we have two problems One is how far to
Mons Whichwe must jointly developsome guidelines and understandings or we
risk seriously and unnecessarily injuring our intelligence The other is to ensure
that our people have an accurate perception of what modern intelligence really
ifi.g%thoutthis an individual act is seen as the norm in application of Aesop's
Ohte of each blind man describing a whole elephant as only an extension of the
parthe
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To this committee and its staff to date we have tried to present the whole
of intelligence today and not just its parts I hope this whole will be the basis
for the decisions we will reach as to the guidelines and supervision we want
to establish for intelligence tomorrow I thus ask for a suspensionof final judgment until the whole picture of intelligence can be presented in its true propor
tions good and bad while we respond to your requirement of public exposure
in this hearing of one portion of it With other government functions like our
Army or our welfare services the whole is perceived and the individual act and
even mistake is seen in proportion In intelligence we must modernizeour perception of its whole contribution to our country while we ensure that it conforms
with the standards we Americans expect I hope we can do both jobs

The specificsubject today concerns CIA's involvement in the developmentof
bacteriological warfare materials with the Army's BiologicalLaboratory at Fort
Detrick CIA's retention of an amount of shellfish toxin and CIA's use and
investigation of various chemicalsand drugs

The relationship betweenthe CIA and the Army BiologicalLaboratory at Fort
Detrick as an activity requiring further investigation surfaced in late April of
this year It resulted from information provided by a CIA officernot directly
associated with the project in response to my repeated directives that all past
activities which might now be considered questionable be brought to the atten
tion of Agency management Information provided by him and by two other
officersaware of the project indicated that the project at Fort Detrick involved
the development of bacteriological warfare agents some lethal and associated
delivery systems suitable for clandestine use

A search was made for any records or other information available on the
project This search produced information about the basic agreement between
the Army and the CIA relating to the project and some limited records covering
its activities from its beginning in 1952 to its termination in 1970

After the discovery of these project records verification of this disposition of
a stockpile of BW agents and toxins maintained by Fort Detrick for possible
Agency use became a major concern It was not known whether or not these
materials had been destroyed along with the Army's BW stockpiles in responseto Presidential directives of November 1969 and February 1970 The records
indicated that the question had been raised and it was the impression of those
who were familiar with the project that the material had in fact been destroyed
although no records confirmingit could be found In the course of the investiga
tion CIA's laboratory storage facilities were searched and about 11 grams (alittle less than half an ounce) of shellfish toxin and 8 milligrams of cobra venom
were discovered in a little-used vaulted storeroom in an Agencybuilding

The White House was notified as soon as the existence of the materials
became known and was kept informed as the investigation progressed The
chairmen of CIA's four oversight committees were briefed immediately after
the discovery .of the toxin Records and reports were exchanged with the De
fense Department as it began its own investigation of the matter This com
mittee was notifiedof our investigation of the program in mid-June and has been
provided all project filesand reports of the investigation

CIA association with Fort Detrick involved the Special Operations Division
(SOD) of that facility This Division was responsible for developing special
applications for BW agents and toxins Its principal customer was the US
Army Its concern was with the developmentof both suitable agents and deliverymechanisms for use in paramilitary situations Both standard BW agents and
biologicallyderived toxins were investigated by the Division

The CIA relationship with SODwas formally established in May 1952througha memorandum of agreement with the Army Chief Chemical Officerfor the
performance of certain research and developmentin the laboratory facilities of
the Special Operations Division of the Army Biological Laboratory at Fort
Detrick The initiative for establishing this relationship was a belief that the
special capabilities of the Fort Detrick group and its access to biologicalmate
rials of all sorts provides]the Agencyaccess to research and developmentexpertise and capabilities which were appropriate to its function and not otherwise
available The need for such capabilities was tied to earlier Officeof StrategicServices World War II experience which included the developmentoftwo dif
ferent types of agent suicide pills to be used in the event of capture and a
successful operation using BW materials to incapacitate a Nazi leader
temporarily
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Through the course of years Agency objectives in the project became better
defined Thus a project approval memo of 1867identified four functional cate
goriesof project activity

maintenance of a stockpile of temporarily incapacitating and lethal agents
in readiness for operational use

assessment and maintenance of biological and chemical disseminating sys
tems for operational use

adaptation and testing of a non-discernible microbioinoculator (a dart
device for clandestine and imperceptible inoculation with BW/CW agents) for
use with various materials and to assure that the microbioinoculator could not
beeasily detectedbylater examination of the target and

provide technical support and consultation on request for offensive and
defensive BW/CW

In the later years the activities dwindled to the point of simply maintaining a
stockpileof agents and deliverysystems for possibleAgencyuse

From its outset the project was characterized by extreme compartmentation
or a high degree of secrecy within CIA itself Only two or three Agencyofficers
at any given time were cleared for access to Fort Detrick activities Though
some CIA-originated documents have been found in the project files it is clear
that onlya very limited documentationof activities took place

A major early requirement of the Agency was to find a replacement for the
standard cyanide L-Pill issued to agents in hazardous situations during World
War II Work on this problemwas done at Fort Detrick and ultimately centered
on the coating of a small pin-sizeddrill with shellfish toxin In the course of this
work shellfish toxin was stored in our laboratory for the purposes of conducting
stability tests A considerable amount of work was done in developing conceal
ment schemes,for the drill or pin to be used in the event suicide was necessary
The only application of this effort was in the U-2 flight over the USSR in
May 1960 during which Gary Powers carried such a device concealed in a
silver dollar In the Powers case the grooves of the drill bit were filled with
shellfish toxin He obviously did not use it and was not instructed to do so
it was offeredto him to provide him with the option The Powers flight was the
only time weare aware that the toxin was provided for operational use although
the L-Pill was madeavailable for earlier flights

The primary Agencyinterest was in the developmentof dissemination devices
to be used with standard chemicals off the shelf Such dissemination devices
as a fountain pen dart launcher and an engine head bolt designed to release a
substance when heated appeared to be peculiarly suited for clandestine use
Available records do not indicate that all specific items were developed exclu
sively for the CIA as work on similar devices was also done for the Army

A large amount of Agencyattention was given to the problemof incapacitating
guard dogs Though most of the dart launchers were developedfor the Army
the Agencydid request the developmentof a small hand-held dart launcher for
its peculiar needs

Work was also done on temporary human incapacitation techniques Technical
support elements of CIA received continuing requests for safe effective and
rapidly acting incapacitating devices These related to a desire to incapacitate
captives before they could render themselves incapable of talking or terrorists
before they could take retaliatory action Work was done in trying to develop
the dart system for such purposes but success was never achieved since a larger
amount of an incapacitating agent is required to safetly inactivate a human than
of a lethal agent required to kill him

Work was also done by or for the Agencyin the developmentof materials for
sabotage of various materials and facilities This is clearly related to the Agen
cy's mission Discussions with those involved indicate that hand-launchers with
darts loaded with dog incapacitant were delivered for use in Southeast Asia
One such operation involved the penetration of a facility abroad for intelli
gence collection The compound was guarded by watch dogs which made entry
difficult even when it was empty Darts were delivered for the operation but
were not used The guard dogs ate some meat treated with dog incapacitant
which was offered by the entry team Our records indicate that some of these
materials were prepared for one operation but we are aware that that operation
was not in fact completed Beyond these however no record can be found that
these materials or deviceswere used for lethal operational purposes

By the late 1960's a variety of BW agents and toxins were maintained by
SODfor possibleAgencyuse Varying amounts of these materials ranging from
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100 grams (about 3.5 ounces) to 100 milligrams (about 3 thousandths of an
ounce) were maintained Though specificaccounting for each agent on the list
is not on hand Department of Defense records indicate that the materials were
in fact destroyed in 1970by SOD personnel except for the 11 grams of a sub
stance in small medical bottles labelled shellfish toxin (plus the 8 milligrams of
cobra venom) which were found on20Mayof this year

At the time the toxin was found the officerresponsible for the project in 1970
stated he had no recollection as to how it got there On 30 June discussions
were held with the retired Agency officer who had provided the initial lead
This man who had been the GS-15 branch chief in 1970 stated that the toxin
had in fact been moved from Fort Detrick and stored in the laboratory This
was done on the basis of his own decisionafter conversationswith the responsible
project officer He further stated that he made this decisionbased on the fact that
the cost and difficultyof isolating the shellfish toxin were so great that it simplymade no sense to destroy it particularly when there would be no future source
of the toxin The current branch chief believes this explanation is correct but
still does not recall the actual act of receiving the material from Fort Detrick
Both of these middle-grade officersagree that no one including their immediate
superior was told of the retention of the shellfish toxin

The former branch chief recalls that subsequent to the delivery of the shellfish
toxin to CIA he was told by his chief to inform Fort Detrick personally that
destruction of CIA materials should take place He did so but did not include
the shellfish toxin then in CIA hands in his instructions

Discussions with Mr Helms Director of Central Intelligence and Mr Thomas
Karamessines the Deputy Director for Plans in 1970 have established that both
were aware of the requirement that such material be disposed of They recall
that clear instructions were given that the CIA stockpile should be destroyed
by the Army and that in accordance with Presidential directives the Agencyshould get out of the BW business

With the discovery of the shellfish toxin a complete inventory of the vault in
which it was found was taken The inventory consisted of a stock of various
materials and delivery systems accumulatedover the years including other lethal
materials incapacitants narcotics hallucinogenic drugs irritants and riot con
trol agents herbicides animal control materials and many commonchemicalsThe small size of the vault about 8 by 10 feet and the few shelves limit the
extent of this stockpile The materials are for the most part the residue of a
number of different CIA programs These involved CIA's effort to keep a close
watch on emerging technology in this case pharmaceutical technology toensure that we did not encounter an unanticipated threat from hostile intelli
gence services with which we could not contend We also wished to capitalizeon new advances which should substantially assist us in our efforts to collect
foreign intelligence or in a wartime situation The narcotics in storage related
to CIA's overseas efforts to collect intelligence in the narcotics trade to help in
countering it We have also supplied tear gas and mace to our officersoverseas
for use in defensive situations where firearms would not be appropriateThe threat as well as the promise posed by newer types of drugs particularlythe hallucinogenic drugs made at least exploratory research on them essential
You will recall our concern over the possiblerole of drugs in the apparent brain
washing of American POW's in Korea and the haunted eyes of Cardinal
Mindzenty as he "confessed at a Communisttrial I might add that we believethat a drug was administered to one of our officersoverseas by a foreign intelli
gence service within the past year Those responsible for providing technical
support to clandestine operations felt it necessary that they understand the waysin which these drugs could be used their effects and their vulnerabilities to
countermeasures In pursuing such concerns as these many different materialswere obtained and stored for provision to contractors who did the actual scientificresearch involved This concern also led to the experiments which led to the
unfortunate death in 1953of Mr Frank Olson

In this regard @IAdoes very little in-house research Our laboratories are
limited and are principally used to test developed equipment and to tailor itfor specific operational uses through concealment or special packaging We donot have nor have we had the facilities to produce or experiment with suchlethal materials as the shellfish toxin For example we relied ups Fort Detrickto perform the actual work of coating pins or darts with toz or with dogincapacitant In similar fashion we relied on other laboratories or contractorsto support us in other fields Most of the materials held in storage in the vault
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were kept there for possible issuance to contractors engaged in various kinds
of research

One of the major results of these investigations of the CIA has been to
impress upon our employeesand all of us involved in intelligence the fact that
decisionsabout our programs must be made in the light of today's world As you
are aware in mid-1973we tried to identify all questionable activities We did
so for what I believeto be most of them and issued internal directives to ensure
that OIAremain within the bounds of law Repeated emphasis on the importance
of this did lead to the identification of our association with Fort Detrick as an
activity to be reviewed before we were aware that one of its products had been
improperlysequestered

The controls involvedin the shellfishcase seem to have existed but not to have
been applied The controls that would have prevented or discoveredthis act were
principally those which are the kind of management we must have for the intelli
gence business I am confident that this management will exist as a result of
the changes we are making in our approach to intelligence to ensure its con
formity with American values and standards These will include a better public
appreciation of modern Intelligence better guidelines for its proper activities and
better supervision externally to stimulate better supervision internally With
these I am confidentthat such episodesas the shellfish toxin will not be repeated

The Cii&inaMANThank you Mr Colby Mr Schwarz our chief
counsel will commence our questioning

Mr SCHwARZMr Chairman I only have three areas of questioning
that relate to marking three documents
/Mr Colby at the bottom of page 4 of your statement and running
over to page 5 you refer to a project approval memo of 1967 and state
that that identified the functional categories of project activity Would
you turn to exhibit 6,1 the document dated October 18 1967 subject
"MKNAOMI Funding Objectives and Accomplishments.

Is that the source that you were referring to
Mr COLEYYes it is
Mr SCHWARZWould you read into the record Mr Colby the four

items "a through "d under the heading "Objectives in the Exhibit,
please

Mr COLBYThe objectives
a To provide for a covert support base to meet clandestine operational re

quirements b to stockpile severely incapacitating and lethal materials for the
specificuse of TSD c to maintain in operational readiness special and unique
items for the dissemination of biological and chemical materials and d to pro
vide for the required surveillance testing upgrading and evaluation of materials
and items in order to assure absence of defects and complete predictability of
results to be expectedunder operational conditions

Mr SCHWARZThere are some differences between that and what
you had in your statement and in particular Mr Colby there is no
mention of defensive purposes is there

Mr Comm No But I think the overall purpose was both for offen
sive and defensive

Mr SCHWARZIn addition to the shellfish toxin Mr Colby as you
identified in your statement you found other materials in the lab
Would you turn to exhibit 2 2 which is an inventory prepared from
the CIA's inventory furnished to us of all of the lethal and incapaci
tating agents found in the building Do you accept it as that

Mr COLEYI do
Mr SCHWARZThere are items on it are there not in addition to the

shellfish toxin
Mr CoLBY There are indeed
1Seep 204gSeep 192
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Mr SCHWARZAnd there are lethal items which are in violation of
the Presidential order in addition to the shellfish toxin are there not

Mr CoLBY I think that gets into a technical question about whether
they are technically in violation or not But they are certainly lethal
and I think that it is certainly appropriate to say that we have no
need for this type of thing at this time

Mr SCHWARZAll right
Now as the footnote on exhibit 2 1 indicates prior to the transfer

of the material from Fort Detrick in February 1970 the CIA had in
its laboratory already half a gram of the material did it not

Mr CoLBY Yes
Mr SCHWARZFinally Mr Colby I would like to read to you from

the President's order of February 14 1970 [exhibit 5 2]
The President has further directed the destruction of all existing toxin weap

ons and of all stocks of toxins which are not required for a research program
for defensive purposes only

You agree do you not that the retention of the shellfish toxin and
probably certain other materials violated that order

Mr CoLBY I think it was in a quantity which certainly is excessive
for research purchases

Mr SCHWARZAnd in fact no research was done on it after it was
delivered to the CIA facilities Is that right

Mr COLEY Right
Mr SCHWARZAnd in fact it was not for defensive purposes only

was it
Mr CoLBY No I do not think you can say it although some of it

might have been for the use of an agent for a suicide pill
Mr SCHWARZI have no further questions Mr Chairman
Senator CHURCH Mr Smothers do you have any supplemental

questions
Mr SMOTHERSYes Maybe we could clarify the point that the chief

counsel just raised Mr Colby could you be more clear on the respon
sibility of the people who are involved with these toxins Do their
jobs relate to any operational needs of the Agency

Mr CoLBY Well they perceived it as a potential operational need
And the fact is that one of the toxins was used on an actual operation
that is the U 2 flight

Mr SMOTHERSWere these persons involved in any decisionmaking
with regard to the use and implementation of these materials

Mr COLEY No This was a section of a technical support division
which did the research and development of the capability It would
then be turned over to one of the other elements of the Agency for
the actual operation

Mr SMOTHERS In the course of their duties would these persons
have had the opportunity to employ these substances in any manner
against individuals or targets if you will that they might have
selected

Mr CoLBY I do not quite understand the question
Mr SMOTHERS The scientists we are talking about would they

have had the opportunity in the normal course of their duties with
the Agency to determine how these materials might in fact be
employed

1seep 1923Seep 202
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Mr Coney Oh they would certainly conduct experiments at Fort
Detrick in various forms but not on people

Mr SMOTHERSWould they be responsible for any employment of
these materials beyond experimentation in a laboratory

Mr COLEYGenerally no although they would probably participate
to some degree in the detailed planning of an operation This will vary
from operation to operation Some operations cannot be established
without a very close relationship between the technical people and the
operational people In other cases the technical people can merely
furnish the device and there is sufficient explanation as to how to use
it that they do not need to be informed of the details of the actual
operation

Mr SMOTHERS.To the best of your knowledge either during the time
of your tenure of that of previous Directors was there any effort made
by any of these persons who had knowledge of the toxins either to
urge employment of them or to seek in some manner to use them
against persbns or to use them in nonexperimental manner

Mr CoLSY There were various suggestions made over time yes As
a matter of fact I had a job at one time when the idea was proposed to
me and I turned it down

Mr SMOTHERSYes but was it proposed by these persons who had
knowledge of the toxins

Mr Comm It was proposed by an expert It was not a toxin in that
case but it was a very similar chemical He was offering a capability
trying to see whether we were interested in using it

Mr SMOTHERSHow many people work in this laboratory Mr
Colby

Mr Couiy This particular laboratory was really a storeroom in
recent years and it is a very small room The people who had access
to it were only the chief and deputy chief and the secretary of that
particular section except that some additional people would some
times visit it But it is in the neighborhood of nine something like that
in that particular branch

Mr SMOTHERSNow in addition to the lethal substances indicated
on the inventory of exhibit 2,1 were there not in fact other substances
and materials kept in this storage area

Mr COLEYYea there are a number of other materials and I tried
to refer to that in my statement

Mr SMOTHERSWere some of those other materials such benign
substances as cough syrups and batteries and various kinds of things
that scientists may indeed have inquired into from time to time for a
variety of Agency purposes

Mr COLBYWell it was a storeroom in which various kinds of things
were there It was not restricted to the lethal business There were lots
of different things in there and a lot of very simple ordinary prod
ucts were in there too

Mr SMOTHERSYou mentioned the capability of the Agency with
regard to this kind of technical or toxin research Would this stor
age facility and the nine people we have talked about here represent
a capability for the conducting or the maintaining of expertise with
regard to lethal substances
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Mr COLBY Well the individuals would obviously be technically
qualified to discuss and advise with respect to the material in question
But normally the process by which CIA does its work in technical
fields is by contract or by arrangement with someone else to do the
actual work And our officers follow the contract and receive the results
and evaluate the results though this was not a working laboratory
It was merely a storeroom which had some facilities in it But these
officers the actual experimentation the actual research was done in
Fort Detrick in this situation

Mr SMoTHERs Finally to the best of your knowledge Mr Colby
as indicated by both your investigative efforts and any other informa
tion you may have was any unauthorized use made of these materials
at any time since their storage in the facility in question

Mr COLEYNot to our knowledge
Mr SMOTHERSThank you I have nothing further Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN Thank you Mr Smothers Mr Colby in your tes

timony you emphasized that the amount of shellfish toxin approxi
mately 11 grams a little more than 11 grams translated represents
about half an ounce I think that since it comes in a small container
we ought to better understand the potency of this particular toxin.
Earlier in the week we had testimony from Carl Duckett of your
Agency and he told us that if that amount of shellfish toxin were ad
ministered orally which is one of the least efficient ways for admin
istering it in terms of its lethality that quantity was sufficient to kill
at least 14,000 people If it were administered with the sophisticated
equipment that was found in the laboratory that quantity would be
sufficient to kill a great many more Estimates vary upward into the
hundreds of thousands

Now my first question is why did the Agency prepare a shellfish
toxin for which there is no particular antidote which attacks the
nervous system and brings on death very quickly Why did the Agency
prepare toxins of this character in quantities sufficient to kill many
thousands of people what was the need for that in the first place
long before the Presidential order came down to destroy this
material

Mr CoIir I think the first part of the answer to that question
Mr Chairman is the fact that the L-pill which was developed during
World War II does take some time to work and is particularly ago
nizing to the subject who uses it Some of the people who would be
natural requesters of such a capability for their own protection and
the protection of their fellow agents really do not want to face that
kind of a fate But if they could be given an instantaneous one they
would accept that And that was the thought process behind develop
ing the capability

Now I cannot explain why that quantity was developed except
that this was a collaboration that we were engaged in with the U.S
Army and we did develop this particular weapon you might say for
possible use When CIA retained the amount that it did it obviously
did it improperly

The CHAIRMAN This quantity and the various devices for admin
istering the toxin which were found in the laboratory certainly make
it clear Chat purely defensive uses were not what the Agency was lim
ited to in any way There were definite offensive uses In fact there
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were dart guns You mentioned suicides Well I do not think a suicide
is usually accomplished with a dart particularly a gun that can place
the dart in a human heart in such a way that he does not even know
that he has been hit

Mr Corsi There is no question about it It was also for offensive
reasons No question about it

The CHAIRMANHave you brought with you some of those devices
which would have enabled the CIA to use this poison for killing
people

Mr Coisr We hive indeed
The CHAIRMANDoes this pistol fire the dart
Mr Corsi Yes it does Mr Chairman The round thing at the top

is obviously the sight the rest of it is what is practically a normal .45
although it is a special However it works by electricity There is a
battery in the handle and it fires a small dart

The CHAIRMANSo that when it fires it fires silently
Mr Col,sr Almost silently yes
The CHAIRMANWhat range does it have
Mr CoLBY One hundred meters I believe about 100 yards 100

meters
The CHAIRMANAbout 100 meters range
Mr Color Yes
The CHAIRMANAnd the dart itself when it strikes the target does

the target know that he has been hit and about to die
Mr Court That depends Mr Chairman on the particular dart

used There are different kinds of these flechettes that were used in
various weapons systems and a special one was developed which po
tentially would be able to enter the target without perception

The CHAIRMANAnd did you find such darts in the laboratory
Mr Corer We did
The CHAIRMANIs it not true too that the effort not only involved

designing a gun that could strike at a human target without knowledge
of the person who had been struck but also the toxin itself would not
appear in the autopsy

Mr CorsY Well there was an attempt
The CHAIRMANOr the dart
Mr Coml. Yes so there was no way of perceiving that the target

was hit
The CHAIRMAN As a murder instrument that is about as efficient

as you can get is it not
Mr CoLsY It is a weapon a very serious weapon
The CHAIRMANGoing back to my earlier question Mr Colby as to

the quantities of this toxin that had been prepared can you conceive
of any use that the CIA could make of such quantities of shellfish
toxin

Mr CorsY I certainly can't today Mr Chairman in view of our
current 'policies and directives

The CHAIRMANWell even at the time certainly the CIA was never
commissioned or empowered to conduct bacteriological warfare
against whole communities and quantities of poison capable of de
stroying up to the hundreds of thousands of lives it seems to me to be
entirely inappropriarte for any possible use to which the CIA might
have put such poison
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Mr COLEY I think the fact that we were jointly doing this with
the Army Mr Chairman probably led into this kind of a quantitative
approach to it But we were talking about a weapons system and we
developed some of the material

The CHAIRMANWell who paid for the development of this toxin
Mr CoLBY There was a great deal of joint activity This particular

thing we paid for
The CHAIRMANAnd is it not true that over the years this prepara

tion which is a costly and lengthy distillation process from what I
understand costs about $3 million

Mr CoLBY Well not just this toxin Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANWell development of guns of this kind
Mr CoLBY The total program from the years 1952 to 1970 did

amount to that as a total But in the later years of the sixties this
dwindled down as I indicated to pretty much the maintenance of a
stockpile and not any more development activity

The CHAIRMAN In the later years it was still costing the Agency
just for the maintenance of a stockpile about $75,000 a year

Mr COLEY Yes in collaboration with Fort Detrick that was the
sum that was involved

The CHAIRMANNow there is no question in your mind that Presi
dential orders were issued directing the CIA to destroy these toxins in
accordance with the national policy and treaty obligation assumed by
the United States that such substances would not be retained except
for purely experimental laboratories and experimental purposes

Mr CoLBY I would like to destroy it As you know Mr Chairman
I must hold it for possible evidence here I have also been approached
by some academic centers to have it transferred to some safe handling
where it can be used in normal research activities and no longer main
tained by CIA But they asked particularly that it not be destroyed
because of the difficulty in obtaining it for perfectly proper uses in
medical research I would be delighted to concede with that if the
committee agrees with it and the other people who have a voice in it
agree with it

The CHAIRMAN But you are not suggesting by that that the CIA
retain poisons in this quantity for experimental purposes are you

Mr COLEY No But I think this was a little bit the mental processes
of the people who actually did retain it

The CHAIRMANDuring the 5-year period no experiments were actu
ally conducted

Mr Comm No none But I think the sense of it is it is very difficult
to make and therefore "let us not destroy it, typified the mentality of
the people who decided to retain it against the directives given to them

The CHAIRMANAnd you are not suggesting that the retention of poi
sons in these quantities did not in fact represent a violation of Presi
dential directive

Mr CoLBY I do not contest that no
The CHAIRMANNow the committee will follow a 10-minute rule so

that all members have fair opportunity to question the witnesses My
10 minutes have expired and I will turn now to Senator Tower

Senator TowEa Thank you Mr Chairman Mr Colby are you cer
tain that these materials that have been the subject of testimony spe
cifically shellfish toxin and the cobra venom currently retain their orig
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inal potency Is there a chance that over the passage of time their

potency has in any way deteriorated
Mr CoLBY Senator Tower I am really not enough of a technical ex

pert to answer that
Mr STEVExs It is possible but unlikely
Mr CoLBY It is possible but unlikely
Mr STEVENSThat they have lost--
Mr Comm That they have lost some of their potency
Senator TowER Mr Colby turning to the dart gun was it ever em

plo ed for any purer by the Agency
Mr Coml. I think merely experiments Senator Tower I do not

know of any actual use There is no record of any actual use
Senator TowER No actual operational use of it at all
Mr CoLBY No
Senator Tower Prior to the discovery of the substances this summer

did anyone in the Agency know of the actual quantities on hand
Mr Comm We did not even really know that we had any quantities
Senator TowER You did not even know that you had any on hand
Mr COLEY No although the individual who kept them obviously

knew that there were some there
Senator TowEa Now have you in fact merely accepted the assertion

that the substances are in fact poison Have you conducted any test
ing to really identify these substances to make sure that they are the
substances described here

Mr COLBYNo we have not tested them We have rested upon the
labels on them and the other records indicating that that kind of a
program did exist

Senator TowEn The only thing you have to go by are the labels and
the records

Mr COLEr And the testimony of some of our people
Senator TowEx And the testimony But there has been no test to

make sure in fact
Mr CoLBY There has not been Senator Tower I did not want to

risk letting the material out of our hands for a while
Senator TOWERIn trying to locate and identify these materials that

have been described don't you think discretion would dictate that
you should make sure that you have indeed located these materials

Mr Comm Well I think we have enough to alert us to the need to
do something about these materials Whatever they are they are la
beled The people say that they recall having sequestered them as that
kind of material And I think that we want to make sure that we are
handling this case in the proper form and not being subject to a pos
sible problem of having destroyed them by mistake or anything of
that nature

Senator TowEa At the time of the Presidential order in 1970 did
the Agency have responsibility for custody of anything other than
laboratory samples of toxins of various types

Mr CoLBY Well we had as I said Senator Tower the actual
need in some of our operations for some kinds of chemicals overseas
and I think a legitimate need for a lethal substance certainly for de
fensive if not for offensive purposes

Senator TowER Were they not in fact stored at Fort Detrick
Mr COLEYThey were indeed stored at Fort Detrick
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Senator TowER They were not in your actual possession
Mr Coney I believe first there was a very small amount brought

down to CIA before the 1970 move But the main depository was
certainly at Fort Detrick

Senator TowER Thank you Mr Colby
Mr Conn. Thank you Senator
The CHAIRMAN.Before I turn to Senator Mondale I want to observe

that Senator Hart of Michigan who has been a very valued member
of this committee cannot be with us today because he is presently
hospitalized And I just want to express the regrets of the commit
tee that he cannot be here to participate in this hearing because he
has been of great service And we hope that he will soon return to
the committee table

Senator TOWER Mr Chairman if you would yield let me second
your remarks and associate myself with them Senator Hart has been
a valued member of the committee and we hope he has a speedy
recovery

The CHAIRMANThank you Senator Mondale
Senator MONDALEMr Colby in your opening statement you ob

served that the Agency which you head must operate in a secret envi
ronment I think most of us would accept that fundamental concession
and serious concession in a society which is based upon the theory
that the American people must know what is going on But what
troubles me is that this record seems to disclose an additional con
cession namely the lack of accountability so that we not only have
a secret agency but we have an agency about which there is some
question as to its accountability to the authority of the President or
to the authority of the National Security Council The record seems
to disclose that there is no Presidential or National Security Council
order in the first place directing the CIA to establish this program
at all

Second there appears to be no report by the CIA to higher author
ity of the existence of these toxins or biological weapons

Third there seems to be no evidence that those in charge of the
CIA inquired of subordinates as to the existence of toxins or biologi
cal weapons or that following the Presidential order decreeing de
struction of such toxins that any formal order went forth within
the CIA to require their destruction

Moreover the record seems to support the notion that it was only
by chance that the leadership of the CIA became aware some years
later of even the existence of these lethal toxins which were in viola
tion of a direct Presidential order

In short the record is a mess and we may never know just exactly
what happened Does it bother you that this kind of record could be
available to us and should exist in something as serious as this

Mr Coney It certainly does Senator Mondale And I think we
have taken some steps to try to overcome that problem I think that the
existence of the program did stem from the World War II experience
and the fact of the Technical Services Division having a role of sup
port for our intelligence activities was reported to various super
visory committees of the time
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I do not think there is any great detail on that in line with the

standards of those times But I think there is no indication that the

Agency wanted to defy a Presidential order There is an indication that
the suggestion was made to the Agency management or to some level
of it that the material be maintained But there is no indication that
that was approved There is an indication that the Presidential in
struction was passed down the line to the various elements of the Agen
cy'.And I think that there are steps that we are taking to prevent this
kind of thing happening

The reason we found out about this was precisely because of the
reiterated demands and directives that I issued that we be informed of

anything questionable in the Agency's past that it is precisely this
kind of detailed supervision and management that we have to have
and I think that we now have ,and I think that we will have
*senator MONDALEWhy would it be that after an exhaustive study

of this matter by the committee and by your own Agency we cannot
find a single order of any kind inquiring as to the existence of toxins
or biological weapons any order requiring their destruction follow

ing the Presidential directive at all Not a single document exists Why
would that be

Mr CoLSY Well the theory of the intelligence operations in the
fifties and that gradually has changed but at that time clearly those
matters were not made in a great deal of record There was some severe

eompartmentation of sensitive matters things of this nature This
then reduced the amount of recordkeeping the amount of involvement
of other people in sensitive activities and you reduced it down to a

very small group who knew anything about it
I think this then explains the difficulty today of reconstructing some

ofthese matters
Senator MONDALEBut it also apparently created situations where

the Agency or someone in the Agency pursued a course which violated
a fundamental order of the President of the United States and the

spirit of a solemn international convention against biological and toxic
warfare

Mr 'COLBYThere is no question about it that a middle-grade officer
n'iade-a decision which was wrong

Senator MONDALEThe trouble is we have seen this same phenom
enon with respect to other matters that are not before us today where
i something happened people at the top did not know about it or
cclaan'they knew about it and said it shouldn't happen Then someone
lower did it claiming higher authority not knowing who no docu
mentation So as we seek to reach the issue of accountability in a secret
agency we are left repeatedly with a record which is utterly beyond
understanding And I wonder if that does not go to questions of man
agement and control and Presidential authority in a profound way as
this record discloses

Mr CoLSY I think it goes to a question of the cultural pattern of
intelligence activities and the traditions the old traditions of how they

vs o conducted And those are being changed in America and I for one
ad they are

r MONDALEThank you very much Mr Chairman
Ie `CBAIRMANThank you Senator Mondale Senator Baker
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Senator BAKER Mr Chairman thank you very much Before I di
rect a few questions to Mr Colby I have a brief statement I would
like to make with respect to these hearings They will come as no sur
prise to you Mr Chairman nor to you Mr Vice Chairman that I
think we are making a mistake I think that we should have started
public hearings at the very outset and gone fully into the question of
assassinations or whatever else might legitimately come before this
committee in the scope of its inquiry I do not think Mr Chairman
Mr Vice Chairman that we ought to have an interim report for in
stance on assassinations because I think it tends to segregate and to
emphasize a particular area of our inquiry out of perspective to the
totality of the inquiry

Having said that Mr Chairman I also want to say that I admire
you and Senator Tower for the diligence of your effort in bringing us
to this point I do not criticize you for the decision that has been made
by a majority of the committee I simply want to register my
disagreement

I think that particularly on a matter of this sensitivity that has
received this much public attention that if the country is not fully
informed if we do not have a public forum from which they can gain
the information they require to make their judgment that no judg
ment we make for them will be adequate

Therefore I think Mr Chairman that the committee ought to re
consider its determination to conduct its inquiry on assassinations or
any other aspect of this matter in secret in executive session that we
ought to reconsider the matter of filing an interim report and instead
we should have public hearings and forebear an interim report so we
have a full report and that the country would then be well served in
accordance with rights to know Having said that Mr Chairman I do
have a few questions I would like to put to Mr Colby

The CHAIRMANVery well
Senator BAKER Mr Colby it is clear to me from the evidence at hand

that somebody authorized the formulation the development and the
retention of these toxic materials Can you tell me who did it

Mr CoLBY The development the research and development I think
was begun in the sixties the early sixties I cannot tell you specifically
who authorized it

Senator BAKER Is there a record that would tell us who did it
Mr CoLBY The records are very incomplete as you know sir
Senator BAKER Why are they incomplete
Mr CoLBY Some of them apparently have been destroyed
Senator BAKER Do you know who destroyed them
Mr CoLBY I do I have a report that one set was destroyed by the

Chief of the Division in question before his retirement
Senator BAKER Do you know who that was
Mr COLEYMr Gottlieb
Senator BAKER Is that Mr Sidney Gottlieb
Mr COLEY Yes
Senator BAKER What was his title at the time if
Mr COLEY He was Chief of the Technical Services Division
Senator BAKER Have you interviewed Mr Gottlieb
Mr CoLBY I have not
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Senator BAKER Has anyone at the Agency interviewed Mr Gottlieb
as to why these records were destroyed

Mr CoiBY There is a memorandum in the Agency between the Di
rector and Mr Gottlieb at that time

Senator BAKER What does that mean Does that mean yes they have
or no they haven't

Mr CoLBY That they were destroyed explaining
Senator BAKERWhat I am asking you is do you know has anyone

at the Agency interviewed Gottlieb as to why the material was
destroyed

Mr Coisy We have had one contact with Mr Gottlieb in recent
days We have pretty much

Senator BAKER Is it true that Gottlieb was at the Agency at Lang
ley just a few days ago going through his records and other material
out there

Mr COLEYHe was
Senator BAKERAnd did somebody at that time say "What was it you

destroyed Sidney ?"or "how come you did it
Mr COLEYSenator we have taken the position with this committee

as we have with the other committees and with the Rockefeller Com
mission that we would not go outside the current employees of the
Agency to try to run down these stories We did not want to be sub
jected to a possible charge that we were somehow cooking their testi
mony And as a result we have restricted our connections with these
people to providing them the information that they had while they
were in the Agency

Senator BAKER I am not trying to press you but the way I interpret
the totality of those remarks is that no one has interviewed Gottlieb
as to why he destroyed the material or what they contained the
records

Mr CouBY No we have not interviewed him as to the reason
Senator BAKER Do you know what documents he destroyed
Mr COLBYWe are very unsure as to the total We do not have an

inventory of it
Senator BAKER Do you think they might have said who authorized

the formulation or the retention of this stuff Do you have any reason
to think it might or might not contain that information

Mr COLEYIn this case I doubt it would have very much because
this case from the evidence we have at hand

Senator BAKER Does it say anything or have any reason to indicate
that it might say how if at all this material was used in an aggressive
way against someone to kill someone

Mr CoLBY Well there may well be some of that in the material
Senator BAKERWhen was the documentation destroyed
Mr COLEYIn 1973
Senator BAKER It did not happen to be destroyed at the same time

as those tapes that the CIA destroyed
Mr Court In 1972
Senator BAKERIn 1972 When in 1972
Mr CoLBYNovember I believe it was
Senator BAKER In November of 1972 Do you have any idea what

volume of records were destroyed
Mr CoLBYI do not know
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Senator BAKER Do you know who authorized the destruction if
anyone

Mr COLEYAs I said there was a memorandum of agreement between
the Director and Mr Gottlieb at that time

Senator BASER And the Director at that time was
Mr COLEYMr Helms
Senator BAKER Mr Helms is here in this room I believe Mr Chair

man and I take it we will have an opportunity )to hear from him
The CHAIRMAN Mr Helms will be our witness at tomorrow morn

ing's hearings I believe he is the leadoff witness
Senator BAKER I will not prolong my opportunity to examine

the witness much longer Mr Chairman I understand we are going
to try to operate under the 10-minute rule

May I ask you only this further question then in general Mr
Colby You have heard of the doctrine of plausible deniability

Mr CoLBY Yes and I have rejected it now Senator I say we cannot
depend upon that any more

Senator BASER The question I was going to put to you is that
a phrase of art in the intelligence community Does it have a separate
significance that you understand

Mr CoLBY It was a rationale used in earlier years
Senator BARER What does it mean
Mr Cory If the United States could deny something and not be

clearly demonstrated as having said something falsely then the United
States could do so

Senator BAKER In the case of assassinations in the case of any
other of domestic surveillance in the case of the formulation of poi
sons under that previous rationale would the doctrine of plausible de
niability have led the Agency to destroy records to conceal evidence or
to compartmentalize to the point that it would be that a committee
such as this later would have been unable to establish what really
happened

Mr CoLBY I think the plausible denial concept was used in the sense
of international diplomatic relationships that our country

Senator BAKER Are you saying by that it would not have applied
to the formulation of toxic materials

Mr CoLBY I would not say it did not have anything to do with it
at all but I think that the basic rationale for the doctrine of plausible
denial was so our Nation could deny something and not be tagged with
it

Senator BAKER Senator Mondale pointed out that in another area
which is not being covered here I take it he meant assassinations 
and an area that I think should be covered here that we run up
against a stone wall that we get so far and leads get fuzzy You know
what we are driving at You are familiar with our record so far

Mr Cory I have the same problem
Senator BAKER Without going into that is that an application of

the doctrine of plausible deniability
Mr CoLBY No I do not think so I do not think that would apply

to internal records Plausible denial would be to one's posture vis-a-vis
some foreign nation That is the basic rationale behind it It does not
have anything to do with the keeping or nonkeeping of internal
records
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Senator BAKra Mr Chairman I am a little beyond the scope of this

inquiry here but not much and not for that primary purpose You
are familiar I take it with the Inspector General's report on the
assassination situation

Mr Cotsr Yes
Senator BAKERAs I recall the first few sentences in that report dealt

with the difficulty of reconstructing finding records and dealt gen
erally with the question of plausible deniability Are you familiar with
the language I am referring to

Mr CotsY I believe so
Senator BAKER Is that the sort of thing that would prevent us from

finding records of responsibility and causal connection to this matter
of the formulation and retention or the failure to destroy toxic mate
rials

Mr CoLBY The effect of it would but the purpose of the doctrine was
certainly not to deprive our Government of any knowledge about our
Government's own activities

Senator BAKERBut it had that effect
Mr CoLBY It could have that effect
Senator BAKERThank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANThank you Senator Baker Senator Huddleston
Senator HIIDDLESTONThank you Mr Chairman Mr Colby first

I would like to commend you for the forthright way that you have
dealt with this committee In my judgment you have made every
effort to provide us with the information we needed and have adopted
the policy on your own that certainly would tend to eliminate many
of the alleged abuses and apparent abuses that occurred in recent years

I would also reiterate what you said in your own statement that these
particular hearings this series on biological warfare and toxins should
not be considered as typical of the operation of the CIA nor should it
be considered as unique or unusual It is simply one piece of a giant
jigsaw puzzle that until we see more of the entire picture we will have
a hard time assessing the total operation

Mr COLEYThank you Senator
Senator HtrDDLESTONI would like to refer you to a memorandum

[exhibit 11] that was purported to have been prepared by Thomas H
Karamessines who at the time was Deputy Director for Plans of the
Central Intelligence Agency directed to the Director of CIA at that
time I understand that this memorandum was not signed by Mr
Karamessines that the person to whom it was directed indicated that
he did not in fact see it

However it sets out very specifically the situation at that time in
1970 following the President's order to eliminate our activity in bac
teriological and toxin warfare As a matter of fact let us go through
it very briefly

In the first paragraph it calls attention to the President's order in
November 1969 which was to eliminate this program In the second
paragraph it points out the President's clarification in January of
1970 to state very specifically that this order did in fact apply to the
CIA Then in the third paragraph it goes on to say to point out that
the CIA did have at Fort Detrick certain supplies It then says that
this stockpile did not appear on the inventory list
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Now does that not indicate to you a specific knowledge on the part
of this individual at least that the CIA was in violation of the Presi
dent's order

Mr CoLSY Well it certainly indicates that the material held by CIA
did not appear on the Fort Detrick list That is certainly so In that
res ect it certainly indicates awareness of President Nixon's directive

Senator HDDDLESTONAnd that this inventory should have been in
cluded so that the Army could proceed with its plan of destruction as
it had been ordered to do

Mr CoLBY I think there is that implication that it should have
appeared

Senator HDDDLESTONFurther then in paragraph 5 this memo
randum suggested that if_the Director wishes to continue this special
capability now does that not also indicate that the Director might
want to violate outright the President's order

Mr CoLBY It certainly gave an option that that particular order
would not be followed Now that does not indicate that the Director
would necessarily do that without consultation with the President

Senator HUDDLESTONI recognize that _But someone in the Depart
ment either Mr Karamessines or his deputy or someone was suggest
ing this as an option

Mr Comm I think the originator of the particular draft memo
randum is one of your witnesses and there is no indication of the level
to which the memorandum got beyond him although it is clear that
Mr Karamessines did not sign it

Senator HDDDLESTONExcept that what he suggested did in fact
take place

Mr CoLBY Yes that is right It in fact took place according to his
account by his own decision in violation of the directives he was
given

Senator HUDDLESTONOne more sentence in paragraph 5 "Ar
rangements have been made for this contingency. Does that indicate
that someone in the Agency had already taken action or had made
arrangements to specifically violate the order of the President of the
United States

Mr COLEY They had arranged for the possible transfer of the
materials to a research center a private research center in Baltimore
That was what that "Arrangements have been made referred to

Senater HDDDLESTONBut the memorandum had already indicated
that they recognized that is in violation of the President's order

Mr CoLBY A contingency that if the Director approved it would
be done And it of course was not The material was kept in the Agency
itself

Senator HUDDLESTONNow that memorandum also lists an inven
tory I presume at that time which differs somewhat from the inven
tory that you have submitted from the material that has recently
been located Is that correct

Mr COLEY Yes there are some differences in it I think a number
of those items were actually included in the destruction by Fort
Detrick

Senator HUDDLESTONDo you know who made the decision and why
he selected certain items to retain illegally and allowed certain items
to be destroyed
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Mr CoiBY The only one was the shellfish which was retained in

violation of the directive Of the remaining material some of it was
not included within the directive and some was and was destroyed So
the story as we can reconstruct it today is that this certain officer
wanted to save this material because it was very valuable

Senator HUDDLESTONMr Colby it has already been established that
the cost of this research work and development was in the neighbor
hood of $3 million

Mr CoLBY I would not apply that only to the shellfish but to the
total activity

Senator HUDDLESTONYou indicated that as far as you know there
has been only one application and that was Francis Gary Powers the
U-2 pilot

Mr COLBYWell of course that wasn't an application either There
were certain other situations in which clearly some consideration was

given to analogous material if not this material
Senator HUDDLESTONAre you saying for $3 million we supplied

one U-2 pilot with a device with which he might do away with his own
life which he decided not to use a decision I would say was very wise
on his part personally Is that correct

Mr COLEYNo I think that is not quite correct Senator Huddleston
The $3 million refers to the whole activity and includes the research
and the stockpiling not only of this particular material but of other
materials And I indicated some of the other materials have been used
on other operations the guard dogs and things of that nature

Senator HumDLESTONNow most of the material there the toxic
material was applied by some sort of injection Consequently you
developed the dart guns and drill bits that you put in silver dollars
and whatever Was there also material there that would be admin
istered in some other way

Mr CoLBY Oh yes there were various ways you could administer
various of these materials no question about it both orally and under
some kind of a guise and so forth

Senator H1JDDLESTONAnd what devices were prepared for that kind
of administration

Mr CoLBY It was really rather the development to see what the
effect of putting the particular material into another substance what
chemical reactions and stabilities were

Senator HTDDLESTONNow the inventory for the first set of mate
rials that were held at Fort Detrick included an agent that I presume
was designed to induce tuberculosis

Is that correct
Mr COLEYYes There is that capability
Senator HuDDLESTONWhat application would be made of that par

ticular agent
`Mr COLEY It is obviously to induce tuberculosis in a subject that

you want to induce it in
'Senator HuDDLESTONFor what purpose V
Mr COLEY We know of no application ever being done with it but

the idea of giving someone this particular disease is obviously the
thought process behind this
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Senator HIInDLESTONYou mentioned earlier in your testimony that
the primary purpose for collecting this material was to induce a
temporary situation to prevent harm 4

Mr CoLBY That certainly does not apply to the lethal agents
Senator HUDDLESTONI would not think it did
Mr Comm No
Senator HUDDLESTONWhat about brucellosis which we are trying

to eradicate in Kentucky It affects cattle That was also on the inven
tory What was the purpose of that

Mr CoLBY I think we were talking about an experiment We were
talking about what its capabilitiea,.were what its properties were what
the reactions were and so forth I do not think anybne had gone down
the trail to a particular use a particular purpose there They were
dealing as scientists with the different materials available to them

Senator HUDDLESTONWas this at the direction of the CIA to de
velo this or for scientists just looking around trying to find out

Mr COLBY These were CIA officers who were responsible for keep
ing up with the state of the art in various kinds of technical and
pharmaceutical areas to see what applications might be appropriate
for intelligence-related purposes

Senator HUDDLESTONThank you I believe my time has expired
Mr Chairman

The CHAIRMAN Thank you Senator Huddleston Senator Gold
water

Senator GoLnwATER Thank you Mr Chairman I only have one
question Mr Colby but I have a short statement I would like to make
to you

Criticism and analysis are important ingredients in making our
democracy work However we are now approaching the point where
both are being abused to the point of self-destruction I submit we
must get out of the morass of doubt and pessimism into which we have
sunk We must not let the quarrels of the past interfere with building
for the future A tidal wave of criticism has swept over the intelligence
community of our country much of which is mistaken or unwarranted
The damage is severe If continued its survival is uncertain

Before this committee have appeared men of the CIA both on active
duty and retired All have been impressive because of their dedication
and loyalty Nothing we have heard detracts from the reputation of
the CIA as a highly competent organization The men and women of
the CIA are doing a great job under very trying conditions

And I say to them as our Nation 'gets back on course I believe there
will be change for the better I ask you to hold on until that happens
You were never more needed by this country than right now And as
one American I am proud of you

To those young people who may be looking for careers and who have
a desire for public service I can think of no better way to serve your
Nation than as an intelligence officer Many skills are required to keep
the CIA a useful and productive organization and continuity is vital
to America

Now Mr Colby
Mr CoLBY Senator Goldwater if I may on behalf of our employ

ees thank you for that statement They are under a lot of pressure
these days and they will appreciate that
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Senator GOLDWATERThe question I have to ask you have other
countries developed bacteriological warfare ability

Mr COLEY Certainly Senator that is one aspect of bacteriological
warfare that the President's directive in 1969 and 1970 tells CIA tc
continue and that is to follow the activities of other nations We will
see the capabilities and activities of other nations in this field and we
have some officers who do follow these activities abroad And they
are quite general There are some very very dubious areas where we
are just not sure what the actual capabilities are in some respects but
we do follow it indeed and there is extensive effort done by other
nations in this line

Senator GOLDWATERBut you are now prevented from
Mr COLBY No we can follow the foreign ones that's no problem
Senator GOLDWATERYou can follow them but can you do anything

to offset them
Mr Cou i I think that the defensive against those possible things

is a matter for the Department of Defense
Senator GOLDWATERYou feel you are safe in that field
Mr CoLBY I think in cooperation with the Department of Defense

and advising the Department of Defense of foreign developments in
this area we are giving them the basis for developing such defense
efforts as we need them

Senator GOLDWATERThank you that is all I have Mr Chairman
The CEAIRMAN Thank you Senator Goldwater Senator Morgan
Senator MORGANMr Chairman Mr Colby since this is the first

public hearing of this committee I think we should note that we
feel and I certainly feel that the role played by the CIA is a very
vital one and a very important one I think the fact that you quoted
from President Kennedy who said that quite often our failures are
trumpeted and our successes go unheralded is appropriate here

This committee has been told by witnesses that had the CIA existed
prior to World War II Pearl Harbor might never have happened or
if it had happened the loss in deaths and property might have been
much less So I want you to know that we do recognize the role of
the CIA We ,Eeecognizethe fact that we in this country must be able
to know in advance what our potential adversaries and potential
enemies may be planning so that we can cope with them So I do
think it is important

Mr CoLBYThank you Senator
Senator MoRGAx I believe Mr Colby that most of the questions

have been asked except that earlier the reference was made to the
Presidential order and we alluded to what was in fact I think the
press release concerning the Presidential order But as I read the
Presidential order I found this statement The U.S bacteriological
and the biological programs will be confined to research and develop
ment for defensive purposes immunization safety measures et cetera
This does not preclude research into those offensive aspects of bacterio
logical biological agents necessary to determine what defensive meas
ures are required

Now earlier you stated you thought it might have been the mentality
of those who made the decision to keep these toxins that they might
be needed in order to develop defensive weapons Do you think if
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that was their thinking that it would be in keeping with the Presi
dential order as I just read it to you

Mr COLEY Well we looked at that I think that you might be able
to make a case for that Senator if you were actively involved and
had responsibilities for these defensive measures But as I think the
chairman pointed out the quantities maintained by CIA are difficult
to defend under that directive

Senator MORGANWhat was your position with the CIA at that
time

Mr CoLBY In 1970 I was on detached service I was assigned to
the Department of State in Vietnam

Senator Moxanx You had nothing to do with retaining these
toxins?

Mr CoLaY No I had nothing
Senator MORGAN And you knew nothing about them until you

made the discovery
Mr CouBY Until we had discovered this in May
Senator MonGAN I would commend you Mr Colby again for taking

these steps to determine what has happened 1 think most men in the
CIA as well as those in the IRS and the FBI are dedicated public
officials that want to do what-is right I think your method of asking
for any known violations has been helpful to this committee I would
commend it Mr Chairman to the IRS to the end that they might
ask their field agents if they know of known violations in this area
and I would commend it also"to the Director of the FBI

Senator Goldwater mentioned and I believe the Presidential order
directed the CIA to continue to maintain surveillance on the bag
teriological and biological warfare capabilities of other states You
say you have done that

Mr CoLBY We do so yes sir
Senator MORGAN Are you in a position to tell this committee

whether or not other states and especially potential adversaries
enemies now have stockpiles of such toxins9

Mr CoLBY I do not think I can say much about stockpiles but I do
know that there are installations which appear to us to be experi
mental stations of some sort

Senator MORGANThank you Mr Colby
Mr CoLBY In the chemical field certainly there are stockpiles We

are aware of that also
Senator MORGANI have no further questions
The CHAIRMANThank you Senator Senator Mathias
Senator MATHIASThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Colby some of America's greatest victories and some of Amer

ica's greatest defeats have represented failures of intelligence Tren
ton Antietam Pearl Harbor I think all illustrate the vital necessity
of intelligence A year ago almost exactly a year ago when Senator
Mansfield and I introduced the legislation which has resulted in this
investigation we had that very much in mind We wanted to be sure
that we had the best intelligence system that was available But I
think we also had in mind John Adams warning that a frequent recur
rence to the principles of the Constitution is absolutely necessary to
preserve the advantages of liberty and to maintain a free government

I think the discovery of this toxin raises some interesting questions
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which are within the purview of this investigation and which I think
have to be answered before this committee completes its work and
makes its recommendations to the Congress For example I accept
your statement that this toxin was never used except in the one in
stance that you described But I then have to ask you this If you had
used the toxin what provision in the Constitution would have afforded
authority to do so

Mr CoLEY I think CIA's operations are certainly overseas opera
tions They fall under the National Security Act of 1947 and they fall
consequently under the provisions of the Constitution that call for
the national defense and the foreign relations of the United States

Senator MATHIAS The use of a toxin of this sort is of course the
use of force

Mr COLEYIt is a weapon yes
Senator MATHIAS It is a weapon it is a use of force and normally

if a force is to be employed against another nation congressional
approval is required is that not true

Mr Coiiy Well I think we are now in the midst of the War Powers
Act and this activity of course preceded that

Senator MATHIAS Yes it did precede it but what occurs to me here
is that we have an illustration of the use of force in the relations of
the United States to other powers in the world or at least the potential
use of force As you say it has never been used in this instance
which differs only in degree from covert operations in Laos or other
examples that we could think of And so it seems to me that the dis
covery of this toxin raises very fundamental questions about the rela
tionship to covert activities of any intelligence agencies be it the CIA
the FBI or others with the constitutional process on which this
Government is conducted

Now I would think Mr Chairman that there is no responsibility
greater upon us than to define that relationship as accurately as pos
sible before the close of these hearings Thank you

Mr COLEYIt is of course contained within the amendment to the
Foreign Assistance Act passed last December which now requires
that any activity of CIA other than intelligence gathering abroad
shall be found to be important to the national security by the Presi
dent and shall be reported to the appropriate committees and that
includes six committees of the Congress at this time This is a statu
tory provision which we are in compliance with

Senator MATHIAS Let me say Mr Colby that I agree with you
Let me say this imposes responsibilities on the Congress that I do not

k have always been discharged very well I can recall members of
Congress who recoiled from the responsibility of knowing what was
1ipening members of Congress who said "Don't tell me I do not

ant to know. I think that is an indictment of the Congress just as
were an indictment as those labeled against any of the intelligence

emotes
Comm I would not call it an indictment of the Congress Sena

it rather reflected the general atmosphere political atmos
ere, toward intelligence that was the traditional approach and I

we Americans are changing that This act is an example of that
as is this committee
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Senator MATHIASI think you are more generous than I am inclined
to be I cannot be that permissive I do not think climate will excuse
what is really a dereliction of duty and if there had not been that
dereliction of duty perhaps we would not be here today

The CHAIRMAN I must say Senator Mathias I agree fully We
have been victimized by excessive secrecy not only with respect to
failure of Congress in the past to exercise proper surveillance over
intelligence activities but also excessive secrecy has created this kind
of mischief within the executive branch Here we have a case where
the very methods of secrecy concealed for 5 years an act of insub
ordination within the CIA that came to light only by the happenstance
that Mr Colby the present Director asked the Agency if they please
would tell him what has been going on that is wrong And as a
result somebody knowing something about this gave him a tip as a
result of which he then conducted investigations that led to this dis
closure So I believe that the internal workings within the Agency
itself are a matter that we niust look at very closely to be sure that
this kind of thing does not happen again and can be prevented Ex
cessive secrecy may have victimized this Agency as well as the
Congress

Our next Senator in line is Senator Hart
Senator HART of Colorado Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr Colby can you be absolutely sure that there are not in other

vaults any poisons in this town or in this country or in our possession
in some part of the world

Mr COLEY I cannot be absolutely sure no Senator We obviously
are conducting such investigations and releasing such orders as pos
sible but I cannot be absolutely sure that some officer somewhere has
not sequestered something

Senator HART of Colorado Could you concisely as possible
state for the committee your understanding of the practice of
compartmentation

Mr CoLBY Well the compartmentation process is merely the strict
application of the "need-to-know principle If an employee in the in
telligence business needs to know something in order to do his job then
he has a right to the information But if he does not need to know that
particular information he does not have a right to the information
And if the information is one which is required for large numbers of
employees then large numbers of employees will be allowed to know it

If the particular activity is a very sensitive matter and only a very
few employees need to know it then it will be known to only a very
few employees We make a particular effort to keep the identities of
our sources and some of our more complicated technical systems re
stricted very sharply to the people who actually need to work on
them And many of the rest of the people in the Agency know nothing
about them

Senator HART of Colorado Does that need-to-know principle apply
in cases of sensitivity to the Director of Central Intelligence

Mr COLEY Certainly not It does not with one exception I do not
believe I need to know the name of an agent in some foreign country
who is serving us at the risk of his life I know he is there I know
what kind of a person he is but I do not need to know his actual name
I have kept that out of my knowledge because I travel and I do not
 ._a f_ 1.,._ 4.1,..41.: a ,.~ +1,:,, R + +l,st is tha nnly area that I
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would apply it to I am responsible for everything that happens in
the Agency I need to know everything that happens in the Agency

Senator HARTof Colorado Based upon this case and other matters
that we have under consideration and past practices in the Agency
how can you as the Director of Central Intelligence be absolutely
sure that activities of this kind are not going on within the Agency
shielded from your knowledge by the practice of compartmentation

Mr CoLBY I think I have an adequate system today both in our
program review of what the activities of the Agency are the decisions
made about resource levels personnel levels things of this nature
devoted to different kinds of projects I look at results from those
commitments to see whether they are compatible with the kind of funds
expended on them I also have an independent Inspector General and
we have most recently increased the size of his staff in response to
tiv requirement of the Rockefeller Commission

We have made certain organizational changes in the Agency to
try to break down the former high degree of compartmentation
which in some cases was not really based upon a need-to-know prin
ciple but became a little bit identified with the normal bureaucratic
processes of developing a small wall between different organizations
This particular office for instance was transferred from our opera
tional directorate to the science and technology directorate

Senator HART of Colorado But in the final analysis there is no
absolutely certain guarantee that incidents of this type might not
occur in the future

Mr COLEY There is a guarantee in the sense that the employees are
shown a statement each year and sign it a set of standards for their
activities and included in those is our requirement that if they know
of any questionable activities or activities beyond CIA's charter that
they're instructed to bring it to either me or the Inspector General

This is a process I have insisted on to my subordinate deputies that
I be subjected to no surprises and it is the latest one of these particu
lar directives that actually instigated this exposure here that my sub
ordinates are responsible for bringing to me anything that they find
that is sensitive in any fashion and to keep me advised of any such
Matters going on

As you say Senator it is certainly possible that some person some
place in the world can do an improper thing without my knowledge of
it beforehand

Senator HARTof Colorado Mr Colby I think your exposure to this
committee is sufficient to know that none of us wishes to question the
loyalty or patriotism of any of your employees What we are trying
to do as the chairman and Senator Mathias and others have stated
is to work with you and your colleagues in preventing the kind of
abuses and misconduct that has gone on in the past In that connection
can you suggest any further guidelines in addition to the statement
that you made which would guarantee that this compartmentation
does not prevent the knowledge of the command and control officers in
theAgency of key activities

Mr COLEY Well I think as I did say in my statement Senator I
believe that intensive external supervision will generate intensive
internal supervision That is a normal working of bureaucracies and I
the that that kind of supervision I welcome from both the Executive
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and the Congress because I think it will keep our intelligence people
absolutely confident that they do not do things that they should not

Senator HART of Colorado So you do not find the work of this
committee unwelcome

Mr Conn. No I do not As I have said to the chairman I welcome
the chance to try to describe to the American people what intelligence
is really about today And it is an opportunity to show how we Ameri
cans have modernized the whole concept of intelligence and I hope
we can do that

Senator HARTof Colorado Mr Colby one brief line of inquiry in
connection with the case under study Are you familiar with a reported
series of so-called vulnerability studies that were conducted probably
sometime in the sixties in connection with this program of toxic
weapons and so forth

Mr CoLBY I think this was a Defense Department activity of deter
mining what possible vulnerabilities our country might have to these
kinds of weapons

Senator HART of Colorado To your knowledge were CIA person
nel involved in this

Mr Comm CIA was aware of some of them because they were con
ducted with Fort Detrick and sometimes there are lessons to be learned
from it that were picked up

Senator HARTof Colorado But to your knowledge your employees
did not participate

Mr COLEY They reported on the activities to us but it was my
impression that they did not actually participate in the experiment
itself

Senator HARTof Colorado And you are familiar with the fact that
one of these experiments was conducted in the Food and Drug Admin
istration here in Washington

Mr CoLBY I'm aware of a report to that effect yes sir
Senator HARTof Colorado And you are also
Mr CoLBY There were other installations around the country that

we looked at to determine what possible vulnerabilities large instal
lations would have

Senator HART of Colorado Major urban subway systems and so
forth

Mr CoLBY Yes
Senator HART of Colorado Did any of these studies in any way

jeopardize human life and safety
Mr CoLBY According to my records they were not conducted with

hazardous substances They were simulated rather than real
Senator HARTof Colorado So to your knowledge no actual jeop

ardy occurred to any individual during any of these tests
Mr Corm. I do not know of any that were in these studies I do not

know of any Obviously we did have the problem of the testing of
LSD on unwitting subjects That would fall within the category of
your question

Senator HART of Colorado I am talking more about the mass 
Mr COLEY No the mass ones it is my impression that they did

not risk the lives and health of the people involved
Senator HART of Colorado Thank you and as far as you know

that one study on the subway system was conducted in New York
City
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Mr CoLBY I have seen a report to that effect That is all I know
about that particular program

Senator HART of Colorado There was further indication that some
of these toxic elements might have had something to do with the
destruction of crops in parts of the world Do you know if that was
ever implemented

Mr CoLBY I believe it was not I know it was considered but it was
decided not to do it

Senator HART of Colorado That is all I have Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN Thank you Senator Hart And the Chair now

recognizes Senator Schweiker
Senator SCHWEIKERThank you very much Mr Chairman
Mr Colby you testified in your opening statement that there were

basically 11 grams on the shelf of this toxin discovered by the CIA
in the storage lab in Washington I take note of the fact that the
documents the committee has in front of it also indicate that when
the committee or when the CIA took its own inventory in that
unsigned memo [exhibit 11] that we were discussing a moment ago
which was dated February 16 it only refers to 5.2 milligrams so
there is obvious discrepancy of almost 100 and some percent between
the amount that an internal CIA memo said existed and their inven
tory from the amount that was finally discovered at the CIA lab
a discrepancy of a very substantial nature I wonder if you could
account for that

Mr COLBYThe difference is the amount the CIA had earlier which
was the 5 milligrams and then the 11 grams which it collected from
Fort Detrick That material was moved from Fort Detrick to CIA
the additional 11 milligrams or 11 grams excuse me

Senator SCHWEIKERI believe Fort Detrick's inventory only shows
some 5 milligrams for CIA and I also believe I have an inventory
list here [exhibit 1] unclassified from the Army when they took
inventory at the same time that the CIA letter [exhibit 1] was written
February 17 1970 the Army listed on its inventory 2.8 milligrams
So the logical question is did in fact the Army also disobey the Presi
dential order and did it end up at the same lab And I think you
can take the question one step further since 5.2 and 2.8 only account
for 8 milligrams did some other person generously cooperate in
supplying 'an inventory of 3 milligrams or 3 grams as opposed to
milligrams How do we explain this rather obvious discrepancy
particularly when there was 2.8 grams I should have said 2,800 milli
grams 2.8 grams in this regard

Mr COLEY If I may Senator consult
Senator SCHWEIKER Yes sure You are entitled to that
Mr Omar Senator we do not know where those other 5 grams

die from
Senator ScHWEIXER I think it is important for the record to show

that Mr Colby and I appreciate your frank answer that the CIA
vpntory at Fort Detrick showed very clearly there were only 5.2

gams The Army inventory at Fort Detrick in the same period of
P,ratt showed that Army had 2.8 grams There is a pretty obvious

cation here that somebody at the Army decided they were going
p their supply up to CIA

Ageep 189
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What concerns me more is we are still unaccountable for 3 grams
and do we in fact have three agencies deciding to circumvent "a
Presidential order The CIA the Army and some unknown supplier
I think that is a very serious question and I would hope that we
would pursue it

Do we know who authorized the Fort Detrick CIA to take away
that supply Certainly someone from the Army would,have had to
authorize the removal of that supply

Mr CioLBY We have no record of it Senator
Senator SCHWEIKERWe do not know that so we could not possibly

know then if the 2.8 grams was also shipped out at that time
Also do I understand correctly Mr Colby that in order to locate

this and I want to make clear that it was a CIA discovery I think
that is a significant point and a fair point to make but do I under
stand that in discovering this material that they had a code name
for this material that was not presently available to you as Director

Mr Cons There was a code name for this particular activity and
the code name was recorded but I did not know it It came to the
memory of one of our officers One of the problems we have is that
frequently on sensitive activities we do not use the real names of the
activities We use these code names and the code names become a
form of second language I'm sure the code name was available to me
if I had asked specifically about this particular code name

Senator SCHWEIKERDoes not the Director have really somewhere
in his command a roster or a master index of what the ongoing code
names mean and how relevant they are How could you exercise any
command and control

Mr Cor ay This is an old code name We obviously do have a list
ing from which the code names are chosen for particular activities
and I could have found out about this if I had had the tip All I
needed here was the tip and we had the tip and then that led us to
the whole story to the extent that we have records

Senator SOHWEIBERDoes this not also suggest the possibility that
the code name information was in those destroyed records It seems
to me that is a pretty relevant question about why the Director even
though he didn't know the code name did not have access to the code
name immediately It seems to me that it would very likely be that
that access or informational sheet might well have been destroyed too
Do we know that

Mr Corssy The code names are obviously kept in different centers
within the Agency and it is a matter of going through the different
centers and selecting which ones to ask for for the particular informa
tion and what the code names are

Now there is a procedure by which we can find out what one of
these code names refers to or alternatively to find the code name
applied to a certain activity

Senator SCHWEIEE,RA project that would kill many thousands of
people I would think it would be somewhere immediately at hand
in the Director's drawer to know what had or had not happened

Mr Coma Well this was a project that had been closed out 5 years
ago and the matter had been terminated and the records were in onr
records center
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Senator SCHWEIKERNow on this same inventory list again that
the CIA discovered is another toxin a fish toxin and we invento
ried that at 3 cubic centimeters and only 1 milligram of this material

apparently is a lethal dose indicating it is almost as lethal at least
weight-wise as the shellfish toxin Why was this also overlooked and
why wasn't the fish toxin destroyed

Mr COLBYWell the fact here was that the various materials here
were not destroyed I believe there is a technical argument about
whether the shellfish toxin is the only one that is directly covered
by the President's order But obviously we do not have a need for
the other kinds of toxins beyond the research into the possibly
defensive uses

Senator SCHWEIKERWell the President's order Mr Colby is very
clear and specific It said yesearch for defensive purposes only To
your knowledge has any research for defensive purposes been going
on with the fish toxin at CIA or at any other laboratory

Mr COLEY No Senator This was put on this shelf and just left
there It became an old storeroom and the material was up there and
forgotten

Senator SCHWEIKERMr Colby you said earlier if I recall your
testimony that at one point in your career coming from the covert
side that you had been approached by a technical person about pos
sible use of this substance and you had turned it down

Mr Comm Yes
Senator SCHWEIKERWhv did you turn it down
Mr CoLBY Because I did not think it was a good idea I do not

believe in that kind of activity
Senator SCHWEIKERI gather then from that statement that there

was no policy or no directive or no written document indicating that
whoever approached you was operating out of the framework of a
policy of the Agency Is that not a fair assumption

Mr CoLBY I just never got to that question As far as I was con
cerned the thought was put and I turned it down

Senator SCHWEIKERAnd I think the obvious question is what if
the same Technical Service person approached somebody who did not
have your judgement conscience and standards and decided that he
would accept it What would have happened then

Mr Comm Well today he would run into very specific directives
on that point

Senator SCHWEIKERYes and I commend you for that
Finally I would like to ask a question as far as this memorandum

[exhibit 1'] is concerned The memorandum that said they wanted to
transfer this poison or toxin poisons to a location in Baltimore is
unsigned Is this the original or the carbon that the CIA found

Mr CoLBY It is apparently the carbon
Senator SCHWEIKERSo as a matter of speculation one could specu

late that the original memorandum which has never been found could
well have been signed and could have been destroyed

Mr CoLBY Normally not I think the evidence here there is no
typed date on it and there is no mark that the original had been
signed This is a normal procedure in our machinery that this would
be so indicated
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Senator SCHWEISER Is it not abnormal that the carbon turns up
and not the original It seems to me if Agency records were not
destroyed and kept the first thing would be the original draft or the
memo and not the carbon

Mr CoLBY Well I think the fact that there is an indication that it
was not signed made it a bit of a nondocument Someone may have
destroyed the original since it had,.not been signed and was not really
a document in that sense

Senator SCHWEIKEROf course all we know is the carbon was not
signed

Mr COLEY Yes that's right but as I say the indications 
Senator SCHWEIKERWe do not know the original was not signed
Mr COLEY The indications are that the original was not signed I

think the originator is going to be one of your witnesses and I think
you could perhaps get better clarification of that detail there

Senator SCHWEIKERThat is all the questions I have Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANThank you Senator Schweiker
Mr Colby going back to the document [exhibit 1'] that Senator

Schweiker has been questioning you about It purports to be a docu
ment that carries the name though not the signature of Thomas H
Karamessines who was Deputy Director for Plans in the CIA and
it purports to have been prepared for the Director himself

Now calling your attention to paragraph 5 where the Director is
given in effect an option not to comply with the President's order
it reads "If the Director wishes to continue this special capability
which the President had ordered destroyed "it is recommended that
if the above DOD decision is made the existing Agency stockpile at
SO Division Fort Detrick be transferred to the Huntingdon Re
search Center Becton-Dickinson) Co. Baltimore Md Arrangements
have been made for this contingency and assurances have been given
by the potential contractor to store and maintain the Agency's stock
pile at a cost no greater than $75,000 per annum. Well that is a pretty
hefty storage cost but what is really being suggested there is that the
President's order be circumvented by taking the material out of the
CIA laboratories and storing it with a private firm Is that not correct

Mr COLBYOut of Fort Detrick
The CHAIRMANOut of Fort Detrick
Mr CoLBY And stored at a private firm which is capable of main

taining it according to the proper standards that you would expect
to handle this But I do not think there is a concealment from CIA
involved in that process The contracting for the storage of the mate
rial in a private firm would not necessarily conceal it from CIA
because some records

The CHAIRMAN No but the option was being suggested to the Di
rector of the CIA that the President's order be circumvented by stor
ing these forbidden toxins at a private firm Is that not correct

Mr CoLBY That somehow the President's directive not be complied
with as respect to these toxins for whatever reason the originator
might have thought may be possible Obviously one of them is a viola
tion of the President's order but also possible is that some permis
sion

The CHAIRMAN It is obvious that the shellfish toxin represents a
violation of the President's order What about the cobra venom

3Seea 189
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Mr CoLBY Some of their others are also included and I believe
there is a technical argument about which ones are and which ones
are not In effect they are

The CHAIRMAN Well I am informed that 11 grams of shellfish
toxin on the surface it seems to be a small quantity actually rep
resents about a third of the total amount ever produced in the world
We have already covered the number of people that could be killed

through the application of such quantities What I would like to get
at is this The President declares it to be the national policy of the
United States not to engage in the development of toxins of this kind
The President announces to the world as a unilateral initiative which
was widely publicized as an indicator of our peaceful intentions
that we would indeed destroy such substances and that we would
become part of an international convention to this end Now that is
rather a major statement of policy broadcast to the world and the

good faith of the President of the United States and of the Govern
ment of the United States is thus on the line Would you not agree

Mr COLEYI agree
The CHAIRMANNow we find out 5 years later that the Presidential

orders were not in fact carried out Why in a matter of this kind was
no written order given to destroy these toxins in compliance with
the President's directive

Mr CoLBY I do not know Mr Chairman I think that it is quite
obvious that the suggestion was made that they not be destroyed
There is an indication that it was not accepted The President's direc
tive was obviously passed down and made known to the people who
had this facility and the degree to which a specific order is required
I do not know

The CHAIRMANWhy in a matter of this importance if no writ
ten order were used why did not the Agency follow up in some way to
determine whether or not the President's order had been obeyed

Mr COLEY I think the assumption was that the material was at

Detrick2 and that it would be destroyed up there The request was sent
to Detrick to destroy the material there The individual left out the
material

The CHAIRMANBut no effort was made to obtain a count no check
was made to see whether or not the material had in fact been
destroyed

Mr COLEYApparently not sir
The CHAIRMANDo you not think that is an exceedingly loose way

to,run an agency particularly the CIA
Mr Coml. Well we are going to try to run it tighter
The CHAIRMANNow you have said that in your opinion the manu

facture of these poisons and delivery devices as you call them was

originally authorized by the law I would like to ask a question or two
about that The statute in the National Security Act that gives the
CIA its basic power sets out the various duties of the Agency and
in a well-known catchall provision which is subsection 5 of sectiop
D of the act that catchall provision reads "to perform such other
functions and duties related to intelligence affecting the national se
curity as the National Security Council may from time to time
direct.

how. first of all poisons do not normally fall under the category
of intelligence as it is generally understood That is to say the gather
ing of information Would vim aarap with that
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Mr CoI.sY Yes Except to the degree the tradition of the L-pill
and things of that nature

The CHAIRMANExcept as they might be used purely defensively
Mr CoLay Yes
The CHAIRMANAnd so that the offensive use of poisons would fall

within the category that we generally refer to as covert operations
Mr Comm Yes
The CHAIRMANAnd based upon all of the testimony and documents

that this committee has received thus far the CIA bases its authority
to conduct covert operations on this provision of the law

Mr CoLay Correct
The CHAIRMAN All right I will reread this provision of the law

"to perform such other functions and duties related to intelligence
affecting the national security as the National Security Council may
from time to time direct. My question is did the National Security
Council direct the CIA to develop these quantities of poison

Mr CoLny No but the National Security Council certainly expects
the CIA to be prepared to conduct paramilitary operations tradi
tionally associated with the covert action area and in the process of
preparing for those kinds of operations, the CIA has developed dif
ferent weapons has maintained different stocks of weapons and I
think that this incident came from the thought process that is repre
sented by the development of that capability for the possibility of such
covert operations

The CHAIRMAN But Mr Colby you have already testified that
poisons in this quantity exceeded any use that the CIA might con
template or properly pursue in connection with its covert operations

Mr CoLax In this quantity yes Mr Chairman But the idea of
developing it-

The CHAIRMAN Yes and my question is since these poisons were
developed in such quantities and since the National Security Council
gave you no directive to do so is it not questionable that the CIA
was really authorized to develop such quantities of poisons

Mr Comm I think Mr Chairman we have to get back to what this
related to It was a joint effort between the Army and ourselves about
a weapons system biological and chemical warfare that were ac
ceptable and accepted up until the time of the President's directives
Therefore these were weapons which were in the national arsenal if
you will

Now I think the idea of the CIA being interested in these weapons
for possible intelligence related activities is appropriate under that
provision However I agree with you that the quantities were exces
sive

The CHAIRMAN Thank you Senator Tower has some further ques
tions

Senator TowER We have spoken rather extensively here about
apparent lack of clear lines of contr
ward and of clear lines of responsibi
upward

To the best of your knowledge has
compliance in the matter of orders dir
orders from the DCI on the part of subo
this reached a greater proportion than mi
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here as a result of our discovery of a very significant instance of in
subordination

If indeed it has been pervasive is there not a need for much tighter
controls at the top

Mr COLEY Senator Tower I believe that we are really we have
in CIA a very tight discipline I'm not saying it is total obviously
It did not work in this case I think with people scattered around the
world doing very sensitive work and highly compartmented work
there has been indeed a very high sense of discipline in the organiza
tion and a high sense of compliance to the regulations and the rules
and the directives of the organization And I think that the leadership
of the organization has always felt very much subject to direct Presi
dential control and responsive to it

Senator TowER So you would say actually that this instance is an
exception to the rule Ordinarily the discipline has been good that
the control has worked and the accountability has worked in the way
it should according to the proper tenets of good administration

Mr COLBYIn the business which we are in intelligence and covert
operations I think there have been very few cases in which the Agency
or its employees has done something they should not have And in
many of the cases which we now question we find that those activities
were approved by the appropriate authorities at that time The sense
of discipline within the organization seems to be quite tight

Senator TowER In the absence of a written order would a sub
ordinate regard a verbal order as less serious or less emphatic than a
written order or would he regard it just as seriously

Is it the custom in the Agency to give verbal orders on extremely
sensitive matters where you perhaps may not want something reduced
to writing

Mr COLEYWell I think the effectiveness of an oral order is exactly
what a written order is that the individual is supposed to comply with
it It is clear that in the past there was a time in which various subjects
were not written down The committee has been into one of these and
we now have another one where very little was actually written down
because of the belief of high sensitivity of the activity

Senator TOWER Now isn't the Agency expected to maintain the

competence to perform any operation mandated by the President or the
National Security Council.

Mr COLEYAny operation within the law
Senator Towne Any operation within the law So in this connec

ton would specific NSC approval or knowledge be required from the
standpoint of experimentation on weapons

Mr Collis On the experimentation I would say no. I would say
that if there is an accepted national weapons system that the intelli
gence agency can look at it to see if it has intelligence applications
possible applications

As to the use of such a weapon either this or another weapons sys
tem then I think it falls clearly within the provision of the memo
randum which covers covert operations which says that I am required
to receive the approval for anything major or politically sensitive and
I think certainly this would fall into the category of politically
sensitive

Senator TowwB Thank you Mr Colby No further questions
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The CHAIRMAN Thank you Senator Tower Senator Mondale
Senator MoNDALE Thank you very much
I was wondering if I might ask a few questions of Mr Stevens
The CHAIRMAN Mr Stevens would you come to the witness table

please Just pull your chair up
Senator MONDALEMr Stevens as I understand it you were ordered

by the Director to conduct a study of the matter before the committee
today namely the treatment and destruction of toxic materials

Mr STEVENSThat is correct
Senator MONDALEHow long did that study take
Mr STEVENSWell it has continued from late April until essentially

the present time
Senator MONDALEYou were charged to make a thorough study and

that is what you believe you did
Mr STEVENSA thorough study within some very important limita

tions We investigated the matter to the extent that we wanted to
really establish that it was an area that deserved further review that
it was an area apt to be questioned and so on But it was not a thorough
investigation in the sense that the committee for example would
conduct

Mr CoLSY One thing for instance is this rule against interviewing
extensively former employees although in this case we did make con
tact with one to find something about it

Senator MONDALEIn other words one way in which it was inade
quate is that former employees were not interviewed

Mr STEVENSSeveral former employees were interviewed but only
at their volition and they were under no compulsion to go into
anything

Senator MONDALE Did you interview Gottlieb Gordon
Karamessines

Mr STEVENSI interviewed Dr Gordon
Senator MONDALEKaramessines
Mr STEVENSNo sir
Senator MONDALEIs there any doubt in your mind that the top

leadership in the CIA was aware of the President's order to destroy
these toxins

Mr 'STEVENS No I think there is clear evidence that they were
aware

Senator MONDALEThat they understood that Is there any doubt
that the persons in the department dealing with these toxins Mr Gor
don Dr Gottlieb and so on also were aware of the Presidential order
directing the destruction of these toxins

Mr STEVENSThey were aware of them
Senator MONDALESo there is no question of knowledge here Then

if they knew the President had ordered the destruction of these toxins
yet the toxins were not destroyed what happened

Mr STEVENSWell I think that the question as to what must be done
with the Agency stockpile how it was to be destroyed and so on was
addressed And I think that the memorandum that you have referred
to earlier is the representation of that question being raised Quite
apart from that the shellfish toxin was brought back on the part of an
individual decision
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Senator MOxDALEYes But there was no question as I gather from

your response that anybody in command from the top to the bottom
was in doubt about the Presidential order directing the destruction of
toxin Your answer to that was yes there was no doubt Yet they were
not destroyed

What happened Let me ask you about the three options I can think
of (1) somebody deliberately disregarded an order of the President
(2) negligence or inadvertence (3) a back-channel order that does
not show up anywhere in which higher authority said something else
privately to these officials which was different from the official public
order

Which of these possibilities or another if you can think of it is the
likely explanation for what was obviously a policy which was different
from that recommended or ordered by the President

Mr STEVENSI think really none of those I think what happened
was the instructions were given that the material that was held for the
Agency at Fort Detrick that that be destroyed Before that was done
some of the shellfish toxin was returned or brought to the CIA and
stored there That was done I think by people who were completely
enmeshed with the technical aspects of the problem and were so im
pressed with the value the difficulty of extracting that stuff and so on
they simply could not bear to have it destroyed

Senator MONDALESo what you are saying is that though the Presi
dent ordered its destruction people lower in the Agency felt it was of
such value that they did not do it

Mr STEVENSThat is apparently the case
Senator MONDALESo that they deliberately disobeyed a Presidential

order
Mr STEVENSAnd apparently disobeyed orders within the Agency
Senator MONDALESo that in your judgment based upon your

study there was a decision at a low level to disobey higher orders
Mr STEVENSSo far as I could see that was about it
Senator MONDALEWas there any evidence of back-channel orders

that was different from the public order
Mr STEVENSI have no evidence whatsoever that that was the case
Senator MONDALEMaybe the Director would like to respond to these

questions too
Mr COLEYNo I accept fully Dr Stevens answers and I think that

it is quite clear that there was a decision not to destroy it and various
people knew it

Senator MONDALEWe are not arguing that the President has the
duty to find out who had this and call him personally and plead with
him or anything like that This was an order that was known and
someone decided to disregard it

Mr COLEYNo doubt about its application I think or the order I
do not think that not only that there is no indication of any back chan
nel advice not to do it and don't say anything about it I think there is
an indication in our interviews that no such thing occurred because I

nspect we would have heard about it in the interviews with Dr
Gordon for example

Senator MONDALEWould you say that the proposed memorandum
Spared by Dr Gordon clearly shows that he understood the serious

ti of this matter
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Mr CoLSY I think it clearly indicates that some decision had to be
made as to whether to destroy the material in compliance with the
President's orders or not to destroy it either in violation of the Presi
dent's order or under some other justification not expressed

Senator MONDALEBut it is clear in that memo he understood that
the President ordered its destruction and these toxins were included

Mr STEVENSYes I think so
Senator MONDALEAnd he went on further to suggest that they there

fore be transferred to another private warehouse but at public ex
pense So I think it is quite clear from that memo that he knew the
seriousness of what he was doing

This in my opinion is the point Dir Chairman I very much believe
we need a strong CIA and we need a strong intelligence capability
There is no doubt about it I think it has to operate in secret But
what bothers me based on this evidence the evidence we have had in
other hearings is this whole issue not of secrecy I grant that
but of accountability this difficulty of finding out what happened
and this gnawing fear that I have that things are occurring in
deliberate contravention and disregard of official orders

That is what bothers me and I know it bothers you Mr Director
The CHAIRMAN Senator in that connection would you inquire 

if you do not I will would you inquire whether any of those who
failed to obey the President's order are still with the Agency The
Agency has made a careful investigation on its own

All right I will put the question Are any of them still with the
Agency

Mr COLEYApparently yes At least one still is
The CHAIRMANWhat disciplinary action has been taken
Mr CoLBY I have not yet taken any I have that under advisement

right now and I am coming to a decision
The CHAIRMANWould you be sure to report to the committee what

action the Agency takes
Mr CoLBY I certainly will Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN If it is determined that this individual willfully

disobeyed the President's order
Mr COLBYWhatever action I take I will report
The CHAIRMAN Sometimes such people get promoted in our

bureaucracy and we will be interested in knowing what action is taken
in this case

Mr CoLBY Certainly
The CHAIRMANYes Senator Mathias
Senator MATHIASThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Colby in response to Senator Mondale just a minute ago you

said that your investigation had indicated that there was no evidence
of any back-channel order in violation of the Presidential command
is that not right

Mr CoLBY Right
Senator MATHIASIs it not more than that did you not find evidence

that the official order had been to comply with the Presidential
directive

Mr Comm Yes There is indication that the instruction was to
have material destroyed at Fort Detrick There was a gap there as
to what was to be destroyed at Fort Detrick and as to what was
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physically in the CIA and that gap was not covered by a specific
directive But also there is no indication that that gap was covered
by any back-channel arrangements

Senator MATHIASI think it is important that the record show that
you answer affirmatively if that is the case that there was a good
faith attempt to comply with the Presidential order if that was your
understanding

Mr COLEYI think there wasby the Agency itself yes
Senator MATHIAS Now the chairman has raised the question about

the volume the amount and quality of shellfish toxin As I under
stand it this was not it seems a prosaic phrase to use for it but it
was not an operational supply

Mr COLEY I think it was beyond that quantity it appears from
what you can see

Senator MATHIASWell let us establish this in the first place Fort
Detrick was the national biological warfare center

Mr Coml. Yes
Senator MATHIAS And CIA had a continuing relationship at Fort

Detrick which in fact supported the SOD division at Detrick Is
that not true

Mr Color Yes
Senator MATHIAS And that this was the facility in which experi

ments were carried out in which research was done
Mr COLEY Yes It was not solely supported by CIA It was also

supported by the Army
Senator MATHIASBut CIA was one of the principal customers
Mr COLEY Principal participants yes It wasn't the principal

but it was a substantial customer
Senator MATHIASIt was a principal customer All right
Now when the idea of the shellfish toxin arose you just do not

go to the Boston Cookbook and look up how to make it is that not
true

Mr Corm. No you do not
Senator MATHIAS You have to find out and that was the job of the

SOD division
Mr CoLBY Yes
Senator MATHIASAnd it was a costly time-consuming process
Mr COLEYYes and a very difficult one I guess
Senator MATHIAS And one that probably no one could predict the

volumes which would be produced by a given mass of shellfish
Mr COLBYWell I'm not sure of that I think that after we found

out enough about it we could probably predict at some point where
Our quantities would result from a certain quantity of shellfish

Mr STEVENSProduction capability as I understand it was devel
oped by Fort Detrick It was produced

'Mr COLEY Some of this was of course produced by other Govern
ment agencies as well

Senator MATHIAS Fort Detrick was not normally a production
ci Ity though was it
Mr CoLBY No I think this particular material it is indicated it

come from elsewhere It was actually produced somewhere else
nator MATHIASWhich was a normal procedure
E COLBYWhich was in other words 
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Senator MATHIAS After the techniques were developed at Fort
Detrick

Mr Comm Fort Detrick contracted for the production of this
quantity

Senator MATHIAS Well could that explain the discrepancy raised
by Senator Schweiker the fact that Detrick had a certain amount of
toxin on hand as a result of experimentation and that production was
then implemented as in the case of other biological agents

Mr CoLBY Well I think here the inventories indicate that Fort
Detrick had a certain quantity available but we ended up with consid
erably more It may have been that there was more derived from else
where to make up the total that Nyefinally found

Senator MATHIAS Thank you
The CHAIRMANSenator Huddleston
Senator HUDDLESTONI just have one question It has been suggested

that one of the reasons for retaining this quantity of toxin was because
of its value and its potential research value During the 5-year period
it was stored is there any evidence that any request from any source
either outside of the Agency or within the Agency that it be used in
any way for experimentation

Mr CoLBY No No there was none It was just put away on the shelf
or in the freezer and eventually was found There was no indication
of any consideration for any purposes

Senator HUDDLESTONWhoever was so interested in it as a potential
research tool promptly forgot it or made no suggestion it be used for
that purpose

Mr CoLBY Yes although I did say I have a request now from a
quite proper research interest not to destroy it but to make it available
to medical research

Senator HUDDLESTONBut that has come since the public revelation
of its existence

Mr COLEY Yes
Senator HUDDLESTONThank you
The CHAIRMAN Senator Schweiker
Senator ScHwEIKER Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr Colby there was a news account when Gary Powers was shot

down the silver dollar that contained this drill with the shellfish toxin
on it was opened by the Russians immediately and was tested on a dog
and the dog died in 10 seconds Is that correct

Mr CoLBY I have heard that account I cannot testify to that
specifically I just do not know Gary Powers might know It is my
impression that he separated the pin from the silver dollar and threw
the silver dollar away on his way down hoping to keep the pin as a less
obvious device and then was captured with the pin on his person

Senator SCHWEIHER I understand one of your people did verify
that account I realize you may not know

Mr CoLBY Then I accept that The shellfish toxin is very
quick-acting

Senator ScHWEIKER That would not be inconsistent with the lethal
effect of the shellfish toxin

Mr Comm It's certainly possible yes
Senator SCHWEIKER The second is that the materials that were in

the vault in the storage facility in Washington I believe some 15
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people had access to that vault during this period of time Is that
correct

Mr Coisr Over the years with the changes in personnel I think
that is a fair total

Senator SCHWEIKERWould that not strike you being as compart
mentalized as you are and limiting things to two and three people 
and sometimes one as we have seen in the case of that unsigned memo
randum would that not be an excessively large number to have access
to those deadly toxins

Mr Couir I do not think it was 15 at any one time These reflected
replacements and so forth as I recall and it is just adding up every
body who had access toit over that time including the secretary who
had the combination to the vault and things like that No it is not an
excessive number for a highly compartmented thing because you
do need that many people to be involved in a particular activity Some
times you have to have thousands involved in a highly compartmented
activity

Senator SCHWEIKERWould you have some kind of fail-safe mecha
nism to make sure that one person could not just go on his own and do
it It seems to me you would have to have some check and balance here

Mr Corer Well in this case
Senator SCHWEIKERJust like the person that came to you and of

fered the opportunity for you to use it
Mr Corer Well I think in this case the material was in a locked

vault a safe with a combination lock three-numbered combination
lock The combination was known to only specific people It was con
trolled in a guarded building It was quite a safe situation except
from those people who had access to it Now there you depend then
on the discipline of the people involved and as you know in this case
it did break down at one point

Senator SCHWEIKERMr Chairman I just had a point I do not
know if this is the time to raise it but I think we should at some point
inquire from the Army as to whether they can account for the 6 grams
of unknown toxin

The CHAIRMANI agree Senator and we will do that And I think
in connection with your question it ought to be observed that after
Mr Colby and the present management of the CIA discovered these
poisons in the laboratory that a 24-hour special guard was placed on
them which would indicate that previous security arrangements were
not thought to be sufficient And I think that speaks for itself

Senator Morgan
Senator MORGANMr Colby we have referred to Presidents orders

to destroy these stockpiles The only two orders that I have before me
simply renounce the use of the toxins and also direct the Secretary of
Defense to make recommendations about the disposal of existing stocks
Did the Secretary of Defense ever make such recommendations

Mr Coley I do not know the answer to that I believe the point that
the directive refers to is that the United States will renounce the pro
duction or the stockpiling and we are a part of the United States as
far as I am concerned

Senator MORGANAnd the next paragraph says the Secretary of
Defense will submit recommendations And my question is that this
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would break down the claim of authority it seems Did he ever make
any recommendations

Mr CoLBY Well obviously Fort Dietrick was under instructions to
destroy the toxins it had

Senator MORGANHave you seen any recommendations from the
Secretary of Defense

Mr CoLBY I have not seen them
Senator MORGANDo you have any in your files
Mr CoLBY We may and I will certainly make a search for them

and see if I can find them
Senator MoRGANThank you
The CHAIRMANSenator Hart
Senator HART of Colorado Mr Colby you stated in your opening

statement that your awareness of the existence of these materials came
after I think what you referred to as repeated directives Would you
describe for the committee what kind of difficulty you encountered in
finding out about these toxins yourself

Mr CoLBY Well after we had the suggestion that there was an area
that needed to be looked at that was a questionable area then Dr
Stevens began to look for it And eventually it was discovered He did
not run into any attempt to conceal or hide at that point after he
began to ask the right questions The difficulty was that for a couple
of years starting with Dr Schlesinger's instruction and then repeated
additional ones to inform the management of anything questionable
and individual items would keep coming to someone's mind Then we
could follow them up and find the details

Senator HARTof Colorado What if you did not ask the right ques
tions

Mr COLBYIf you do not ask the right questions you have to depend
upon a record search And sometimes this then gets into the difficulty
of the available records and the cryptonyms and that sort of thing
That has been a problem It is a problem we are going to have to
resolve

Senator HART of Colorado Dr Stevens it is my understanding
based upon Mr Duckett's testimony that in your efforts to piece all
of this together you inquired of people in the Agency who should have
known about this who discounted in 1963 the Inspector General's re
port about the existence of this capability and said that it was not
really as serious as that report might have indicated Is that in fact
what happened the first go-round

Mr STEVENSGenerally yes I think they were not being untruthful
but they put emphasis on aspects of the program that were not really
pertinent and I think that's really the reason why I failed to follow
up on that with more vigor at that time

Senator HART of Colorado Mr Director you are satisfied that as
you pursued the other questions that I asked that you found out all
of the so-called questionable activities That is you have asked all of
the right questions

Mr CoLBY No I cannot say for absolutely certain We are still ask
ing the same questions to all of our people and will continue to do so
frequently And of course an incident like this then reiterates the
necessity of getting our people to come forward We are dealing some
times in an area where there is nobody currently in the Agency who
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knows anything about it and we are dealing with people who left the
Agency and we do not have access to them

Senator HART of Colorado One final question in regard to vulner
ability studies that we discussed earlier I believe you testified that
these experiments or studies were conducted purely for defensive pur
poses To your knowledge was there any indication or any thought in
the minds of those conducting the studies that we would make them
operational or offensive at some time

,Mr Omar I think the vulnerability studies conducted by the De
a!tment of Defense were basically defensive in their thought process
think the intelligence people were observing them and watching
m I am not sure that they had a totally defensive approach toward

v possibility of clandestine implementation of some such idea some
ay under some circumstances which might warrant it

enator HART of Colorado I think in the memorandum of Octo
,1967 [exhibit 6 I] identified as MKNAOMI clearly states that

anticipated future use of some of these capabilities were certainly
uNnded to be offensive

CoLBY We are talking about a weapons system that the United
louse was developing and potential applications for it and through

? gular military force or through secret methods and during times
war and some such thing
Senator HARTof Colorado So it was not purely defensive

mar Coldly No I do not think it was purely defensive I think par
ieillarly the intelligence people who were observing it were thinking

9f possible positive applications when appropriate
enator HART of Colorado Thank you Thank you Mr Chairman

The CHAIRMANSenator Mondale has one final question and Senator
Mathias has a final question
?F,$enator MONDALEMr Colby we have a photograph which I think

li have seen of the containers in which the shellfish toxin was found
r the top of each of these gallon cans is a label which says "Dry

Muscle Poisons" and it says "Do not use unless directed by P600.
Chi the second can in large handwritten fiber pen letters it says11

Can you tell me who or what P600 is
;;;I1r Comm I am afraid I cannot at the moment Senator Really

weare trying to find out but we do not know
"`Senator MONDALEMr Stevens you conducted a study for several
r ionths as to what the chain of command and other responsibilities
are Did you look into this question about who P600 is

Mr STEVENS Yes sir and we have been unable to find out what
at refers to

"The CHAIRMANYou do not know
1

W
Senator MONDALEYou cannot find out who P600 was

STEVENSMy impression is that it is a designation used at Fort
Dtrick No one at the Agency is aware of what that refers to no one
with whom I have talked

Senator MONDALEDid you check with Fort Detrick to see what

?600 meant
Mr STEVENSNo sir we didn't
The CHAIRMAN I think this committee should follow up on that

question and see if we can get some information
sSeep 204
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Senator MONDALECan you find out who or what P600 is for us
Mr STEvENs We will endeavor to do it but the Defense Depart

ment is in a much better position to talk to former Fort Detrick people
than we are

The CHAIRMANWe can talk to the Defense Department I think
and these photographs of course will be made public as part of the
public hearing today and now Senator Mathias has the final question

Senator MATHIAS Mr Chairman your last statement just suggests
one other very brief question So we do not mislead anybody could
you tell us in terms of some simple measure how much of this toxic
substance was involved in teaspoons or tablespoons for example

Mr CoLBY Well 'a'bout a half an ounce is what the total is of the
11 grams

Senator MATHIAS It would be 'a couple of tablespoons
Mr CoLBY A couple of teaspoons probably a couple of teaspoons
Mr STEVENSA couple of teaspoons of sugar would constitute about

the same
Senator MATHIAS About 2 teaspoons of sugar because these pic

tures would indicate something much more because of the bulk of the
containers

Mr CoLBY Well each of those bottles is about 4 inches high and
of course the substance is at the bottom There's a very small amount
of the substance at the bottom of each of these bottles

Senator MATHIAS We are dealing with such a highly lethal sub
stance that 2 tablespoons is really what is involved here

Mr CoLBY Yes but it is highly potent
Senator MATHIAS Now what I really began to ask Mr Chairman

is this It is my understanding that the Department of Defense estab
lished very very elaborate procedures for destruction of toxic ma
terials at Fort Detrick so elaborate in fact that they were considered
redundant by many scientists Having destroyed all of the agents
once they went back and did it three or four more times and much of
this was done publicly to impress both the American people and other
nations that we had in fact renounced this form of warfare

Did you have any such procedures within CIA or first of all were
you aware of the Department of Defense procedures

Mr CoLBY Well most of our material is at Fort Detrick so all the
material except for what was pulled away from it was destroyed up
there

Senator MATHIAS Now you were aware of those procedures at
that time

Mr COLBY The procedures up there I cannot say that for sure I
just do not know

Mr STEVENSWehave no capability to destroy that kind of material
Mr CoLBY We cannot destroy it ourselves
Senator MATHIAS Were you aware of the DOD procedures that

were established _
Mr STEVENSI am sure that the people working in this area were

yes
Senator MATFIIASAt that time
Mr CoLBY At that time
Senator MATHIAS But you did not attempt to establish any parallel

procedures
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Mr COLBYNo
Mr STEVENSWe would never have destroyed it ourselves but would

have relied on Fort Detrick
Mr Couir We would have gone to somebody who could destroy

it
Senator MATHIASJust as you contracted with Detrick to produce it

you would have contracted with Detrick to destroy it
Mr STEVENSThat in fact is what happened with most of it
The CHAIRMANYOUmust have been aware because the whole world

was made aware by the most elaborate television programs that were
intended to inform the world that these substances were in fact
being destroyed

Senator MONDALEI was just going to suggest that if Mr Stevens
could be around this afternoon I would like to explore some things
with him

The CHAIRMANWe have a problem I would like to explain at this
time which will affect the schedule Tomorrow morning we will meet
again here in this room to continue the public hearings and our first
witness will be Mr Richard Helms who was the Director of the CIA
daring the time in question and other witnesses whose names have
already been made available will then be called as time permits

The public hearings will be held as they were today between the
hours of 10 in the morning and approximately 12:30 We are staying
pretty close to schedule but this afternoon owing to the fact that one
of our scheduled witnesses has invoked a committee rule which I would
like now to read it will be necessary to hold a public hearing but one
that will not be covered by live radio or television by virtue of rule
6.7(b) of the committee which reads as follows

No witness subpenaed by the Committee shall be required against his will to
be photographed at any hearing or to give evidence or testimony while the
broadcasting of that hearing by radio or television is being conducted At the
request of any witness who does not 'wish to be subjected to radio television
,4t still photographycoverage all lens shall be covered and all microphones used
for coverage turned oft So far as practicable a witness desiring to make such
T.,request shall so inform the Chief Counsel of the Committeeat least 24 hours
^Tlrlorto the time that that witness is scheduledto testify

HNow Dr Nathan Gordon has so advised the chief counsel yesterday
and has invoked this rule The committee of course respects the rule
and for that reason Dr Gordon will be the witness this afternoon
and for purposes of this afternoon's session only live television radio

photographic coverage will be prohibited For that reason I
think we should wait to bring back Mr Stevens if you wish to bring
hint back until tomorrow but the first witness tomorrow will be
Richard Helms and the committee will now stand adjourned until
''t'hisafternoon

[Whereupon at 12:45 p.m. the committee recessed to reconvene at

pan the same day.]
AFTERNOONSESSION

he CHAIRMANThe hour of 2 o'clock has arrived The hearing
come to order

Pursuant to rule 6.7(b) the lights will be turned off let there be no
ht The live microphones and the television cameras will be turned
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off for the testimony that now will be taken by the witness I am about
to call Dr Nathan Gordon Dr Gordon will you please come forward
and take the stand If you will please stand and take the oath Would
you raise your right hand please Do you solemnly swear that all the
testimony you are about to give will be the truth the whole truth and
nothing but the truth so help you God

Mr GoRnox Senator Church I do
The CHAIRMANDoctor Gordon do you have any prepared statement

you wish to make at this time
Mr GoiwoN Senator Church I do have an opening statement I

would like to make at this time
The CHAIRMAN I have not seen your statement Before you begin

to read it I think that you should know of the committee rule in con
nection with opening statements which is they should be limited to 10
minutes If your written statement is longer than that you may submit
your written statement for the record We would appreciate it if you
will then summarize it so that the 10-minute rule is observed

Mr GORDONThank you very much sir I would also request per
mission to give you a concluding statement

The CHAIRMANVery well again subject to the same rule with re
spect to its duration

Mr GORDONI understand sir

TESTIMONY OF NATHAN GORDON FORMER CHIEF CHEMISTRY
BRANCH TECHNICAL SERVICES DIVISION CENTRAL INTELLI
GENCE AGENCY

Mr Gonnox Gentlemen I am appearing before this select committee
freely and willingly I am here not as a mystery witness or a secret wit
ness I acknowledge that I have been served technically with a subpena,
but the record will show that I indicated to staff that I did not neces
sarily need a subpena I would be happy to appear before the closed
session and the public testimony of my own free will

I would like to dispel the myth that has been circulating around with
respect to a mysterious or secret witness

The CHAIRMANMay I say Dr Gordon that a subpena was issued
by the committee with the understanding that it was necessary

The rule that has been invoked is based upon the issuance of the
subpena

Do I understand you to say that you are here as a result of the issu=e
ante of the subpena or are you here on some other basis I want you to
know your rights under the rule and I think I should read the rule t
you

Mr GORDONPlease do
The CHAIRMAN The rule is rule 6.7 It has to do with lights and

broadcasting It reads as follows
A witness may request on grounds of distraction harrassment or physical dies

comfort that during his testimony television motion picture and other camerae
and lights shall not be directed at him Such request to be ruled on in accord
ance with Rule 2.4

Part (b) of the rule reads
No witness subpoenaedby the Committeeshall be required against his will tl

b nhntnersnbed at any hearing or to give evidenceor testimonywhile the broad
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)stingof that hearing by radio or television is beingconducted At the request ,f
eu -1*!tnesswho does not wish to be subjected to radio and television or sta,
},'r .aphy coverage all lenses shall be covered and all microphones used
eor ;e turned off As far as practicable a witness desiring to make such a
y), willso inform the ChiefCounselfor the Committeeat least 24hours pri

ee rimethat the witness is scheduledto testify

So the rule that we have invoked has to do with a witness subpens
the committee
Now you have been subpenaed by the committee
Ir

Ct^rORDONYes I have sir
he CrIarxMax Dofyou stand on that subpena

most I accept the subpena
:AIRMANYou accept the subpena

GoR.DONYes
''---AIRMANYou accept your rights as a subpenaed witness

N Yes
Tile CHAIRMANAll right
Jr GoRDox May I continue
} e CHAIRMANNow you may continue

Go:Dow Let me start from the beginning please if I may
Eiappearing before this select committee freely and willingly t^

-iiaemy involvement in a classified project known as MKNAOM L
cish to state that I was a CIA employee specifically a chemiet,

sd with the function of supporting and servicing operational 1-
rents of the DDP Deputy Director for Plans Currently 1

the designated title since the date of my retirement from the
September 30 1972 it is the DDO Deputy Director f er

titans
as and is my belief that the Agency's policy in this field of

,ei;al materials was to maintain a potential capability I empha
entlemen the phrase "potential capability" in the event

*d should arise to use these materials biological and/or
operationally

so attempt to explain in the course of this testimony our
tion of the White House announcements on the subject of

all offensive preparations for and any use by the United
Iola 'cal or bacteriological agents and weapons to include

var I would emphasize the word "war.
also attempt to explain why we in TSD/CIA TSD being
Services Division made the decision to accept the shellfish

February 1970 from the Special Operations Division of t1e
'only Biological Laboratories at Fort Detrick Md
y~1Idalso like to emphasize that to the best of my knowledge

never a CIA directive or an 'five to my knowlE 1 ti t
on the CIA to destroy bioloE gents or toxins

includes my opening statement gentlemen
c aax Very well Mr Gordon I will ask our cou,=iss

to commence the questioning
( WARZMr Gordon as of 1970 what was your

.x I would like to counter that if I may e
about the history of my employment with
would indulge me
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The CHAIRMANCan you answer the question and then tell us
Mr GORDONIt would be a little more logical Senator Church if

you will allow me to give the history of my employment with the CIA
The CHAIRMAN Very well if in doing so you will answer the

questions
Mr GORDONOf course
I joined the TSD/CIA in October 1967 as the Deputy Chief of

the Biology Branch of TSD A few months later in February 1968
when my predecessor retired from the Agency I assumed the function
of the Chief of the Biology Branch of TSD

In February of 1968 then as Chief of the Biology Branch I con
tinued in that capacity through February of 1969 1 year later In my
judgment and in my Division Chief's judgment we decided that the
Biological Branch which was a two-man operation myself and Mr
David Boston a project officer plus a technical consultant Dr Alex
Batlin who would consult with us roughly once a week on all matters
pertaining to our interests in the Biological and Chemistry Branches
because in February 1969 we merged the Biology Branch into the then
existing Chemistry Branch And as of that particular day February
1969 I assumed the function of Chief Chemistry Branch

I held that position until April 1970 At all times I also wore another
hat that was entitled program manager of the behavioral activities
program

In April of 1970 I reverted to the full-time occupation of wearing a
single hat that of program manager for behavioral activities I held
that particular position within the Chemistry Branch until the date of
my retirement from the Agency which was September 30 1972

Now I hope that I have not neglected to come back to the point that
Mr Schwarz made and I will now be ready to answer it

First I would appreciate after the few minutes of my discussion
would you repeat your question sir

Mr SCHWARZWhat was your job in 1970 with the CIA
Mr GORDONWhat part of 1970
Mr SCHWARZLet us take February 1970
Mr GORDONFebruary 1970 I was Chief of Chemistry Branch and

program manager of behavioral activities
Mr SCHWARZAt that time was the chain of command running from

yourself to a Deputy Director of the TSD then to Dr Gottlieb then
to Mr Thomas Karamessines who was the Deputy Director for
Plans then from him to the Director of the Agency Mr Richard
Helms

Mr GORDONThat is correct sir
Mr SCHWARZ Do you remember being examined under oath by

deposition by the staff on Saturday
Mr GORDONYes sir
Mr SCHWARZI am just going to read a couple of answers to you

and ask whether they are your testimony You were asked this ques4
tion "Were you ever told that either the Director of the Central In
telligence Agency or the Deputy Director for Plans instructed that
the CIA stock of biological warfare agents be destroyed Answer
"No.

Is that your testimony
Mr GoRnoN That is correct sir
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Mr SCHWARZDid you further testify in the afternoon session a
follows from page 1 excuse me page 2 of the afternoon session a
follows "There was never to my knowledge a CIA directive or an:
ether directive that impinged upon the CIA to destroy biological
agents or toxins.

A further question "When you say a CIA directive what do yon
mean Answer "A directive prepared from the Director of the
)IA to the troops. That is also your testimony
Mr Goxoox That is correct sir
Mr ScnwAxz. I would like to follow with you a moment very
Isfly two problems Some material that was in the laboratory be

transferring material to Fort Detrick and the other material that
ame down from Fort Detrick

ing with the labc-`ory material that is the material that
y there I will ,d to you from the morning session your

answer with respect to your knowledge I am not going to use the pre
c7e iiame of the laboratory I am just going to call it "the laboratory,
Dr sxordon if that is acceptable to you

Mr Goitnox Surely
r ScxwAxz

Question You did not know the specificmaterials You did know the general
e ofwhat was in the laboratory is that not what you said

Mr GORDONYes
Question The general nature included materials that had been of interest as

acitants or lethal agents
GORDONAt onetime or another
that right

sr Goiinow I would address at this particular moment in time
art relating to incapacitants as being the query to which I have
ed I see in the record it says "one time or another, which includes

apacitants and lethal
btroquent in the testimony I believe we will find that I was not

dgeable to the best of my knowledge prior to the time of
ng the shellfish toxin of lethal agents chemical agents in a
;.tegory our G agents these are nerve gases V agents also

gases The mode of action differs in that G agents are bein
ft when inhaled cause death and V agents are systemic absorbed
same effect These are categories of chemical warfare agents
was never to my knowledge any of these kinds of materials in

"story during my 5 years
*ical agents I am not aware of the existence of any lethal
l agents in tile laboratory during my particular tenure up

time I accepted the Agency's stockpile of five grams in
.7of 1970
r zAN Five grams of shellfish toxin

ex Let me explain that Senator Church I would w lsont
,.,estime if I may if the Chief Counsel would indu f

wr ll a few minutes on what I feel is apparently a critical
particular testimony

[WASZ Are you going to turn to the transfer from Fort
Because I would like to ask you one more question on
before we get to that

Surely
ARZYou testified and I take it t <<:still your testirooa .
net asksrob the lsshereMiss in t 4'ftt `
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Mr GoimoN In 1970 sir I did not search the laboratory I might i
also add that in my capacity as Chief of the Chemistry Branch
1970 up through April of 1970 I relied upon Mr Boston and t
project officer to carry on with the everyday if you will details of
particular matters pertaining to that particular laboratory

I again repeat I am not aware of any lethal agents either chemicaV
or biological in the laboratory prior to the time that we accepted tht
CIA Agency stockpile of 5 grams of shellfish toxin

Mr SCHWARZBy the laboratory by those answers you mean ,t
CIA facilities here in Washington D.C

Mr GORDONYes
Mr SCHWARZYou testified this afternoon as you testified on Sat

urday that you did not receive an order from the Director of Centra
Intelligence or anyone else to search out and destroy the CIAq
stocks of biological agents

Mr GORDONThat is correct
Mr SCHWARZI am going to read to you now Mr Gordon frfinl

page 20 of the p.m session commencing on line 21 a question direc
to you of what you would have done with respect to the souhI
laboratory if there had been an order from the Director of Centi
Intelligence and the question and answer read as follows

Question "Had there been from the Director of the CIA an order that sail
search out and destroy any biological agents would you under those circuit
stances have searched the south laboratory Answer "Very likely very likeYes I wouldhave beena darned foolif I did not.

And then you went on to give your explanation for the interprets
ti on of the order which we are going to come to

But your testimony is Dr Gordon is it not that first there was}
order transmitted to you from higher authority to search out an
destroy CIA stock of biological agents Second had there been so yd
would have searched the laboratory because you would have as yo
said been a darned fool if you did not

Mr GORDONTo answer the first part of your question it appeis
to me one moment please

(Pause.]
To the best of my knowledge I never was aware of any CIA dire

tive to search out and destroy any biological agents and/or chemi
agents at that particular laboratory

On the second part of your question I would repeat that if su
order had been brought to my attention by the chain of comma
would have been I have been too long I feel a devoted team pl
civil servant if you will dedicated to my responsibilities and
I would never never have ignored such a directive

Mr SCHWARZMr Chairman and members as you know exhi
is a CIA inventory which indicates that in fact in the laboratory
were several lethal substances including some of the shellfish
before the transfer from Fort Detrick occurred

Now you did know that there was some kind of a Presidential o
did you not Dr Gordon

Mr GORDONMay I be given if the chief counsel and Senator
would indulge me a 5-minute period to develop on that part
subject of the White House announcements in my own way
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-THAN Yes of course Dr Gordon Just proceed and thet t
wyour explanation with further questions
N Thank you I appreciate that Senator Church

=fiber 25 1969 the White House Press Secretary relea.t:e
releases I have copies of both here and they are I iv

s 4 and 5 among your papers I became aware of the sub
se announcements by reading an editorial in the Washing
eh expressed in essence the gist of exhibits 4 and 5 Both
the same day
tained to the remarks of the President the President

rjsident Nixon at that time on announcing the chemical
cal defense policies and programs The other release of the
exhibit 5'] is simply entitled "A White House Statement
lent. In that particular sheet or announcement or instruc

x the category biological research program it specifically
DOD Department of Defense has been asked to make
rationsas to the disposal of existing stocks of bacteriological

the back page indicated and I think very properly
icce,"Our intelligence community will continue to watch care

-Aireand extent of the biological programs of others. I
relate to that particular statement because of my previous

rience in Army intelligence as Chief of the Chemical
ice Agency first as Director of Technical Operations
thief of the Atomic Biological and Chemical Division
was reorganized In 1962 it became a part of the U.S
cience and Technology Center

-. an particular and satisfying feeling when I read that
hat sentence Because it showed that even though and
-tw the handwriting on the wall here our country saw

as they did to give up the biological warfare weapons
as system there was an element at the White House

 that felt tha inly the intel'h race capa
 itions of any poi enemy in the ld of bio

cc weapons systems should be followed and never stopped
14 1970 a few short )nths after that particular an
addendum to the ori1 tl November 25 announcement

11 the White House And in this particular announce
to the November 25 1969 announcement wherein
aced all offensive preparations for and any use by

of biological or bacteriological agents and weapons
asize again the phrase in war since that decision
fiePresident the comprehensive review of the U.S
programs I emphasize the phrase military pro

mtoxins has been in progress
aaribewhat toxins are and here we enter a gray area

it to in a moment if I may Within the remaining
saich phrases as method of warfare military pro
n athods of warfare are used throughout the tenure
hruary 14 announcement
at this select committee please consider the Febru
ancement as a direct appendage to the Novem
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ber 25 announcement Because if this is not done repeat if the
is not done it is simply looking at the subject of toxins out if you w
in left field without any direct bearing or relationship to the on
announcements on biological or bacteriological agents and weapo

Toxins are indeed a controversial subject I am sure in the cou
of this public testimony you will deem fit I feel I do not know
call in an expert certainly with far more expertise scientifically
the field of toxins than myself Those of us who are chemists all
myself

The CHAIRMANI might say Dr Gordon we will have an expert
ontoxins

Mr GORDONVery good sir I applaud you for that
The Chemistry Branch sir comprised of myself a chemist 

project officer a chemist and a technical consultant also a microb
ologist/biochemist all in discussions which I am sure will

shortcome out by chief counsel looked upon specifically the shellfish tox
as a chemical entity a chemical substance not of bacterial orig
Toxins indeed are chemical substances not living organisms and
so regarded by the Secretary General of the World Health Organize.
tion That is a statement right in the February 14 1970 announcement

This is a crucial point I make in this particular testimony BecauSC
of their consideration we felt myself my project officer and tec
cal consultant that we were indeed considering chemical substance
not a biological agent not a biological toxin when the offer of retain
ing and obtaining and storing in a secure vault area our own Agent
stockpile of 5 grams of shellfish toxin was made to us during the late

part of February of 1970
Parenthetically may I please get into the record that everything

am talking about is relying on no notes but 51/2years ago hitting n7

memory banks to the fullest extent and it has been agonizing I wi
rest

The CHAIRMAN Mr Schwarz will you take up the questioning I
Mr SCHWARZI am not quite sure where we are _.et us talk aboilf

MKNAOMI quickly and the decision to move the stuff down to C
facilities You were aware were you not that Fort Detrick was A
center involved in biological warfare right

Mr GORDONYes sir
Mr SCHWARZNot chemical
Mr GORDONIts mission was not chemical essentially biologial

warfare I parenthetically add they were doing experimentation
what I personally consider my project officer and technical consults
to be considered gray areas These are the shellfish toxins

I might also take this opportunity to indicate that at the Edgewo
Arsenal the chemical laboratory a substance known as polyto
was being researched and they are still in research at this time I
aware though I am away from the field for a 3-year period Polyto
and its insidious properties were being looked at were derived
from a bacteria or a virus or a fungi but a little sea animal kno
the sea anemone that clings to the coral rock And it is in fact collet
extracted and isolated

An attempt at purification is made to get out and isolate an ac
component chemical component extremely complex protein chemi
is involved here Again I am sure I will rest on that one You
hear at some future time in the next 2 days 3 days from an expert



will know fully and much more about it than myself about
acies of this type of research

WARZAfter you read about the President's initial order in
tapers did you go and talk to Dr Gottlieb
ninox November 25 1969 after I obtained by requesting a
he White House press release from our administrative people

talk to Dr Gottlieb to u sate to him that in my opinion
eg the beginning of the Wiseof the military biological

weapons system
;HWARZDid he tell you in effect to wait and see what

oiwox To the best of my knowledge that is an agreement
e bcth had yes sir
S=-xwaaz After you read about the President's order of Febru

s 1970 also in the newspapers did you again go and see Dr

ORDONAfter I read about that particular addendum in the
rs if you will I then proceeded to follow the same route

,we fisted an actual copy that I have here as exhibit 51 which
s in this testimony on the subject of toxins and went to
ottlieb to indicate to him now as a result of conversations

::men my project officer technical consultant and myself I
add  parenthetically that this was a very-small closely held

oup and I must say over the years we had a fine worki
n among each other While we would disagree among eac

tally a consensus would be beaten out anti we would
c ..:ly on some technical matter Coming back to Dr Gottlieb
ie,..ision after that particular announcement I proposed

uspect we collectively proposed and came up with the same
that we better study some options as to what we want done

particular classied project MKNAOML Because this
to us really deepening the handwriting on the wall for
.e of all biological agents and biological toxin research at
Army Biological Laboratories at Fort Detrick Md
n determined and I did that I would prepare a memo

't and that is I believe exhibit 2
tzz The exhibit nunibcr have been changed Let me

out on that You prepared a memo for Dr Gottlieb himself
gists Is that 'it as far as you know

Let me deve -; that you are right
a memo for Dr Gottlieb and indicated to him upon

o him that this was a sul :tec tion to consider
cnzweta By this you meat !le alder I think I can

io gig Dr Gordon By this as an option do you mean trans
material from Fort Detrick to a private company that

tilt for the account of the CIA Is that correct
Correct

Aaz Did Dr Gottlieb ask you after you discussed that
mgt tt ?aim to prepare a memorandum to that effect from 31

:k Leosto Mr Helms
x That is correct
ARZDid you do so i
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Mr GoxnoN That I proceeded to do As I indicated to you the other

day after the closed session working my memory banks over the

weekend I indicated to both you and Mr James Johnston of your
staff that a piece of the memory bank seemed to have fallen rather

heavily as I thought this thing through very carefully subsequent
to our conversation Now it appears to me and I may be wrong 
but it really sincerely appears to fne that after Dr Gottlieb received
the memos now prepared for Mr Karamessmes signature to the
Director of the CIA then Mr Helms that a day later to the best
of my recollections now Dr Gottlieb indicated that he would not
elect to send that memo forward for Tom Karamessines signature
But instead he right then and there probably the next day Febru
ary 19 is making the decision that we would not go for the option of
transferring those materials to a private laboratory

But instead we would and I concurred at that particular point--
get out of the classified project known as MKNAOMI Which meant
a day or two later I proceeded to go up to the

Mr SCHWARZBefore we get to that could we put in the record as
exhibit 1,1 the draft letter from Karamessines to Helms This includes
the paralytic shellfish poison as an item that you were covering and
that you knew that the Army was about to destroy

Mr GORDONYes
Mr SCHWARZDid you then go there
Mr GoitnoN I obtained approval to go up there in a day or so I

do not remember but shortly thereafter and met with the Command
ing Officer of the U.S Army Biological Laboratories and the chain
of command to include the Chief of the Special Operations Division
the project officer for MKNAOMI at the Army and inform the people
gathered on that particular day that it was our desire to cease operat
ing the classified project MKNAOMI as of that particular day which
meant that we would terminate the project that day and all hold
ings that they were holding for us as our Agency stockpile would
revert to the Special Operations Division or the Biological Warfare
Laboratories to do with whatever they saw fit at their particular
discretion

Mr SCHWARZDid someone from that laboratory and if someone
did please give his name thereafter telephone you on the subject
of the shellfish toxin

Mr GORDONYes Some days later I did receive a call again to
the best of my recollection from the project officer Mr Charles Sen
seney who indicated that they were making the following offer before
listing our stockpile for destruction which was now a mandatory
DOD requirement implemented as a result of the White House an
nouncements to the Department of Defense to destroy biological
stocks and biological toxins The offer was made to us would we want
to retain for our own potential agency use whether it be suicide pills
or any other particular application of shellfish toxin the 5 grams of
the agency stockpile I indicated at that particular time that I thanked
them for the offer I would be consulting with my small staff and get
back to them

Mr SCHWARZ Did you get back to them and accept the offer
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Mr GORDONAfter the consultation with my project office and
technical consultant we agreed that the offer was valid for a number
of factors We knew that many years of hard costly research had
gone into the development of shellfish toxin and that those particular
quantities 5 grams or more were realistic quantities for purposes of

experiment research and development because if one had to really in
effect study immunization methods for diseases vis-a-vis--who knows
cancer anything of that particular ilk it would take a considerable
amount of this particular antigenic material to develop immunization
So that we know that was a reasonable quantity for that kind of
purpose

It certainly was not a reasonable quantity for as it turned out in

my tenure any operational requirements or needs during my tenure
with the agency However I might add that that particular quantity
of 5 grams of shellfish toxin had been on a list of material held for
us at Special Operations Division in Fort Detrick for many years be
fore I ever entered the picture And in retrospect I can see clearly
now that our project officer just continued including myself to con
tinue the listing shellfish toxin being one of the listing of about a
dozen or more different materials never questioning the quantities that
were being held

Mr SCHWARZDid you do any research after it was brought down
to the CIA laboratory

Mr GORDONNo sir
Mr SCHWARZDid you do any research before it was brought down

to the CIA laboratory
Mr GORDONNo sir I never opened I am speaking for myself now

Let me go back a minute I did not quite finish
I believe the agreement was made among my small staff that con

sidering that we were looking at a chemical substance or entity and
since we did in our considered judgment make that judgment that
shellfish toxin was a chemical we elected to say yes to the offer And
subsequently it was hand-carried down to our laboratory

We did not feel at that particular time we did not feel the necessity
because we were thinking in terms of a chemical substance not a bio
logical warfare agent or bacterial toxin We did not feel the necessity
or need to inform our higher chain of command individual We simply
had it placed in our secure vaulted laboratory in a freezer in the
original containers that were brought down to us thinking in all good
faith at the particular time of delivery that we would be given our
Agency stockpile quantity of 5 grams of shellfish toxin At that point
I might add we did not have any idea as to the purity of that par
ticular material except comments like "It is good stuff.

Mr SCHWARZYou in fact not only got your material but more than
5 additional grams that belonged to someone else Is that correct

Mr GORDONThat is right I learned of that in May or early June
of this particular year

Mr SCHWARZDid they belong to the Army
Mr GORDONThe additional grams by deduction belonged to the

Special Operations Division of Fort Detrick Army Biological Labora
tories

Mr SCHWARZDid you tell any of your superiors within the Agency
that you had retained this material
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Mr GORDONNo sir
Mr SCHWARZI have nothing further Mr Chairman
Mr GORDONBecause of the explanations I hope I amplified and

clarified
The CHAIRMANMr Smothers do you have any supplementary ques

tions before we go to the members
Mr SMOTHERSYes Mr Chairman Dr Gordon to the best of your

knowledge what kinds of substances were kept in this laboratory we
have talked about the laboratory you'-worked in

Mr GoRnoN My predecessors I suspect Mr Smothers we are
going Wick about 10 years prior to my joining so roughly we are
talking maybe in the middle or late fifties I suspect had a pen
chant of a person who could be considered as a collector

Mr SMOTHERSWhen you are speaking of your predecessor are you
speaking of Dr Treichler

Mr GORDONTreichler was my immediate predecessor And to the
best of my knowledge it could have involved others also But to get
back to your question Mr Smothers the kinds of materials were in
my opinion considered as interesting samples of candidate chemical
substances that had been experimented with for some years at the
U.S Army Chemical Warfare Laboratory at Edgewood Md. things
of an incapacitant nature or some behavioral aspects Some of the
things that interested us in the nature of incapacitating agents would
be in effect under the broad category of behavioral effects

What were the physiological reactions There are certain substances
that can give you a real severe case of the "tummy's, as we know it
This has a potential application in the field If we want to in effect,
put an individual shall we say indisposed at a particular evening at
a particular place and any other scenario that you want to mention
along those lines

Essentially these were the kind of materials to my recollection and
knowledge I never called for an inventory of the materials at the
laboratory Frankly I assumed that responsibility or laid it on if you
will to the project officer This was not carried out because this was
not a research or testing laboratory This was a storeroom a secure safe
vault storeroom All substances behind glass containers sliding door
panels were under lock and key We were the custodians of the key

Mr SMOTHERSYou never inventoried the vault
Mr GORDONThat is correct sir
Mr SMOTHERSDid you have any reason to believe that there were

lethal substances in the vault
Mr GORDONNo sir
Mr SMOTHERSWas there any information in the transfer of control

to you from Dr Treichler that should have put you on notice as to
the presence of lethal substances

Mr GORDONNone to my recollection sir
Mr SMOTHERSAre you saying that you would not have any reason

to tell your superiors in the Agency that this would be a likely place
for the presence of lethal substances

Mr GORDONMay I have that question again please
Mr SMOTHERSAre you saying that you would have had no reason

to tell your superiors in the Agency even after knowledge of the
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Presidential order that this would be a likely place to search for
lethal substances

Mr GORDONFor lethal substances Considering what I just indi
cated to you to the best of my knowledge that there were no lethal
substances I would not indicate any point in searching for a lethal
substance on the basis of my knowledge at that time

However if such an order came down I would be possibly a little
bit foolish'if I did not go through at least the steps of opening that
door myself and my project officer of taking a good hard look at what
was in that laboratory something that I had never done and I sus
pect in retrospect my project officer had never done

Mr SMOTHERSDid you from time to time receive substances from
Fort Detrick Were they transported from Fort Detrick to your
facility

Mr GORDONIs that a general question
Mr SMOTHERSAny substances
Mr GORDONYes My project officer at the time had a project which

pertained to a dart tranquilizer for animals specifically dogs There
were certain substances of a temporary paralyzing nature a chemical
CS 4840 for example has this kind of an effect

Prior to my joining a very simplified if you will field dart dis
seminating device had been developed the purpose of which was to use
along with such is physical incapacitant chemical substance And I sus
pect some tests wand I am not sure of this and I believe it did happen
before 1967 some tests had been conducted under controlled conditions
on dogs and I believe successfully

This is parallel to the kinds of military efforts that were going on at
the Chemical Warfare Laboratories I might add that our own interest
being charged with the responsibility of maintaining at all times a
technical interest from the point of view of services support for any
future possible operational needs within the Agency our interests
were parallel to what was going on at chemical warfare and biological
warfare laboratories at all times

The liaison had been established and maintained We were invited
in to attend classified briefings from time to time In effect Mr Smoth
ers what I am indicating to you is that we were making every sincere
attempt to stay abreast technically of the state of the art

Mr SMOTHERSDr Gordon you knew of the existence of lethal sub
stances did you not You knew of the existence and the development
of lethal biological and chemical agents

Mr GORDONTo an extent certainly To a full extent possibly not
Mr SMOTHERSDid you have anv knowledge of where these agents

were being kept stockpiled or stored
Mr GORDONWe are talking about chemical agents and biological

agents
Mr SMOTHERSYes we are
Mr GORDONTo my knowledge during the tenure that I served with

Army Intelligence in chemical and biological warfare yes sir I was
aware of locations classified locations of military and biological agents
and chemical agents

Mr SMOTHERSWere these materials being stored by the Army or
the Department of Defense

Mr Goiwox These materials were being stored by the Army/DOD
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Mr SMOTHERSDid you have any reason to believe that stockpiles
were being stored by the CIA

Mr GORDONNo sir
Mr SMOTHERSThe laboratory we alluded to or elsewhere
Mr GORDONLethal agents
Mr SMOTHERSYes
Mr GORDONThere were no lethal agents going into the laboratory

until we agreed to accept our own Agency's stockpile of 5 grams or
subsequently now it turns out to be

`
11 grains of shellfish toxin in our

judgment again a chemical entity a chemical substance
Mr SMOTHERSWas it your belief then that if the Department of

Defense had complied with its own directive that with the exception
of the shellfish toxin you received all other stockpiles of lethal agents
even those belonging to the CIA would have been destroyed

Mr GORDONI think I did not get your question could you repeat it
Are you making a statement or a question sir

Mr SMOTHERSI can do either one It was your testimony that you
believe that all the lethal agents being held for the CIA were being
held by the Department of the Army or DOD as you said My ques
tion then was it your belief at the time that with the exception of the
shellfish toxin which you received from Fort Detrick all other stock
piles of lethal agents would be destroyed

Mr GoRnox Lethal biological agents
Mr SMOTHERSOr a chemical
Mr GORDONNo sir lethal biological agents
Mr SMOTHERSLethal biological agents
Mr GORDONThere is nothing in the record indicating destruction

of chemical agents
Mr SMOTHERSAll lethal biological agents would be destroyed as a

result of the Executive order
Mr GORDONYes sir
Mr SMOTHERSAt the time that you had agreed or you proposed

the retaining of this material did you have occasion to indicate to
anyone higher than your laboratory that there had been some discus
sion with the Army regarding CIA retaining the Armv stockpiles

Mr GORDONMr Smothers because we consider shellfish toxin as a
chemical material and not as a biological material and/or bacterial
toxin we felt we are simply looking at a highly lethal chemical agent
which would be secured in a maximum security vault

The CHAIRMAN Dr Gordon I find your testimony rather astound
ing You say that you and your fellow scientists decided to retain the
shellfish toxin and indeed to accept additional quantities of it from
the Army

Mr GORDONUnbeknownst to me sir That is a fact it happened
The CHAIRMANIt is a fact it happened
Mr GORDONCorrect
The CHAIRMANYOUand your associates decided to retain this toxin

although you knew that it might very well have been a violation of the
President's order because by your own testimony you have just told
us that you asked you discussed with Mr Gottlieb and Mr Gottlieb
was going to prepare for Mr Karamessines a memorandum to the Di
rector in which this very question was raised and an option was given
to the Director to store it with a private firm So it must have been in
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your mind that this toxin was highly questionable in view of the order
that the President had given

Mr GORDONThat is not correct in my interpretation sir
The CHAIRMANIf it is not correct why raise the question and sug

gest the option to the Director
Mr GORDONAt that particular time we had considered the option

of whether we wanted to keep all of the agency's stockpile including
the shellfish toxin There were a dozen or so biological agents and a
few other kinds of toxins We wanted to consider the option as to
whether or not we should retain our own materials which were not
going to be placed on a Department of Defense destruction list They
were being held for us If the decision was made by higher authorities
and eventually Sid Gottlieb elected to make the decision that he would
not go for the option if a decision had been made by higher authorities
to move that stockpile I would have had no compunction to have done
so

The CHAIRMANAccording to your testimony you did not give au
thorities a chance to make that decision because Mr Gottlieb and you
and your associates decided to do it on your own

Mr GoRnoN Senator Church I have prepared and you have a copy
of the memorandum [exhibit 1'] with Dr Gottlieb's approval for
that memorandum to be signed by Mr Karamessines to the Director
And Dr Gottlieb's judgment to the best of my recollection he de
termined that it did not need to go forward He would make a de
cision and he elected not to take that option and indeed that we would
once and for all get out of the classified project at the Special Opera
tions Division at Fort Detrick

The CHAIRMANYou would retain the poisons and tell no one
Mr GonnoN Negative That particular sequence Senator Church

with all respect is a consequence which occurred after the fact At that
particular time it was our intention simply to have Fort Detrick as
y

articular
terminate that project and take all the materials that they

wanted When the phone call
The CHAIRMANLet us not get into a discussion of points in time

because before this proceeding was over you got a phone call from
the Army They made suggestions and you finally decided to keep the
stuff and not tell higher authorities about it Is that not true

Mr GORDONBecause it was not considered in our judgment at the
branch level anything but a chemical poison

The CHAIRMAN That is very curious because everybody else we
have talked to including the experts are of the opinion that it clearly
was of a kind of biological poison or toxin that came within the Presi
dential order

Mr GORDONDo you know where the material that was used for
Gary Powers suicide weapon came from It came from Edgewood
Arsenal

The CHAIRMANWhat does that have to do with the question
Mr GORDONIt means that it is a chemical considered substance that

was utilized and obtained from a chemical warfare laboratory This
is the kind of thing excuse me Senator Church this is the kind of
thinking that chemists have used I indicated earlier in testimony that
we are getting into a gray area Admittedly it is a gray area
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The CHAIRMANIf it is a gray area
Mr GORDONYes sir
The CHAIRMANIf you by your own admission say it is a gray area

why then in view of the Presidential order did you take it upon your
selves to decide to set this poison aside

Mr GORDONThe Presidential order Senator Church as I indicated
earlier in our judgment did not pertain to the CIA It pertained to the
Department of Defense

The CHAIRMAN That is not the judgment of the Directors of CIA
Mr GORDONI understand that sir but we are talking in terms of

February of 1970
The CHAIRMAN Is it not true Dr Gordon that you disagree with

Mr Nixon's order
Mr GORDONNo sir
The CHAIRMAN Well
Mr GORDONI was not a Department of Defense employee I did not

feel under the obligation Senator Church to be responsible for the
DOD directive indicating destruction of bacteriological agents or
bacteriological toxins

The CHAIRMAN I call your attention to your testimony given under
oath on Saturday page 50 of that testimony from the morning record
if you would go to line 24 on page 50 Our counsel Mr Schwarz asked
you the following question

"Let us be clear what we are talking about President Nixon had
decided that the United States should destroy biological toxins
Right

And you answered "right. Then Mr Schwarz said "The matter
you discuss that some new President or administration official might
come along and say we would like to have such stuff in order to kill
people Is that right

And you answered "that is right.
"But again this is conversation in the philosophical category that

is all.
Mr GORDONI do not see anything wrong with a group of people

like myself my project officer and technical consultant by the way
Senator Church I would appreciate if you do not already have the
testimony of my technical consultant Dr Alex Battin you should get
in the record his viewpoint as to whether shellfish toxin is considered
a chemical substance I think he considers it such In our discussions
we are certainly

The CHAIRMAN Senator Mondale has a point to raise on that very
question

Senator MONDALEI would like to point out that the whole reason for
the February 14 memo from the President was to solve the issue that
you continue to raise I quote from the President's announcement [ex
hibit 5 1] of February 14 he said "Moreover though toxins of this
type useful for military purposes could conceivably be produced by
chemical synthesis in the future the end products would be the same
and their effects would be indistinguishable from toxins produced by
bacteriological or other biological substances.

It continues "the President has further directed the destruction of
all existing toxins. Moreover by the National Security memorandum
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44 the Secretary of Defense will submit recommendations concerning
the disposal of existing stocks of toxins weapons and agents

No 1 "the United States will renounce the production for opera
tional purposes stockpiling and the use in retaliation of toxins pro
duced either by bacteriological or biological processes or by chemical
synthesis. In other words the whole reason for the February 14 memo
was to settle the dispute which you continually raised as a defense and
that memo was directed among others to the CIA That is the whole
reason

Mr GORDONI have never been aware of that memo The only thing
I alluded to

Senator MONDALEWhat about the public statement Were you
aware of that

Mr GORDONNo sir The only thing I am alluding to is what I have
indicated to you and the testimony both in closed session and public
and I have it in front of me and furthermore it says in that same Febru
ary 14 1970 directive that the United 'States will confine its military
programs for toxins

I think that really the point is 'being pushed in my humble opinion
to include the CIA in this particular category of a Department of
Defense responsibility

The CHAIRMAN Well Dr Gordon if you viewed it as merely a
Department of Defense responsibility why did you accept from the
Department of Defense toxins that clearly should have been destroyed

Mr GoRDoN The toxins that we accepted at that particular time
thinking that it was our own Agency stockpile 5 grams to be held all
those years for us was considered as a chemical substance Senator
Church in our judgment And that is the reason

The CHAIRMAN You knew the Army was going to destroy it did
you not

Mr GORDONThe Army has still retained for experimental purposes
I read a little bit over 4 grams

The CHAIRMAN You know they gave you this toxin so it would not
be destroyed If they had not given it to you they would have de
stroyed it pursuant to Presidential order You knew that

Mr GORDONI could not speak for what they would have done or
not They asked if we wanted our particular stockpile and after care
ful deliberation and consideration among our staff and I indicated this
to you this is the particular rationale that we opted for in taking it
and considering it as an ordinarily highly lethal chemical agent And
I wish

CHAIRMANThis is the other outstanding part of your testimony
When a second Presidential order was issued just to clear up any
question about the inclusion of this shellfish toxin in the directive
that none of these directives were passed down through the Agency
to you and that you testified about your knowledge of the Presidential
directive on the basis of what you read in the newspaper That is your
testimony is it not

Mr GORDONThat is my testimony and I repeat that I never saw
The CHAIRMAN I did not say that is your fault but that is an

astounding thing
Mr GoRDONThat is so
The CHAIRMANThat is so Senator Tower
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Senator TOWER You received no direct order to destroy the sub
stance Is that a fact or is it not

Mr GORDONThat is a fact. sir
Senator TOWERIn fact you asked the DCI for permission to retain

and store these substances
Mr GORDONI did not seek additional guidance or consent from any

of the chain of command higher than myself as chief of the chemistry
branch to obtain and store the highly lethal shellfish toxin which we in
our technical judgment considered as a chemical agent sir

Senator Towim What about Gottlieb Did anyone propose to the
DCI that this material be retained

Mr GORDONDr Gottlieb was not informed Senator Tower that the
lethal shellfish toxin was being offered received and stored in a secure
vault in the laboratory since we in the branch myself project officer
and technical consultant made the judgment that we were considering
shellfish toxin as a chemical agent highly lethal but a chemical agent

Senator TowE& Are you saying that you never had any indication of
Helms rejecting the notion of retaining the substance

Mr GORDONThis specific substance
Senator TOWER Yes
Mr GORDONHe could not in my humble opinion have made that

kind of a statement because of the fact as I indicated Senator Tower
we did not considering we were talking in terms of a lethal chemical
we did not in our judgment feel that we we were in need of inform
ing anyone

Senator Towia You were aware that you were not to retain lethal
chemicals

Mr GonDox I am not aware of any directives indicating that a
lethal chemical could not be retained or stored

Senator Towix Do we not normally classify a chemical and a bio
logical agent together

Mr GORDON No sir That is a separate and distinct entity There is
a chemical warfare laboratory which still today does research in chemi
cal agents There is a munitions system still under development for
chemical agents There is a stockpile in the military for chemical
agents both incapacitating and lethal

Senator TOWER Were you not aware that the order category in
cluded both chemical and biological agents

Mr GORDONNo sir We made a distinct distinction if I may put
it that way between the fact that in our judgment this shellfish toxin
was a lethal highly lethal chemical agent And we took the proper
steps to put it in our freezer secure it store it I must say over the
years Senator Tower we have never had to my knowledge in the
period 1967 through 1972 any call for those kinds of materials

That was in essence an example of maintaining to the best of our
technical ability maintaining the technical capability in behavioral
materials in the event that the need should arise to use these materials
one day

Senator TowER Let me ask you whether a substance is classified as
generically chemical or generically biological can they not be applied
to achieve the same kind of results They are both a specific means to a
common end are they not
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Mr GoiDON Senator Tower I have to say yes and I have to qual
ify it I must say I still feel the sharpness somehow of some of the
questions and properly so of Senator Church and Senator Tower
may I indicate to you that technically that we always make a distinc
tion between chemical and biological agents Now there are gray areas
and this toxin this particular substance in our judgment falls into a
gray area depending on who you will be talking to in the public tes
timony in the next 3 days depending on his viewpoint I feel certain
that you will find the testimony being given to indicate both sides of
the question

Senator Towen If indeed this falls into a gray area or could be con
strued as falling into a gray area was there not a certain responsibility
on your part to inquire as to whether or not that was included within
the purview of the order to destroy these chemical substances

Mr GolDON Again relying upon discussions with my project officer
and technical consultant both technical people in the field of biological
chemical warfare including my own knowledge and judgment we
made the decision at that particular level Senator Church has asked
who made the decision We made the decision at the particular branch
level that we were indeed considering and looking at a lethal chemical
agent We were not aware of any particular ban on lethal chemical
agents and in all good conscience in all good conscience and judgment
we elected to retain that particular kind of material as a lethal agent
in our laboratory in a secure vault condition at all times In the event
that one day we would be called upon to prepare supplies of suicide
pills and/or any other uses that could be considered from a higher
level of authority than my own certainly for operational use of these
materials

Senator TowER Thank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN Senator Mondale
Senator MONDALEDr Gordon the National Security Decision

Memorandum No 44 [exhibit 8 1] dated February 20 1970 says
The President has decided that the U.S will renounce the production for

operational purposes stockpiling and use in retaliation of toxins produced either
bybacteriologicalor biologicalprocesses or by chemical synthesis

The
public

announcement on February 14 entitled "U.S Policy on
Toxins says among other things

The President has decided that the United States will confine its military
programs for toxins whether produced by bacteriological or other biological
methodsor by chemical synthesis to research for defense purposes only such as
to improve techniques of immunization and medical technology The President
has directed destruction of all existing toxin weapons

In light of that National Security memo
Mr Goi oN Excuse me Senator Mondale I have a question in that

particular last paragraph sir where the words Is that the same para
graph that I am looking at sir if you will indulge me Does it read the
United States will confine its military programs for toxins

Senator MONDALERight
Mr GORDONMilitary programs sir
Senator MONDALEThat is right Had you ever heard of either one

of those paragraphs either in the National Security memo or the Presi
dent's public announcements

I Seep 210
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Mr GoRDox I have a copy
Senator MONDALEDid you at the time Were you aware of the

formulation of the President's orders which specifically settled the
issue of chemical or nonchemical basis for toxins

Mr GORDONAre you referring to the National Security Memoran
dum

Senator MONDALEEither one Both say the same thing The toxins
would be defined as toxins whether created biologically or chemically
Were you aware that that policy decision settled the question that you
seem to be raising

Mr GORDOxIn our interpretation we did not put the emphasis that
you have just placed on that particular paragraph sir

Senator MONDALEWhat emphasis
Mr 'GORDONIn our judgment we put consideration for that the

shellfish toxin was indeed to be considered in the category of a chemical
substance or a chemical entity regardless of how it was derived

Senator MONDALESo you would say that because you did so it did
not come within the meaning of either the National Security memo or
the President's announcement

Mr GoRDONI felt it did not come in the purview of the President's
announcement of February 1970 and I cannot address myself to that
National Security memo I have never seen it

Senator MONDALESince the President had decided to reduce the
programs both biological and chemical how do you arrive at the posi
tion that the shellfish toxin does not come in that definition

Mr GORDON Senator Mondale we were not in a military pro
gram

Senator MONDALEI understand the chemical thing We were taking
your second defense the military I want to know whether you are still
sticking with the chemical defense even though the Presidential direc
tives clearly settled that issue If so how

Mr GoRDox All I can say to respond to that particular query is
that we saw in our own judgment this particular substance as a chemi
cal lethal agent

Senator MONDALEDid you further decide that because you saw it in
that light that it does come within this order even though the order
says toxins produced by chemical synthesis Tf so how could you con
clude that

Mr GORDONBecause we tied it in with the previous statement that
the United States will confine its military program for toxins

Senator MONDALEAll right We will set aside our chemical argu
ment because really you are basing your defense on the 'grounds that
it is not a military program Is that right

Mr GORDONThis was a part of our consideration
Senator MONDALECan we then set the chemical argument aside
Mr GORDONNo sir
Senator MONDALEWhy
Mr GORDONBecause we felt strongly and continue to feel that this

was a chemical substance
Senator MONDALEI know that is what they said by biological or

chemical synthesis
Mr GORDONShellfish toxin is not in the truest sense of the term a

synthesis It is a complicated process starting with an algae and clams
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''Senator MONDALEWhen you say it is a chemical substance 
Mr GORDONA chemical substance sir
Senator MONDALEThe second paragraph of the Presidential public

announcement says "Toxins are chemical substances not living orga
nisms and are so regarded by the U.N Secretary General of the
World Health Organization That being true is it not clear that the
President intended it to mean such things as shellfish toxins derived
from a chemical synthesis or substance

Mr GORDONI would have to say in listening to your detailed ex
planation Senator Mondale that that is true I also have to say
that and it has been some time as you know since we examined this

particular thing I am trying to restructure it at some length and
in detail Our thinking here we were swayed it would appear to
me by the phrase military programs

enator MONDALELet us turn to that defense and I will not go into
this but I think the reading of the proposed Karamessines memo
clearly reflects and I believe that was prepared by you was it not

Mr GoRnoN Yes sir
Senator MONDALEClearly reflects that you understood this toxin

to be included in the Presidential order In any event another defense
you have for not destroying the toxin is that it was not a military
program is that correct

Mr GORDONThat is correct sir
Senator MONDALEWhat is it then
Mr GoRDox It was a substance which we felt being in the category

of a chemical could be used at some future time for whatever opera
tional need or desire on the part of higher authorities within the
CIA and we know that it had an application in the preparation of
!,previously prepared suicide weapons or devices

Senator MONDALEIt says it can only be retained for research or
defensive purposes such as improving techniques in immunization
and medical therapy

Mr GORDONAgain applied to military programs
Senator MONDALESo it does not come within that exception It

tomes within the military exception is that right
Mr.4 ORDONIn our opinion Senator Mondale
Senator MONDALE So what the CIA was involved in was not

military
Mr GORDONThe CIA is not a military organization It is not

atat.tas never been charged with the functions of the Department of
Rob :me Yes it is not a military organization

Senator MONDALEWould you say that your memorandum proposed
for Mr Karamessines reflects this viewpoint that you are not covered
~ti li roRDONAt the particular time of that memorandum a dis

pussioh on this particular point had never taken place That particu
+l memorandum was described as an option which we had considered

tween Dr Gottlieb and myself as one for consideration And as I
eated earlier that option was decided against and at a subsequent

iit'in time the offer was made to receive the shellfish toxin
e natOr MONDALEThat means something and it indicates that
glad 6 hot item that you did not want to destroy The National

qtymemo
RDOxThat is not my opinion sir
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Senator MONDALEI recognize that It was directed to the'CIA as

well As far as I'm concerned based upon your testimony the only
conceivable way that the President could have his order executed was
to have you over for dinner and plead with you

Mr Goiwox If there was a CIA directive that did not exist at that

particular time implementing the White House directive for the De

partment of Defense I have no doubt at that particular instance
the proper steps would have been taken and this day there would
not be a discussion of the subject of shellfish toxins Senator Mondale

Senator MONDALEThank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN In effect you say it was a failure of higher au

thority within the CIA to properly direct you that led you to the
decision

Mr GORDONI cannot place the blame on Mr Helms shoulder
The CHAIRMANWhere does the blame lie You say it does not lie

with you If you say it does not lie with Mr Helms where does the
blame lie

Mr GORDONYou asked the question who in the CIA made the
decision Now you know that it was the Chemistry Branch Chief the
project director and his technical consultant

The CHAIRMANThe blame lies with you
Mr GORDONThe blame lies with the group I have just specified
The CHAIRMANVery well Senator Mathias
Senator MATHIASThank you Mr Chairman
Dr Gordon I think you testified that you had been to Fort Detrick
Mr GORDONYes sir
Senator MATHIASDid you go there frequently
Mr GORDONI would say Senator Mathias during the course of a

year and this is somewhat tenuous certainly less than a dozen times
a year

Senator MATHIAS Did you know Dr Housewright for example
Mr GORDox Yes I did sir
Senator MATHIAS Did you have occasion to talk with the Detrick

staff by telephone on occasion in addition to your visits
Mr GORDONAt times sir
Senator MATHIAS In other words you had a working relationship

with the Detrick organization
Mr GORDONMy project officer more than I sir at that particular

point in time I am sorry to overuse that particular phrase
Senator MATHIASWere you aware that following President Nixon's

decision of November 25 1969 an interagency group was assembled to
consider the very question of the definition of toxins

Mr GORDONNo I was not sir
Senator MATHIAS That this Valentine's Day memorandum did not

issue just out of the goodness of President Nixon's heart on Valen
tine's Day but it was the considered judgment of a number of scien
tists in the Federal establishment

Mr GoRnox I will agree to that sir Yes sir
Senator MATHIAS You did not know that at the time
Mr GORDONI did not know that at the time
Senator MATHIAS Even with your relationship with the people at

Fort Detrick this never came to your attention
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Mr Goxoox No sir Again Senator Mathias I would like to repeat
hopefully not ad nauseum that in our judgment we considered this
particular announcement directed only at the Department of Defense

Senator MATHIASAgain I do not think either of us gain anythin
by repeating arguments already made As Senator Mondale pointed
out this was a decision that was lifted from your shoulders This was
a decision that had been made Government-wide after an interagency
study~by Presidential order

Mr Goxnox May I point out something Senator Mathias I think
that it is somewhat unfair to take this February 14 announcement in

galaby itself without always looking back to the November 25 1969
Announcement because the February 14 announcement as you put it
sire the Valentine's Day announcement is a natural extension of the
November 25 announcement which includes the sentence "I have or
dered the Defense Department to make recommendations about the

adisposal of existing stocks of bacteriological weapons.
This I think is again to our judgment a clear mandate and again

the other version of the November 25 announcement that the DOD has
been asked to make recommendations as to the disposal of existing
steeks of bacteriological weapons The toxins again in our judgment
despite Senator Mondale's explicit pointing out to me the statement
about the chemical synthesis and so on I think these have to be put
into a package for any discussion and consideration because again
this is the only way we make a judgment by putting these papers
together examining them carefully agonizing over them disagreeing
,agreeing and finally making the conclusion that indeed we were
looking at a lethal chemical agent no different than any of the other
highly toxics but certainly to be respected as a V agent or a G agent

enator MATHIASYou see Dr Gordon this is exactly what I think
'is concerning the members of the committee We do put the Valentine's
Day announcement in context with the November 25 announcement
We take into consideration the fact that there is an interagency study
created by order of the President of the United States We take into
consideration the high office that you held as one of the principal of
ficers of the CIA charged with knowledge and responsibility in this
area and you come to us and you tell us that you have not even heard
of the existence of the interagency group

Just let me finish You will have plenty of time I want to make this
point because this may not reflect on you giving the thing the best
gloss you can give it I have spent a good many years in the Navy and I
know there is always somebody who does not get the word and ap
parently you were that guy in this instance That is the best gloss we
can put on it That is enormously concerning to us

'Let us leave Dr Gordon out of it as an individual Let us talk about
people When somebody does not get the word serious problems can
arise in the course of any operation and one of the objects of this
committee is to try to find out where these short circuits were why
they occurred how we can prevent them occurring again Because
obviously when they occur at the high level of responsibility that you
occupy at this time they can have serious national consequences

Mr Goxnox Thank you Senator Mathias I would like to state with
all due respect to the description that you have placed upon my par
ticular function at that particular time that I was a chief of a branch
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a chemist who had the technical responsibility of performing .a sup
port and service function for the Technical Services Division in

response to any possible future use operational requirements if you
will of the DDP Certainly I agree I was not in a policy position
Certainly I would agree and I do not think that you would expect
me to be privy to a National Security memorandum or any other
possible highly placed documents of that particular sort

Senator MATHIAS Just to refresh your recollection the Valentine's
Day press release from the White House which was issued at 6 p.m
that day from the press office at Key Biscayne said in part, "the
President has further directed the destruction of all existing toxin
weapons.

Mr GoRDox Within the DOD yes sir that is correct As a
Senator MATHIASIt was not so limited We have been over that
Mr GORDONRight sir Exactly
Senator MATHIASLet me ask you this question
Mr GORDONYes sir
Senator MATHIAS Was the transfer an idea that originated with

you or did the Army suggest it to you
Mr GORDONThe Special Operations Division of the Biological

Laboratories Fort Detrick Md. suggested it sir
Senator MATHIASWhat did they actually say to you to the best of

your recollection
Mr GoRnox Would we consider taking in effect in the repository

of our own the CIA stockpile of as I understood it 5 grams from our
old listings of the shellfish toxin and the reason being because and
I think it was generally agreed we all had a keen appreciation of
the extreme cost resources material personnel that had gone in over
a 10-year period for these materials

I would like to add that since this has become publicized I have
read in the newspapers Dr Ritchie's comment from Yale University
I suspect that it was in the nature of a plea to this committee in con
sidering the final disposition of these materials whether or not it could
be considered and that is a considerable quantity now 11 grams to
go back into the medical science research

Senator MATHIASI am aware of that
One further question Dr Gordon I want to be fair to you I want

you to understand that I am trying to put myself into your shoes and
into your mind and try to understand the motivations which caused
you to take the acts that you did But I did say earlier and I meant itthat this is a problem that could have arisen because we used to saysomeone did not get the word

The other possibility which is not as happy a one was suggested bya statement that you made earlier this afternoon when you described
your reaction to learning of the November 25 1969 decision of Presi
dent Nixon when you as I recall your words you said you turned to
Mr Gottlieb and you said you realize that this is the beginning of the
demise of the military biological warfare system

Mr GORDONFrom the point of view of any parallel interests sirthat we might have in the field there was nowhere to go to to stayabreast of a BW capability Fort Detrick as you know Senator
Mathias subsequently was closed down and converted to the National
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Cancer Institute This I believe if my memory serves me correctly
was 1971 72 or thereabouts

Senator MATHIAS It took that long to get done That is something
else

Mr GORDONAgain as I recall it was over a year from the time
that they said it would be done and then finally it did get done Let
me rest there

Senator MATHIAS Having recalled to you your words the only
question that I raise is whether or not you had in fact a visceral
reaction which perhaps clouded your judgment in order to preserve
from disruption at least one small corner of this area of enterprise

Mr GORDONSenator Mathias I appreciate the way you put that
I really do I want to use this opportunity for my response to repeat
once again please bear with me Senator Church that our judgment
`was collectively made and we considered it as a lethal chemical
agent If that was not the decision at that particular time we
never would have gone back to accept and say yes to the offer of our
own stockpile of 5 grams sir

Senator MATHIASMy time is up and I will only say that I cannot
understand why your decision which was so agonizingly made and
I accept that it was agonizingly made as you described it why a
decision so agonizingly made and in the full consciousness of the diffi
culties under which you were operating was not referred to higher
authority within the Agency for some confirmation before you went
through with it

That is all Mr Chairman
Mr GORDONThank you Senator Mathias
The CHAIRMANSenator Huddleston
Senator HUDDLESTONThank you Mr Chairman
I do not wish to belabor the point but I do think it is quite important

as to what your understanding was at the time back in February of
1970 on why this decision was made I find it very difficult to reconcile
what you are saying now about the concern that you had at that time
as to the true nature of shellfish toxin

Shellfish toxin is a toxin is it not There is no question about
that

Mr GORDONThat is correct sir
Senator HtDDLESTON It is also a weapon You mentioned a mo

ment ago it could be used as a weapon against oneself as a suicide

weapon or against somebody else
Mr GORDONWe would consider it I think certainly as a weapon

but the tactical description for that Senator Huddleston would be
as an agent in a weapons system our weapons system being any
means

Senator HUDDLESTONIt is a potential weapon or a part of a weapon
Mr GORDONExactly
Senator HUDDLESTONIn the first paragraph of the memorandum

which you prepared for Mr Karamessines you point out that in the

November 26 memorandum of the President or the order of the Presi

dent and then you put in parentheses that on February 14 1970 the

Valentine's order he included all toxic weapons There seems to me

no doubt that at that time you understood precisely what the Presi

dent said
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Mr Goxnox As it applied to the Department of Defense that is

correct Senator
Senator HUDDLESTOxIf you felt at this time that this just applied

to the Department of Defense I am wondering why you felt it neces

sary that Mr Karamessines make a determination as to whether or
not the CIA should move to protect its supply It seems to me it
would be perfectly clear that he would not have to take any action
if it were perfectly clear that this would apply only to Department
of Defense

Mr GORDONThis was tied in with the relationship that we had
with the Special Operations Division and for that matter the rest
of the Army Biological Warfare Laboratory with respect to staying
abreast of the state of the art

Again intuition indicated to us at that particular time that before
too long as Senator Mathias said if it took too long the Biological
Warfare Research Laboratories would no longer exist There would
be no sense in continuing to support a project and I might add and
this has not been brought out by me I have never had a question
with that respect We were in effect piggybacking or giving some
additional dollar technical support to Special Operations Division
who were being funded by the Army component namely the Special
Forces for purposes which interested us and we wanted to stay with
the developments as time proceeded

Senator HUDDLESTONI do not see that there is anything that would
have clouded your perception based on your own words and recom
mendations here that this toxin was indeed part of the order that the
President had issued Let me make one other point again relying on
your own memorandum dated February 1970 when you list for the
Director those items that would be in jeopardy if some action were
not taken by the President's order You do in fact list paralytic
shellfish poison

Mr GORDONWhich was part of the inventory being held yes sir
At that particular time the other option which is what we exercised
a day or two later February 19 or 20 was to as I indicated let the
Special Operations Division of the Army Biological Laboratories
know that we no longer would support them and terminate the project
and for them to do with what they saw fit with all the stocks

It was subsequent and only subsequent that we rethought the mat
ter of the shellfish toxin When the telephone call came down to us
with respect to the offer of retaining and considering for retainingthe shellfish stocks at that time after careful deliberation we deter
mined that in our judgment knowing we were in a gray area going
through the same testimony and deciding it was a chemical agentSenator HUDDLESTONYou have changed your perception then from
what it originally had been which seems to be crystal clear here to
raise the question as to whether or not there might be a slight loophole
through which you might

Mr GORDONWe rethought the question of shellfish toxin
Senator HUDDLESTOxThat was subsequent to this memorandum

which at that time seemed very clear and preciseMr GORDONRight that is correct Senator
Senator HrIDDLESTONAs to what the problem was and how it mightbe avoided by the Director if he wanted to take this action H
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Mr GORDONThat is correct
Senator HUDDLESTONJust one other question As I mentioned this

morning to Mr Colby included in that inventory were agents that
were designed to induce tuberculosis in an individual Were you in
volved in that experimentation

Mr GORDONNo sir
Senator HUDDLESTONWhat about the one for brucellosis
Mr GORDONWe were not involved in any experimentation
Senator HUDDLESTONDo you have any knowledge of these agents

and what they were used for
Mr GORDONFrom the nomenclature of those particular ones you

described they would be the causative agents to produce that kind of
a,disease Those are biological agents

Senator HUDDLESTONDid you ever have instructions from your
superiors to develop this kind of capability

Mr GORDONNo sir not during my tenure
Senator HUDDLESTONHow do you propose they were included in the

CIA inventory
Mr GORDONI surmise that my predecessor or predecessors that

over the years in their wisdom and judgment and with the expertise
of the people at the laboratories that determined in the event of some
need or use of these kinds of materials it would be technically feasible
to be considered and used Hence certain quantities were attributed
as grams or whatever they may be in their listing to those particular
organisms and toxins That is the way the list I suspect was de
veloped and simply transferred from year to year to year

Senator HUDDLESTONFrom your personal knowledge and experi
ence you had no contact with these agents

Thank vou Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN Thank you Senator Huddleston Senator

Sehweiker
Senator SCHWEIZER Thank you Mr Chairman Dr Gordon can

you shed any light on the designation of P600 that appeared on the
cans he received in the lab

Mr GORDONNo I cannot sir As of this moment I do not recollect
".any of the information that appeared on the cans Are you referring
Senator Schweiker to the cans of the shellfish containers of shellfish
toxin

Senator ScxwEraER Yes The ones in this picture I assume
Mr GORDONNo sir I cannot What does P600 mean
Senator SCHWEIKERThat is what I am trying to find out
Mr GORDONI think I could suggest who might give you the

answer sir
Senator SCHWEIKERI thought you would be in a good position to

tell us It says "Do not use unless directed by P600. How can you
store a quantity of poison in your lab in a vault and lock it up when
it says do not open unless you have permission of so and so and you
do not even know so and so

Mr GoRDox Is "P600 a person
Senator SCHWEIKERIt is your code
Mr GORDONThat particular label we are on the subject of label

ing Senator Schweiker was prepared at the Special Operations Divi
sion Biological Laboratories
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Senator ScxwEIKER At Fort Detrick
Mr GORDONThey would be in a position to give you that answer

I'd like to know it myself
Senator SCHWEIKERThe second part of my question is you keep"l

mentioning 5 grams in your testimony here with the other Senators
Yet it is clear from Director Colby's testimony that in fact there
were 11 grams The picture shows 11 grams Can you account for the
6-gram discrepancy

Mr GORDONWhen I received or we received the containers of the
shellfish toxin it was our best understanding that we received what
was the Agency stockpile of shellfish toxin in the amount of 5 grams
and we put it away in the freezer and never at least during my tenure
had occasion to ever open those containers did not want to open those
containers unless there was a need and that is the way it sat and got
forgotten about over the years because no queries obviously no
applications

If I may continue in May or June-of this year and I am told this
by my project officer at that time Mr David Boston he was asked
by the present Director Mr Colby of the CIA as part of an agency
wide query to look into particular matters or things that he Mr
Colby should know about This is secondhand information My under
standing is as a result of that particular memo directive call it what
you will Mr Boston then proceeded to then very carefully look into
that particular freezer and he called me and asked did I remember
that there was shellfish toxin and I most certainly remembered that
there was shellfish toxin containers Then he proceeded to open it the
containers laid the vials out as I understand added up the figures
and then informed me that there was not 5 grams but close to it I do
not know the exact figures It is 3 in decimal points but 11 grams

The inference the only inference in my mind is that the Special
Operations Division in their wisdom or lack of it decided to send
along the 6 grams that were in their particular repository

Senator SCHWEIHERDr Gordon the part I have trouble compre
hending in view of your testimony is that labels on these cans are
stuck on the top of the cans You could not possibly pick a can up
and put it in a file without reading the label One label says very
clearly 5 grams of stockpile manufactured in Ohio which is probably
very directly the 5 grams we have been talking about The interesting
label on the other can this may clear up the 6 gram mystery it says
paralytic shellfish toxin working fund investigation Northeast Shell
fish Sanitation Center Then it says USPHS you do not have to be
James Bond to figure out that means U.S Public Health Service
Narragansett R.I And my question is why the U.S Public Health
Service is producing a deadly poison for this country and who is
paying for it and you could see that by just reading the label on the
can so why all the mystery about where these 6 grams came from

Mr GORDONSenator Schweiker I do not recollect and I saw what
you are referring to in closed testimony as two exhibits and I was
asked in closed testimony closed session that did I recall seeing those
particular exhibits that you are referring to I honestly do not remem
ber seeing those

Insofar as the Public Health Service or as being a source of the
shellfish toxin material this reflects a program that had been going
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,for some years This is part of the cost in resources and value
sic in the quantity of shellfish toxin that was expended by those

1particular Government agencies for many years for the pun
 sex .ef developing possibly again I am summarizing this an im

rbzation therapy or technique against this very deadly shellfish

nator SCHWEIKERIf it was developed for that purpose why did
of keep it for that purpose instead of giving it to you
GORDONThey gave it to the Special Operations Division at

 ,Detrick Biological Laboratories How that was obtained the
d c amsm the purchase acquisition I have no knowledge about I
*ty reflect that they were holding for us year after year from
et me that I entered the TSD 5 grams of paralytic shellfish toxin

It was on the Agency's stockpile list
Senator SCHWEIKERYour testimony is that we have in fact been

receiving deadly poison manufactured by the U.S Public Health
Sgice and delivered indirectly at least to Fort Detrick It came to

per hands but first of all to Fort Detrick And I am wondering
tether our House subcommittee that appropriates money for health

research is really aware that that is exactly where our health funds
have been going

Xr GORDONI understand your question Senator I do not have a
response to it

nator ScxwEIKER I have a great deal of difficulty understanding
why you could not size up the two cans one being the stockpile from
the CIA and Fort Detrick and the other coming from Narragansett
P.L There's a discrepancy Does this not ring any bell or do you not
recollect a thing

Mr GoRDOx I honestly have to say no sir I do not understand In
t,ng to reconstruct events I just do not remember seeing those par
tiular listings All I can indicate to you the materials by the way

Ara you saying those listings were attached to the labels
-Senator SCHWEIKERThey were not only attached they were on top

of the can You could not possibly pick a can up without seeing the
text that is 5 grams and 6 grams and the manufacturer U.S Public
Health Service

Mr GORDONI admit Senator I do not have any recollection of that

particular photograph or object
Senator SCHWEIKER You testified earlier Dr Gordon that some

one called from Fort Detrick asking if you would receive or accept
Thesetoxins is that correct in essence

Mr GORDONShellfish toxin
Senator SCHWEIKERShellfish toxin
Mr Goiwox Yes
Senator SCHWEIKERWhat was the rationale or reason by which he

said you should accept it Why was he not reporting Because he did

report Fort Detrick did report some 3 grams as was testified to that
they inventoried and got approval from the National Security Coun
cil. I am sure you are well aware of that procedure yet you elect not
to go the accountability route You elected to follow his suggestion to

go the other route
Mr GORDONThe Agency's stockpile of all those materials was not

on a reported destruction list at Fort Detrick They were being held
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separate and apart to the best of my understanding They were being
held separate and apart from their own military or Army holdings

Senator SCHWEIKERThe memo we have from the Army indicates
that they reported through official channels and apparently received
National Security Council approval to keep the 3 grams for research
purposes

Mr GORDONMay I make a surmise sir I do not believe I may
be wrong but I do not believe that that was the Special Operations
Division or the Biological Laboratories that made that request I
believe that it was another component research component separate
and apart from the Special Operations Division of the Biological
Laboratories that made that request to retain the quantities that is
what I read myself in the newspapers the other day and apparently
received the approval for experimental and R & D purposes a very
legitimate request in my opinion

Senator SCHWEIKERThere are two.things that I think this commit
tee has to ascertain First after the order was issued did someone
make a decision at Fort Detrick to send back your 5 grams Also did
someone make a decision to include the U.S Public Health Service
quantity that probably momentarily was up in Narragansett R.I.
and throw that in

Mr Chairman I have here a number of requests As well as the
Army we are going to have to call the Public Health Service to find
out why they were producing deadly poison why they were a part of
this whole thing

Mr GORDox I believe sir Senator Schweiker if I could have a
moment

Senator SCHWEIKERYes
Mr GoRDOx I can surmise sir for what it is worth I believe the

U.S Public Health Service I cannot address myself to the mechanism
of how it arrived from the Public Health Service to Fort Detrick
specifically the Special Operations Division

Senator SCHWEIKERThat is what we want to know and that is our
job to find out Dr Gordon

Mr GoRnox I believe the Public Health Service and I say this
sincerely I think it is injustice if I may say this that the Public
Health Service was raising or cultivating or making shellfish toxin
for the purpose of a poison per se in my humble opinion they were
making these quantities to study defensively immunization techniques
against the shellfish toxin

Senator SCHWEIKERIf they had kept it there Dr Gordon and used
it for that purpose I would not be questioning that either It looked
like they were producing a supply of far more than they needed at
somebody's expense

Mr GORDONI follow your rationale
Senator ScxWEIKER Thank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN I follow your view that there is a suggestion here

that the committee will have to fully inquire into whether other de
partments of the Government in addition to the CIA undertook to
circumvent the Presidential order by depositing this toxin in this particular cache And we will look into that because we want to really getto the root of the whole question presented here Senator Morgan
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Senator MORGANDr Gordon as I understand your testimony you
take responsibility along with the two of your colleagues for retaining
thetoxins that we are talking about

Mr GORDONBecause of the rationale that I indicated earlier
Senator MORGANThat rationale was first that the National Se

eurity Decision Memorandum of February 20 [exhibit 81] and I be
lore you refer to also the 1969 order

Mr GORDONThe press releases of November 25 1969 and February
14 1970

Senator MORGANYou referred to military programs wherein since
the February 20 order which is actually the National Security Coun
cil order

Mr GORDONWhich I have not seen
Senator MORGANThe memorandum that you have been referring

Ate or the document that you have been referring to is February 14
.w,as actually the press release that the memorandum itself was dated
Tiibruary 20

Mr GORDONI understand that
Senator MORGANThat reads following the review of the United

States military programs for toxins the President has decided so
that part of your rationale was it applied to military programs

Mr GORDONThat is correct
Senator MORGANAnd you contended that shellfish toxin was not a

biological weapon
Mr GORDONIn a true sense of the definition sir and again par

enthetically we recognized and admit to a gray area here Also paren
thetically that both chemical warfare laboratories and biological
warfare laboratories both groups worked on this particular substance
dir I would like to throw in that there is a chemical or was a chemical
agent program polytoxin at and only at the chemical warfare
laboratories

Senator MORGANDr Gordon I see some faults with your rationale
,especially with regard to the toxin part I must say I do not attribute
any bad faith or motives at your having arrived at that decision but let
me ask you further you say you have never seen any memorandum
dim the President or from the Director of the CIA with regard to
4sposal of these toxins

'Mr GORDONThat is correct Senator Morgan
Senator MORGANYour decision not to destroy these was based on

your rationale without any guidelines from the Department of De
wise the National Security Council or anyone else
Mr GORDONThat is correct based on the announcements that I al

;uded to in this testimony
Senator MORGANSince you originally made that decision have you

t,any time ever seen a memorandum even since this matter came up
'which later set forth any guidelines for the destruction of biological
:Drbacteriological toxins

Mr GORDONWithin the Department of Defense
`'Senator MORGANThe Department of Defense or the CIA

Mr GoRDoN I have never seen anything along those lines in the
tCEA because in my judgment again I am repeating myself I know 
%ecause in my judgment these particular press releases and including

1Beep 210
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the National Security memorandum referred to military programs
and was directed only to the Department of Defense

Senator MORGANDr Gordon as I read the memorandum of No
vember of 1969 and February 20 1970 or the press release of February
14 the President instructed the Secretary of Defense to make recom
mendations concerning the disposal of existing stocks of toxins weap
ons or agents To my knowledge I will state to you Dr Gordon that
these recommendations have not been promulgated I have not been
shown a copy of them

As a matter of fact I refer to a document dated January 25 1973
a memorandum for the President made by a committee of the Na
tional Security Council and has been classified Top Secret I under
stand Mr Chairman I would have to have permission from the White
House to quote from it

The CHAIRMANVery well I am told by staff that that is correct
Senator MORGANIn this memorandum Dr Gordon dated Janu

ary 25 1973 the Committee reports to the President as follows "No

procurement or production of offensive weapons was undertaken dur
ing the period under review Within the framework of applicable envi
ronmental legislation disposal or demilitarization of unneeded stock
piles of chemical weapons has continued.

Then let's get down to the second paragraph the main part and
still classified "All research and development of biological weapons
has been terminated Programs for disposal of stocks of these weapons
is now virtually complete. Does that not indicate to you that as of
January 25 1913 the program for the disposal of biological weapons
had not been promulgated

Mr GoRnox.Within the Department of Defense Senator
Senator MORGANThis is a memorandum from a committee of the

National Security Council to the President
Mr GORDONIn my judgment I construe that as pertaining to the

Department of Defense only
Senator MORGANIt goes on to say "The laboratory quantities of

agents (not weapons) will be retained to support defensive research.
Does this not indicate that as late as January 25 1973 the President
knew that biological weapons still existed and that some biological
weapons would be retained for research Is that not a logical conclu
sion to you

Mr GORDONWithin again the Department of Defense yes sir
Senator MORGANReferring to the Department of Defense
Mr GORDONI agree I put it in the context of my judgment Senator

Morgan that it applies to the Secretary of Defense and the Defense
Department I keep repeating that

Senator MORGANIf the Secretary of Defense had promulgated regu
lations at the request of the President for the destruction of biological
weapons do you not think it would have applied to all of them all
agencies

Mr GoRnox In my opinion this is the directive promulgated by the
Secretary of Defense for his particular responsibilities echelons within
the Defense Department ultimately

Senator MORGANI am not reading a document of the Department of
Defense What I am saying Dr Gordon you may not understand
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me I think the President understood that there would be some prob
,lems in the disposal of biological and bacteriological weapons and I
think he must have understood that there would be some need to retain
some for research and I think this is why he asked the Secretary of
Defense who is on the National Security Council to promulgate some
gtidelines for doing this very thing

And according to this memorandum to the President it appears to
me that as of as late as January 25 1973 these guidelines had not been

promulgated I think what I am saying Dr Gordon is that somebody
is trying to tree you and I think we are treeing the wrong one I think
the fault lies at a higher level

Mr GORDONSenator Morgan I would appreciate some clarification
as to how you see the Agency's role in that particular directive sir

Senator MORGANI think the Agency role would have been to follow
,whatever guidelines the President and National Security Council may
have set up after receiving recommendations from the DOD I think
you exercised your judgment perhaps wrongly but exercised it based
on the fact of what you understood it to mean from what I read
"what I have here something else may turn up later on The way I read
this as late as 3 years after the original order there had been no pro
gram devised or prepared or promulgated for the disposal of these bac
teriological or biological drugs and it was the responsibility of the
President to enunciate this program

I have 1 minute left If I could ask you one question What quantity
of shellfish toxin was considered to be adequate for laboratory
purposes

Mr GORDONFor experimental laboratory purposes from the point
of view of immunization serving defense I am informed and it is

Ytnottoo unreasonable by my technical consultant Dr Batlin that the
2 3 4 gram that range is not unreasonable

Senator MORGANThank you sir
Mr GORDONThank you sir
The CHAIRMANSenator Baker
Senator BAKER Mr Chairman I was necessarily absent from the

hearing room Therefore I will relinquish my rights at this time for
questioning

The CHAIRMANSenator Hart
Senator HARTof Colorado Mr Gordon if you had been the Presi

dent of the United States in 1970 and you had wanted to order the
destruction of highly toxic material that the CIA had had produced

t the Department of the Army what kind of language would you
;have used

Mr GORDONWow Senator Hart with all due respect I do not think
I could possibly put myself into the position of the President of the
United States I do not know how to answer that question Senator

Senator HART of Colorado Was there no language as far as you
were concerned as an operating officer in the CIA that would have
conveyed to you the proper meaning that you and Dr Gottlieb should
have destroyed that material You could not devise that language in
your mind other than to say "Now Dr Gordon Dr Gottlieb I under
;stand you have some material over there I want it destroyed along
with everything else.

Mr GORDONSenator Hart with all due respect if we are going to
`build this scenario I would be happy to participate in a scenario that
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follows If I were the President of the United States and it bothers
me to say this in what way it appears to me possibly that the Na
tional Security Council representatives the Director of the CIA being
one of them might have been asked in some manner whether or not
these kinds of materials were materials that were of interest at any
one time current interest if so a report on that whole subject matter
pursuant to the White House announcement possibly could have been
requested from the CIA If such a report had been requested I think
much of this would have surfaced undoubtedly in my mind at that
time

Senator HAIrr of Colorado Following up on that point if the Direc
tor of the CIA had asked you whether to your knowledge the CIA

possessed either in its own facilities or someplace else materials fall
ing under the Presidential order would you have responded affirma
tively or negatively

Mr GORDONAffirmatively
Senator HARTof Colorado Is that with hindsight
Mr GORDONLet me think this thing through Senator Hart If at

that particular time the Director through the chain of command had
indicated by memo or by some indication of a request which reached
me to search and report and inventory for that matter I suspect
any behavioral materials whether they be lethal incapacitating of a
biological and/or chemical nature or in the case of toxins the grey
area of both that would have immediately been complied with

Senator HART of Colorado If you had used the language that the
President had used would you have printed these materials on the
list

Mr GORDONThe President's language in the public announcements
Senator HARTof Colorado Would you please put these materials on

your list if the Director of the CIA Mr Helms had asked you to list
all of the materials that you knew of that fall within the description
of the statement of the President

Mr GORDONYes I would have so indicated that a stockpile of these

particular materials were being held at the Special Operations Divi
sion of the Army Biological Warfare Laboratories Fort Detrick

Senator HARTof Colorado Contrary to what opinions you may have
formed this afternoon this committee is not prosecutorial Our func
tion is remedial and not one to find out who was wrong in the past but

prevent any wrongdoing from happening in the future Based on the

hindsight that you now possess what kinds of guidelines would you
suggest that this committee recommend or would you recommend

directly to the CIA to prevent misunderstanding of this kind arising
in the future

Mr GORDox I do not see how this kind of a thing could ever occur

again within the Agency
Senator HARTof Colorado Why is that
Mr GORDONJ3ecause of the fact of the discussions testimony that

you have heard here from myself and will hear from others that there

was a loose control existing established by my predecessors and con

tinued to be established because of the nature of that particular vault
that of a storeroom In hindsight and I am not at all sure on hind

sight I do not know whether or not a storeroom is really ever mven
toried because there is no in or out traffic Senator Hart
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Senator Harr of Colorado I am talking about the breakdown of
communications between mid-level and higher level officials not just
this particular vault

Mr GORDONIf in your judgment Senator of the policy of the
gg~~hhestlevel if they felt that these particular directives were appli

Ita to Agency policies and actions I suspect that there is a case
tote made Senator Hart that some implementation for Agency con
sideration and interest should then have come down as a directive
through channels

Senator HARTof Colorado You are suggesting as a remedial step
that under circumstances such as this not identical but such as this
that the Director and his deputies send down orders spelling out
'what the CIA's obligations are

'Mr GoRDox I think that is a reasonable statement sir
Senator HAirr of Colorado How about information flowing up

What if they have no idea that this kind of capability exists how
are they supposed to find out

Mr GORDONCorrect I think that it is a two-way street I think
periodically and I suspect to some degree at the time I do not know
the depth because I cannot speak past my particular position con

rsations were held I am not aware of anything in writing but I
Suspect that conversations were periodically held to what depth I
have no idea sir

Senator HART of Colorado In your career in the CIA were you
ever aware of events or facts that you thought the Director or his
;immediate staff did not want to be aware of or did not want to know

Mr GoRnox Could I have that question again sir
Senator HART of Colorado In your career in the CIA were you

ever aware of a set of facts or a set of circumstances that you thought
that the Director did not want to know about and it was made clear
to you that you were not to convey up

Mr GolmoN No sir
Senator HARTof Colorado That is all Thank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANSenator Hart has suggested Dr Gordon that per

haps you are overly generous in assuming for you and your immediate
associates the blame for what has happened here I would like to put
this one question to you and then Senator Mathias has a final question

If you had been shown the memorandum.of the National Security
Council dated February 20 1970 and had read it and had been told
that it applied to the CIA and had read the first paragraph of the
memorandum which reads "The United States will renounce the
production for operational purposes stockpiling and use in retaliation
of toxins produced either by bacteriological or biological processes or
by chemical synthesis would you have read that and understood
that to mean the shellfish toxin

Mr GORDONSenator Church if I had seen such a directive from
the top management levels of the CIA I seriously doubt whether I
o,my little staff would have moved in our judgment I seriously
doubt whether we would have not been triggered by such an announce
ment and certainly would have had a different kind of discussion which
would have rendered a different kind of a decision

The CHAIRMANWhat you are saying is had you been told of such
a directive and had it come down properly through channels to you
that you would not have taken the action that you did in fact take
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Mr GORDONI believe that is correct sir
The CHAIRMANSenator Mathias
Senator MATHIAS Mr Chairman it seems to me that this phone

call that Dr Gordon received from Fort Detrick raising the question
of retention of the shellfish toxin may be of some importance in our
investigation as apparently it was in his thinking because he testified
that is really where the idea originated Dr Gordon were you aware
of what was happening at Fort Detrick at about the time you received
the call

Mr GORDONWith respect to
Senator MATHIASLet me be more specific Were you aware that the

Army had set up an elaborate system of procedures a very complicated
and dramatic procedure by which they were destroying the existing
biological warfare stockpiles

Mr GORDONThat this was to occur Senator yes indeed
Senator MATHIAS You were aware of that at the time of the call
Mr GoiwoN As of the DOD directive and program hence the two

announcements
Senator MATHIASI do not believe you told me from whom the call

came
Mr GoRDox I believe I did sir I believe to my recollection it was

from the project officer a Mr Senseney in the Special Operations
Division of Fort Detrick Md. Army Biological Warfare Laboratories

Senator MATHIASOn whose payroll was he
Mr GORDONBiological Laboratories payroll the Army project

officer to my recollection
Senator MATHIAS He was a Detrick employee and not an Agency

employee
Mr GORDONThat is correct sir
Senator MATHIAS Now since he was a Detrick employee and since

he was presumably speaking for the Army did you read anything
special into his message

Mr GORDONNo sir because I suspected his consideration for sal
vaging the shellfish toxin was no different than the considerations that
we had expressed earlier of the extreme amount of time money and
resources that have gone into getting the shellfish toxin in those quan
tities to the particular component

Senator MATHIAS You recounted the conversation You said he
merely called up and said "If you want to come get it.

Mr GORDONThat is correct
Senator MATHIAS Did he imply that this procedure had been con

sidered or discussed by anyone in the Army or was this just his own
idea

Mr GORDONProcedure meaning the offering
Senator MATHIASYes the offering
Mr GORDONI have to simply indicate in retrospect that he was rep

resenting the feelings of the Special Operations Division to offer
Mr Senseney being in my opinion the spokesman for I suspect some
conversation had taken place at the Special Operations Division

Senator MATHIAS The conversation did not reflect either that the
retention of the toxin would or would not be violative of the Presi
dent's order or that it would or would not be within the exceptions
that might have been created for research purposes
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Mr GORDONNo sir
Senator MATHIASThank you

L'TheCHAIRMANSenator Mondale
'senator MONDALEI believe that you just testified that Mr Senseney

the Department of Defense in his conversation with you suggested
.transfer of their stocks to CIA Did I understand that correctly

Mr GORDONOur stocks the Agency's holdings
Senator MONDALELet me understand would it be that you would

accept control of the DOD toxin shellfish toxin
GORDONAll these years they had been holding in their reposi

*oi'y Senator Mondale the Agency's stockpile is all that was being
offered and again for the record to the best of my recollection--and I
ittEcated this earlier in closed session I use the name of Mr Senseney
tithe project officer I do not have any documentation The phone call

 uld have been made by his superior but it was the Special Opera
tions Division representative but it was our particular Agency stock

lie Senator Mondale that was being offered back to us We never
Sd it as a repository Now it is being offered back to us to maintain

&sour secure safe vault
Senator MONDALEAs I understand it in the same vault there were

some CIA stocks of shellfish toxin at the Fort Detrick facility and
there were also some DOD-owned stocks

Mr Goinox It appears that way
Senator MONDALEBoth the DOD and the CIA-owned stocks were

returned to Washington and placed in the warehouse here is that
correct

Mr GORDONIn a secure safe
Senator MONDALEWere you aware that these stocks which were

transferred then to the warehouse in Washington contained toxins
formerly owned by the DOD

Mr Goxnox No sir
Senator MONDALEYou did not know that
Mr GoRnox No sir I thought in all good faith I was to be given

4he Agency stockpile of five grams I read of course I just do not
mall the exhibit shown to me with the specific listings of the contents
4ofthose cans

Senator MONDALEAs I understand it as the testimony developed
tray your final judgment was that the order to destroy shellfish toxin
was directed at the Department of Defense and not ()IA

Mr GORDONThat is correct sir
Senator MONDALEAll right That decision was made by you Dr

Siottlieb and who else
Mr GoRnox Let me if I may refer back to the conversation that

1 indicated here where after the memorandum outlining the options
the possibility of transferring our stocks to the private laboratory was
turned down I was informed by Dr Gottlieb and I hastened to com
ply and I went up to Fort Detrick to terminate our particular project
and told them that all the Agency holdings were to revert to their
gownparticular repository to do whatever they pleased with That
Was the extent to the best of my recollection of the conversation

Senator MONDALEThe decision was that the CIA stocks need not
be destroyed because they were owned by the CIA and not the mili
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tary and that the order was directed to the military not the CIA
is that correct

Mr GORDONSenator Mondale after that conversation from Fort
Detrick subsequent to going up there the particular stockpile was to be
theirs for their use in the disposition The only subject that then became
a topic for conversation was shellfish toxin not anything else

Senator MONDALE Right Listening to your testimony today I
thought what you were telling us was this that the reason that it was
fundamentally determined that you need not destroy the toxin was
that the order ran to the Defense Department not the CIA

Mr Goxvox That plus the consideration that we in our judgment
considered this as a chemical entity

Senator MONDALEAll right In urging that consideration, you
Dr Gottlieb and who else decided it

Mr GORDONDr Gottlieb was not informed at the time that a small
group made the decision to receive the shellfish toxin Dr Gottlieb
was not in the picture Senator Mondale

Senator MONDALEIt was you and others in your shop who made the
decision that because you were not in the military the order of
destruction did not apply to you

Mr GORDONThat is correct
Senator MONDALEYou are all technicians chemists biologists and

so on What led you to believe that you had the authority to make
what is essentially a legal judgment

Mr GORDONWe did not look at it in that light We looked upon it
as a technical consideration

Senator MONDALEHow could you do that This is a consideration
of the order as to whether you were technically in the reach of the
Presidential decree to destroy these toxins You decided that you were
not because you were not in the military Did you assume that you had
the authority to make that legal judgment

Mr GORDONI can only repeat that I never in our conversations
among ourselves ever considered or talked about not being lawyers
any legal considerations or implications sir We worked on the sub
ject matter strictly from the point of view of a chemist Was this
substance something that had definite interesting highly lethal qual
ities as a chemical agent The answer collectively after much discus
sion apparently was yes and we made the decision on that basis
Because the decision was rendered as in our judgment as a chemical
agent we felt that this was an ordinary highly lethal agent to be kept
in a safe secure storage area and proceeded to do so

Senator MONDALEWe have gone far enough
The CHAIRMANIt never even occurred to you to raise the question

with legal counsel as to the scope or direction of the Presidential order
and how it would apply to you Do you think that is a judgment that
scientists are competent to make

Mr GORDONI have to answer candidly It did not occur to us at
that particular time that we were in violation of a particular directive
that we had referred to the White House announcements and again
in our judgment based upon earlier consideration the course of events
was made and followed sir

Senator MoxDALE It seems to me that when we press the defense
that this was not practicable within the meaning of the order because
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alwas a chemical we hear the military defense and when we press
the military we get a chemical defense There is no way to get an
answer

The CHAIRMANSenator Schweiker has asked for a final question and
Senator Hart will follow

Senator SCHWEIKERThank you Mr Chairman
Dr Gordon when you received these two cans of material did you

Iogg~themin in any way
Ir GORDONNo we did not sir We did not have a practice of

logging We did not have a practice in that small secure laboratory
*flogging in material because the degree of activity was practically
nil We did not look at it as a use laboratory Senator Schweiker It
was essentially in effect a storage secure storage area in the event
that it would ever be needed for an operational need pill or any
potherapplication

Senator SCHWEIKEn Here is a toxin that could kill thousands of
people If you walk into the CIA building you have to be logged in I
'do not know why we do not log a toxin that could kill many thousands
of people

Mr Gonnox I would like to make a comment with respect to what
has been in the press a number of times The only way admittedly and

unequivocally that is a large amount of material for any purposes of

kapplying it m a lethal form to people the only way that you could
kill those large numbers of people as related to the quantity of stock

ile is in my humble opinion to put some of them in one long line
and inoculate each and every one

Senator SCHWEIKERMy next question is did you take periodic in
ventories of your laboratory

Mr GORDONWe did not sir I indicated we did not ever take in
antory during my stay I relied upon my project officer for that kind

thing and I myself did not take inventory
Senator SCHwEI$ER Is it true throughout the whole CIA that you

do not take inventory of the assets you have the investment you have
lade and the materials on hand Is that a normal policy throughout
the organization

Mr GORDONI do not understand that
Senator ScHwEIxEn It is hard for me to understand That is I

,,thought the CIA pretty much had to OK everything that went in or
'''but or had any money attached to it whatsoever Do I understand we

no policy for this none at all no recordkeeping at alit
Mr GORDONI can only address myself to the specific laboratory or

secure vault area We did not in my particular period even run an
inventory on those materials They were simply there as they would be
in storage If one were to inquire whether compound A was in the fa

ity I would simply ask my project officer to go down and inspect the
holdings and tell me or tell someone whether that substance existed
In retrospect and I concur we should have had an inventory

Senator SCHWEIKERThe other question I had basically you testi
fiedearlier that you asked a scientific colleague of yours whether the

disective issued by the President covered shellfish toxin is that cor
ect You asked someone their opinion

Mr Goinox My project officer and technical consultant and myself
were the people concerned in the discussion
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Senator SCHwRIKER Did you ask the General Counsel of CIA for

his legal opinion about the order
Mr GORDONNo I did not Senator We did not ever in oi}r discus

sions not being lawyers think in those particular terms of legal coun
sel or legal opinion sir

Senator SCHWEIKERNot being a lawyer Doctor it seems the first

person to call is a lawyer to find out what the legal parameters are of
the problem

Mr GORDONWe looked upon this as a technical consideration only
Hence I have to indicate to you Senator that we did not think or as
a result of not thinking we did not ask for any legal opinion or
counsel

Senator SCHWEIKERThat is all I have thank you
The CHAIRMANSenator Hart
Senator HARTof Colorado One final question Dr Gordon Is it your

view that had you to do it all over again you would have swallowed
these poisons

Mr GORDONNo sir
The CHAIRMANSenator Huddleston
Senator HUDDLESTONOne question You said that Dr Gottlieb was

not a party to this decision Is that correct
Mr GORDONThat is correct
Senator HUDDLESTONWas he subsequently advised
Mr GORDONNo he was not
Senator HUDDLESTONWas any person higher than you
Mr GORDONNo the only people informed among our own low

group was myself my proiect officer and technical consultant
Senator HtDDLESTON For what purpose did you conceive that you

were storing this and retaining it
Mr GORDONI will answer that and then before I close this session

Senators I would appreciate if I could have the opportunity of a con
eluding statement

The CHAIRMANYes of course
Mr GORDONWe felt that we would retain this material first of all

because of an extremely high cost in resources that had gone into it as
we knew it at that time into the preparation and accumulation of this
kind of material in that amount

Second we knew that this was information that I became aware of
following discussion with my technical consultant that this material
was a kind of material that was used in the suicide device that was
issued to U 2 pilots

Senator HIIDDLESTONHow did you perceive that this might be uti
lized for this purpose and that the individuals who had a responsibil
ity for making that decision did not know that it existed

Mr GORDONIf we were asked from the highest level on down what
substances we would recommend for the kind of purpose to super
cede the cyanide pill which was the state of the art I would then
undoubtedly after informing my colleagues my project officer and
technical consultant making our decision this is hindsight that we
would have informed those who had a need that we had these mate
rials and we could service their requirement

Senator HUDDLESTOxYou just kept it as a hedge against a possible
order or instruction
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Mr GORDONOperational need
Senator HIIDDLESTONThank you
The CHAIRMANYou would then be in the position to say "We have

good news In a little corner here we have some of these poisons and
e have not said anything about them until now and you have asked

ti We just happen to have a supply available.
Mr GORDONOne of the things I indicated Senator Church over
e years my predecessor or predecessors if you will accumulated

Many chemical agents that have been experimented with for a variety
Of purposes in the physically incapacitating or mentally incapacitat
ng area These are the things that became physical objects if you will

to those particular areas
The CHAIRMANThat was before the President issued his order di

recting the elimination
Mr GORDONMuch before
The CHAIRMANAll right
You have asked to make a concluding statement Dr Gordon Would

'ou please proceed
Mr GORDONThank you Senator Church I appreciate the opportu

ht to make this concluding statement
II thank the committee and staff for the close attention they have

liven me during the course of this public testimony Finally I believe
sincerely that our action at the Technical Services Division was in the
Merest of the Agency's policy in the field of behavioral materials
Mothbiological and/or chemical to maintain a potential capability

emphasize potential capability in the event that the need should
Pariseto use these materials operationally one day Thank you sir

The CHAIRMANThank you very much Dr Gordon
The committee will meet at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning Our first
ness will be Ambassador Richard Helms who was Director of the
ency at the time under examination this week

This hearing is adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning
[Whereupon at 4:40 p.m. the committee recessed to reconvene at
a.m. Wednesday September 17 1975.]





WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 17 1975

U.S SENATE
SELECTCOMMITTEETo STUDYGOVERNMENTALOPERATIONS

WITH RESPECTTO INTELLIGENCEACTWITIEs
Washington D.C

The committee met pursuant to notice at 10 a.m in room 318 Rus
sell Senate Office Building Senator Frank Church (chairman)
presiding

Present Senators Church Tower Mondale Huddleston Morgan
Hart of Colorado Baker Mathias and Schweiker

Also present William G Miller staff director Frederick A O
Schwarz Jr. chief counsel Curtis R Smothers counsel to the
minority

The CHAIRMANThe hearing will please come to order
Our first witnesses appearing today are Mr Richard Helms who

was the Director of the CIA during the period in question and Mr
Thomas Karamessines who was the Deputy Director for Plans (oper
ations) during that period

They are appearing together at the witness table and gentlemen I
ask you to stand now to take the oath Do you solemnly swear that all
the testimony you will give in this proceeding will be the truth the
whole truth and nothing but the truth so help you God

Ambassador HELMS I do
Mr KARAMESSINESI do
The CHAIRMAN Before I ask counsel to commence with the ques

tions since I understand that you do not have an opening state
ment

TESTIMONYOF AMBASSADORRICHARD HELMS FORMER DIRECTOR
OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY ACCOMPANIEDBY THOMAS
KARAMESSINES FORMER DEPUTY DIRECTOR FOR PLANS CEN
TRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

Ambassador HELMS That is correct Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN I have a letter I would like to read that came to me

this morning from Mr Colby the present Director of the CIA It
reads as follows

Dear Mr Chairman At the proceedingsof your Committeeon the morning of
16 September 1975 I may have conveyedan impression which I did not intend
If by chance you or other members of the Committee got a similar impression
it is important that I clarify the record now since it might affect your line of
questioningof future witnesses

When I was being questioned as to the destruction of certain CIA records I
was thinking of the question in its broadest context namely drugs bacterio
logical agents and chemical agents I thus answered that there were indications
of recorddestruction in November1972

(93)
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I realize that most listeners might have inferred that I was indicating that
records relating to the CIA-Fort Detrick relationship in particular records
relating to Project MKNAOMI were destroyed

The facts are these records relating to CIA's drug prokram in general were
destroyed in January 1973 but there Is no evidence that records of Project
MKNAOMIor of the CIA-Fort Detrick relationship were destroyed other than
possibly as included in the general group in January 1973 I would appreciate
it if you would advise the other members of the committeeto this effect

I also referred mistakenly to a memorandum between former DCI Helms and
Dr Gottlieb regarding the destruction of records This was based on a mis
understanding which occurred during my hurried consultation with Dr Stevens
We have no knowledgeof any such memorandum

And it is signed by William E Colby
Now Mr Schwarz would you please commence the questioning
Mr SCHWARZMr Helms without going through your pedigree in

the CIA is it correct to say that you started at the OSS You were
with the CIA from its beginning

You were at the covert side You became head of the Deputy Direc
torate of Plans You stayed in that position until approximately 1966
when you became Deputy Director of the Agency You became Director
of the Agency in 1967 until you left in 1973

Ambassador HELMS No sir that is not quite correct The positions
are correct but I became Deputy Director in 1965 and Director I be
lieve around June 30 1966

Mr SCHWARZAll right
And Mr Karamessines you were at the Agency in the covert side

for your entire career is that correct
Mr KARAMESSINESThat is correct sir
Mr SCHWARZAnd in 1970 you were Deputy Director for Plans
Mr KARAMESSINESYes I was
Mr SCHWARZ Mr Helms were you aware that the CIA had a

capability to use bacteriological and chemical weapons offensively
Ambassador HELMS Yes I was aware of that If one has in one's

possession or under one's control bacteriological or chemical weapons
they can be used both defensively and offensively

Mr SCHWARZAnd Mr Karamessines you also were aware of that
as of 1970 and before were you not

Mr KARAMESSINESYes
Mr SCHWARZAnd by use offensively we mean to include killing

people is that right
Ambassador HELMS Well they have the capacity to kill people if

they were used in that way
Mr SCHWARZDid you connect the CIA's biological capability with

the Fort Detrick Army facility
Ambassador HELMS I'm not certain I know what you mean by the

word "connect, but the biological weapons as you refer to them
which the Agency was experimenting with were kept at Fort Detrick
This was a joint program between the two organizations the U.S
Army facility at Fort Detrick and the CIA I believe we paid Fort
Detrick for that part of the facility and that part of the materials
which we used

Mr SCHWARZ Did you know Mr Helms one way or the other
whether the Agency also had in its possession and in its own facilities
certain quantities of lethal biological or chemical materials
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Ambassador HELMS It was always my impression that the bacterio
logical warfare agents and things of that kind were kept at Fort
Detrick I realize that the Agency had in its possession in Washington
and in some cases at overseas stations things like L tablets and K
tablets which certainly were lethal but which had limited uses

Mr SCHWARZRecognizing it is difficult to be sure of a negative
let me ask you the question nevertheless

Did you know that the only location of CIA biological weapons was
at Fort Detrick or was the possibility in your mind that there were
such weapons located within CIA facilities themselves

Ambassador HELMS I thought they were all at Fort Detrick
Mr ScHWAEZMr Karamessines did you have any different under

standing
Mr KARAMESSINESI also understood that they were at Fort Detrick

with the modification that there might be a small amount of some of
these chemicals within the custody of the Technical Services Division

Mr SCHWARZIn a CIA facility
Mr KARAMESSINESYes
Mr SCHWARZAmbassador Helms at some point did you learn that

President Nixon had concluded that the United States should renounce
biological warfare and should destroy stocks of biological weapons

Ambassador HELMS Yes I was aware of this In fact I was aware
that the matter was under study from the early days of President
Nixon's administration because I attended a National Security Coun
cil meeting at which he announced that he intended to have this study
made

Mr SCHWARZAnd Mr Karamessines did you at some point become
aware that President Nixon wished to have such materials destroyed

Mr KARAMESSINESYee
Mr SCHWARZWhat did either one of you do if anything to make

sure that such material in the possession of the CIA Mr Karames
sines or in the possession of `Fort Detrick Mr Helms should be
destroyed

Ambassador Hums Are you directing the first question to Mr
Karamessines and the second one to me or

Mr SCHWARZWhy don't you take the first Mr Ambassador and
Mr Karamessines the second

Ambassador HELMS My recollection is that when the order was
issued to do away with these bacteriological agents and toxins that
Mr Karamessines and I agreed that we had no choice but to comply
And in fact when I say no choice I do not mean to indicate that we
wanted any other choice I just meant that we had understood that
this was an instruction that we were to abide by and we agreed to
terminate the program

Mr SCHWARZAnd by terminate the program you mean terminate
the program with Fort Detrick

Ambassador HELMs At Fort Detrick yes
Mr SCHWARZWhat was your understanding of what was done

Mr Karamessines
Mr KARAMESSINESPrecisely the same
Mr SCHWARZNow Mr Karamessines with respect to your answer

that you did know that TSD had in its own possession certain bio
logical agents did you do anything to have those destroyed
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Mr KARAMEsaINEs Yes It was my understanding with Dr Gottlieb
that not only would our program be terminated but whatever mate
rials of this nature that might be in the custody if the Agency or were
in the custody of the Agency would be returned to Fort Detrick for
destruction

Mr SCHWARZ Did you instruct Dr Gottlieb to accomplish that
Mr KARAMESSINESYes I did but I want to elaborate on that com

ment lest I leave the impression that there was some reservation on
the part of Dr Gottlieb There is no question in my mind about the
fact that Dr Gottlieb Mr Helms and I were of one mind as to what
we should do with the program and the materials, they should be got
ten rid of and instructions were accordingly issued to Dr Gottlieb

Mr SCHWARZ In that conversation was Mr Helms made aware of
the fact that there were materials in the possession of the CIA itself

Mr KARAMESSINESI can't recall
Mr SCHWARZ Would you both look at the document previously

marked as exhibit 1,1which purports to be a draft memorandum from
Mr Karamessines to the Director of Central Intelligence

Have you both seen that document previously
Mr KARAMESSINESYes and I would like to make a comment with

respect to that document if I may Mr Schwarz The comment relates
to a story in the Evening Star yesterday It was a mistaken story but
it does say that the committee provided the Star or made available 
a copy of this memorandum "written by me. Now I did not write
that memorandum

The CHAIRMAN I might say Mr Karamessines that that memo
randum was made available to all newspapers as a result of the public
hearing which was featured yesterday

Mr KARAMESSINESI'm sure it was Thank you Senator
I never saw this memorandum I never wrote the memorandum I

never signed such a memorandum and I was unaware of the contents
of the memorandum

Mr SCHWARZ And Ambassador Helms you never saw such a
memorandum

Ambassador HELMs No Mr Schwarz
Mr SCHWARZ All right Now Mr Ambassador I want to follow

one line with you and then my questioning will be finished
Relating to your comment that you heard early that the President 

that is President Nixon was interested in getting rid of biological
weapons

Ambassador Hums Biological weapons in war I think we ought to
appear pretty precise about this because he was trying to do away with
the use of bacteriological and chemical agents in wartime In other
words to destroy populations and so forth and this was the general
thrust of this whole of that whole investigation

Mr SCHWARZAre you trying to take the same position that Dr
Gordon did yesterday That the President's order did not apply to the
CIA

Ambassador HEI.Ms No I was just trying to correct what you were
saying You were far too general in your statement of what President
Nixon had in mind that is all
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Mr SCHWARZIs it your understanding that the President's order
did apply to the CIA

Ambassador HEI.Ms Certainly
Mr SCHWARZAfter the subject was first raised by President Nixon

was there a study group formed up by the National Security Council
Ambassador HRrnrs I would have assumed so because when matters

were taken under advisement at the National Security Council some
staff mechanism went into effect to draft the papers and the options
and so forth so that the President could make a final decision

Mr SCHWARZDid you yourself disclose to such a body such a
group the fact that the CIA had and had had stocks of biological
weapons

Ambassador HELMS I do not recall having divulged to this group 
in fact I do not think that under normal circumstances we would have
divulged a secret activity of this kind to this particular study group

Mr SCHWARZDid you divulge such activity to Mr Kissinger who
was then the Secretary of the NSC

Ambassador HELMS I do not recall having discussed it with Dr
Kissinger

Mr SCHWARZDid you disclose such activity to President Nixon
Ambassador HELMS Well the existence of the activity in the

Agency and similar activities I am sure were known to proper au
thorities over a period of time

In the particular context of this event that you are speaking about 
in other words that the President decided to make a study of this I do
not recall mentioning this to him or conveying the information to him
in that context

Mr SCHWARZLet's be quite precise in connection with that answer
Mr Ambassador Did you disclose to President Nixon from the time
he took office and thereafter the fact that the CIA had a program
which included the offensive use capability to use offensively biological
devices in order to kill people

Ambassador HELMS I don't recall having briefed President Nixon
on that or several other programs but you will recall Mr Schwarz
that he was once Vice President for 8 years and was privy to a lot of
things that were going on in the Agency then which he carried over to
the Presidency So that the degree to which he was aware of this pro
gram I simply do not know

Mr SCHWARZBut that is the point You do not know do you Mr
Helms based upon his prior service as Vice President whether or not
he was aware of the Agency's programAmbassador HELMS No I don t

Mr SCHWARZI have no further questions Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANMr Smothers do you have any supplementary ques

tions at this time
Mr SMOTHERSI have none at this time Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN Mr Helms I am puzzled somewhat It has been

established by your testimony that the CIA had in its possession bio
logical toxins that were subject to the President's order that they should
be destroyed

You have testified that a special study group was set up by the NSC
pursuant to that order and that that study group was not notified of
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the possession of these materials And you have said that you did not
think it was appropriate to give them that kind of information

Since this was a study group of the ;CSC and since under the
statute you are to take your directions from NSC in covert oper
ations why wasn't it appropriate to tell this study group of that
particular capability

Ambassador HEI.Ms Yes sir it is true that the statute reads that
the Director of Central Intelligence reports to the National Security
Council which in effect is reporting to the President when they report
National Security Council They do not necessarily report to the
National Security Council staff

Many of these study groups that were put together on a whole vari
ety of matters over the years would not have been made privy to
secret intelligence information unless there was some specific request
on the part of Dr Kissinger or someone that they should be so
briefed So this was the custom not an exception to the rule

The CHAIRMANWas it also the custom not to inform the Secretary
of State or the President who indicated his interest that these
materials should be destroyed

Ambassador HELMS Well sir you know I think that in fairness
when the President indicated that he wanted this matter studied he
had not at that time made the decision This National Security
Council staff group studied the matter and then made a recommenda
tion to him and it was after that that he made the decision that they
should be destroyed He had not made it before

The CHAIRMAN Well when he made the decision that they should
be destroyed it was given great publicity And then a memorandum,
which appears in your notebook would you please locate it

Ambassador HELMS This National Security Council Decision
Memorandum

The CHAIRMANRight I call your attention to this Decision Memo
randum 44 [exhibit 8 1] which is dated February 20 1970 It is
directed to you the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency along
with the others the Vice President Secretary of State and the
Secretary of Defense The subject of the memorandum is U.S Policy
on Toxins I read the first part to you

Following a review of U.B Military programs for toxins the President has
decided that one the United States will renounce the production for oper
ational purposes stockpiling and use in retaliation of toxins produced either
by bacteriological or biological processes or by chemical synthesis

Now yesterday when Dr Gordon testified he said that he had
never received at any time any instructions from you or from Mr
Karamessines or from any one of his superiors in the CIA to carry
out this order He also testified that he had never seen the order and
that had he been shown the order he would have destroyed the toxins
I think that is a fair summation of his testimony

He further testified that he read about the President's policy in
the newspapers and attempted to interpret the meaning of that policy
from the way it was carried in the newspapers

Now why wasn't this order given to him in the form of a directive
to make certain that the President's policy was implemented
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Ambassador HELMS Well in the first place I was under the impres
sion that when I had asked to have the program terminated and the
President's instructions abided by that Dr Gottlieb would have issued
the necessary orders to his people to see that this was done

In the second place since it was my understanding that these toxins
and so forth were at Fort Detrick that is the place they would have
been destroyed

And third as far as this document itself is concerned I noticed
that it is classified secret And under the requests of the White House
at that time top secret and secret documents were restricted in their
dissemination in the Agency quite rigidly These documents came
to me in the first instance This one I am sure I would have passed
to Mr Karamessines Whether the document itself would have gone
further than that I do not know but I would not think so So that
explains the fact that Dr Gordon never physically saw the document

The CHAIRMANCertainly you are not testifying that a document of
this character cannot go to the very people to whom it is directed
in effect the people who had custody of the very toxins that the
President had ordered destroyed

Ambassador HELMS Well sir I am sorry
The CHAIRMANSome directive to implement the President's order

based upon this memorandum
Ambassador HELMS Yes sir I agree
The CHAIRMAN[continuing] Should have been sent down to the

people who had charge of the toxins
Ambassador HELMS And I thought Dr Gottlieb had done this
The CHAIRMAN Did you follow up since this was national policy

that had been given worldwide publicity to see that your order
was complied with

Ambassador HELMS I never went and searched facilities but I had
been given to understand the program had been terminated so I ac
cepted that These were employees with whom I had been associated
with for many years I had no reason to believe that they would mis
lead me or misguide me

The CHAIRMANWho told you that the toxins had been destroyed
Ambassador HELMS I read about it in the newspapers in addition

to everything else [General laughter.]
Mr KARAMESSINESMay I make a comment on that Senator
The CHAIRMAN Yes Mr Karamessines
Mr KARAMESSINESAfter the instructions were given to Dr Gott

lieb instructions with which he was in full accord he went off to carry
them out As I testified a week ago he came back and reported to me
that the instructions had been carried out and he was happy to be
able to tell me further that because Fort Detrick was going to be

permitted to continue to do defensive research in these areas he had
established an arrangement with one of the scientists at Fort Detrick
who would keep the Agency posted on the state of knowledge and
developments in the defensive area He was happy to tell me this and
I was happy to hear it And that as far as I was concerned and I
am sure as far as Mr Helms was concerned to whom I reported
this put a period to it

The CHAIRMANThen aren't you shocked to discover 5 years later
that your orders were not carried out and that not only were 5 grains
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of shellfish toxin retained but also additional quantities have been
discovered in a CIA laboratory

Mr KARAMESSINESNot shocked no sir Disappointed perhaps
but not shocked

The CHAIRMANDisappointed that your orders were not carried out
and that national policy was not implemented

Mr KARAMEISSTNESThat is correct
The CHAIRMAN But not shocked
Mr KARAMESSINESNo not shocked
The CHAIRMAN Why not shocked
Mr KARAMESSINESI think Dr Gordon answered that in his testi

mony as I read it in the newspapers
The CHAIRMANWell Dr Gordon's testimony was that he had great

difficulty with the .order and that he and his associates decided not
to comply with it

Mr KARAMESSINESWell sir you use the word shocked and it has
been used many times in connection with many of the activities of
the Agency and I think it is conveying a misleading impression and
I would rather say that my own reaction when I heard of this was
surprise and disappointment But to tell you since I am under oath
that I was shocked I do not shock easily sir

The CHAIRMAN Apparently not
Senator Tower
Senator TowER Thank you Mr Chairman
Mr Helms it has been established that although you became aware

of a Presidential directive to destroy biological and chemical weap
ons stockpiles you did not issue a written directive to Agency person
nel transmitting such instructions to subordinates It has been shown
however that compliance was directed orally and may have taken the
form of a direction to Mr Karamessines to veto suggestions for CIA
maintenance of chemical and biological weapons after issuance of the
order Now what is unclear is whether your order would have or
could have been applicable to such substances stored for the CIA at
Fort Detrick or other locations by the DOD as well as any quantities
however small of such agents Which may have been in possession of the
CIA itself Now what should a reasonably prudent Director of the
CIA have done under the circumstances

Ambassador HELMS Well Senator Tower I must say that I always
regarded myself as a reasonably prudent Director of the CIA at least
I tried to behave in that regard and in that way

Senator TOWERI did not intend to infer otherwise
Ambassador HELMS I understand but I had to start my statement

somewhere
Senator TowER Perhaps a little reconstruction would help you
Ambassador HELMS I was dealing here with Mr Karamessines and

Dr Gottlieb both gentlemen and officers that I had known in the
Agency for many years I do not know of any more trustworthy indi
viduals in the United States than these two individuals at least based
on my long experience with them patriotic trustworthy and loyal
so when we had a discussion about this this was as good as writing it in
letters of blood as far as I was concerned I have never known Mr
Karamessines to fail to do what I asked him to do or to come back and
report to me why he was unable to do it And I think that when the
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Chairman a moment ago was referring to our surprise that these toxins
showed up in a vault many years later I share with Mr Karames
sines my own disappointment Because frankly Senator Tower we
always regard the Agency as a very well disciplined group of people

I remember that when Vice Admiral Rufus Taylor who was my
deputy for 2 or 3 years left the Agency he wrote a letter to President
Johnson And I remember in that letter he had words to the effect that
he had never seen a more disciplined outfit in his life including the
United States Navy After all Admiral Taylor was a Naval Academy
graduate and a career member of the Naval Service and once Director
of Naval Intelligence So I felt that that was a compliment from an
outsider if you like one who had not spent his life or his career with
the Agency

So when we learned about this or when I learned about it I really
was frankly surprised because it was one of the few instances I knew of
in my 25 years where an order was disobeyed

Senator TowER Was it the usual practice for you to give oral orders
or instructions to your subordinates

Ambassador HEi,sts Constantly
Senator Town% On extremely important matters or perhaps espe

cially on very sensitive matters is it policy not to transmit these things
in writing

Ambassador HELMS Sir when the day comes that in an intelligence
organization particularly a secret organization everything has to be
put in writing it is going to come to a resounding halt I am afraid

Senator TowER Now yesterday there was evidence produced re
garding both the toxins and the delivery systems And we were shown a
device resembling a GI .45 pistol In a staff interview on September 10
you were asked about these dart guns I would like to read from your
testimony of September 10 where we find the following comment
Mr Michel asked the question

Were you aware of something that could be fairly characterized as being a
dart gun as having been among the devices developed in stockpiling in this
program

Mr Aetna I think over the years I have heard of dart guns in a variety of
contexts I do not recall particularly in connectionwith the toxins I have heard
of dart guns with poison on the end you know The natives use them in Latin
America I believe the Agencyhad things of that sort you know You fire them
with rubber bands or something of this kind I have no doubt you know there
was quite an arsenal of peculiar things developedby TSD over the years for use
in one context or another

Now during your tenure as Director did you ever consider em
ploying this dart gun or similar weapons against a human target

Ambassador HELMS No sir I do not recall ever having considered
it let alone authorize it It might interest you Senator Tower to
know that when that gun was put on the table in front of the chair
man yesterday that was the first time I had ever seen it

Senator TowER So these kinds of things actually remained within
TSD and were not something that you were familiar with in detail

Ambassador HEinss I certainly could have seen them if I had chosen
at any time I never chose and they were never brought to me and
so I simply state the simple fact that by chance I had never seen
that dart gun until yesterday

Senator Towxa 1 have no further questions Mr Chairman
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The CHAIRMANSenator Mondale
Senator MONDALEMr Helms yesterday I believe you sat through

the hearings at which Mr Gordon and Mr Colby testified and heard
Mr Gordon in effect defend the actions of his office in not destroy
ing the toxins on two grounds One that they were not chemical or
biological toxins within the meaning of the Presidential order requir
ing destruction And two in any event the order for destruction
ran to the Department of Defense and not to the CIA In your judg
ment are either justifications valid

Ambassador
justifications

Well sir I do not want to characterize Dr
Gordon's perceptions of things at the time and which was proper and
which was improper I did listen to him yesterday afternoon and I
thought that he made a very articulate case of what he had in his
mind at the time and I have no interest whatever in criticizing him

I just simply want to say in order to clarify this matter a little bit
that as I was listening to him yesterday I realized that not being
either a chemist or a biologist and having no competence in either of
these areas I would not have known how to write a directive that would
have encompassed everything that he was talking about yesterday

So I simply cannot contribute to this except to say that it was my
impression and I say impression because I am not an expert that we
were supposed to get rid of those things and that is why I ordered
the program terminated and these things were everything that I
thought you could draw a circle around as applying to the President's
directive But when a scientist comes to draw in the circle he would
probably draw it differently than I would

Senator MONDALEIn other words you are testifying that in your
judgment there is doubt as to whether these were toxins within the
meaning of the Presidential order

Ambassador HELMS Like I say I do not know sir
Senator MONDALEEven today do you have doubts
Ambassador HELMS I have heard no expert witness except Dr

Gordon I do not know whether some other witness would support
him or not I understand that you have a distinguished witness here
who developed these things in the first place and who is going to
testify before you And whatever he would say I would be prepared
to accept That is the way I have had to do these things

Senator MONDALE'What of the defense that the order to destroy
toxins if included within the order did not run to the CIA

Ambassador HELMS Well Senator Mondale I do not think that
I want to take refuge in that kind of an argument My understanding
of what the President wanted was that he wanted these things got
rid of and whether they were in the Army or the CIA he wanted
them disposed of I was not in other words taking a legalistic position
on this I was just trying to abide by what I thought were his wishes

Senator MONDALE But the other day when we had our off-the
record discussions you indicated that what had happened was "a very
serious breach of their instructions. Would you still stand with that
description

Ambassador HELMS That is the way I felt sir But I had not at
the time I made that statement heard Dr Gordon's explanation I
have not communicated with Dr Gordon in many many years if ever
a. that T did not know what he had on his mind I simply made that
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statement because that is based on the facts as I knew them at that
time That was what I thought this was

Senator MONDALEIn any event at the time it is your clear recol
lection that it was your understanding that the toxins within the con
trol of the CIA were to be destroyed You ordered orally their de
struction through Mr Karamessines and later you were surprised
to find out that they had not been destroyed

Ambassador HELMS Not only later some 5 years later
Senator MONDALEThat is correct But in any event this was a

breach of your instructions to destroy the toxins
Ambassador HELMS It seems so to me
Senator MONDALEWhat authority does the CIA have for develop

ing this chemical and toxic capability I am now asking the question
in the context of the pre-Presidential order Where do you draw your
authority to develop such a capability

Ambassador HELMS Sir these activities as I recall it Senator Mon
dale started back in the early fifties I do not remember whether they
started when General Smith was the Director or when Allen Dulles
was the Director Nor do I recall under what rubric at that time they
made the decision to go ahead with these things I must confess that
when I became Director I do not recall going back into the legislative
or legal history of it I simply had accepted the fact over the years that
the Agency was expected to maintain defensive capabilities and be in
the vanguard of these exotic things for the simple reason that a good
intelligence organization would be expected to know what his adver
saries were doing and to be in a position to protect himself against the
offensive acts of his adversaries

During the fifties and sixties there were occasional incidents which
reminded us that we must be very careful and stay involved in this
kind of activity For example I think it was in the year 1957 and I
want to say here that I have been trying to refresh my memory in the
last 24 hours about these events and so if I get some dates wrong or
some names wrong I hope the committee will forgive me I am not in

tending to mislead or falsify but I think it was some time around 1957
a Russian KGB agent named Stachinsky came to Munich And using
some kind of a poison spray or dart or weapon of this kind killed one
of the leaders of a Ukranian dissident movement that was located at
Munich Germany by the name of Leo Rebet A couple of years later
the leader of that Ukranian movement Bandera was killed by a simi
lar assault by the same man using poison materials as I recall it
If it wasn't poison materials and there was a dart with poison on
it I am sure that the records of the West German Government will
show this

But in any event there were two people that were murdered And
it is not that we assume this Mr Stachinsky subsequently defected to
the West German Government and confessed these things and I believe
was convicted and served some kind of a sentence or other So it is in
the public record that this occurred

In the sixties a West German Government technician an audio
technician was sweeping And for the benefit of those who are not
technicians there is a device whereby one can go over a room to find
out if there are any listening or audio devices having been planted
in the room Having swept the West German Embassy in Moscow
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he came across various microphones and other audio installations in
the Embassy and obviously they-were pulled out and the work of the
KGB or whoever put them in was obviously brought to naught

This poor fellow one Sunday went on a train ride up to some mon
astery outside of Moscow and in the process of this holiday of his he
was sprayed with mustard gas or some similar poison substance on the
legs the result of which he lost the use of his legs for the rest of his life

These exotic matters are seldom in the hands of the ordinary citi
zen so one would have to assume that this was a KGB or GRU oper
ation

With these things recurring constantly in life the Agency obviously
felt it had to keep up to speed on these not only to protect our own
people against such attacks but if worst came to worst and we were
ever asked by the proper authority to do something in this field we
would be prepared to do so

Senator MONDALEMr Karamessines could you tell us what you
think happened which resulted in the countermanding of your order to
destroy the toxins

Mr KARAMESSINESSlr of my own knowledge I do not know what
happened which resulted in the countermanding of the order I do
not think there was a countermanding of the order Senator Mondale
I think there was a failure on the part of someone to carry out an
instruction that he had been given At least that is the impression I
get from what I have read in the newspapers of some of the testimony

Senator MONDALEHowever it is defined you issued an order to
destroy the toxins and in fact they were not destroyed

Mr KARAMESSINESMr Helms I and Dr Gottlieb jointly agreed
that this program had to come to an end and Dr Gottlieb took off
with that instruction

Senator MONDALEAnd were you surprised then to find out that the
toxins had not in fact been destroyed

Mr KARAMESSINESYes sir
Senator MONDALEOne final question who or what is P600
Mr KARAMESSINESI never heard of it before
Senator MONDALEThank you
Thank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANThank you Senator Mondale
Senator Baker
Senator BAKER Thank you Mr Chairmanu
Mr Helms I have reread now the letter from Director Colby to

the chairman dated September 16 which he indicates that he may
have misspoken of the situation with respect to the destruction of
records It is my summary of Mr Colby's letter that he says that when
he was being questioned and I assume that was my question to Mr
Colby about the destruction of certain CIA records he was think
ing of the question in its broadest context namely drugs bacteriologic
agents and chemical agents "I thus answered that there were indica
tions of record destruction in 1972. To me that sentence says that there
was a destruction in November of 1972 but it was not the records that
you think or that may have been inferred from my testimony

You were Director of Central Intelligence at that time were you
notA__I__ .3 V...:.o T 1010 vaa air
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Senator BAKER Yes sir in November of 1972 Can you give us any
further information in that respect What records might Mr Colby
be speaking of that were destroyed in November of 1972

Ambassador HELMS I do not know of any records that were
destroyed in November of 1972 There were some records on the
drug testing program which have nothing to do with bacteriological
or chemical agents It was an entirely different thing I think in 1973
just before I left the Agency

Senator BAKER But there were none destroyed that you know of
in 1972

Ambassador HELMS No sir
Senator BAKER Mr Chairman I would ask either that Mr Colby

return or that he give us a further supplement to his letter in that
respect because the second paragraph of the letter would suggest to
me that something was destroyed in November of 1972 and it is not
clear from the record what and in view of this witness testimony I
think that becomes important

The CHAIRMANI think the committee will follow up in an appro
priate way

Senator BAKERThank you sir
In the third paragraph Mr Helms Mr Colby says that "I realize

that most listeners might have inferred that I was indicating that
records relating to the CIA-Fort Detrick relationship in particular
records relating to Project MKNAOMI were destroyed, MKNAOMI
being the code word for chemical bacteriological warfare agents

Ambassador HELMS At Fort Detrick that whole project
Senator BAKER Mr Colby continues "The facts are these Records

relating to CIA's drug program in general were destroyed in Jan
uary of 1973 but there is no evidence that records of Project
MKNAOMI or of the CIA-Fort Detrick relationship were destroyed
other than possibly as included in the general group in January of
1973. During the Watergate hearings you and I jousted a little about
what was destroyed in January of 1973 I'm sure you recall as I do

Ambassador HELMS Yes I do Senator Baker
Senator BAKER I will not belabor that point except to say that I

would appreciate any further information you could give me about the
documents that might have been destroyed relating in general to the
drug program in January of 1973

Ambassador HELMS Sir I do not understand Mr Colby's wording
there quite frankly I have testified before the committee members
this week about what I understood has been destroyed in connection
with an entirely separate drug testing program I wish you would
read my testimony But as far as MKNAOMI is concerned and this
bacteriological and chemical business I know of no destruction

Senator BAKER I think that probably is where we are going to end up
in this line of questioning Would you now testify or do you now
testify Mr Helms that you have no knowledge of the destruction of
any records at any time about MKNAOMI

Ambassador HELMS That is correct Senator Baker I have no
recollection of any such

Senator BAKER Thank you Mr Chairman I do not mean to press
the point In view of the implications of the letter I do respectfully
request that we ask for a further clarification of the point that is to
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say what if any records were destroyed by the CIA relating to their

drug program relating to MKNAOMI with respect to the January
1973 destruction and with respect to the November 1972 destruction
What I am after is to find out what records were destroyed why and
on whose authority

Ambassador HELMS Senator Baker may I ask your indulgence that
when this information is acquired from the Agency if there is any
thing about it that runs counter to my recollection would you be kind

enough to advise me
Senator BAILERI will indeed Mr Helms and I fully understand the

difficulties that you have not only in trying to recall with specificity
the events of that period but also to travel back and forth between
here and Iran where you are our Ambassador I remarked to the
chairman previously it seems like every time we run out of something
to do we call Dick Helms back from Iran to testify But if there is any
conflict most certainly I will see that you have an opportunity to
elaborate on it

Ambassador HELMS Thank you very much sir
Senator BAKER Thank you sir
The CHAIRMAN Senator Baker your request is a matter of record

and I instruct the staff of this committee to pursue this matter so that
the necessary answers and information is received by the committee

Senator BAKER Thank you
The CHAIRMANI agree with you that that question of the destruction

of records needs to be cleared up
Senator BAKER Thank you Mr Chairman I do not allege that there

was a destruction of records but it seems to me that in view of the
testimony yesterday the letter today and the testimony of this witness
that the whole question needs to be clarified and it can be done in a
number of ways and I appreciate your help in that respect

The CHAIRMANVery well
Senator Huddleston
Ambassador HELMS Good morning Senator Huddleston
Senator HUDDLESTONGood morning Ambassador Mr Karames

sines Mr Chairman
In reference to Senator Mondale's question to Mr Karamessines

about P600 Mr Helms did not have an opportunity to respond to that
Have you ever heard of or do you have any knowledge about P600

Ambassador HELMS No Senator Huddleston I do not And when
I was listening to the questioning of Dr Gordon I obviously was won
dering about this and then suddenly I realized am I not correct
that label was written by somebody at Fort Detrick In other words
by an employee of the U.S Army and not by an employee of the
Agency and therefore it possibly did not have to do with the tricky
words rubrics code words and so forth that we use But in any event I
have never heard of it

Senator HUDDLESTONIt is quite possible I do not believe we have
established yet just who did place that label on this merchandise

You said you were surprised or that you had never before seen the
dart gun that was displayed here yesterday You were surprised butnot shocked to find that this material had been retained contrary to thePresident's order Would you be surprised or shocked to learn that thatgun or one like it had been used by agents against either watchdogs orhuman beings
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Ambassador HELMS I would be surprised if it had been used against
human beings but I'm not surprised it would have been used against
watchdogs I believe there were various experiments conducted in an
effort to find out how one could either tranquilize or kill guard dogs in
foreign countries That does not surprise me at all

Senator HUDDLESTONDo you know whether or not it was used in
fact against watchdogs

Ambassador HELMS I believe there were experiments conducted
against dogs Whether it was ever used in a live operational situation
against dogs I do not recall

Senator HUDDLESTONMr Karamessines what is your knowledge
Mr KARAMESSINESI have no recollection of the actual use of any

of the materials we have been discussing sir operational use I mean
I was never asked to approve an operational use of any of these ma
terials to my very best recollection

I want to add this In fairness I am not sure I would have been
asked if it were a question of putting out a watchdog in connection
with a border-crossing operation in Southeast Asia or somewhere
I am not sure I would have been asked but in any case I have no
recollection of having been asked and I have no knowledge whatever
of the actual use of any of these materials against a human being

Senator HUDDLESTONLet me put it this way then How low in the
echelon of command within the CIA would an individual be that
would have the ability to give permission for use of any of these
weapons in any kind of circumstance

Mr KARAMESSINESThey would have to come to me and needless to
say I would not feel justified in giving a yes or a no on my own au
thority I would take it to Mr Helms

You are speaking now about using one of these operationally
against a human being is that correct Senator

Senator HUDDLESTONThat is correct yes sir
Mr KARAMESSINESWell I would take it without any question

to Mr Helms if I entertained it at all I would recommend against
it And my guess is that Mr Helms would take it further but that is
a guess

I want to add one thing Mr Helms and my other associates at
the Agency have known my close associates have known for years
that I would not continue in the Agency if there were a requirement
for the killing of a human being

Senator HIIDDLESTONJust to set the record straight was there
ever at any time a discussion between you two gentlemen or be
tween you either of you with Dr Gottlieb or any other person in the
organization a question of whether or not shellfish toxin did in fact
come under the jurisdiction of the President's order

Ambassador HELMS Sir if I may answer the question first I do
not remember any discussion of shellfish toxin as such and I certainly
do not remember a discussion of whether or not it came under the Pres
ident's order And as I Senator Huddleston was saying when I was
addressing myself to Senator Mon dale's question I am not a technician
so I would not have even been able to debate the matter

Senator HIIDDLESTONBut you never discussed it
Ambassador HELMS No not that I recall
Senator HtTDDLESTONMr Karamessines
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Mr KARAMEBBZNESWell sir if discussion if you are including
in the word discussion the fact that we agreed to get rid of this pro
gram if that is what you mean-by discussion well we agreed to get
rid of the program

Senator Hcmm,ESTONBut in that agreement arriving at that agree
ment did you ever consider whether or not shellfish toxin or any other
material that you had might not be included in the order

Mr KARAMEBBINESNo material was identified to me by that name
sir It was a question really of dangerous chemicals

Senator HUDDLEBTONNow we have had a great deal of testimony
from you gentlemen and from others in the organization that referred
"to my understanding that certain orders were given or "my under

standing that the orders were carried out, or "I had an understanding
that we had approval from higher authority to do certain things.
This has come up a number of times in other phases of our inquiry
Mr Helms you said that it was not unusual for you to give verbal
orders presumably to be transmitted on down the line Are we to infer
that that not only is not unusual but that was a standard operating
procedure regardless of the nature of the order

Ambassador HELMS Well it was certainly Senator Huddleston a
standard operating procedure to give oral instructions The question
of the sensitivity of the matter might have something to do with it
If it was inordinately sensitive there was every chance that the dis
cussion would have been entirely oral

Senator HvDDLESTONLooking at this particular matter and I rec
ognize we are looking at it in hindsight does it not have a certain
sensitivity in reverse That is to say that recognizing that this was a
policy of the U.S Government which was being enunciated by the
President for consumption around the world and that at some future
date when some foreign country might have cause to question whether
or not the United States was sincere in this order and whether it did
in fact carry it out would it not be very helpful under those circum
stances to have written instructions from an agency such as the CIA
and all of the Government agencies that did in fact implement that
order

Ambassador HELMS Yes I think it would have been helpful sir
As a matter of fact I noticed in this National Security Council De
sion Memorandum that the Secretary of Defense was given the charge
of carrying out this affair I do not recall any correspondence from
him with regard to it

I think that maybe several other memorandums from various people
might have been helpful in this situation including a definition of
exactly what a toxin was if Dr Gordon was as bothered about it as
he indicated yesterday

Senator Himm,zsTON Let me say that also in our inquiry there have
been at least indications that in other instances in which the CIA was
involved and in which the various embassies of various countries were
very much concerned and also our National Security Council great
pains have been taken to prepare minutes and instructions in writing
and that those minutes and instructions be very carefully devised so
that they would indicate precisely what the actions were what the
American position was now why in a matter this important that
involved a change in policy of the U.S Government was it not felt
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that here again it would be important to have incontrovertible evi
dence that can only be done in writing and even then there is often
some question that your Agency did in fact implement the instruc
tions of the President of the United States

Ambassador HELDts Senator Huddleston I cannot help saying that
if I had various things to do over again I would have done them dif

ferently and I think in light of what has transpired here if I had
known then what I know now I certainly would have issued a directive
in writing

Senator HUDDLESTONIn light too sir of your present position as
Ambassador to Iran how serious would you judge this kind of action
if it were discovered that an agency of the

judge
Government had

in fact contravened or failed to carry out an instruction of the Presi
dent on a matter of international concern

Ambassador HELMS Well sir I agree that when it is isolated as a
particular instance in time that it can be made to assume large and
significant proportions I would like to remind you that the Agency
activity was a very modest one It had nothing to do with vast bac
teriological and chemical substances large in quantity and large in
scope In addition I have to say that all of us in the Federal Govern
ment for better or for worse have many decisions on many things
that we are obliged to do every day and I cannot say at the time that
this particular Presidential order of which there were many every
week loomed as large as you make it seem to loom That is all I can
say

Senator HUDDLESTONBut the President went to great lengths this
country went to great lengths if I recall correctly to make quite a pub
lic relations display of this fact and even to the extent of publicizing
the destruction of some of this material

,Ambassador HELMS I realize that sir And I testified earlier I
thought the material had been destroyed and did not give it another
thought And I must say that when it showed up as I understand it
some days later its existence in the Agency vault was unknown to me
and it is a little bit hard to look for something that you do not expect
to find

Senator HUDDLESTONJust one more question In the matter of oral
instructions versus written instructions was it assumed that when an
oral instruction was given by you as head of the Agency to Mr
Karamessines who in turn would give the instruction in this case
presumably to Dr Gottlieb that this would prevail all the way down
the line that all of the communication would be simply by words

Ambassador HELMS Yes sir and this happened constantly
Senator HunnLESTOx And it was always carried out but in spite of

this discipline that the organization has and I have no reason to
question it Dr Gordon testified yesterday that he had never seen any
instructions within the CIA for him to dispose of these lethal weapons

Ambassador HELMS I believe that was his testimony
Senator HUDDLESTONThat is correct Thank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANThank you Senator Huddleston Senator Mathias
Senator MATHIASThank you Mr Chairman
A few minutes ago Senator Baker commented on the very heavy

demands that we have put on Mr Helms the number of times we
have asked him to come back from Iran and I think that is certainly
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true And the committee owes him a debt for the cooperative way in
which he has attempted to assist us But I might offer him m consola

tion what we might call a Bicentennial thought on that subject
James Madison in contemplating the kind of structure of Govern

ment that was set up 200 years ago said of these hearings that the
right of freely examining public characters and measures is the only
effective guardian of every other right And I think that puts the testi
mony which Ambassador Helms gives this morning and that which
Mr Colby and others gave yesterday in the kind of context in which
it ought to be This is a very important process of Government and
I think it underscores the suggestion Made by Senator Baker ,yester
day that we need to have more public hearings which help to inform
the public as to exactly what this is all about This is no secret rite
which is conducted by high priests behind the screen This is every
body's business and I think it is important that everybody understand
exactly what it is all about

Mr Helms you know I think that I feel that the case that we
are considering is an illustrative one I think it is more important in
what it tells us about how the CIA works than perhaps on its own
merits With that thought in mind I wonder if you could tell us
exactly how in a mechanical way just a pedestrian mechanical way 
orders from the President of the United States are received by the
CIA and how they are carried out by the CIA

Ambassador HELMS Well sir I will do my best
Formalistically Presidential orders are sometimes received in the

form of National Security Decision Memoranda
Senator MATHIAS These would come from the National Security

Council
Ambassador HELMS That's right and they would be signed by the

Executive Secretary of the National Security Council I would like to
point out that the terminology I'm using is the terminology that
derives from President Nixon's administration These were not called
National Security Council Decision Memorandum in President John
son or President Kennedy's administration They were called some
thing else But it is a written directive promulgating if you like the
decision of the National Security Council

Those normally came to me particularly if they were highly classi
fied in my capacity as the Director And I made a decision as to
which ones of my colleagues should be informed about the contents of
the decision There were times when we met together to decide how
the decisions ought to be carried out

There was another kind of Presidential order and that is the kind
that would be issued via his Assistant for National Security Affairs be
it Dr Kissinger or be it McGeorge Bundy or whoever was acting in
that capacity He might call on the telephone on the secure phone and
give an instruction that the President wanted carried out a request for
information

Obviously I would then do whatever I thought was appropriate to
either get the answer to the question or to pass the order down the line

Obviously there was a third kind in which the President himself
might request something He might call on the telephone himself or
he might call one into his office and he would decide upon what you
were supposed to do And then the Director would go back to the
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Senator MATHIASWould that third kind of category be in the crisis
situation the Cuban missile crisis that kind of

Ambassador HEI.nis It might be in a crisis situation or interestingly
enough it might be in a dead calm situation I do not think that the
President at least in my experience particularly calculated whether
they were putting the request in writing or whether they were making
it orally It just was the fact that on a certain day they wanted some
thing done and took whatever measure there might be to see that it
was done

I want to say that generally at least Presidents Kennedy Johnson
and Nixon for whom I worked most closely usually left it to me as to
how the order was to be carried out within the Agency I do not think
that any of them have ever gone to the pains to find out exactly what
the Agency hierarchy was or who would be the next fellow to learn
about it So they left that judgment to me But these did come in at
least these three ways

Senator MATHIAS And then what would you do to transmit these
orders into action within the Agency

Ambassador HEtnts Well I like to think that I was an orderly
executive and I would normally call in the Deputy Director who was
in charge of the particular activity where I thought this request fitted
If it involved two of the Deputy Directors I would call the two of
them in In other words I would get into my office all of those individ
uals that it seemed to me would be helpful in carrying out whatever
instruction we had been given

Senator MATHIAS Now you say you would call in the ones who
were involved in the execution of the policy that the President had
directed

Ambassador HELMS Senator Mathias may I maybe not for your
benefit certainly because I realize you know these things but maybe
for the benefit of others the Agency was divided into directorates
and there were four of them and they had rather specific functions
There was a support directorate which had within it the various ele
ments that supported the operations and the existence of the adminis
tration of the Agency

There was a Directorate for Intelligence which did the collation
and analysis on the various intelligence studies current and otherwise
There was a Deputy Director for Plans in my time who was in charge
of covert operations and there was a Deputy Director for Science and
Technology who had both operational and analytic capabilities in the
science and technology field So I would have to judge exactly into
which one of these categories the instruction fell or under which two
or three categories it fell

Senator MATHIAS Now were these Directorates segregated very
carefully from each other or was there intercommunication between
them

Ambassador HELMS The Deputy Director of Plans is segregated in
the building from other Directorates In fact there are signs in the
halls indicating when you got into that part of the building As for
the rest of it they were not so particularly segregated There was a lot
of visiting back and forth

Senator MATHIAS So that that was a watertight compartment But
there might be intercommunication elsewhere
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Ambassador HELMS In Navy terms sir far from watertight inte

grity I want to tell you But nevertheless there was effort made to

segregate it
Senator MATHIAS Well if there was this compartmentation did

that inhibit understanding of a Presidential directive which came
down through you through whoever was Director Was it desirable
that knowledge of a Presidential directive or direction was wide
spread throughout the Agency or was it desirable to have it only
known by the people who were immediately involved in executing it

Ambassador HELMS Well it was generally sir the latter partic
ularly if it was on a sensitive matter But I do not think in this partic
ular case that would have entered our minds I think that in the case of
the toxins and the bacteriological weapons that we would have gone to
the man who had this under his aegis in this case Dr Gottlieb and ask
him to carry out the instruction

I must say that in hindsight I say even in hindsight this looks
like a fairly simple matter And the fact that it has been so complicated
with the passage of time is a great surprise to me

Senator MATHIAS How did you normally carry out the oversight
in the execution of a Presidential order

Ambassador HELMS I suppose that there is no good clear-cut answer
to that because Presidential orders and instructions were of such
variety If the instruction for example were to produce some evi
dence or a document then that was the answer and that was the follow
through In certain other categories of things we had an inspector
general system that ran various checks through all elements of the
Agency or almost all elements of the Agency periodically in an
effort to find out if there was compliance with directives and arrange
ments for covert agents and all kinds of things of that sort

In other words we thought it was what was an orderly procedure
to make sure in these farflung field stations for example people
were doing what they were supposed to be doing in keeping with the
regulations

I want to say that in this particular case I realize that there was
no followup that found these toxins But I have been scratching my
head ever since I heard about this as to what would have been a normal
practice in a situation where you did not know that something existed
I mean I had genuinely thought these things had been destroyed at
Fort Detrick

Senator MATHIAS If just as a matter of organization and I am
thinking now of the kind of recommendations this committee will
ultimately have to make if as a matter of organization there had
been less compartmentation more sharing of information might a
situation of this sort have come to light

Ambassador HELMs I do not want to seek refuge in that Senator
Mathias I do not think so I do not think that compartmentation
in this case was at fault Maybe human communication was at fault
but not compartmentation

Senator MATHIASOf course if there is greater communication then
you have a wider participation wider knowledge wider sharing of an
oversight capacity rather than falling into the kind of trap that is
described by the old saw Who is taking care of the caretaker's
daughter when the caretaker is busy taking care 1
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Thank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANAll right Senator Mathias Thank you
Senator Hart
Senator HART of Colorado Gentlemen you both testified that you

were generally aware that the CIA had some relationship with Fort
Detrick's Special Operations Division to investigate toxic capabilities
Is that correct

Ambassador HELMS Well I knew that we had an arrangement with
Fort Detrick in this general field yes sir

Senator HARTof Colorado That is my question
In connection with this investigation I would like to cite three

experiments or studies that were conducted to see or to test your
recollection and knowledge of those experiments First of all I will
quote from a June 1 1969 study report done by Fort Detrick on this
toxic experimentation Quoting from that report one study that was
conducted

The General Services Administration and Fort Detrick entered into a co
operative project to investigate the vulnerability of drinking water in Federal
buildings to covert biological attack After consultation with the design engi
neers in the GSA the Food and Drug Administration Building in Washington
D.C. was selected for investigation The engineers assured us that the drinking
water system is typical of that installed in modern multistory buildings

They then proceeded to conduct two tests one to eliminate chlorine in the
water The second test was a simulated covert test A colipheed was introduced
into the systembyback pressure .

Ambassador HELMS A what
Senator HARTof Colorado C-o-l-i-p-h-e-e-d I think it is a non-toxic

chemical of some kind I am just laying out the background so you
will understand the nature of the question

was introduced into the system by a back pressure technique at a drinking
fountain This is a technique a saboteur might use Neither the building oc
cupants nor operating personnel were advised that such a test was planned We
werenot challenged and apparently undetected

The final quotation from the study
From limited consultation with design engineers it should be possible to de

velop simple guidelines for planning an attack on a group of people that work
in a building constructed with the circulating chilled drinking water system

The question to both of you is were you aware of this experiment
Ambassador HELMS Senator Hart I was not
Mr KARAMESSINESI never heard of it This is the Department of

Defense and GSA did you say sir
Senator HART of Colorado That is right at Detrick Special

Operations
Mr KARAMESSINESWell whoever it was I never 'heard of it
Senator HARTof Colorado Do you know whether or not CIA per

sonnel were involved in this study
Ambassador HFI.Ms I did not hear of the study sir so I do not

know whether they were involved
Senator HART of Colorado But you have no knowledge as to this

experiment or vulnerability study that your personnel were involved
Ambassador HELMS Not that particular one
Senator HARTof Colorado Let me cite another with the same ques

tions This is quoting from an internal CIA document which is dated
October 18 1967 Technical Services Division
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In anticipation of a future need for information and to establish a capability
a study on the vulnerability of subway systems to covert attack and develop
ment of a method to carry out such an attack was conducted The suitability
of the system was assessed and evaluated Covertly utilizing the New York City
subways as the trial model The result provided information on distribution
and concentrations of organisms which are obtained I do not know what that
means

The data provided the means of assessing the threat of infection to subway
passengers The study provided a threat -modeland information on ease of dis
semination and methods of delivery which could be used offensively

Now because of the fact that this is a memorandum originating in
the CIA I would ask if either of you were aware of this vulnerability
study for the development of this defensive capability

Ambassador HELMS Excuse me Senator Hart Did you say who
had written the memorandum to whom

Senator HART of Colorado It is my understanding we have been
requested by the CIA not to divulge the name of the individual It
was a middle-level officer in the Technical Services Division of the
CIA and the date was October 18 1967

Ambassador HELMS I do not recall the study
The CHAIRMAN I would suggest Mr Helms that you take a look

at this memorandum It might be placed before you
Ambassador HELMS That would be helpful
The CHAIRMAN It is exhibit 6.1 So you can examine the document

itself before replying
Ambassador HELMS Thank you Mr Chairman
Senator HART of Colorado Now to repeat the question were either

or both of you aware that this study or experiment was conducted
Ambassador HELMS I was not sir
Mr KARAMESSINESI was not
Senator HARTof Colorado Would it be your assumption based upon

this memorandum that CIA personnel were involved in this study
Ambassador HELMS I cannot tell from the wording of the memo

randum whether these CIA people were involved or whether it was
other people involved and we were riding piggyback

Senator HART of Colorado Quoting from the same document page
2 paragraph 7

Three methods and systems for carrying out a covert attack against crops
and causing severe crop loss have been developed and evaluated under field
conditions This was accomplished in anticipation of a requirement which later
developed but was subsequently scrubbed lust prior to putting into action

Were you aware of this study or experimentation
Ambassador HELMS Well I do not know whether I was aware of

this particular one Senator Hart But I know that at one time in this
Government and it was not only in the CIA it was other places as
well there was a great deal of attention given to what wheat rust
or rice rust would do to crops in various parts of the world And 1'f
know there were studies undertaken by someone to try to ascertain how.
destructive this particular disease was

It is my distinct recollection that nothing was ever done about it
but I know there were studies being conducted and I would not ha
been at all surprised if the Agency was involved in those studies
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Senator HART of Colorado Would you accept that answer Mr
Karamessines

Mr KARAMESSINESYes I am not sure we were involved in the

studies but it would be my guess that we received the benefit of such
studies In other words we were kept posted through the liaison that
is reflected in this memorandum

Senator HARTof Colorado Now gentlemen I apologize for pursu
ing this at some length but the record we have developed so far has
to do largely with a defensive capability That is a lot of this toxic

experimentation was going on so that we could be prepared to counter

any threat posed by any other country and that we had to conduct
these experiments just to be on the safe side to know whatever we
could find out about them But in each of the cases I have cited there
is strong reason to believe in fact the language in two of the passages
that I have cited specifically states that we were preparing in these
areas offensive capabilities

Now my question to conclude this line of interrogation is if we
were preparing that kind of offensive capability why did not individ
uals of your stature in the Agency know about this

Ambassador Huts Well Senator Hart I would have said in con
nection with the Fort Detrick study there was no reason why we
-should have known about it And in connection with the other matters
the ongoing responsibilities of these various elements were to make
such studies

The question that I think is most important however is that we
never gave any authorization for any offensive use of these things
And I think that in the end is the important question

Mr KARAMESSINESI would simply add Senator Hart that one of
these is described in part at least as a vulnerability study That would

nggest that the idea here was to from those who are conducting
e experiments or studies their purpose at least in part was to see

'what effect the use of these methods against us would have and how
we could counter the use of such methods

Senator HARTof Colorado I understand that
Mr KARAMESSINESAnd this is a recurring theme as a matter of

tact throughout all of the work of the Technical Services Directorate
en letter bombs became fashionable 3 or 4 years ago and were

ping off in various offices here and abroad it was the TSD and
land of work that is reflected in the matters we have been discuss
that was in a position to provide the rest of the Government in

ding the FBI with the solution of the proper defusing of letter
cbs It was they who analyzed the letter bombs and found how to
'with it This is the kind of work we expected TSD to be carrying

constantly to be in a position to use the method to counter it if

upon
enator HART of Colorado Was it also within their mandate and

trl`dyou expect it to be within their mandate to go ahead and pro
offensive operating capabilities without instructions from above

KARAME8SINESWell that depends on what you mean by offer

Aerating capabilities
ator HARTof Colorado I think the language in the passages that
a. cited clearly indicate that we were preparing in the case of
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sabotaging the drinking supply of buildings of subway systems and
crops to be able to do this to somebody else

Mr KARAMESSINESYes I think it would have been within TSD's
purview to be in a position to do this if they were directed to do so
by proper authority and I would assume that could only be the Presi
dent And I cannot describe the circumstances under which that would
happen because I do not know

Senator HART of Colorado Well both of you gentlemen have al
ready testified that you were surprised although not shocked that
your understanding and direction was not followed in the matter of
the destruction of the toxic materials Is it a possibility that those
same midlevel people who disobeyed the understanding of the highest
levels in the Agency might also have taken it upon themselves to imple
ment these operating capabilities under some circumstances

Ambassador HELMs Do you know of any case Senator Hart
Senator HART of Colorado We have been studying that subject for

8 months
Ambassador HELMS I think you are drawing a very long bow and

may I say an unfair one
Senator HART of Colorado I am asking a question I am asking a

question
Ambassador HELMs Would you rephrase the question
Senator HART of Colorado The question is based upon your sur

prise that your understanding and what you thought were your orders
were not carried out as to destruction of these toxic materials what
guarantees would you have that the capabilities being developed in
the studies and experiments that I have described might not be carried
out by some people without proper authorization

Ambassador HELMS I think in human life it is always possible that
something may happen that one does not expect but I know of no
cases in this category

Senator HARTof Colorado Thank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANThank you Senator Hart
Senator Schweiker
Senator SCHWEIKERThank you Mr Chairman
Mr Karamessines when you were at the Agency and running your

operation and critical or dangerous materials came to your charge
either directly or through one of your subordinates would it have
been normal procedure under your administrative procedures to log
them in

Mr KARAMESSINESTo log them in
-Senator SCHWEIKERYes In other words if you received critical or

dangerous materials
Mr KARAMESSINESI did not receive critical or dangerous materials

A component under my overall jurisdiction one component out of a
considerable number would have received these dangerous materials
and that was the Technical Services Division

Senator SCHWEIKERWould it have been normal procedure forget
tine this particular case now to log them in

Mr KARAMESQINESProbably but I am not sure they did I do nb
know that they did how they handled them They were the best judges.
I could not try to tell a technician a specialist in a certain field ho
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Senator SCHWEIHERHow about taking inventory Did you periodi
cally take inventory of whatever assets you had under your control
and command

Mr KARAMESSINESNo I did not
Senator SCHWR7xiutYou did not
Mr K ARArxssn EB I personally did not sir I assumed however

that this was in the records of the Technical Services Division
Senator SCHWEIKERDid you sign spending vouchers or authoriza

tions for money spent through you
Mr KARAMESSINESI would either sign I might have signed I more

probably recommended the signature but I might have signed too I
do not recall that

Senator SCIIWEIBERI was under the impression that lacking over
sight by Congress that there was a very tight internal auditing pro
cedure where each department head and agency head within CIA had
to put his name on the line because we lacked these controls Is that
not correct

Mr KARAMESSINESIt is correct
Senator SCHWEIKERWell then in terms of spending money for

shellfish toxin this normally would have come under your purview
as the job you held even though it might have been two or three levels
below you Is that not correct

Mr KARAMESSINESYes that is correct
Senator SCHWEIKER Now we were trying to identify yesterday

from where some 6 grams which was 60 percent of the whole supply
that was found there came Can you shed any light on this at all

Mr KARAMESSINESNo sir none at all
Senator SCHWEIKEROvernight I found out that instead of being

one Public Health Service laboratory involved which at that point
was Narragansett R.I. the other can also come from a Public Health
Service lab which name was not clear on the can but was clear on the
label itself the Taft Center at Cincinnati Ohio Were you aware that

oney was going from your department to the Public Health Service
m both cases for shellfish toxin research
 -Mr KARAMESSINESI am not aware of that no sir as I sit here

today That is not to say that I was not aware of it at the time in
recommending approval or signing off on expenditures for these

ivities
Senator SCHWEIKERBut somebody did have to sign for it Normally

;fitwould have been you You are just saying you do not recollect that
it occurred

Mr KARAMESSINESWell these approvals for expenditures of funds
evebased on the written record

4Aimbassador HELMS Senator Schweiker may I
.r. KARAMESSINEBAnd the written record should show what the

r is You are asking me something now that my memory simply
of throw light on
bassador HELMS Senator Schweiker may I interrupt to ask a

ion of fact Has it been ascertained that the Agency paid for the
arch that was going on in the Public Health Service at Narragan
and Cincinnati
nator ScxwsIKER You are anticipating my next question Mr
s That is exactly my next question I was going to direct it to
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either one of you whether in fact the Public Health research labs were
paid from the CIA directly or whether contracts were issued from the
Army to the Public Health Service stations involved

Mr KARAMESSINESThe only one I was aware of was the Fort Detrick
arrangement I did not know about the others that you have mentioned

Senator SCHWEIKERSo you are not certain whether or not the CIA
contracted directly or whether only indirectly with the Army being the
prime contractor

Mr KARAMESSINESThat is correct
Senator SCHWEIKER I do have knowledge now that there was a

$194,000 contract on at least one of the instances between the Army and
the Taft Center at Cincinnati Ohio

Mr KARAMESSINESHow does that relate to the CIA sir
Senator SCHWEIKERWell because that produced some of the toxin

that you ended up with at the CIA laboratory So that was the point
I was making yesterday that somewhere along the line we used the
Public Health Service to produce deadly biological toxins and weapons

Mr KARAMESSINESAre they biological or chemical sir
Senator SCHWRIEERThey are toxins You can argue it either way
Mr KARAMESSINESBiological sounds so terrible Chemical sounds a

little better
Senator SCHWRIKERWould you think that is a normal
The CHAIRMANNo matter how you describe shellfish toxin it does

not sound good
Mr KARAMESSINESIt's deadly no question about it sir
Senator SCHWEIKERAs it came up the other day 10 seconds and the

dog is dead I do not think it is much of a question whether it is a
chemical or a biological weapon sir

Mr KARAMESSINESIt is not as bad as the atom bomb sir and we
have quite a few of those around here

Senator SCHWEIKERGoing back to the issue at hand you are corn
pletely unaware then

The CHAIRMANMr Karamessines excuse me Senator
Senator SCHWEIKERYes
The CHAIRMANI just think we ought not to begin to get flippant in

this hearing Obviously we have atom bombs Obviously the President`
has not ordered them destroyed We are discussing a failure to carry]
out a Presidential order on a matter of national policy that was widely
publicized to the world So Iet us not get off the subject

Senator SCHWEIKERI think it means an evasion obviously of the
question at hand and it to me indicates a little bit of the attitude iit
this situation

Going back to the case at hand the slips that were on top of th
two cans that came into the CIA lab indicated that they were both
stored in the same safe at Fort Detrick in room 202 So both cans th
5-gram can which corresponds to the CIA inventory and the 6-gm
can of which we do not know the origin were both stored in the satlf
safe at Fort Detrick During the course of your discussions about
destroying materials and about the question of whether you wou
retain stocks was any mention made at all of additional material p
siblv that was in this same safe up at Fort Detrick

Mr KARAMESSINESNo sir
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Senator SCHWEIKERYou had no discussion at all about Army sur
plus stocks or other surplus stocks that might be commingled with
yours in the same safe up at Fort Detrick

Mr KARAMESSINESNo sir
Senator SCHWEIKERWould you think Mr Karamessines that this

is a proper and appropriate use of the Public Health Service as far
as the CIA and Army are concerned What is your professional
opinion as a retired CIA officer whether in fact the Public Health
Service should be utilized for this kind of chemical research if you
want to call it that but deadly toxin research

Mr KARAMESSINESI would asume sir that the Public Health
Service would have a very vital interest in keeping abreast of devel
opments in the field of toxins And if the Public Health Service was

participating in such an activity I would not find that unusual because
it is part of their job to protect the country isn't it against this type
of thing So I would not find that unusual

Senator SCHWEIKERWell it is part of their job certainly to pro
tect the people I am not sure that making poison that kills tens of
thousands of people is protecting anybody and I think really that
may be a normal judgment of yours but I happen to think this is a
perversion of the U.S Public Health Service to use it for this pur

ose And I guess that is what this hearing is all about is it not the
ifference of opinion here
Ambassador HELMS Senator Schweiker may I interrupt just a mo

,Ailent please I am not aware of any relationship between the CIA
and the Public Health Service in this matter If you say it is so I
,will accept your word but I have never been told before this morning

And second I believe that I have read in the paper that a scien
tist had said that shellfish toxin has a very real value in development

immunization and possibly in the treatment of disease So I
hink that it is rather difficult for me to accept the fact that we are

ing cavalier and that the Public Health Service is being cavalier
n various people are being subverted and suborned here when I
a not think that is the case at all And I am sorry but I just feel I
testspeak this way
'Senator SCHWEIKERI think there are two points Mr Helms to

in mind No 1 we do now know there was a contract at least
m the Army to the Taft Center in Cincinnati Ohio That is a very
et specific relationship with the biological arm of our intelligence
ties to the Public Health Service

Ambassador HELMS I believe the biological arm belongs to the
artment of Defense not to the Central Intelligence Agency

`bnator SCHWEIKERBy the same token you folks financed it You
whether the money went from A to B to C or A to C is im

$ial You were financing that program so I think it is a very
"bassador HELMS We were financing a part of that program
applied to the Agency but not the entire program

nator SCHWEIKERAnd the second thing I question is that this is
al occurrence for the U.S Public Health Service to spend $3

On of Government money to get all of these toxins Obviously
not just an offshoot or byproduct of research going on at Public

Service's laboratories or you would not have had to spend
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$3 million You had to distill it you had to compile it you had to sep
arate it and the Public Health Service was doing this

And I think it gets to the heart of the question of whose service
some of the Government services are serving And I think it is a

very direct issue and I realize that you differ with me on it But that
is what this is all about That is why we are here that is why we
got to this state of debate between the intelligence community and
the rest of the Government and the people

That is all I have Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN Thank you Senator Schweiker I believe Senator

Morgan is now to get a chance to ask questions
Ambassador HELMS Good morning Senator Morgan
Senator MORGANMr Chairman Mr Helms I apologize for not

being here earlier but I had a hearing on a bill that I had introduced
that was in the Banking Committee

Mr Helms yesterday I asked Mr Colby whether or not the CIA
had ever received any instructions from the President or the National
Security Council with regard to disposing of the toxins in carrying
out the President's announced orders on February 1970 and in No
vember I believe 1969 Do you recall ever receiving any instructions
from the National Security Council or the President with regard to
the toxins

Ambassador HELMS Sir we received the National Security Coun
cil Decision Memorandum on the subject of toxins and the Presidential
policy to include those in the ban that he had issued earlier in
November

Senator MORGANYou say now you received those memorandums
Is that the memorandum of February 20

Ambassador HELMS May I check sir to see
Senator MORGANYes
Ambassador HELMS February 20 yes sir
Senator MORGANAlso the one on November 5 1969
Ambassador HELMS Yes sir I believe that is the one just in front

yes sir
Senator MORGANNow in both those memorandums the Secretary

of Defense was instructed to submit recommendations concerning the
disposal of existing stocks of toxin weapons and/or agents Now as of
yesterday I have not been able to find any report to the National
Security Council that that had been done As a matter of fact I in
troduced into the record yesterday parts of a memorandum from a
committee of the National Security Council to the President dated
January 25 1973 in which it was reported that the destruction of
chemical weapons was being carried out and then it made this
statement

All research and development on biological weapons has been terminated
Programs for disposing of stocks of these weapons are now virtually complete

Now this clearly indicates to me that they were reporting to the
President as late as January of 1973 that they were still working on
the program for how to go about disposing of the toxins And the
next sentence is "laboratory quantities of agents will be retained to
support defensive research.

Now to your knowledge was the CIA ever requested to give an
inventory to the National Security Council of any toxins that it held 4
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Ambassador Timms No sir and I do not recall Senator Morgan
ever having received any communication from the Secretary of De
fense as such or the Department of Defense on this subject

Senator MORGANIt is clear to me Mr Helms from the memoran
dum of the National Security Council that it was intended that the
Department of Defense would devise methods and ways of destroy
ing these toxins and also to determine the amounts to be retained for
laboratory purposes And I find no evidence that it was ever promul
gated to any agency other than interdepartmental agencies

This morning I have been handed a memorandum from the Sec
retary of Defense addressed to the Deputy Secretaries and to the
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff to various other officials with
in the Defense .Department on the subject of implementation of the
President's decision on chemical warfare and the biological research

ograms It was not addressed to the CIA or any other agency out
i a of the Defense Department Did you ever have any knowledge of

its having come up in the National Security Council
,,Ambassador Hums I have no recollection of this memorandum

and I do not think I have ever seen it Senator Morgan It is not
amiliar to me as I sit here now

Senator MORGANWell in all fairness to you Mr Helms I find no
reason why you should have seen it It was not addressed or directed
to you Now in this same package of materials and I quite frankly
have not had the time to go through all of them at various places it
flesignates the amount or quantities that are to be retained or deemed
necessary to complete current research in support of public health re
qquirements and for future work in the defensive research department
here they list 1.53 milligrams of shellfish toxin Under another section
that lists for commodity development and engineering laboratory
2 grams of shellfish toxin shellfish toxin A redried 1 gram shellfish
toxin A clam 1 gram and in another place I have noticed or observed
where the Secretary of Defense apparently was saying what was
deemed necessary You never had any indication whatsoever with re
gard to any shellfish toxin you may have had

Ambassador HELMS Not that I recall Senator Morgan May I sir
ask you a question since you seem to be most familiar with this whole

roblem I read somewhere recently that the end of this year was the
terminal date for the destruction of all of these materials Is that cor
bect In other words was there a period of 5 years during which they
were all to be got rid of

Senator MORGANMr Helms I do not know and I am quite frankly
afraid and I doubt that we have

The CHAIRMANMay I just respond to that Senator Morgan
,Our next witness is Ambassador James Leonard and he will describe

for the committee the particular provisions of the convention and I
believe that that will answer the point that you have raised

Ambassador HELMS Thank you thank you Mr Chairman
 Senator MONDALEI think the situation is this The President ordered

Ole immediate destruction of our toxins but under the international
apeement all countries including the United States must have de

grayed their toxins by the end of this year
,Ambassador HELMS I see thank you Senator Mondale
The CHAIRMAN Yes I believe that is the situation
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Senator MORGAN I think Mr Helms as I read the President's
memorandum to the National Security Council of February 20 1970
it looks to a further directive as to how to destroy these and I think
any logical reading of it would lead to that interpretation And quite
frankly I have found no followup It seems to me somewhere along the
way someone did not follow up and surely from this National Security
Council memorandum to the President or from a committee to the
President as late as January 25 1973 the President himself was ad
vised or should have been advised that programs for the disposal had
not then been completed

Ambassador HELnzs Yes sir
The CHAIRMANAny further questions
Senator Mondale
Senator MONIALE Mr Helms you have spent your whole life vir

tually all of your adult life in OSS intelligence services There is
absolutely no one I think who is better equipped by experience at all
levels to help this committee understand what this evidence means and
what policy implications it might have for the Congress and for future
command and control directions restrictions and the rest affecting
these kinds of matters

As I try to piece together what we have heard it seems to me the
evidence is somewhat as follows First in late 1969 we had a Presi
dential decree ordering the destruction of biological weapons and sub
stances Then because there was confusion as to whether toxins of all
kinds were included within that order a followup order was issued
on February 14 1970 specifically directing the destruction of all forms
of toxins whether biologically or chemically created And that order
was issued on February 14 There seems to be no evidence to contradict
what you and Mr Karamessines have said namely that the two of
you orally ordered the destruction of those toxins in pursuance of the
President's order

But what seems to have happened is that once that February 14
order came out there was a good deal of activity and iscussi n at
the lower level where these toxins were held and control d ong
other things a proposed memorandum was developed for r Kara
messines which he apparently never saw suggesting that these toxins
should not be destroyed but in effect what you might call lateralled
into a private warehouse to be leased As a result of the need for public
funds that was turned down Then the fact of what happened was
that these toxins were transferred both those owned by the CIA
at Fort Detrick and those owned by the Department of Defense at
Fort Detrick except for a modest amount retained for research They
were all transferred to a warehouse in Washington under the control
of the CIA And higher authorities were not alerted to this transfer
because the day they were transferred or thereabout an inventory was
prepared that went up that did not list the toxins as Senator Morgasli
has pointed out

I would not say that that inventory is a fraud but I think it con
close to it because they waited until the toxins were gone and that
they prepared an inventory which said they were not there So if
the basis of that these memorandums were then prepared to the Prd
ident to the National Security Council for the head of the CIA a
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So we are at this point where a formal and profound much debated
public policy was determined by the President of the United States
and by the National Security Council to get rid of poisonous toxins
except for modest amounts needed for research but instead lower level
employees in the Department of Defense possibly the CIA or bothdecided to keep them

Now I suppose we could get personal about it but I had some sym
pathy for Dr Gordon because he seemed to be saying he spent his
whole life developing these things He had spent all of this money on
it He thought we might need it sometime later and therefore because
of his interest in serving this country kept them anyway Now what
do we do about it

Ambassador HELMS Senator Mondale I do not know I think that
your understanding of Dr Gordon's position is very decent becauseas I listened yesterday afternoon it seemed clear tliat not only Dr
Gordon but several other scientists who had been familiar with the
work on shellfish toxin had rather conspired if you like or colluded
or whatever the most pleasant legal word is to find someplace that
they could put this material where it would be safe secure would not
hurt anybody but would be there in case it were ever needed I can
only assume that the reason that they came to this conclusion was
that they had enormous difficulty acquiring the clams or whatever it
is in the first place and that the process of extracting the toxin is
extraordinarily difficult and that maybe some of them had thoughts
about immunization and other things or treatment of disease where
it might be useful

And I think that they were yielding to that human impulse of the

greater good That is the only way I can explain this because as I
listened to Dr Gordon yesterday I did not listen to a man it seemed
to me who was doing something criminal or dirty or anything else
He seemed to be inspired by perfectly decent motives

Senator MONDALEAnd we can understand that But in fact what
he was doing was deliberately disobeying a serious Presidential order
wl ich had profound implications in terms of international relations

aryl which raises questions about the whole process of command and
control in an institution which I think must be secret but which

think cannot be unaccountable So what do you believe are the

public policy implications of this record
Ambassador HELMS Sir I find it enormously difficult to suggest a

}tttion to an aberration something that happened once to my knowl
e and I realize that the point you make about the command and

a control over the employees and so forth I have attempted to say
I thought we were an extraordinarily well disciplined organiza

11and I just do not know how you legislate against the odd mistake
he odd disobeying of orders or the odd aberration
enator MONDALEWe have been through many other issues not in

c and we always seem to end up with the same kind of fuzzy
rd Something happened and nobody did it And I want to see a

'agency But in order to have one that is accountable to the
c and to the President it must be an agency that first of all obeys

whether oral or written and second that is accountable in case
ant to find out what happened And that is what bothers me

ms
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Ambassador His Senator Mondale I have no problem with your
statement I think you state the case accurately and I think in 1975
there are new national perceptions of these matters if I may say so
at least they are different than they were 10 years ago or 20 years ago
I do not know how different I am not here enough to know what ex

actly all the shifts have been but I would certainly agree that in view
of the statements made by all of you distinguished gentlemen that
some result from this has got to bring about a system of accountabil
ity that is going to be satisfactory to the U.S Congress and to the
American people

Now exactly how you work out that accountability in a secret
intelligence organization I think is obviously going to take a good
deal of thought and a good deal of work and I do not have any easy
ready answer to it because I assure you it is not an easy answer In
other words there is no quick fix

Senator MONDALEThank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANSenator Morgan has a final question
Senator MORGANMr Chairman I would like to make this observa

tion that I think this very clearly points up the dilemma in which we
find ourselves as Senator Mondale has pointed out and that is the
unaccountability of anyone in the CIA Now as I heard Dr Gordon
yesterday afternoon I heard him distinctly say that had he had an
order from the Director to destroy the toxins he would have carried
that order out And I think I heard him say he did not have an order
and as I understand it this morning you have testified and so has Mr
Karamessines that both of you orally directed him to destroy it

The dilemma in which we find ourselves is that the manner in which
the Agency has been conducted is such that we cannot find the truth
We have conflicting testimony Senator Mondale is perfectly reason
able in drawing the conclusion that he drew I could draw the same
conclusion I could draw another conclusion that Dr Gordon did not
know and would have carried out the orders had they been given him
It seems to me that this points out very clearly an area which should
be looked into so that in the future there will 'be an area of accounta
bility or a degree of accountability and it seems to me Mr Chairman
this may be another area where we find plausible denial coming in

The CHAIRMANSenator Morgan I concur in your observations and
in those that Senator Mondale has made And I simply want to under
score the fact that this is not the first time that this dilemma has faced
the committee We have faced it again and again in the course of our
deliberations investigations of the whole assassination issue And
that will become clear when the committee issues its report in which
the evidence taken will be laid out in careful detail But it goes to the
heart of the reason for this investigation and I hope that we conduct
it in such a way that by the time we are finished we will have found
some answers

Are there any further questions of these two witnesses it
Senator MONDALEI have a comment I think we found out what

P600 is
Ambassador HELMS Good
The CHAIRMANIf you found out let us hear it
Senator MONDALEWe are told by Robert Andrews a Defense De

nartment official who is with us today that ha thinks it is a working
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fund number work relating to CIA funds and he thinks it is a ref
erence to an account number

The CHAIRMAN We will pursue that further because as I recall
the labels on the containers "Do not use unless directed by P600.
That does not sound like a system of accounts or an account ledger

Senator MONDALEI know it but
The CHAIRMANWell we will track that down
Senator MONDALECould we ask them to give a full report
The CHAIRMAN Yes of course we will track it down If there are

no further questions of these two witnesses I would like to move on to
Ambassador Leonard

Thank you gentlemen
Ambassador HELMS Thank you Mr Chairman Thank you gentle

men
Mr KARAMESSINESThank you
The CHAIRMAN Ambassador Leonard if you would please come

forward at this time Because of the confusion here we will take a
5 minute recess so we can get back to order Mr Ambassador if you
would come forward and take your place at the witness stand during
the recess I would appreciate it

[A brief recess was taken.]
The CHAIRMANThe hearing will please come back to order
Mr Ambassador would you stand and take the oath please
Do you solemnly swear that all the testimony you will give in this

proceeding will be the truth the whole truth and nothing but the
truth so help you God

Mr LEONARDI do
The CHAIRMANThank you
I understand that you have some opening remarks you would like

to make and I invite you to make them now

TESTIMONY OF JAMES LEONARD PRESIDENT U.S UNITED
NATIONS ASSOCIATION

Mr LEONARDThank you Mr Chairman
This is not a prepared statement I simply would like to state

briefly for the record my relationship to this question which you are
looking at

My name is James Leonard I am at the present time the President
of the United Nations Association in New York I left the U.S Gov
ernment in 1973 after 25 years in the State Department and for the
last 4 of those years I was on loan from the State Department to the
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency as an Assistant Director and
I wore a second hat during that period

I was also the head of the U.S delegation to the Disarmament
Conference in Geneva known as the CCD the Conference of Com
mittee on Disarmament That was in 1969 1970 and 1971 And in 1971
basically between March and September we negotiated at that con
ference the Treaty on Biological Weapons

That convention was then discussed in the General Assembly in the
fall of 1971 and it was commended by the General Assembly by a
vote of 110 to nothing There was one delegation that abstained and
 aL...a .7:.7,,,..a .a:..:~...a..:. ai.. ..
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And the treaty was then opened for signature in April of 1972
It was ratified by the United States after appropriate advice and
consent of the Senate and brought into force only in March of this
year March 25 1975 So that treaty became .binding on us only in
March

The treaty has been signed by something over 100 nations and
the last count I had had been ratified by 40 to 50

This question of chemical and biological warfare had gotten a high
place on the international agenda along in 1967 and 1968 and there
had been a proposal in 1968 from the United Kingdom that the two
questions of biological warfare and chemical warfare should be
separated And that the question of biological warfare should be dealt
with first as a more simple and in some respects though not all
respects a more urgent question

The matter was placed under study very early in 1969 early in the
Nixon administration in the spring and summer of 1969 I did not
participate actively in the process within the U.S Government in
Washington here since I left for Geneva in July of 1969 and was
there in Geneva during the principal part of the period during which
these decisions were being taken

The decisions were of course reached and reflected in the President's
press conference on November of 1969 The subsequent year I'm
sorry When I came back from Geneva in the latter part of 1969 I
found that the process of weighing what sort of a decision should be
made about chemical and biological weapons was really very far ad
vanced and my memory is not precise on this but just about the time
I got back in November a memorandum was sent from the Defense
Department from the Secretary of Defense Mr Laird to the White
House suggesting a course of action with regard to chemical and bio
logical weapons And that memorandum from the Defense Department
essentially became the decision which Mr Nixon approved and issued
late in November

The CHAIRMAN In other words Mr Ambassador the action taken
by President Nixon was a unilateral action

Mr LEONARDThat is correct
The CHAIRMANThat preceded the treaty
Mr LEONARDThat is correct
As a part of that he decided that we would support the British pro

posal that there be a separate treaty on biological weapons
The CHAIRMAN So that the President took a position which was a

kind of initiative was it not
Mr LEONARDThat is correct
The CHAIRMAN You wanted to say to the world the United States

not only favors this but we are going to do it unilaterally before a
treaty itself is negotiated

Mr LEONARDThat is correct That was the essence of his decision
that was publicly announced It was not a secret decision

The CHAIRMANIt was a gesture for decency and a gesture for peace
Mr LEONARDThat is correct
Basically the President decided on Mr Laird's recommendation

that it was in our interests to get out of the BW business to get totally
out of it whether other people did so or not We were better off out of
thst business This eo intry was safer in fact without biological weap
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And having taken that position the President then directed that the
State Department and the Arms Control Agency attempt to persuade
others of that and put this in treaty form

The CHAIRMANAnd that decision that we get out of this business
for the reasons that you stated was a decision that was concurred in by
the Defense Department

Mr LEONARDMr Laird in fact advanced the original took the
initiative

The CHAIRMANIn fact the recommendation that we get out of this
business was one that came from the Secretary of Defense

Mr LEONARDThat is correct
Now that decision taken in November of 1969 did not clearly deal

with the problem of toxins and it became necessary as you know from
your investigations to have a further quick study of the toxin prob
lem which then produced a further National Security Decision Memo
randum in February of 1970 and which did in fact include toxins
within the scope of the renunciation the unilateral renunciation 
that we had taken on ourselves and proclaimed

As a consequence of that we also suggested to the British and of
course they agreed that toxins should also be included in the treaty
which was to be negotiated

The proposal that we negotiate a treaty on this really did not go
anywhere in particular during 1970 We were engaged in negotiating
a different treaty at that time known as the Sea Bed Treaty and we
were attempting to persuade other governments that our approach to
this question of chemical and biological weapons was a correct one
that we should separate the two categories of weapons and deal with
biologicals first

And that was not readily accepted by other governments It was not
accepted by the Soviet Union nor was it accepted in general by other
nonaligned countries It was accepted by our allies our NATO allies
in general

Nevertheless during 1970 the President's order to get out of this
business unilaterally was moved forward and the process of destruc
tion was planned carefully planned and it is my understanding
was actually begun in 1970 certainly production of these was halted
during 1970

There was no question in my mind the question was never raised
as to whether CIA was in the business of producing or dealing with
these matters That simply was not from our point something that we
even thought about to the best of my recollection at this time

Well we finished up this Sea Bed Treaty and it became clear that
chemicals and biologicals was the next thing on the agenda And
we went back to Geneva in early 1971 and did at that point succeed in
scoring a breakthrough so to speak

We persuaded the Soviet Union to alter its position and to join us
in agreeing to take care of the biological question first and deal with
chemicals later And that was done then during the spring and sum
mer of 1971 The treaty was drafted and brought back to New York
and agreed upon in its final form as it stands today

Just one comment on this whole diplomatic effort I think it is clear
that what we were doing was basically a British-American way of
handling the chemical and biological problem It was very much
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criticized by most other countries They felt it was improper to sep
arate biologicals because then nothing would be done about chemicals
which they were :far more concerned about really

And they tended to downplay the importance of biological weapons
We argued the other way of course When they did agree to this it was
basically as a concession to us because they wanted to move the whole
question of disarmament forward and if this was the way we preferred
to do it well and good let's do it that way Then we would turn to
chemicals So it is particularly unfortunate that this event a treaty
of which we were the principal sponsors should have been handled in
the way that it evidently has been handled in this particular
circumstance

The CHAIRMANLet me ask you a question on that very point
From what you have said the President acting unilaterally and

in an attempt to make a gesture of decency and peace and in com
pliance with a recommendation that came to him from the Defense
Department itself announced to the world that we would not stock
pile or use bacteriological weapons

Then on the
Mr LEONARDCould I Senator just on that point
We had already renounced the use of chemical and biological weap

ons not in treaty form but by our repeated assertion in international
forums that we would abide by the principles and objectives of the
Geneva Protocol which deals with the question of use

We later as you know have ratified that and become a formal
party to that agreement But use was not really in question We al
ready had excluded the use of biological weapons before Mr Nixon
even announced it

The CHAIRMAN But the President went further in his announce
ment He said we would not stockpile them and further we would
destroy them

Mr LEONARDThat is correct Absolutely But that we would simply
not possess these weapons

The CHAIRMANThen we initiated a treaty to secure an international
agreement that other countries would do it likewise

Mr LEONARDThat is correct
The CHAIRMANAnd now we find that toxins were preserved in vio

lation of the President's orders And it has taken us 5 years to make
that discovery

Now what do you think went wrong
What do you think should be done about it to protect against failures

of this kind in the future
Mr LEONARDWell I would like to offer a few thoughts if I could

on that
Let me just say first however that in terms of the international

implications of this I would not want to exaggerate the impact that
I think this particular discovery will have on the attitudes of other
governments

I think that it will not discourage them from entering into further
arms control agreements with us and that sort of thing for reasons
which I believe are quite obviou' that this was not a deliberate eva
sion of the treaty by the highest levels of the II.S Government at all

The CHAIRMAN And we have assumed throughout that the Presi
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dential order was honestly given and that there was no back-channel
communication by the President or anyone in a policymaking posi
tion to disregard the public announcement The public announcement
did in fact represent national policy

Mr LEONARDI believe that to be the case and I think others will
believe that to be the case

I think there will be something troublesome in all of this in that ii 
the future when assertions are made that it is not necessary to write
particularly complicated provisions for oversight and enforcement in
the treaties other governments may be somewhat more exigent more
demanding of us than has been the case in the past when our simple
assertion that you would know we will comply with that you could
not be in any doubt about that would generally have sufficed And that
is a disadvantage but I think it is a secondary one in this whole
context

On the question of what might be done to prevent analogous diffi
culties in the future I would think there are a couple of what one
might speak of as administrative measures that would be obviously
appropriate And several of you Senators have in fact referred to
them this morning and perhaps yesterday although I was not here
yesterday

It seems to me that in a matter of this sort it is very desirable to
have a clear written record a written record that runs from the top
down and that then comes from the I will not say the very bottom
but at least the middle levels of the Government back up so that the
order comes down in a written unambiguous form which no one
could possibly misinterpret and it has attached to it some sort of a
certificate if you like that the official has read and understood this
instruction and that he to the best of his knowledge he and every
one in his office and everyone every office of which he has any direct
knowledge is in compliance with this obligation

I am told I cannot say this is my own knowledge but I have been
told that something of this sort was done in the Defense Department
in connection with quite a different treaty the Treaty Against Pro
hibiting Antiballistic Missiles or limiting them And that they did
in the Army in the area concerned with antiballistic missile
defense

The CHAIRMANThere has been so much testimony about secrecy and
the highly secret nature of these compounds and toxins yet there was

nothing secret about this at all was there
In fact the President gave great publicity to the order It was

known at the time that he gave the order that the Government was in

possession of certain toxins of this kind and he ordered them
destroyed

Mr LEONARDThat is correct
The CHAIRMANSo that there was no reason whatever in view of the

circumstances that a direct written order shouldn't have gone right
through any agency of the Government that may have possessed such
forbidden substances

Mr LEONARDThat is correct Mr Chairman And an unclassified
written order I see no reason it should have been classified

The CHAIRMANYes There was no need to classify it in any sense
That should have been a public order and a written order in order to
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make certain that the Government itself was in compliance with the
President's directive

Mr LEONARDI think that should go obviously not simply to the
top levels who have this supervisory bureaucratic responsibility but
down far enough in an organization so that one can be sure that the
people who really know what is being done are aware of what their
guidance is that it comes from the top

The second thing I would think is of a somewhat different charac
ter that might be done It seems to me that there is a debate that goes
on within the Government of a more philosophical character which it
would be well to clarify And that is what sort of things are legitimate
and what sort of things are not legitimate

And this is quite a confused area There are many people in this
country who feel that if somebody else some other government is
doing certain things then that means it is legitimate for us to do those
things And in fact there is a general rule I believe in international
law that something that is not prohibited is permitted

It is not an invariable rule but it is a general sort of principle that
one goes by I would think it very desirable for the President of this
country at least to lay down some more unilateral rules as to what we
are constrained not to do and what officials of this Government are
constrained not to do That can get rather philosophical but I think
we have a President whose character whose ability to distinguish be
tween right and wrong is very widely respected And I would like to
see him take stands on these issues and make it perfectly clear where
he stands and where he expects other officials to stand on what is per
mitted and what is prohibited to agents of the U.S Government in the
broad sense in which all of us who at one time or another draw a
Government salary are agents

And then there is a third area which is obviously much more com
plicated it seems to me than simply issuing directives And that is
this question of what I might call the span of control in an organiza
tion of the sort that we are dealing with here

And here it does seem to me that a very real question is raised and
it has been rather differently illustrated by the testimony of Mr Helms
and Mr Karamessines

These are very large organizations in which the senior officials are
dealing with an enormous number of totally diverse problems and it
is difficult for them to really be confident that they know what is going
on down in one or another small part of an organization that is as large
as that

And it seems to me that there is therefore since not everything could
be reduced to writing not everything could be put the guidance can
not always be laid out in categorical and legal form It certainly could
have been here but the question of dividing an agency as large as the
CIA is really a legitimate area of discussion

It seems to me that the functions there are quite disparate for
any large agency performing a wide variety of functions

The CHAIRMAN When you say dividing it you mean taking an
agency of this size and breaking it up

Mr LEONARDBreaking it up
I would certainly not want to see the CIA abolished As a person who

spent a good deal of time in arms control I am very conscious of the
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contributions that the CIA has made to arms control We just simply
could not have the kind of arms control we have got today the kind of
agreements on strategic weapons that we have with the Soviet Union
if it were not for the intelligence that the CIA provides And I cer
tainly would not want to see that capability impaired in any way But
I do not think that is necessarily inherent in the present structure of
the Agency I do not think it necessarily would be impaired and I
can even imagine that in fact command and control might be some
what improved if these were less ponderous less huge organizations
than the one we presently have

The CHAIRMANWell it is certainly true that the organization has
grown very large and that may complicate the question of command
and control Your suggestion is it might be broken into several com
ponent parts over which more effective command could be established
by virtue of their

Mr LEONARDMore compact and more homogeneous nature
The CHAIRMANOf a more compact more homogenous nature
Mr LEONARDPrecisely Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANHave you anything further to say in the way of

opening remarks Mr Ambassador
Mr LEONARDNo Thank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANAll right I think we can go to questions then I

would turn first to Senator Mondale
Senator MONDALEMr Leonard you spent I think over 20 years

in the Foreign Service and were assigned in a whole range of assign
ments in a host of countries where you could see the operation of the
CIA particularly covert operations in action It has been my belief
as we have gone through these hearings most of them in private that
one of the problems with covert activities is that they are usually de
cided and determined in a way that does not fully appreciate the pos
sible damage and cost to this country should it fail or should it become
known and that the failure to consider that part of CIA covert activi
ties often encourages our operatives to undertake projects which are
very foolish very costly and often bear a cost far disproportionate
to any kind of return that we could conceive Is that a fair conclusion

Mr LEONARDI think it is a fair conclusion Senator although I
would not want to seem to be levying some sort of a blanket charge
against the CIA and its people abroad of general irresponsibility or
being out of control in some fashion or another because my experience
with them is precisely to the contrary They are not But there is as
you suggest this possibility there in the covert character of some of
the things they have to carry out and in the problems of insuring and
oversight of those activities that is not somehow involved or com
mitted to the activity that is being contemplated

Senator MONDALEI understood that you were of the impression that
one step which might be taken is to separate the covert action side
of the CIA from the receiving or collecting of information and intel
ligence-gathering side separate them into separate institutions Is that
correct

Mr LEONARDThere seems to me two kinds of covert action and the
covert gathering of intelligence simply finding out what is going on
I think sometimes does have to be done in a covert fashion It cannot
be carried out in public I think the need for that sort of intelligence
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Basically most of what the U.S Government needs to know about

foreign countries comes to it either through the press or through State

Department channels The contribution from CIA intelligence in

many situations is really quite marginal But there are situations in
which it is extremely important and I would not want to see that
thrown away

But I would distinguish that sort of covert activity from covert ac
tion that is directed at some sort of having an effect on the political
life of another country whether it is by removing individuals or pro
viding money to individuals or in some fashion or other warping or
skewing or diverting the course of political life in that country from
the direction it's going to take on its own so to speak

Senator MONDALEYou think it makes sense to take that function
out of the CIA and put it into some other institution

Mr LEONARDI would renounce it totally Senator I would not take
it out of the CIA and put it somewhere else I do not think we have
any business being in this if I may call it covert action operational
action whether one labels it offensive or whatever I just do not think
the United States needs that capability I think we can give it up
unilaterally just as securely and safely and benefit from giving it up
the way we benefited from giving up biological warfare biological
weapons

Senator MONDALEThank you
Thank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN Senator Mathias
Senator MATHIASThank you Mr Chairman
I would like to ask a hypothetical question relating to our commit

ment to destroy the biological weapons that we had created and stock
piled The Department of Defense in response to the President's order
did as I understand it develop very elaborate procedures for the de
struction of these toxic substances Would it have complied with our
international commitment had these substances instead of physically
being destroyed had been destroyed as far as purpose was concerned
by making them available for scientific purposes to medical schools
and research laboratories in this or any other country Z

Mr LEONARDWell it would not strictly speaking have been in
compliance with the treaty to do that if the quantities involved were
larger than was necessary for the purposes involved the treaty is quite
clear on that And at the time both in its negotiation we made that
quite clear on the record ,and I believe in the document transmitted to
the Senate for advice and consent that was also made quite clear

There is a paragraph in this small publication which underlines
that point

The treaty allows the Government to retain only quantities that have a justi
fication for prophylactic protective br other peaceful purposes and not quan
tities in excess of that even if the intent eventually may be to direct them in that
fashion _

Senator MATHIAS My thinking is not directed only .at this shellfish
toxin that we are considering today but really on the whole biological
arsenal .at Fort Detrick in which the American people have invested
hundreds of millions of dollars which may have been of some im
portance to the scientific community in view of the fact that medical
schools all over the country very actively participated in the creation
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of that facility and in the continuation of its work But that hypo
thetical question does have some practical impact at the moment be
cause as has been testified here there has been a request made by vari
ous medical schools for this toxin that is in point for research purposes
Now would it be possible for the appropriate authorities without vio
lating any international commitment to make this toxin available for
medical research

Mr LEONARDIt would be quite legitimate to do so if the quantities
are appropriate If the quantities are clearly in excess then it is noL
legitimate

Senator MATHIAS It might be in excess for a single medical school
but if it were divided up for research purposes among several would
that be within your interpretation of what is permissable

Mr LEONARDOh yes there is no question
Senator MATHIASAs long as no single agent received more than was

actually physically required for its research work
Mr LEONARDWell the question really is one of intent Senator If

the intent is honestly and clearly to use these for these research prophy
lactic purposes then there is no question the quantitity such as is ap
propriate to that But if the intent is otherwise if the intent is to hold
them as a contingency reserved for some other possible use then that
is not legitimate

Senator MATHIS But if they were exposed and the whole world
knew where they went and in what quantities and for what purposes
you would find no objection

Mr LEONARDI would not I cannot really imagine that a foreign
government would charge us for a violation for that sort of action

Senator MATHIASThank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN This is a very important subject that Senator

Mathias raises because when this committee was first established Sena
tor Mansfield the majority leader and 'Senator Scott the minority
leader advised the CIA and other agencies that we will be investigat
ing not to destroy anything for obvious reasons and when this cache of
toxins was discovered the Agency quite properly came to us to ask for
a release because it may very well be that the executive branch will
now want to destroy these toxins

One possibility for using them for proper purposes is the point of
Senator Mathias inquiry though clearly other testimony has shown
that the quantities that have been found in this particular cache go far
beyond the experimental and legitimate needs to which this particular
poison could be put

But if there is a purpose that can be served that comes within the
treaty so that the United States does not violate its commitment then
it is important for us to know that it is important for the executive
branch to know that in determining what disposition to make of this
particular cache

Senator Huddleston
Senator HvDDLESTONThank you Mr Chairman
Amplifying somewhat on the need for information from the CIA

particularly foreign intelligence and expanding somewhat on the
statement that you have already made would you say that it would
be virtually impossible or at least somewhat unwise for this country
to enter into agreements involving armaments decreases or many other
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subjects without information that is .gathered and supplied by the
CIA

Mr LEONARDSenator there are clearly agreements that it would
be very unwise to enter into without knowing what is being done on
the other side There are others such as the biological treaty where
in fact we entered into it knowing that we could not know and be
reconciled to the fact that we could not know as illustrated of course
we could not know about our own situation much less about some
foreign government

Senator HUDDLESTONBut it would not be prudent for us to set
our country on a particular course without having information upon
which we can totally rely or information that has been gained by
our own devices rather than relying on what might be supplied to
us by another country

Mr LEONARDThat Senator would depend really on the weapons
that we are talking about controlling or disarming Some obviously
one needs a hi h degree of certainty with and others one can make
do with a .. deal less accurate detailed current information It
depends really on the risks that this Government would run as a
consequence of a violation unknown to us of the agreement that we
had entered into

Senator HtDDLESTON Another example and somewhat in a dif
ferent area is the joint space venture between this country and the
Soviet Union Would you say that would be highly improbable or
perhaps imprudent for us to engage in that kind of an operation
without information that would be supplied by the CIA relative to the
Soviet Union's real capability in that field

Mr LEONARDI honestly cannot see the relevance to that enterprise
of information the CIA would supply It seems to me it is up to the
Soviets themselves to supply us with the information that we need
to be confident of the safety of our astronauts or whatever is involved

Senator HUDDLESTONAre you suggesting that we should rely upon
the information that they supply or should we rely on information
that we may have gathered ourselves

Mr LEONARDI think we would rely upon the information they
would supply because they would supply it in a form that would
be utterly unambiguous Our technicians would be looking at the
Soviet instruments satisfying themselves that they work the way they
are supposed to I just do not think the CIA capability is relevant

Senator HUDDLESTONBack to the particular treaty and our involve
ment with the toxins and biological warfare agents subsequent to
this agreement did other countries to your knowledge undertake a
destruction program of their biological weapons and toxins

Mr LEONARDTo my knowledge I do not know of any to my own
knowledge No other country acknowledged publicly and formally
to the best of my memory that they had any stockpiles of biological
weapons and therefore there was no acknowledgment by them that
they had an obligation in conformity with article 2 to carry out any
destruction procedures

Senator HUDDLESTONBut there was no effort by anyone to verify
whether other countries in fact did have a stockpile ?

Mr LEONARDQuite the contrary Senator The intelligence services
of this Government have been trying for many years to gain informa
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tion about the stockpiles of other countries but given the nature of

the weapons it is just extremely difficult and I think one of the
clearest lessons from all of the study of chemical and biological wea

pons that went on 1967 1968 on through the present time is that it
is extremely difficult to know what another country is doing especially
a large country

Senator HUDDLESTONDo you know whether or not any question
has been raised in any international forum subsequent to this treaty
as to whether or not the various countries signatures were complied

Mr LEONARDI do not Senator I've been out of the Government
during this period

Senator HUDDLESTONWould you say that in a matter of an interna
tional treaty and the question of whether or not this country complies
to it that it would be a reasonable standard operating procedure
emanating perhaps from the White House or at least from the De

rrtment
of State that any agency of this Federal Government that

has any responsibility for implementing any part of an international
agreement should have a written record of all actions taken which
were taken for the purpose of implementing that treaty

Mr LEONARDI think the general principle is a sound one but to
make it absolutely categorical applying to all treaties all situations
all agencies could get one I think into very complicated problems
which I honestly have not thought through I think in the case of an
arms control treaty of this sort it is important that the agencies that
might possibly have something which is prohibited should be required
to make it clear that they do not but we have an enormous range of
treaties with other countries economic character consular character
all sorts of things and that is another matter I think

Senator HvDDLESTONThere could hardly be any harm in the case
of international treaties which are seldom secret in nature to start
with in having some tangible proof that this country did in good
faith attempt to implement that treaty and did issue whatever neces
sary instructions or orders might be to implement that treaty

Mr LEONARDThat is very desirable yes
Senator HtDDLESTONThank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANThank you Senator Huddleston
Senator MATHIAS Mr Chairman I am wondering if the next Sen

ator would yield for just one observation at this point
The CHAIRMANWould you ask him
Senator SCHWEIBERI would be delighted to
Senator MATHIASThank you
I do not think the record ought to remain in the state in which I

now perceive it to be We are in a state of innocence and ignorance
about the activities of other nations in this field There is a great deal
that is known about what other countries are doing in biological and
chemical warfare and paradoxically some of that information comes
from the cooperative efforts of scientists

When Fort Detrick was in full bloom they had some difficulty in de
veloping strains of Tuberine and they obtained strains from the Soviet
Union and that kind of scientific exchange went on during the depths
of a cold war so that a great deal is known and I do not think the
record should reflect that we are in complete ignorance of what is hap
pening on the international scene
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Mr LEONARDCould I just comment on that if you please Mr
Chairman I did not want to imply that I was addressing myself sim
ply to the question of stockpiles stockpiles in the chemical and biolog
ical area Those are particularly difficult to gain knowledge of whether
it is overtly or covertly

The CHAIRMAN But having made a very careful study of the ques
tion the Department of Defense evidently decided that for purposes
of protecting the United States it was not necessary for us to stock
pile such weapons regardless of what other countries did

Mr LEONARDThat is correct Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN And therefore that decision became a unilateral

decision made in advance of the treaty which we then advocated
and initiated is that correct

Mr LEONARDThat is correct that we are best protected by defen
sive measures prophylactic measures against this not by the threat
to retaliate in kind If you hit us with biological weapons we will hit
you that was not the way to go and that was what Mr Laird and
Mr Nixon saw very clearly and decided in,terms of

Senator MATHIAS I think one of the elements of that decision is
of course the availability of these weapons to any primitive society
Any society that has the capability of brewing beer has the capability
of creating a biological weapon So the dangers involved are very very
great

Mr LEONARD Senator Mathias point I think is very valid I
think we have learned more through peaceful cooperation with other
countries than we have by attempting to spy on their defense
laboratories

The CHAIRMAN Perhaps we have already placed the shellfish mar
ket in jeopardy I don't know whether we should extend that to beer
I do think though that when our expert witness comes on he will
make clear that this particular toxin takes a great deal of synthesis
and concentration and that ordinary shellfish are very healthy and can
be eaten without serious dangers to anyone's health We have got
problems enough in this committee without beginning to affect the
markets for various products

Senator Schweiker
Senator SOHwEI IER Mr Chairman I have no questions
The CHAIRMANVery well
Senator Hart
Senator HART of Colorado Mr Leonard I have three factual ques

tions Based upon the President's statement of November 25 1969 it is
my understanding that the CIA or its representatives participated in
the working groups or study groups that led up to the U.S position
with regard to biological warfare Is that correct

Mr LEONARDThat is correct
Senator HART of Colorado During those working sessions or study

groups did the CIA representatives ever indicate to your recollection
the need to stockpile a supply of toxic materials for experimentation
or whatever

Mr LEONARDSenator I honestly do not think I can testify on that
I was not personally involved in those discussions

Another officer of the Arms Control Agency was our representative
in the meetings and I simply was not involved I had only second or
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third-hand knowledge of the discussions that went forward and saw
really what came out of them

Senator Hairy of Colorado So based upon the discussions and the
record with which you are familiar you do not know whether this sub
ject ever arose in those discussions 1

Mr LEONARDI really do not know Senator
Senator Harr of Colorado Mr Chairman those are the only ques

tions I have
With the indulgence of my colleagues and with reference to a com

ment I made to you at the break I make an observation out of context
and outside the scope of the work of this committee

We got into the question of the purity of Dr Gordon's motives and
the good intentions that he may have had in disobeying orders It
occurred to me in that connection that if purity of motives were a
sufficient reason to disobey orders and rules thousands of young
American men would now be walking the streets who out of conscience
disobeyed draft orders for Vietnam

The CHAIRMANThank you Senator
Mr LEONARDMay I just make a brief comment on that question of

motives And it gets back to this area of what is permitted and what is
prohibited It seems to me this illustrates the desirability of some sort
of categorical ruling-out of whole areas of activity so that a person
like Dr Gordon whose testimony I did not hear could not be in any
doubt that so-called offensive uses of the material that he had was not
legitimate was not within the permitted area of U.S Government ac
tivities It seems to me that it has got to be a very broad prohibition
But it is only in that fashion that these various complex doubts and
questions can really be resolved in a categorical fashion

The CHAIRMAN Well I might say to you Mr Ambassador that
we have found in our investigation to date that ambiguity seems to
plague the CIA and when you suggested as you did a few minutes
ago that it would be well for Presidents to begin to get very precise
about what agencies must not do it was a very good suggestion indeed
If previous Presidents had been a great deal more precise about what
the CIA must not do it is possible that we would not now be investi
gating the Agency

All of that will come out in due course but nevertheless I want to
say that this recommendation I take to be a very good one And I hope
that Presidents in the future deal with the Agency and all departments
of the Government in such a way as to make it very clear the kinds of
activities that they are not to engage in

Mr LEONARDI think Mr Chairman it should be clear that the
kind of activities that we are talking about is not prohibited It is

prohibited to kill people with toxins today because of the treaty But
it is not prohibited to entertain the idea of killing people There is no
to my knowledge directive I am very pleased to hear Mr Karames
sines say that he personally would never that he would resign from
the Agency sooner than approve that But that was his personal policy
That was a matter of his individual moral character It was not a
national policy and to the best of my knowledge it is not a national
policy today

The CHAIRMANThat depends upon how national policy is defined
Today there are directives two directives that have been issued by
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the Director one by Mr Helms when he was Director and one by Mr
Colby which do for the first time clearly declare that no one in the
Agency is to be involved in assassination plots or assassination at
temp~ts or any other activity related to assassination

However I agree with you that a matter of this seriousness should
not be left to the Director of the Agency or to an administrative order
that can be changed as Directors are changed but ought to be a matter
of law And this committee will have recommendations to make when
it completes its investigation of that particular issue

If there are no more questions of this witness thank you very much
Mr Ambassador

We will complete our hearings on this subject tomorrow morning
when our first witness will be Dr Edward Schantz who is an expert
on these toxins and was at Fort Detrick Our second witness will be
Mr Charles Senseney who was a Fort Detrick official to whom Dr
Gordon referred yesterday afternoon and to whom Dr Gordon said
that he had offered the toxins

Perhaps some of the unanswered questions can be cleared up in to
morrow's testimony That will complete the public hearings on this
particular subject

The hearing is adjourned until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning
[Whereupon at 12:50 p.m the hearing recessed to reconvene the

following morning at 10 a.m.]
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U.S SENATE
SELECTCOMMITTEETo STUDYGOVERNMENTALOPERATIONS

WITH RESPECTTO INTELLIGENCEACTIVITIES
Washington D.C

The committee met pursuant to notice at 10:05 a.m in room 318
Russell Senate Office Building Senator Frank Church (chairman)
presiding

Present Senators Church Tower Mondale Huddleston Hart of
Colorado Baker Mathias and Schweiker

Also present William G Miller staff director Frederick A O
Schwarz Jr. chief counsel and Curtis R Smothers counsel to the
minority

The CHAIRMANThe hearing will please come to order
This is the third and final day that the committee will devote to the

puzzlement of the poisons and our first witness this morning is Dr
Edward Schantz Dr Schantz would you please come to the witness
table And Dr Schantz if you would just remain standing for a
moment for the oath please

Do you swear that all of the testimony you will give in this proceed
ing will be the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth so
hel you God

DT SCHANTZI do
The CHAIRMANThank you Dr Schantz Please be seated
Do you have any opening remarks you would care to make at this

time

STATEMENT OFDR EDWARD SCHANTZ PROFESSOR UNIVERSITY
OF WISCONSIN

Dr SCHANTZNone other than to say that I am now a professor at
the University of Wisconsin and I am in the Department of Food
Microbiology and Toxicology

I have spent about 30 years of my professional life studying the
microbiological toxins mainly those that are problems in food poison
ing such as shellfish poisoning the poison itself clostridium botulinum
toxins the staphylococcal enterotoxins and the like

The CHAIRMANYou are one of the foremost experts on this subject
are you not

Dr SCHANTZWell that's what people tell me I don't know
The CHAIRMANWell I want to congratulate you on the brevity of

your opening statement Let us go directly to questions First I will
turn to our chief counsel Mr Schwarz

(139)
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Mr SCHWARZDoctor prior to going to the University of Wisconsin
were you at Fort Detrick

Dr SCHANTZYes I was
Mr SCHWARZAnd for how long a period of time were you there
Dr SCHANTZTwenty-eight years
Mr SCHWARZAnd during that time you did research as you say on

a number of matters including shellfish toxin Is that right
Dr SCHANTZThat is correct
Mr SCHWARZWhile you were there Doctor were you aware that

the CIA had a relationship with Fort Detrick
Dr SCHANTZWell I did not know that directly Now there would

be good reason to guess that but I did not know it at the time
Mr SCHWARZSo you were working on the shellfish toxin but you

did not know that the CIA also had an interest in shellfish toxin
Dr SCHANTZThat is correct
Mr SCHWARZAll right Would you turn to exhibit 8,1which is Na

tional Security Decision Memorandum No 44
Dr SCHANTZ Yes
Mr SCHWARZThe document dated February 20,1970
Dr SCHANTZI have it
Mr ScHWARZ You heard Mr Helms say yesterday that such a docu

ment was so secret that it could not be shown to lower level employees
in the CIA including the very persons who were involved in biological
warfare matters Were you shown this document at the Defense
Department

Dr SCHANTZ I can't say that I saw this actual document I saw
spelled out for us essentially this very same statement

Mr SCHWARZDid you hear Dr Gordon's testimony the other after
noon

Dr SCHANTZYes I did
Mr ScnwARz Do you read this order as covering shellfish toxin
Dr SCHANTZYes I do
Mr SCHWARZThere is no doubt about that is there
Dr SCHANTZ That's correct there's no question whatsoever
Mr SCHWARZ What proportion of the amount of shellfish toxin

ever produced in the history of the world is 11 grams
Dr SCHANTZMy estimate would be about one-third
Mr SCHWARZHow lethal is shellfish toxin
Dr SCHANTZ It is considered an extremely lethal substance
Mr SCITWARZIf it is administered intramuscularly such as with a

dart how much does it take to kill a person
Dr SCHANTZ The answer to that question can only come from ani

mal experimentation extrapolated to humans I would estimate that
probably two-tenths of a milligram would be sufficient

Mr SCHWARZThree-tenths of a milligram
Dr SCHANTZTwo or three-tenths
Mr SCHWARZTwo or three-tenths of a milligram
Dr SCHANTZThat is correct
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Mr SCHWARZCould you translate that into the number of people
killed per gram

Dr SCHANTZWell if it was two-tenths of a milligram it would be
sufficient for 5,000 people

Mr SCHWARZPer gram And if you had 11 grams that would be
55,000 people

Dr SCHANTZYes that is correct
Mr SCHWARZIn addition to the ability to kill people are there

more benign uses for shellfish toxin such as in hospitals
Dr SCHANTZWell in Public Health there is yes
Mr SCHWARZAnd what are those uses
Dr SCHANTZ There are well Public Health has several applica

tions for this One is the standardization of the bioassay to control
shipments of shellfish poison or shellfish in commerce that may con
tain poison and that was an important point and still is with the
Food and Drug Administration

Mr SCHWARZAnd are there other benign uses
Dr SCHANTZYes We anticipate that there are many applications

in medicine where the knowledge of the structure of shellfish poison
could be applied One is development of an antidote for shellfish
poison which we do not have at the present time And the medical
profession would need this or needs this for cases that might occur
along the coast where they most generally have shellfish poisoning
problems

Mr SCHWARZAll right Now whatever benign uses there are ob
viously they cannot be realized if it is sitting in a CIA vault

Dr SCHANTZWell that is true yes
Mr SCHWARZI have no further questions Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANMr Smothers do you have questions
Mr SMOTHERSYes Mr Chairman Dr Schantz during the period

of your employment at Fort Detrick did you work primarily in the
Public Health aspects of this toxin

Dr SCHANTZA lot of my work was with the Public Health Service
yes

Mr SMOTHERSWere you not in fact retained for the purpose of
assuring the purity of the shellfish toxin for Public Health purposes

Dr SCHANTZYes That was one application
Mr SMOTHERSDid you during the period of your tenure receive

from a separate branch other than the one you worked for requests
for this toxin Did you receive such requests specifically from the
Special Operations Division

Dr SCHANTZIf I understand your question properly I furnished
to SO Division that was Special Operations Division toxin as I had
purified it and as they asked for it

Mr SMOTHERSApproximately how much of this toxin did you fur
nish to the Special Operations Division

Dr SCHANTZI cannot answer that accurately but I would assume
that over the years from as it was prepared I furnished them prob
ably 10 or 15 grams

Mr SMOTHERSTo the best of your knowledge did the Special Opera
tions Division receive shellfish toxin from other sources other than
that which you furnished them directly

Dr SCHANTZ There was some prepared of course too by the
Public Health Service which was supplied to the SO Division
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Mr SMOTHERSWhen you say prepared by the Public Health Serv
ice are you

referring
to the Public Health Service facilities at Taft

and at Narragansett
Dr SCHANTZThat's correct
Mr SMOTHERSDid these facilities "provide toxin directly to the

Special Operations Division
Dr SCHANTZYes they did
The CHAIRMANMr Smothers just for clarification Special Opera

tions Division was located at Fort Detrick It was the Army Bac
teriological Warfare Division

Dr SCHANTZ Yes it was one of the divisions at Fort Detrick
The CHAIRMANThank you
Mr SMOTHERSDr Schantz during your tenure at Fort Detrick

did you also supply shellfish toxin to persons outside the Government
Dr SCHANTZ Yes I did And after the project was cleared by the

Army for this purpose I sent toxin to many laboratories throughout
the country and to other countries except to those behind the Iron
Curtain which I was not allowed to send to And the poison was for
physiological studies and it was soon learned what the mechanism of
action was from these studies and also it was a very valuable tool for
the study of nerve transmission in medical work

Mr SMOTHERSHow were these poisons physically transferred from
Fort Detrick to the recipients

Dr SCHANTZ At SO Division it was mainly directly They came
and got it from me or I took it to them

Mr SMOTHERSHow was it transferred to the scientists and other
organizations that received it

Dr SCHANTZWhen it was sent off from Fort Detrick to laboratories
we conferred with the Post Office Department how to safely do this
They suggested we put it in a glass vial pack it in cotton put it in a
metal container which was sealed The metal container went into a
cardboard mailing carton and it was sent in that form

The CHAIRMANDid it survive the Post Office treatment [General
laughter.]

Dr SCHANTZ Yes it did I have no reports of broken vials
Mr SMOTHERSDr Schantz was there further Government control

of this substance after it was transferred to the recipients outside of
Fort Detrick

Dr SCHANTZWell Public Health had their interest and they also
had some control of this There was an arrangement made between
the Chemical Corps Chief and the Surgeon General of the Public
Health Service for a cooperative study and of course there was
some control there too

Mr SMOTHERSAs a final inquiry going back again to the time
mentioned by the chief counsel earlier after the Presidential order
had come down on destruction of these materials did there come a
time when you requested of Special Operations Division that they
return to you any shellfish toxin which they had on hand

Dr SCHANTZ Yes Thnt is correct When SO Division was closing
out I went to Chief of SO Division and asked if I could have for
Public Health work the poison that they did not use in their research

Mr SMOTHERSAnd how much did they indicate to you they had
on hand at that time
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Dr SCHANTZ Well they did not tell me but a short time later
they gave me 100 milligrams and I assumed that this was it

Mr SMOTHERSBased on the supplies that you had turned over
to SO Division would it have been or was it at the time your expecta
tion that they would have had more than 100 milligrams on hand

Dr SCHANTZWell I had no way to know because although I had a

top secret clearance I did not know all of the things that they were
using the poison for

Mr SMOTHERSBut you did transfer to them over a period of time
more than 15 grams or approximately 15 grams of the substance

Dr SCHANTZ It could have been that much
Mr SMOTHERSThank you Mr Chairman I have no further ques

tions
The CHAIRMAN Thank you Mr Smothers
Dr Schantz how is this shellfish toxin manufactured or created
Dr SCHANTZ Well it is created by marine dinoflagellate And shell

fish become poisonous only when the marine this poisonous marine
dinoflagellate happens to grow out in the water Shellfish consume all
the time the dinoflagellates and other microorganisms in the water for
food Now when a poisonous dinoflagellate happens to grow out which
is very often or usually a rare circumstance the mussels clams and
other plankton-consuming shellfish bind that poison in the body and
they become very poisonous and when the dinoflagellate has run its
course in the ocean and other dinoflagellates come in usually not poi
sonous the shellfish excrete this poison within a matter of a few weeks
So then they are safe to eat again and this is often a sporadic occur
rence You cannot predict it and so that is the reason so many people
get poisoned and so on

The CHAIRMAN In order to develop the toxin does that take a great
many infected shellfish Is it a long and difficult process to develop this
highly potent toxin

Dr SCHANTZ The purification procedure that is getting the poison
out of the shellfish and purifying it was a difficult procedure to work
out and it took us several years study in order to do this And much
of the poison as we were purifying it went back into research to im
prove the method of purification But it was not an easy matter to do
this It is easy now of course It is not so difficult

And I worked out with my co-workers and various well-known
chemists throughout the country we developed this procedure and
it is published in the Journal of the American Chemical Society

The CHAIRMAN I suppose what I am driving at is that our discus
sion of this particular toxin and the way that it has been developed
ought not to be misunderstood by the public as meaning that people
should be wary of eating shellfish

Dr SCHANTZ That is an important point I think that everyone
should understand that shellfish going on the commercial market is
going carefully screened by the Food and Drug Administration and
this poison now the purified poison has established an accurate assay
and has helped the Food and Drug Administration greatly in control
ling the commercial fisheries so that none of this no poisonous shellfish
get on the market And I would like to make that very clear

The CHAIRMAN Thank you
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Once you had developed the toxin itself how long does it remain
potent

Dr SCHANTZ I have well the material that we have purified and
I had Public Health back in 1954 or 1955 I have assayed within the
past year and it is every bit as potent as it was the day I prepared it
And I would imagine that it will last 100 years and so on

The CHAIRMAN It has lost no potency at all in 20 years
Dr SCHANTZ That is correct
The CHAIRMAN So there is no question in your mind that this cache

that has been discovered about which we are conducting this particu
lar hearing consisting of about 11 grams which you say represents
about one-third of all the toxin ever manufactured still is as potent as
it was when it was developed

Dr SCHANTZ I would expect it to be every bit as potent today as it
was the day it was made

The CHAIRMAN Just one final question Dr Schantz I think since
you have been present at the earlier hearings that you know that this
committee has been asked to lift a ban that applies generally to all the
agencies we are investigating against the destruction of any material
that they may have in their possession In order that a proper disposal
can be made of the 11 grams of this shellfish toxin that have been dis
covered I would like some guidance from you

We have entered into a treaty in which we have undertaken to de
stroy substances of this kind except in such amounts as may be use
fully used in laboratories for benign and decent purposes Would it be
your recommendation that part of this particular cache of shellfish
toxin be distributed to medical schools and laboratories that are en
gaged in this work within the limits of the treaty or is there any
special need to consider that use I have in mind possible medical uses
that might help us in solving some of the problems of disease and any
other good and decent purpose

Dr SCHANTZ At the present time we have in the biochemistry
department at Madison a NIH grant to study shellfish poison Within
the past year we have determined the chemical structure of it and
this is now published in the Journal of the American Chemical Society
We are now in the process of altering the molecule to determine
whether we can produce substances of medical interest

One such example might be the possibility of developing local
anesthetics from this molecule and we are much in need of toxin
for this purpose There are many physiologists throughout the country
and one of course we are working with is Dr Ritchie at Yale Uni
versity And I know laboratories like his and others would appreciate
very much getting material

I have usually kept the supply of toxin and have supplied it to
many laboratories throughout the world as I have mentioned before I
would continue to do that if I had the supply And I must assure
everyone that we are putting it to good medical use and are not
doing anything else with it other than medical applications

The CHAIRMAN Thank you Dr Schantz Senator Tower
Senator TowRR Dr Schantz did you serve as the custodian of the

Physical Sciences Division stockpile of toxin
Dr SCHANTZYes I did
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Senator TowER Were you also custodian for the amounts that were
transfered to SOD

Dr SCHANTZNo I was not
Senator TowER To the best of your knowledge did anyone keep

an accounting of the toxin that was kept on hand by SOD
Dr SCHANTZ I do not know but after it was transferred to SOD

I had nothing more to do with it
Senator TowER What was the formal procedure for the acquisition

of shellfish toxin
Dr SCHANTZBy whom
Senator TOWERBy anyone
Dr SCHANTZBy anyone
Senator TOWERYes
Dr SCHANTZWell it was in the Army We passed it just back and

forth and I do not know as there was any formal
Senator TowER No written requests or anything like that No

formal procedures at all
Dr SCHANTZ No If they needed it we gave it to them But any

material that was sent outside of the Army was done by permission
of headquarters at Fort Detrick And whenever I had a request for

poison let us say from a physiological laboratory that wanted to

investigate the mechanism of action I first would make sure that this
man was a competent investigator and that the university wanted
the poison used in their laboratory

If that were ascertained then I filled out a little form designed by
Fort Detrick stating who it was to go to how much they wanted and
whether or not I recommended that they get it This went to head

quarters it would come back to me usually approved And then I
would send out some material packaged as mentioned before

Senator TowER Did you keep records of the amount of toxin that

you gave to the Special Operations Division
Dr SCHANTZNo I did not really
Senator TowER What accounting records were kept by you or by

your office
Dr SCHANTZWell I must say this about turning it over to SO Di

vision that when I first prepared toxin and I think it was in 1954 
we had about 20 grams then and this was passed on up to headquarters
to be distributed And I assume that SO Division got a portion of this

Senator Tow-ER Did the Army levy a charge to any scientist or orga
nization that received this toxin

Dr SCHANTZI do not quite understand Senator Tower
Senator TOWER Did they place any conditions Did they try to

mandate what the parameters of its use were
Dr SHAxTZ Well do you mean that they defined who could get it

or what their qualifications
Senator TOWERAnd what they could use it for
Dr SCHANTZ Oh yes That was my responsibility to recommend

to headquarters that these are competent people to handle this
Senator TowER But after it left your hands you actually had no

control
Dr SCHANTZThat is correct except I used to check at times And

often these universities that had investigated it would send me letter
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reports on what they had found out and often reprints of papers they
had published on the use of the shellfish poison

Senator TowER Were there any reports required from the scientists
or the organizations or institutions to whom this toxin was given
I notice quite a number of foreign establishments University of Glas
gow University of Leeds Norwegian Defense Research Establish
ment that looks a little ominous Italy Japan and so forth

Dr SCHANTZThere was no particular report required
Senator Towxn In other words they did not have to report to you

periodically what they were doing with this stuff
Dr SCHANTZThat is correct
Senator TowER In response to Mr Smothers question earlier you

indicated a direct relationship between Public Health and SOD Now
could you explain the nature and extent of any agreement or working
procedure between Public Health and SOD

Dr SCHANTZ Well SOD as I understand it made the contract
agreement with Public Health Service and the first one was at the
Taft Center in Cincinnati to prepare toxin

Now I had nothing to do with setting up the contract I do not
know how much money it was and so on But I was sent to Cincin
nati on occasion to help them get the purification procedure under
way and I also checked samples of the poison that supposedly were
purified And I checked it to make sure it was up to standards so to
speak

Senator TOWERThank you Dr Schantz
Mr Chairman I ask unanimous consent that a list be placed in the

record of recipients of the toxin
The CHAIRMANWithout objection that will be done [Exhibit 11.']
The CHAIRMANSenator Mondale
Senator MONDALEThank you Mr Chairman I think you testified

earlier Dr Schantz that you had seen orders come down to destroy
toxin in language that was identical to the language appearing in the
National Security Decision Memorandum

Dr SCHANTZThat is correct
Senator MONDALEWas there any doubt in your mind that that

Presidential order of destruction of toxins included shellfish toxin
Dr SCHANTZNo question whatsoever
Senator MONDALEDo you believe there could be any reasonable

doubt in the mind of a chemist or a technician working in this field
other than the one you had concerning the applicability of the Presi
dential order to these shellfish toxins

Dr SCHANTZWell this shellfish toxin is a chemical of high potency
that is highly lethal of biological origin and I do not know how else
you could classify it It is a biological product

Senator MONDALEAnd thus in your opinion at that time when ,you
saw the Presidential order there was utterly no doubt in your mind
but that this included shellfish toxins

Dr SCHANTZAbsolutely Yes
Senator MONDALEFirst of all I would ask the staff to provide Dr

Schantz with two documents One dated February 17 1970 entitled
"Special Operations Division's Toxin Inventory, and another dated
February 18 1970 entitled "Paralytic Shellfish Poison Working
Fund Investigation.
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As I understand it Dr Schantz at the time these inventories were
prepared you were still with the Government working on these shell
fish toxins at Fort Detrick

Dr SCHANTZThat is correct
Senator MONDALECan you help us understand these two inven

tories The first dated February 17 entitled "Special Operations Di
vision Toxin Inventory reports to higher authority that only small
quantities of shellfish toxin remain in their inventories Is that correct

Dr SCHANTZWell when I asked them for the toxin at the time the
Division was being dissolved they presented me with 100
milligrams

Senator MONDALEI'm not trying to get to that Dr Schantz I am
trying to establish that we have inventories prepared only a day apart
which differ dramatically in the amount of shellfish toxin in their
inventories

Dr SCHANTZYes I see that
Senator MONDALEThe one on the 17th of February reports very

modest quantities remaining quantities I would think appropriate for
research purposes 0.2 grams of paralytic shellfish toxin redried
toxin .01 grams shellfish toxin clam .01 grams Then on the fol
lowing day on February 18 there is an inventory and on top of it
it says "U.S Public Health Service Taft Center Ohio, and it lists
on the two pages a total of 5.9-or 10.9 to 7 grams which is an enor
mous quantity of shellfish toxin Can you help us to understand the
difference between these two inventories

Dr SCHANTZI really can't I don't know anything about them
Senator MONDALEYou see what worries me is this The Defense

Department was ordered to destroy a massive quantity of shellfish
toxin which could be used for offensive purposes under the Presiden
tial order They had substantial quantities of this toxin at Fort
Detrick But when the inventory came forth it showed that practically
all of that toxin had disappeared somewhere

Dr SCHANTZIt looks that way yes
Senator MONDALESo I am very suspicious that whoever did it

instead of following a Presidential order sneaked the stuff out the
back door and then prepared an inventory for higher authorities
which suggested that it had all been destroyed But I gather that you
are not in a position to help us understand these inventories

Dr SCHANTZI cannot explain this at all
Senator MONDALEThank you Dr Schantz Thank you Mr Chair

man
The CHAIRMANThank you Senator Mondale Senator Baker
Senator BARER Thank you Mr Chairman
Doctor I really do not know that I can cover any ground that you

have not already covered except to ask you if you could tell me what
sort of recordkeeping you did do Was there a manufacturing record
as you formulated a batch of shellfish toxin Did you make a record
of how much the yield was

Dr SCHANTZOh yes That is in our notebooks It could be located
I suppose

Senator BAKERHave you tried to locate it
Dr SCHANTZWell I haven't no
Senator BAKERDo you know whether anyone has tried to or not
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Dr SCHANTZNo I really don't
Senator BAKER Would that notebook say how much had been manu

factured in toto by the Department of Defense or the Public Health
Service or by anyone else in Government

Dr SCHANTZ I imagine that a complete examination of all of the
notes over the years one could get a good estimate of what actually
was produced

Now I know that in 1954 or along in there somewhere I cannot
pin a specific date to it but we had about 20 grams

Senator BAKER In 1954
Dr SCHANTZ About 1954 or 1955 along in there And this was as

I mentioned before passed onto Headquarters for distribution And
I retained some for research and some for the Public Health Service

Senator BAKER You estimated that 'about 10 to 15 grams were at
Fort Detrick at one time or another

Dr SCHANTZThat is correct
Senator BAKER How much material did you handle in the course

of your professional lifetime Could you give us some estimate of
that

Dr SCHANTZ Well I prepared directly approximately 20 grams I
was involved in helping or assisting Public Health in the preparation
of I figure maybe another 10 or 15 grams

Senator BAKER Do you know of any records that were ever de
stroyed in this connection Doctor

Dr SCHANTZWell none of mine were ever destroyed that I know of
Now when Detrick was closed I guess these notes and everything
went to Kansas City we were told I know nothing about them after
that

Senator BAKER So you have no personal knowledge of it but you
have no reason to think that any records were destroyed

Dr SCHANTZI do not know why they should have been destroyed
Senator BAKER Do you know what else was in the cache of material

that was found at the CIA facility in Washington besides the shell
fish toxin I remember there was cobra venom and a few other things
there too

Dr SCHANTZ Well I had other toxins on hand which were de
stroyed

Senator BAKER Do you know the material I am referring to The
material that was found what do they call it

Dr SCHANTZ You mean the cobra venom I never worked with
that and I don't know

Senator BAKER What else did you work with
Dr SCHANTZ Clostridium botulinum toxins staphylococcal entero

toxins mainly and of course shellfish poison
Senator BAKER If there are records extant from the Fort Detrick

operation can you give us any clue as to who has them or where we
might locate them

Dr SCHANTZ Well we were told that after a certain length of time
all reports that we wrote at Detrick went to a depository I think in
Kansas City I am not sure about that but it seems to me that was it

Senator BAKER Really all I'm reaching for is this Doctor I want
to know whether or not you have any reason to think that any records
of this program were ever destroyed
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Dr SCHANTZI know of none
Senator BASER Thank you sir Thank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANThank you Senator Baker
It hardly needs to be stressed that this is a very serious subject

but Senator Tower asked that I include a list in the record of all of
those who have received this toxin presumably for laboratory and
medical purposes And I have just been looking through the list and
I find on the second page a listing of someone who is said to have been
associated with the department of pharmacology at Georgetown Uni
versity Medical School and his name is Lieutenant James Bond
[General laughter

Dr SCHANTZWeil I see this
Senator MONDALEDo you notice his zip code number is 200071

[General laughter.]
Dr SCHANTZI'm sorry I missed that
Senator MONDALEThere is also a Dr Covert who gets it
The CHAIRMANDo you know any of these gentlemen Do you know

James Bond
Dr SCHANTZ I'm sorry I do not know any of them I knew Dr

Covert
The CHAIRMANSenator Huddleston
Senator HUDDLESTONThank you Mr Chairman Since we have

raised a specter of 007 do you have any knowledge or information
about who P600 is

Dr SCHANTZP600 Well if that was at Fort Detrick I would be
inclined to say it is a building number

Senator HUDDLESTONAre buildings able to give instructions
Dr SCHANTZFor authorization to do something with it
Senator HUDDLESTONFrom a certain building
Dr SCHANTZThat would be my guess Now I did not see anything

with that on it but we often used that around Detrick P would be for
a permanent building and T was for temporary buildings

Senator HUDDLESTONI recall those myself back in my Army days
Well does the building P600 identify anything for you Did that
house

Dr SCHANTZI don't remember
Senator HUDDLESTONYou do not remember
Dr SCHANTZNo
Senator HtDDLF.sTOx Dr Schantz was the shellfish toxin stored in

liquid form or powdered form
Dr SCHANTZYou can store it any way It should be normally it

is stored in an acidic solution and it would be in a solution such as
that I have no reason to believe that it would not be always stable

Senator HUDDLESTONI would like to determine the amount that
would be required to render a lethal dosage to an individual Would
for instance dipping a pen or the point of a dart into this liquid and
then infecting it into an individual be enough to kill him

Dr SCHANTZIt might be There are specially-designed things that
hold enough to that I'm sure would kill a human being

Senator HUDDLESTONIn your research did you involve yourself
with these kinds of delivery systems

Dr SCHANTZ No not at all But on occasions SO Division had
showed me some of them
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Senator HUDDLESTONWe were talking about how a manufacturing
process took place Can you tell us how many shellfish would be re
quired to produce say 1 gram of toxin

Dr SCHANTZ I think we said and I am only making an estimate
now probably well 100 pounds

Senator HUDDLESTON100 pounds How many actual fish would that
be do you think

Dr SCHANTZ Well you caught me off guard on that It would be
several thousand shellfish

Senator HUDDLESTONShellfish are not very large are they gen
erally

Dr SCHANTZThey would weigh probably a butter clam the meat
would weigh 100 grams or so something like that which would be a
quarter of a pound

Senator HUDDLESTONWhat arrangements did you have for securing
these large numbers of shellfish

Dr SCHANTZIn securing them
Senator HUDDLESTONYes
Dr SCHANTZ Well at one time of course we worked with people

at the University of California Medical Center in San Francisco and
they would watch the toxicity of clams or mussels along the coast
And when the toxicity rose to a good level about a dozen of us mostly
from the University of California Medical Center would all go out
and at low tide collect mussels And this was our starting material
for isolation

Senator HUDDLESTONWere there any other institutions you worked
with that would supply you with the

Dr SCHANTZ Well now one problem was the scarcity of it along
the California coast and we had heard rumors from the Canadians
that this material or the butter clams in Alaska were very toxic at
times We went up there and worked with the Alaska Experimental
Commission They were very cooperative in helping us collect clams
We used their boat we used their help and we collected many hun
dreds of pounds of these clams siphons for this purpose

Senator HUDDLESTONWhat kind of security did you work under at
Fort Detrick

Dr SCHANTZ Well I had a top secret clearance The project was
classified "secret in the early stages and I do not remember the date
that it was declassified But I think it was along in 1956 or 1957

Senator HUDDLESTONIt was declassified at that time
Dr SCHANTZ Yes it was declassified to "restricted, which meant

that it was not published in the newspapers
Senator HUDDLESTONWere you required to report to any individual

on the state of your experimentation in this field
Dr SCHANTZA report every quarter of the year
Senator HUDDLESTONAnd to whom did that report go
Dr SCHANTZ Now over the years I think in the beginning they

went to a Dr Hill who was chief of I think they called it the Basic
Sciences Division then These were passed on up of course to Dr
Wopert who was Director at Fort Detrick and to the commanding
officer

Senator HvDDLESTONI believe you have stated to the committee that
when the Special Operations Division was closing down you obtained
from its laboratory a small quantity of shellfish toxin
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Dr SCHANTZThat is correct
Senator HUDDLESTONFrom whom did you obtain this and under

whose authority
Dr SCHANTZWell I obtained it from I do not know who actually

handed it to me but I talked to the Director at that time and his name
was Andy Cowan

Senator HUDDLESTONDid you obtain this for a specific purpose
Dr SCHANTZYes
Senator HUDDLESTONDid you indicate to him what that purpose

was
Dr SCHANTZ Yes I told him it was for Public Health
Senator HUDDLESTONAnd you did then turn that over to the FDA

is that correct
Dr SCHANTZ That is correct and it was used in making up these

standards for the shellfish poison assay
Senator HUDDLESTONDo you know whether anybody else in the

world is producing shellfish toxin at this time
Dr SCHANTZNot that I know of
Senator HUDDLESTONDr Schantz while you were at Fort Detrick

were you aware of programs and experimentation in drugs or poisons
that would produce tuberculosis or brucellosis

Dr SCHANTZPoisons that would produce these
Senator HUDDLESTONWell bacteria or whatever that would produce

tuberculosis
Dr SCHANTZ Well I know about it I do not know specifically
Senator HUDDLESTON Did you participate in any of those

experiments
Dr SCHANTZReally not but I knew a great deal about them There

was a big program on brucellosis
Senator HUDDLESTONDo you know what the objective was what

they were seeking to accomplish
Dr SCHANTZWell at Fort Detrick we were interested in how you

handle an enemy's attack with one of these agents supposing well
the brucellosis organism there was experimentation going on in aero
solizing these micro-organisms and we studied symptoms of disease

produced in this manner and mainly to learn how to combat these if
it was used against us

Senator HUDDLESTONIt was your understanding that the objective
was to develop defenses against the use of this material

Dr SCHANTZYes But to develop a defense you first of all had to 
what the agent would do

Senator HUDDLESTONHow it might be used
Dr SCHANTZAnd I think that was in line with policy of this coun

try defensive
Senator HUDDLESTONI believe my time is up Thank you Mr

Chairman
The CHAIRMANAnd I might say it is still in line with the policy

of the country because nothing we have undertaken to do in the treaty
deprives us of continuing to develop defensive means to protect against
these poisons

Dr SCHANTZYes
The CHAIRMANSenator Mathias
Senator MATHIASMr Chairman I perhaps from a parochial point

of view have had to take notice of the fact that as Dr Schantz has
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described the sources of toxic shellfish he has referred exclusively to
the west coast of the United States and not to one mussel one clam
or one oyster from the Chesapeake Bay [General lau hter.]

Dr SCHANTZI must say that [General laughter
Senator MATHIAS You are ahead now Dr Schantz Do not
Dr SCHANTZ But in the last 3 or 4 years along the coast of New

England there has been considerable trouble in the shellfish industry
with the poison dinoflagellates growing and causing toxic shellfish
And we have had quite a problem and the Food and Drug Adminis
tration is quite involved and the local food and drug agencies in the
States up along there are very concerned

Now in the Chesapeake Bay we have never discovered any poison
dinoflagellates that I know of so you should feel safe

Senator MATHIAS Well we thank you very much for that endorse
ment and I am sure that all of the watermen of the Chesapeake Bay
will be very glad to get that assurance

Dr SCHANTZ I must add too that the Food and Drug Adminie
tration is checking those too

Senator MATHrAS Dr Schantz we all had a chuckle at the expense
of Mr Bond at the Georgetown School of Pharmacy but I would like
to make sure that the record is clear with respect to what went on in
the exchanges of scientific knowledge at Fort Detrick Now in the
28 years that you were at Detrick did you observe that Detrick was a
very secure Army installation Was there a high awareness of security
precautions

Dr SCHANTZI felt so yes
Senator MATHrAS There was both an inner and outer fence
Dr SCHANTZYes
Senator MATHIAS And very elaborate arrangements when anyone

visited Fort Detrick Is that not so
Dr SCHANTZI thought there was yes

Senator MATHIAS And yet at the same time there was a constant
exchange with medical schools and research institutions was there
not

Dr SCHANTZWell with shellfish poison
Senator MATHrASWell I am talking generally at Fort Detrick
Dr SCHANTZ Oh yes there was That is true There were many

programs that extended to universities around the country
Senator MATHrASHarvard Medical School
Dr SCHANTZ That is correct
Senator MATHIAS Baylor in Houston Tex. other medical institu

tions that are world-famous all sent representatives to Detrick Is that
right

Dr SCHANTZ That is correct yes
Senator MATHrAS And was there a program at Detrick which en

couraged the materials for research purposes bacteriological samples
for example and other scientific materials

Dr SCHANTZ Well I don't know as there was a special group for
this

Senator MATHIAS I do not mean a special group but did it happen
What I am asking you is

Dr SCHANTZ Yes it did I always felt that the Army was very
cooperative with medical institutions around the country and if we
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had something of value to medicine that this was commuted to them
within the limits of security

Senator MATHIASAnd this was not limited to scientific institutions
in the United States In fact there was an exchange with many insti
tutions in various parts of the world

Dr SCHANTZ Well the only ones well yes of course Britain
which has an establishment like ours and Canadians for instance
too there is close coordination between Canadians the British labora
tories and our own laboratory

Senator MATHIAS And did this exchange of people and materials
result in any scholarly publications which were not classified and which
were therefore available to the scientific community throughout the
world

Dr SCHANTZ I would say yes One example would be that the
Englishman by the name of Dr Evans was the first to discover the
mechanism of action of shellfish poison He was at the agricultural
research council at Cambridge

Senator MATHIAS So that what is illustrated in connection with
the exchange of these toxins is not an isolated or an unusual or a unique
example of what was happening at Fort Detrick

Dr SCHANTZThat is right yes
Senator MATHIASThank you very much
The CHAIRMANThank you
Senator Hart
Senator HARTof Colorado Dr Schantz one question Were you at

Fort Detrick when the Special Operations Division was closed down
Dr SCHANTZYes I was
Senator HARTof Colorado Were there discussions among you and

your colleagues in regard to the distribution of the toxins
Dr SCHANTZWell I had to give a report on what I had on hand

and I suppose that that was for well it was for decisions up in
headquarters

Senator HART of Colorado Were you involved in discussions with
the people around you or that you worked with about how to avoid
complete destruction of these toxins

Dr SCHANTZWell I had no such authority at all
Senator HART of Colorado It is not a question of your having

authority The question is whether there was discussion among you and
your colleagues as to how to avoid destroying these toxins

Dr SCHANTZNo
Senator HART of Colorado It is not a question of your having

thought in discussions with staff members that you were involved in
complicated procedures

Dr SCHANTZYes
Senator HART of Colorado Did those procedures have to do with

the destruction of these toxins or with the avoidance of the destruc
tion of these toxins What were those complicated procedures

Dr SCHANTZ Well I do not exactly know what you mean The
procedures for destruction were clear enough to me There is no
question about that Later they were clarified and did not apply to
materials for research or for public health and so forth and that was
what I meant by complicated
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Senator HART of Colorado Well did toxins that might have had
destructive wartime or offensive capabilities suddenly become be
nign medically oriented materials that everyone could reorient for
different research purposes

Dr SCHANTZYes that is true
Senator HART of Colorado All of a sudden everybody began to

think of other noncombative or nonoffensive purposes that these highly
toxic materials could be used for Is that not the ease

Dr SCHANTZ I think that is a natural thin& to do But shellfish
poison was set aside for the Public Health Service and the Food and
Drug Administration many years before this order was issued

Senator HART of Colorado But materials at Fort Detrick were not
for medical research purposes This was a Defense Department installa
tion experimenting with these materials presumably for some activi
ties that the Department of Defense undertakes The Department of
Defense is not the Public Health Service It has a different mandate
I think all would agree

Dr SCHANTZ Well now the material I had in Public at Fort
Dertick was held for the Public Health Service and I was custodian
of this material They asked that I keep it there but it was done so
under the auspices of the Public Health Service

Senator HART of Colorado But I think you have testified just to
clarify the record that there were discussions of materials let us say
held by other people with whom you were working

Dr SCHANTZ Yes
Senator HART of Colorado Materials which might be made avail

able for nonmilitary purposes and thus avoid the destruction order
Dr SCHANTZ Yes I think that is indicated in these documents that

you handed to me
Senator HARTof Colorado That is all Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN Thank you Senator Hart Senator Schweiker
Senator SCHWEIKER Thank you Mr Chairman
Dr Schantz which department were you working with at Fort

Detrick Were you in SOD
Dr SCHANTZ I was in what was called Physical Sciences Division
Senator SCHWEIKER And were you with them most of the 28 years

or all of the 28 years
Dr SCHANTZ Through the years the name of the Division changed

I think it started out as the Basic Sciences Division and there were some
other changes in names but it ended Physical Sciences Division when
Fort Detrick closed down

Senator SCHWEIKER As I understand it originally the work that
you did on this area of shellfish poison was primarily with the Physical
Sciences Division and then at some point in time the Special Opera
tions Division or SOD really became the primary interest and Physi
cal Sciences Division either lost interest or did not pursue it much
further Is that correct and when did that occur

Dr SCHANTZ Generally sir that is correct yes
Senator SCHWEIKER VV'hatwas the initial purpose of the work when

you first started it there in Physical Sciences as far as shellfish toxin
was concerned

Dr SCHANTZ It was started off in early discussion right after the
war The chemical corps was looking for new toxic substances and
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I suggested to them "Well why not look at some of the biological
poisons that are produced And I suggested this problem with the
shellfish that we might maybe we could isolate this get its structure
and from that knowledge devise new chemical agents

Senator ScIIwEIKER You indicated I believe that you were aware
of an inventory of 20 grams in 1954 and your work was affiliated with
that quantity indirectly or directly

Dr SCHANTZ Yes Except that I had to turn most of this over to
the headquarters at Fort Detrick

Senator SCHWEIKERMeaning SOD
Dr SCHANTZ No meaning headquarters Fort Detrick
Senator SCHWEIKERNow of the 20 grams about how much of that

came from the U.S Public Health Service centers either at Narra
gansett

Dr SCHANTZ None of it That was another preparation
Senator SCHWEIKER None came from either the Taft 'Center or

Rhode Island
Dr SCHANTZ Well the material from Taft Center and from Rhode

Island was not included in this 20 grams It was 10 or 15 grams pre
pared by them which was passed as I understand it directly to SOD

Senator SCHWEIKERWell did the 20 grams was that made in
house by the Fort Detrick people then

Dr SCHANTZ That is correct
Senator SCHWEIKER So 20 grams was made in-house at Fort Det

rick about 10 grams came from the U.S Public Health Service labs
Dr SCHANTZ I would say that is approximately correct but I do

not have the exact figures for that
Senator SCHWEIKERWere there any other U.S Public Health

Service offices involved that you worked with or communicated with
besides those two

Dr SCHANTZ Well there was a Public Health liaison officer at
Fort Detrick

Senator SCHWEIKER Any other physical location other than Cin
cinnati and Narragansett that you tested the material with

Dr SCHANTZNo not that I know of
Senator SCHWEIKER And the relationship was a contractual re

lationship between the Army and the Public Health Service and I
believe we cited a $194,000 contract between the Army and the Taft
Center Is that right

Dr SCHANTZThat is what I heard yes
Senator SCHWEIKERDo you have any idea how many grams that

$194,000 would be accountable for or not
Dr SHANTZ I have no idea
Senator SCHWEIKERNow when the FDA came into it were they

in any way involved in the part that Fort Detrick was interested in or
the CIA was interested in or were they involved in what phase of it

Dr SCHANTZThey were only interested in making sure that com
mercial shellfish contain no poison

Senator SCHWEIKERStrictly on that basis
Dr SCHANTZThat is right that is as far as I know
Senator SCHWEIKERYou have no knowledge of other contracts be

yond the Taft Center contract or are you saying that is the only one
you know but there might be others
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Dr SCHANTZ That is the only one I know of that produced poison
Now we had contracts with Northwestern University for instance and
the University of California

Senator SCHWEIKERFor what purpose
Dr SCHANTZ To help in developing the purification procedure
Senator SCHWEIgER So were they then producing the poison toxin
Dr SCHANTZThey were not
Senator SCHWEIKERThe testing and chemical procedures
Dr SCHANTZ Well they were developing procedures for purifica

tion with us
Senator SCHWEIXERPurification is a bit of a misnomer it sort of

means how deadly it is does it not I mean we take a contamination
we try to make it pure but we are really talking about how effective or
deadly it is Is that correct

Dr SCHANTZ Essentially yes because the more pure you would
have it the higher the specific potency would be

Senator SCHWEIKERBy a rough count of the list that we saw there
are 184 dispersals of some kind of toxin or poison and about 63 were
related to shellfish Does this list show the operations where you were
dispensing these toxins for medical medicinal or research purposes

Dr SCHANTZ Is that from the Department of the Army or from
Fort Detrick

Senator SCHWEIKERRight And a typical dispersal would amount
to how many milligrams

Dr SCHANTZ Yes it would be it could be one milligram or some
times it was 25 30 depending upon

Senator SCHWEIKERWell would you give us a rough estimate of
how much toxin was involved in these 63 dispersals

Dr SCHANTZ Well if I took an average of 10 milligrams for each
one I would have 600 milligrams and that is a little over a half a
gram

Senator SCHWEIKER OK a little over half a gram total
Dr SCHANTZ Yes
Senator SCHWEIKER SO in essence we have a picture where there

are 30 grams U.S production of which one-half of 1 gram is used for
medical medicinal health or environmental research Is that an ac
curate proportion

Dr SCHANTZ Yes that was sent out to laboratories not connected
with Fort Detrick or the Public Health Service

Senator SCHWEIKERWe are not sure about James Bond though are
we

Dr SCHANTZ No
Senator SCHWEIKERIncidentally if you are relieved he did not get

the shellfish toxin he got the botulism pills according to the list any
way

The other P600 designation could you tell us who the highest rank
ing officer headquartered in P600 was In other words you said that
was a building at Fort Detrick Who would be the highest officer that
was located in building P600 of Fort Detrick

Dr SCHANTZ Well I said that I thought it was a building number
Senator SCHWEIKERWere you aware of what safe those toxins were

stored in or what building or what vault those two cans
Mr SCHANTZ I do not know anything about those two cans
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Senator Scxwxrx.ER When you want to get your supply that you dis
pensed where did you get it from

Dr SCHANTZ That I dispensed from my laboratory where I kept
it

Senator SCHWEIKERYou kept it in the vault your own vault
Dr SCHANTZ Well I kept it in my laboratory which was locked
Senator SCHWEIKERWhat was the largest quantity that you would

keep there
Dr SCHANTZWell I had several grams I do not remember exact

amounts
Senator SCHWEIKERSo you are saying you do not know where the

other vault or storage place was located that might have contained
these 11 grams Would that be correct

Dr SCHANTZNo I really do not none whatsoever
Senator SCHWEIKERUsing the Public Health Service for this pur

pose troubles me as a Senator because it looks to me as if we have the
tail wagging the dog At some point we were doing legitimate research
to protect our people from the red tide and from the contamination
of shellfish poison But then at some point we decided that it was a
biological weapon or toxic weapon and went all out in this regard
And I really do have great doubts that we should be using the U.S
Public Heth Service whose function by my concept as ranking
member of the Health Committee is to prevent people from getting
poisons and toxins and to prevent the spread of disease instead of
manufacturing it

It is a little bit like saying you are going to stop the plague but
in stopping the plague they research enough of the plague bacteria
and pass it out to people who can use it to kill other people for the
plague Does this not trouble you a little bit this usage getting away
now from the pure research and the other aspects which nobody is
questioning and as you have documented it here probably is a legiti
mate usage

Dr SCHANTZ Well I do not know why the contracts were estab
lished with the Public Health Service but I can understand why the
Cincinnati laboratory would be interested in this material and also
the Narragansett laboratory The laboratory at the Taft Center is in
volved in the food poisons and shellfish poison is one of these The
Narragansett laboratory is a national shellfish laboratory and I can
see their interest in this And I think that they just felt that here is
a chance to gain some experience in shellfish poisonous shellfish and
I suppose that the money of the contract looked good to them

Senator SCHWEIKERWell again I can understand if all of the 30
grams were being used for that purpose but with a half a gram being
used for that and 29.5 being used as an obvious weapon of war it just
seems to me we sort of have the tail wagging the dog

Dr SCHANTZWell now several grams have gone into Public Health
Senator ScxwEixER Well in addition to the three now because they

obviously kept some there did they not keep some of their own labs
for that research at Narragansett

Dr SCHANTZ I imagine they did yes but I have furnished and I
have on hand well let us see when we were developing the standard
assay for shellfish poison I furnished Public Health a considerable
amount of poison
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Senator SCHWEIKERHow much
Dr SCHANTZ Well it probably took a gram or two just to develop

this standardized assay and then after that I have to keep up a sup
ply on hand to put up in these little vials that are sent out to labora
tories that assay shellfish poison and so I still have an obligation with
the Food and Drug Administration to have a supply on hand for them
I am still custodian of the toxin for them and whenever they need these
for distribution in the assay I prepare the vials for them and I stand
ardize them and make sure they are what they are supposed to be

Senator ScHwEIKER That's all I have Mr Chairman thank you
The CHAIRMAN Dr Schantz since you are the foremost expert in

the country on this shellfish toxin and have given us the benefit of your
testimony and have responded to the questions that have been asked by
the committee I think that we are prepared now on the basis of your
testimony to reach a committee decision with respect to the request
that has been made of us to lift the application of the general ban
against the destruction of documents substances or materials with
respect to the particular poisons that we have been inquiring about

And so I have prepared a letter to Mr Colby and I would like to
read it to the members of the committee and then ask the committee's
approval The letter has been prepared for my signature as Chairma
and for the signature of John Tower as Vice Chairman of the corn
mittee and it reads as follows I ask the attention of the members I
is dated September 16 addressed to Mr William E Colb'r and reads as
follows

Dear Mr Colby Last January when the Select Committee was created
Senator Mansfield and Senator Scott asked that the Central IntelligenceAgency
not destroy any material that would relate to the Committee'sinvestigation

The biological toxins that are the subject of the Committee's first public
hearings are subject to the ban on destruction The purpose of this letter is to
inform you that at the completion of the Committee's investigation into the
improper retention by the CIA of these deadly toxins the Committeevotes to
approve the destruction of the toxic materials in your possession

However before the CIA proceeds to destroy these toxins we would direct
your attention to the attached testimony If adequate safety and security cautions
could be taken the Committee believes that it might be appropriate for the
CIA to consider donating these toxins consistent with our treaty obligationsto
properly supervised research facilities which can use these poisons for benign
uses such as curing such debilitating diseases as multiple sclerosis

It is fitting that out of an admitted wrongdoingsomebenefit might be had It
is hoped that in this particular instance the Committeeand the ExecutiveBranch
can rectify past abuses and reach a mutual solution for the disposal of these
lethal poisons that will be directed toward bettering the lives of our citizens

Senator TowER Mr Chairman I move the authorization of the
letter

The CHAIRMAN It has been moved that the letter be authorized by
the committee Is there any discussion

Senator BAKER Mr Chairman I have a question I would like to ask
The CHAIRMAN Senator Baker
Senator BAKER This is the first time I have seen the letter and it

appears to be satisfactory to me I think I will have no objection to
it but as a matter of clarification I take it that the tone of the
letter is that we no longer as a committee have any objection to the
destruction of the material but we invite your attention to its useful
ness for other purposes We make no effort to direct the Agency to do
that
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The CHAIRMANThat is correct
Senator BARER After all that is an executive branch decision to be

made with the President and by the CIA But this is our suggestion
The CHAIRMAN That is correct Senator That is exactly what the

letter says it is the responsibility of the executive branch to make
the decision But we suggest that the CIA and the executive branch
examine these possible benign medical and decent uses to which this
poison could be put in limited quantities The balance I assumeshould and would be destroyed

Senator BARER Thank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANAny further discussion
Senator Hart
Senator HARTof Colorado Mr Chairman like Senator Baker this

is the first indication I have heard of this letter I for my pant would
like to withhold a vote on this at the present time just my own vote

The CHAIRMAN Very well The committee will not proceed to a
vote at this moment in view of the objection of Senator Hart But I
would like to pass the letter down for the examination of each member
And later this morning we might reconsider the taking of a vote
And we will have further consultation

The reason that the letter was prepared and presented was in order
to bring an end to the impasse that has existed for some months And
I would hope that the committee could reach a vote this morning The
letter will be made available to all members and we will proceed with
the remaining witnesses

I want to thank you Dr Schantz very much
Dr SCHANTZYou are very welcome
The CHAIRMANFor your testimony this morning And I will call

a 5 minute recess during which I would like to ask Mr Charles Sen
seney if he would come forward and take his position at the witness
table

The committee is recessed for 5 minutes
(A brief recess was taken.]
The CHAIRMANThe committee will please come back to order
Mr Senseney would you please take the oath
Do you solemnly swear that all the testimony you will give in this

proceeding will be the truth the whole truth and nothing but the truth
so help you God

Mr SENSENEYI do
The CHAIRMANThank you
Mr Senseney do you have an opening statement you would like

to make at this time

TESTIMONY OF CHARLES A SENSENEY DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

EMPLOYEE FORMERLY IN THE SPECIAL OPERATIONS DIVISION

AT FORT DETRICK

Mr SENSENEYNot really Let us proceed
The CHAIRMANAll right Then I will ask Mr Schwarz to commence

the questioning
Mr SCHWARZ In February 1970 were you employed at Fort

Detrick
Mr SENSENEYYes sir
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Mr SCHWARZHad you been there for a while beforehand
Mr SENBENEYSince 1948
Mr SCHWARZAnd you worked in the Biological Warfare Section of

Fort Detrick
Mr SENBENEYI was hired in the Physical Defense Division in 1948

and transferred to the SO Division in about 1953
Mr SCHWARZDo you know a Dr Nathan Gordon
Mr SENBENEYI do
Mr SCHWARZHave you been made aware of his testimony about

you in this proceeding
Mr SENBENEYI read it this morning
Mr SCHWARZ All right I will read to you just one of several

answers he gave referring to you and stating
I got a call from Charlie Senseney In effect the nature of the phone call was

that the stocks of the shellfish toxin that they had at the SO Division facility
would be destroyed in the near future in implementation of the directive telling
DOD to destroy these materials and did we want to think in terms of accepting
the particular quantity of material to keep in store at our own CIA storage
laboratory

Did you make that suggestion to Dr Gordon
Mr SENBENEYI didn't but I think it possibly was at a higher level
Mr SCHWARZA higher level of what
Mr SENSENEYThe Division I was just an employee in the Division

I was a member of the Development Branch I had nothing to do with
policy or making decisions

Mr SCHWARZIs it your understanding that the suggestion to retain
the material came from the Army or the CIA in the first instance

Mr SENBENEYI think it would go this way The materials in tilt
stockpile were theirs and the question was what to do with it So they
were called to see what they wanted to do with what they owned It was
theirs they had bought it

Mr SCHWARZAnd your understanding is that they said
Mr SENSENEY It was not offered It was just what do we do with

it
Mr SCHWARZAnd your understanding is that someone at the CIA

said yes we want it
Mr SENBENEYWell it had to be I think
Mr SCHWARZAll right
Mr SENSENEYLet me stress I was in the hardware section and not

the agent section I do not know really much about the agent part of
this

Mr SCHWARZ So that makes Dr Gordon's testimony first you
deny his testimony right

Mr SENSENEYI think that he was contacted but not by me
Mr SCHWARZ Do you deny his testimony as far as you are con

cerned
Mr SENSENY I do
Mr SCHWARZAll "right
I just have one further question
Were you aware that the CIA was working with Fort Detrick
Mr SENSENEY After a while Not when I first went with the SO

Division but it became apparent later
Mr SCHWARZ Did the CIA people use a false name to describe

4ti.nvnc.nlf+ao2
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Mr SENSENEYStaff Support Group
Mr SCHWARZAnd that was a false name was it not
Mr SENSENEYAnd it was also you asked another question earlier

this morning at least someone did P600 was their funding citation
Mr SCHWARZP600 was their funding citation And the Staff Sup

port Group was a false name And who was it designed to mislead
Mr SENBENEYI don't know
Mr SCHWARZIs that a name that sounds like an Army group
Mr SENBENEYWell you would have thought so to begin because the

first two that I was aware of were a colonel in the Air Force and a
colonel in the Army It looked like an Army support group of some
sort at the start

Mr SCHWARZSo both the name and the personnel made it look as if
it was an Army group even though in fact it was CIA personnel

Mr SENBENEYThat's right
Mr SCHWARZI have nothing further Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANMr Smothers
Mr SMOTHERSMr Chairman just one brief line of inquiry
Mr Senseney you indicated that you were in the hardware business

Was a part of your hardware business the development of a dart
launcher

Mr SENSENEYI was the project engineer of the M-1 and following
on micro-organism projectiles and so forth

Mr SMOTHERSIs this a device that looks roughly like a .45-caliber
pistol with a sight mount at the top

Mr SENBENEYThis was a follow-on It was to replace the M-1 pro
jectile to go into the Army stockpile It did look like a .45

Mr SMOTHERSLet me then ask you a question regarding your testi
mony before the members of this staff on September 9 when you were
asked about that M-1 dart launcher

Reading from the transcript Mr Snider was questioning you
Did the CIA people ever receive any of the M 1 dart launchers to fire human

darts
Your response
They had some but they did not have agents to my knowledge They had them

just for instance to fire the projectile the bare projectile to see whether it could
go through human clothing that type of thing I do not recall them ever having
or asking for onethat was coated

Now by the reference here the one that was coated are you talking
about the projectiles that this dart launcher would have fired

Mr SENSENEYYes
Mr SMOTHERSIs it then your testimony that the Agency neither

had nor requested from you or from Detrick to your knowledge
coated materials for use in this dart launcher

Mr SENSENEYThey had some
Now let me say it this way I do not know how many they took

but they had some for surveillance purposes They were going to con
duct heat moisture tests cold tests and so forth to see what would
happen to the projectile in its coated state These were returned

And what happened was that there was a reaction between the agent
and the metal to the point that it cemented the projectile inside the
cartridge and there was no way this could be used at that time
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Now this was good information to us because it told us that we
should change that metal And we did We changed it from what it was
originally to platinum Platinum was something that was that seemed
to be OK with the use of muscle poison

Mr SMOTHERSIs it your testimony then that the only darts they
had were tested by the Agency and then returned to you

Mr SENSENEY That is correct
Mr SMOTHERSIs it your further testimony that they did not sub

sequently ask you for a stockpile of poison darts
Mr SENSENEYNot of that type
Mr SMOTHERSWell then did they have Mr Senseney the where

withal to utilize this dart launcher against humans
Mr SENSENEY No They asked for a modification to use against a

dog
Now these were actually given to them and they were actually ex

Eended
because we got all the hardware back For a dog the projectile

had to be made many times bigger It was almost the size of a .22
cartridge but it carried a chemical compound known as 46-40

Mr SMOTHERSAnd their interest was in dog incapacitants
Mr SENSENEY Right
Mr SMOTHERSI have no further questions Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN Were you aware of the amount of shellfish toxin

belonging to the CIA that was in the custody of the Army SOD
Mr SENSENEY I knew it had to be between say 1 and 10 grams

in that area somewhere
The CHAIRMANActually we are told that it was 5 grams But when

the laboratory in which it was stored was discovered a few months
ago and opened up and the cache was examined it turned out that
there was an additional 6 grams approximately 6 grams No one has
yet been able to tell us where the additional 6 grams may have come
from Do you know

Mr SENSENEY No I can't tell you I did not have access or I did
not know the record keeping for the agent part of the house

The CHAIRMAN I have no further questions Senator Mondale do
you have any questions

Senator MONDALEMr Senseney what do you do now
Where do you work
Mr SENSENEY I work for the Department of Defense I am now

with Edgewood Arsenal Director of Engineering Development Bi
ological Protection Branch I am currently on temporary duty in Eng
land in a collaborative effort with the United Kingdom

Senator MONDALEDo you recall any discussions about the disposal
of these shellfish toxins at the time of the Presidential order and the
delivery of these toxins to the CIA warehouses here in Washington

Mr SENSENEYWell I would look at it this way We were prepared
to actually destroy everything However much of the material that
was stored in the SO Division was being stored there for another
agency It did not belong to the Department of Defense

Senator MONDALEIt belonged to the CIA
Mr SENSENEY That is correct
Senator MONDALENow did you participate in discussions as to

how that should be dealt with
Mr SENSENEY No
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Senator MONDALEDid you participate in discussions as to what
should happen to the DOD-owned toxins

Mr SENSENEYNot really I really do not know what happenedSenator MONDALEWhat do you mean by "not really Did you
participate in any discussions did you listen in on discussions con
cerning the disposition of those toxins

Mr SENSENEYFor instance Dr Schantz said he got 100 milligrams
I did not even know that happened but it certainly did

Senator MONDALEDid you participate in or listen in on or were
you aware of any discussions about the dispositions of these toxins
either those on assignment from the CIA or the toxins shellfish toxins
owned by the DOD

Mr SENSENEYWell at that time I guess this is getting close to
1970 at that time there were very few people left in the SO Division
I was one of them that happened to be there The Division Chief Dr
Cowan and the agent side of the thing either Mr Leonard Thompson
or Mr Wally Pannier we were in the midst of an RIF at that time
so people were coming and going rather quickly It had to be one
of those two last persons mentioned that were in the agent category or
in the agent area

And the only thing that I can say is I just have to suppose that
having been told to maintain the sort of show and tell display of hard
ware that we had on sort of stockpile for them these were not items
that could be used They were display items like you would see in a
museum and they used those to show to the agents as well as to the
FBI to acquaint them with possible ways that other people could
attack our own people

Senator MONDALENow Mr Senseney let me ask the question again
and I want you to listen very closely

Did you participate in or listen in on or were you aware of any
discussions about the disposal of these shellfish toxins either those on

assignment from the CIA or those owned by the DOD
Mr SENSENEY Will you restate your question in the context of

where to who was I aware---
Senator MONDALEAny discussions about from where to whom at

all
Mr SENSENEYLet's say I knew none of the negotiations let us say

between the SO Division and the CIA in their decision to do what

they did I was told to do certain things that I did
Senator MONDALEWhat were you told to do with the toxins
Mr SENSENEYI was not told to do anything with the toxins sir

I was told to give a development display
Senator MONDALEI 'am just talking about the toxins Did you parti

cipate in did you listen in on or were you aware of any discussions
relating to the disposition of those shellfish toxincs whether on 'assign
ment from the CIA or owned by the DOD

Mr SENSENEYYes
Senator MONDALEAll right And what were they
Mr SENSENEY They were told by our division head contacted

through channels whatever that channel was what to do with their
stockpile

Senator MONDALEAll right
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Mr SENSENEYAnd they came back to say they wanted the develop
ment-type prototypes plus saving TZ That's the only thing in the
stockpile they wanted

Senator MONDALETZ is shellfish toxin
Mr SENSENEYThat is correct
Senator MONDALEWhat was the discussion about TZ toxin or shell

fish toxin
Mr SENSENEYPrepare it for delivery to them They wanted it back
Senator MONDALEIn other words you were told that an order was

given that the CIA wanted their shellfish toxin back And did you
participate in preparing the packaging

Mr SENSENEY No I was not in the agent category I'm scared of
that

Senator MONDALEHow did you happen to hear about that order
then

Mr SENSENEY It was only Wally Pannier Dr Cowan and myself
about in that area at the time So he just came and told us both at
the same time what he wanted 'there were two things 

Senator MONDALEWho came and told you that
Mr SENSENEY Dr Cowan
Senator MONDALEDr Cowan He said get this toxin ready for

shipment back to the CIA
Mr SENSENEY He told that to Mr Pannier He did not tell it to

me
Senator MONDALEAll right
And then what other discussions did you hear concerning the dis

position of these toxins
Mr SENSENEY That is it
Senator MONDALEDid you participate in any or hear about any

discussion relating to the DOD-owned shellfish toxin
Mr SENSENEY No I assumed that was taken care of under the nor

mal destruct order Anything that belonged to Detrick we got back
into the channel and got rid of it real quick That in turn was the
hardware We cut it up with hacksaws and hammered it together put
it into ovens and melted it up into a junk heap

Senator MONDALENow what you are saying then is that the only
discussions that you participated in or had knowledge of concern
ing the disposition of these shellfish toxins whether they were owned
by the CIA or DOD at the time you were at Fort Detrick was the
single conversation that you testified to in which you were told that
these CIA toxins were to be packaged for return to the CIA

Mr SENSENEY That's correct There was no reason to discuss it
Senator MONDALEAnd that came from Mr
Mr SENSENEY It came from the division head
Senator MONDALEIt came from Mr Cowan
Now you say you heard no instructions concerning the disposition

of DOD toxins shellfish toxins
Mr SENSENEY Well I am sure Mr Pannier was told to destroy

them
Senator MONDALEDo you have any knowledge of orders or instruc

tions relating to the DOD toxins
Mr SENSENEY Not directly no
Senator MONDALEWhat do you know indirectly
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Mr SENSENEYJust by association with Mr Pannier I know that
he took care of all that

Senator MONDALEAnd how did he take care of all that
Mr SENSENEYBy destroying it except what he gave to Dr Schantz

I guess
Senator MONDALEGave to who
Mr SENSENEY Dr Schantz
Senator MONDALEHe destroyed the other toxins Do you know that

of your personal knowledge
Mr SENSENEYNo I have no evidence I was not there when it was

done
Senator MONDALEThank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN Thank you Senator Mondale
Senator Baker is next
Senator BAKER Mr Chairman thank you very much
Mr Senseney it is my understanding from your testimony that no

one from the CIA ever contacted you about the shellfish toxin
Mr SENSENEY No
Senator BAKER But it is your surmise that the CIA did contact

one of your superiors about it
Mr SENSENEY I think we probably contacted them because we

wanted to know what to do with it
Senator BAKER Who was it that contacted them
Mr SENSENEY Somebody higher in the chain either at the divi

sion level or a scientific director or commanding officer or someone
Senator BAKER I need to do a little better than that If you do not

know give me your judgment on who it might have been that was
higher than you in these categories

Mr SENSENEY It was probably our division chief I would think
Senator BAKER Who was that
Mr SENSENEY Dr Cowan
Senator BAKER Dr Cowan Where is Dr Cowan now
Mr SENSENEYHe works for the University of Maryland I believe
Senator BAKER Have you talked to Dr Cowan about this subject
Mr SENSENEYNo
Senator BAKER Or has he talked to you about it
Mr SENSENEYNo
Senator BAKER You have no personal knowledge then of what

the conversation would have been with the CIA
Mr SENSENEYNo
Senator BAKER Nor whom Dr Cowan would have called if in

fact it was Dr Cowan
Mr SENSENEYNot at all
Senator BAKER Nor when it occurred
But it is your best impression under the circumstances and because

of the actions that were taken that apparently someone superior to
you probably Dr Cowan called the CIA and probably said what do
you want to do with your toxin

Mr SENBENEYCorrect
Senator BAKER And it is also your surmise that they must have said

we want it back
Mr SENSENEYI would say that
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Senator BAKER But this is based entirely on what happened and
not on your personal knowledge of the conversation

Mr SExsENEY That is true
Senator BAKER According to the information we have from pre

vious witnesses and other documents the inventory at Fort Detrick
showed that the CIA had approximately 5 grams of shellfish toxin
And yet according to the records we also have almost 11 grams were
found at the storage cache that the CIA maintains near the Kennedy
Center Do you know how they came by that extra approximately 6
grams

Mr SENSENEYNo because I am not aware of the amount that was
in the stockpile

Senator BAKER So you have no personal knowledge about whether
the 5-gram figure is correct or the 11-gram figure

Mr SENSENEYThat is correct
Senator BAKER You did not personally participate in the return of

the toxin to the CIA
Mr SENSENEYThat is right
Senator BAKER Do you know anything else about this toxin any

thing that I have not asked you about it that would relate to the
question of how the CIA got it back on whose order and for what
pur se

Mr SENSENEY No
Senator BAKER Your principle job with the DOD I take it was to

develop new or exotic devices and weapons is that correct
Mr SENSENEY I was a project engineer for the E-1 which was

type-classified and became the M-1 They were done for the Army
Senator BAKER Were you an Army employee
Mr SENSENEYI am an Army employee I still am
Senator BAKER But in the course of your employment by the Army

you made your work product and developments available to the CIA
to the FBI and to anyone else

Mr SENSENEY I think the only other ones that possibly looked at
the display was U.S Customs

Senator BAKER Anyone else
Mr SENSENEY Not to my knowledge There could have been
Senator BAKER Did you ever have any contact with anyone else

about special devices anybody at the White House the IRS at the
DEA the DIA any of these other agencies There are about 60
agencies of Government that do either intelligence or law enforcement
work

Mr SENSENEY I am sure most all of those knew of what we were
doing yes

Senator BAKER Did you have anv other customers
Mr SENSENEY To my knowledge our only customer was Special

Forces and the CIA I guess
Senator BAKER Special Forces meaning Special Forces of the

Army
Mr SENSENEYThat is correct
Senator BAKER And the FBI
Mr SENSENEY The FBI never used anything They were only

shown so they could be aware of what might be brought into the
country
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Senator BAKER I see they were never a customer in the sense they
never took delivery of any material

Mr SENBENEYThat is right
Senator BAKER Did you describe for us in the previous executive

session some of the exotic devices that you developed and displayed
to your customers

Ir SENSENEY Well I was project engineer for the M-1 so all of
the missile type dart type or this would have been from my part I
know of others but they came under the other four project engineers
they were road depositors

senator BAKER What are road depositors
Mr SENSENEY A bacteriological aerosol you put on roads on rail

road tracks and things like that
Senator BAKES Who did you give that to
Mr SENSENEY It was not given to anyone The Army asked for it

It was type--classified for the Army period
Senator BAKES Did the Army use it
Mr SENSENEY Not to my knowledge
Senator BAKER But it was delivered to the Army It's an aerosol

that sprays a bacteriological agent on the road or railroad track or
some other place

Mr SENSENEY It is a matter of putting the material on the roadway
or in between tracks just like dumping a sack of flour

Senator BAKER Did you ever give that to the CIA
Mr SENSENEY No
Senator BAKER Or any of the other agencies
Mr SENSENEY They had all of the prints and specifications for

these things but they never asked for them
Senator BAKER Looking at your previous executive session testi

mony apparently you developed for them a fountain pen What did
the fountain pen do

Mr SENSENEY The fountain pen was a variation of an M-1 An
M-1 in itself was a system and it could be fired from anything It
could be put into

Senator BAKER Could it fire a dart or an aerosol or what
Mr SENSENEY It was a dart
Senator BAKER It fired a dart a starter were you talking about a

fluorescent light starter
Mr SENSENEY That is correct
Senator BAKER What did it do
Mr SENSENEY It put out an aerosol in the room when you put the

switch on
Senator BAKER What did that aerosol do
Mr SENSENEY It would contaminate anybody in the room
Senator BAKER Meaning kill them or disable them
Mr SENSENEY It depends on the agent If you are using a lethal

agent it would probably kill If it was a debilitating thing it would

just make you sick for awhile
Senator BAKER Did you give that to the CIA
Mr SENSENEY No
Senator BAKER Only the Special Forces for the Army
Mr SENSENEY The Special Forces did not even want that [General

laughter.]
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Senator BAKER Did you feel hurt
Mr SENSENEY Well not really
Senator BAKER OK what about a cane a walking cane
Mr SENSENEY Yes an M-1 projectile could be fired from a cane

also an umbrella
Senator BAKER Also an umbrella What about a straight pin
Mr SENSENEY Straight pin
Senator BAKER Yes sir
Mr SENSENEY We made a straight pin out at the Branch I did

not make it but I know it was made and it was used by one Mr Powers
on his U-2 mission

Senator BAKER As a matter of fact it was not used by Mr Powers
Mr SENSENEY He did not use it but he had it Let us put it that way
Senator BAKER And buttons I noticed in the testimony some refer

ence to buttons What kind of buttons are you speaking of
Mr SENSENEY You can make a button from biological material

compress it in such a way that you could actually put it on your shirt
or a coat button it up and you could walk into another country with
a starter for coming up with a biological agent

Senator BAKER Did you ever do anything about cigars Did you
ever try to impregnate a cigar with a biological agent

Mr SENSENEYI did not no
Senator BAKER Do you know of any such
Mr SENSENEYNot really
Senator BAKER That was not done in your department then if

it was done at all
Mr SENSENEY No that would be too easy I don't think we would

have fooled with that one
Senator BAKER You don't think that would have been a good

technique Well I don't mean to press unduly but of the list that
we went into here did you manufacture or deliver any of these for
any of the intelligence agencies of the Government at any time

Mr SENSENEY No they were only shown .and most of the intelli
gence groups knew of what we could do and it sort of edified them to
the point that they could observe and be able to see these things if
they were in foreign countries

Senator BAKER How did you do that Did you have a case like a
salesman you opened it up and showed it to them

Mr SENEENEY.Just about
Senator BAKER Where did you do that
Mr SENSENEYMainly it was done in our division of course
Senator BAKER Did you send out invitations or what
Mr SENSENEY They usually invited themselves somehow I don't

know how all this worked but they showed up
Senator BAKER All right
Mr SENSENEY And I might add that many of your own members

here not on this panel but many of the Members of Congress also
observed these

Senator BAKER Well you are very generous None of us saw them
is that right

Mr SENSENEY I am not sure I wouldn't know but I know many
did

Senator BAKER I don't know either
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Was the toxin program or the chemical-biological agent program
necessary in your judgment for the utilization of the exotic devices
that you have described to us Were these poisons from shellfish
from cobra venom and the like an adjunct to and a part of these
exotic devices Your straight pen your fountain pen the starter and
the like did you use these poisons in those devices

Mr SENSENEY No not shellfish I think you have got a misnomer
between poison a biological material itself is not a poison in my
estimation Yes shellfish poison is"a poison shellfish The others are
biological agents such as say anthrax tuleremia and that type of
thing The only thing that you mentioned there that could be used
with shellfish poison are the dart-type things The rest used biological
powders

Senator BAKER The last question and my time has expired Mr
Senseney do you know of any records of this program that have
been destroyed

Mr SENSENEY I could not tell you whether they have been de
stroyed or kept intact I know when the division closed a lot of stuff
was sent they told us to Kansas City

Senator BAKER If I wanted to find out more about the conversation
with the CIA and the destruction of records would Dr Cowan be
the one to talk to

Mr SENSENEYPossibly
Senator BAKER Thank you sir
The CHAIRMANThank you Senator Baker
Senator Huddleston is next
Senator HIDDLESTONThank you Mr Chairman
Carrying on the line of questioning by Senator Baker as to the

kind of items you experimented with and developed would it be
accurate to say that you worked on and experimented with gadgets
for which nobody ever yet has found a use

Mr SENSENEYI think there were some intended uses For instance
the Special Forces gave us SDR Small Development Requirements
indicating that they had a military requirement to meet a certain
situation

Senator HUDDLESTONWas mostly all of your work then done on
the basis of these special requirement requests that came either from
the Special Forces or some other source

Mr SENSENEYThat is true
Senator HUDDLESTONDid these requests come from the CIA direct

ly to your knowledge
Mr SENSENEY No they sort of rode piggyback on most of these

They sort of rode piggyback on the Army's development and picked
off what they thought was good for them I guess

Senator HUDDLESTONBut you did not undertake a development or
an experimental program of a particular weapon until you had some
request from the Special Forces to develop a delivery system

Mr SENSENEY There was one item It was a hand-held item that
could fire a dart projectile It was done only for them no one else

Senator HUDDLESTONYou developed that yourself
Mr SENSENEYI had a hand in it I did not do all of the development
Senator HIIDDLESTONAll right during the course of your work

there did you have frequent contact with Dr Gordon
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Mr SENSENEYI would not say it was frequent but it was periodic
yes

Senator HUDDLESTONWere some of these contacts by telephone
Mr SENSENEY Usually the telephones came through the Director

and he let us know when they were coming and they would come and
see us

Senator HUDDLESTONBut you very seldom talked to him by tele
phone

Mr SENSENEYThat is correct
Senator HUDDLESTONDid you ever talk to him by telephone
Mr SENSENEYI probably did
Senator HTDDLESTONYou do not recall any specific instances
Mr SENSENEYNo
Senator HUDDLESTONWere there frequent transfers of material be

tween Dr Gordon's office and your office either the hardware or the
toxin

Mr SENSENEYThe only frequent thing that changed hands was the
dog projectile and its loaders 4640 This was done maybe five or six
in one quantity And maybe 6 weeks to 6 months later they would
bring those back and ask for five or six more They would bring them
back expended that is they bring all of the hardware except the
projectile OK

Senator HUDDLESTONIndicating that they have been used
Mr SENSENEYCorrect
Senator HUDDLESTONDid they advise you as to what use they were

making of them
Mr SENSENEY No that was one bad part of it You did not get

any feedback so you did not know whether your devices worked or
did not work

Senator HUDDLESTONThey never advised you of whether or not they
were successful

Mr SENSENEYThat is correct
Senator HUDDLESTONAnd no information at all as to how they

were being used
Mr SENSENEY No but I would say they would have to be used on

a dog You may as well shoot a man if you are going to use something
the size that they were using there

Senator HUDDLESTONBut it could have been used on a human
being

Mr SENSENEY There is no reason why it could not I guess
Senator HUDDLESTONHow much time usually elapsed between the

time you gave them these weapons and the time they brought them
back to you expended

Mr SENSENEYUsually 5 to 6 weeks
Senator HUDDLESTONFive to six weeks and absolutely no report

from them as to what the use was whether or not they were used
whether they were efficient whether they needed some adjustments or
some modification to make them more workable

Mr SENSENEYNo there really was not much feedback They would
bring them back but they would not say why they wanted them or
what they used them on

Senator HUDDLESTONYou never inquiredM CTnATCTrwrwvNn
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Senator HUDDLESTONYou never thought to inquire
Mr SENSENEYI thought of it but I never did
Senator HUDDLESTONAny other type weapons or any other materials

that you transferred to them that might have been expended to some
degree

Mr SENSENEYNo they were the only things that they really got
on a regular basis and to my knowledge used some way

Senator HUDDLESTONNow you have indicated to us what P600 is
and I think you said it was the funding order I take it this is the of
ficial Government document that provides for the funding for a par
ticular activity Is that correct

Mr SENSENEYWell it identified the working investigation group
or the staff support group whatever way you want to identify it P600
was a funding citation

Senator HUDDLESTOxAll right Would it be very specific as to what
these funds are to be spent for the type of development Would it
indicate who had authority to actually expend these funds

Mr SENSENEYWell I guess they would have to come down through
our division level there The stockpile was maintained for them This
took quite a bit of money of course That is their agent stockpile

Senator HUDDLESTONThe material that was stored for 5 years has
on it "to be used only at the direction of P600. Would that order
P600 give us the information as to what specific individual had the
authority to permit the use of that material

Mr SENSENEYI cannot answer that I do not think P600 was an
authority It was just a citation That is all I know it to be

Senator HUDDLESTONWell somebody must have thought it was an
authority or they would not have printed on the material that it could
be used only as directed by P600 in my judgment

Now in the instructions you received from Dr Cowan to withhold
the destruction I believe of both the toxin and the hardware

Mr SENSENY No not hardware per se I call them display items
They are mounted on boards cutawayy models that sort of thing

Senator HUDDLESTONPrototypes tliese were not actual weapons
Mr SENSENEYThey would not even be a prototype really because a

prototype you could actually activate These were inert type things
that were mounted on display models

Senator HUDDLESTONJust to show what the item was what it looked
like the size of it

Mr SENSENEYCorrect
Senator HUDDLESTOxThen you have to detail what its capabilities

were But in these instructions were they verbal
Mr SENSENEYYes
Senator HUDDLESTONHe just told you to hold up on it
Mr SENSENEYYes
Senator HUDDLESTONHe did not say why
Mr SENSENEYNo
Senator HUDDLESTONDid you receive any written instructions
Mr SENSENEYNo
Senator HUDDLESTONNone whatsoever relating to your

responsibility to dispose of the material that you had responsibility for
Mr SENSENEYI got rid of all the hardware per se yes
Senator HUDDLESTONBut not on the basis of a written instruction
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Mr SENSENEYNo
Senator HUDDLESTONDid you see any instructions on what manner

was to be used what method was to be used for the destruction of any
of this material

Mr SENSENEY Not really We had to come up with our own means
of getting rid of the hardware It was not really very easy It was much
easier to make these things than it was to get ricI of them

Senator HUDDLEeTONWhy was that Why would it be difficult
Mr SENSENEY You have got to do a lot of chopping and a lot of

tearing and a lot of heating to get rid of all that metal
Senator HUDDLESTONWas there a great bulk of it
Mr SENSENEYWell for instance we were in the midst of a develop

ment program with the Army We had just gotten back 400 or 500
rounds from the Dugway Proving Ground that had to be destroyed
We had to go out to a contractor and get things back that we were
developing They had to be destroyed So yes there was quite a bulk
of material

Senator HUDDLESTONWhat would the cost be of disposing of that
Would you have any idea

Mr SENSENEYI would not have I could not even estimate it really
Senator HUDDLESTONDid you assist in any way in the transfer of

any of this material to the CIA
Mr SENSENEYThe display items I did yes
Senator HLDDLESTONIn what way did you assist
Mr SENSENEY They came and picked it up I helped the guy carry

it out and put it in his car
Senator HUDDLESTONWho is they
Mr SENSENEY They Boston
Senator HUDDLESTONAnd he came in a car his personal automobile
Mr SENSENEY Correct
Senator HUDDLESTONAnd you helped him Did you see any other

material or did you assist in transferring any other material
Mr SENSENEYNo that is all I took out
Senator HUDDLESTONThank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMAN Senator Mathias
Senator MATHIAS I thank Mr Senseney for being here but I think

he has answered all the questions I had in my mind and I have no
further questions

The CHAIRMAN Senator Hart
Senator HART of Colorado Mr Senseney are you familiar with

so-called vulnerability studies or experiments conducted by personnel
at Fort Detrick

Mr SENSENEY Yes sir
Senator HART of Colorado Are you familiar with studies of the

water system at the FDA building here in town
Mr SENSENEY I am
Senator HART of Colorado Did you participate in that study
Mr SENSENEY I did not participate in it but I developed an item

that they could tap into the system with
Senator HARTof Colorado Would you explain that item
Mr SENSENEY It was a drill-tap-type situation that you go through

a pipe that would withstand the pressure of the water and be able to
insert dye or material into the water stream
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Senator Harr of Colorado Was that instrument used in the vul
nerability study

Mr SENSENEYAs far as I know
Senator HART of Colorado You did not actually monitor it or

participate
Mr SENSENEYNo
Senator HARTof Colorado Did you receive any report on how that

experiment worked out
Mr SENSENEYWell it is pretty evident that the dye got pretty

much throughout the entire water system of the building
Senator HARTof Colorado And to your knowledge no one at FDA

was aware of this experiment being conducted
Mr SENSENEYThey asked for it to be conducted Only a very few

people knew it was being conducted however
Senator Hair of Colorado FDA asked for it
Mr SENSENEYThat's right
In a lot of the vulnerability studies we did do we were requested

to do them
Senator HART of Colorado I'm not sure you have a copy of this

document before you I guess you do not but a June 1 1969 summary
report conducted by the Special Operations Division at Fort Detrick
summarizes that study And it is my recollection I will try to find
the specific language it is my recollection that none of the people
at FDA were aware of this I do not think it is a major point

Mr SENSENEYIt may not have been
I see where we went through GSA
Senator HARTof Colorado Yes
Mr SENSENEY OK Someone was aware of it I'm not sure who
Senator HARTof Colorado Are you familiar with a so-called vulner

ability study or experiment on the New York subway system
Mr SENSENEYI participated in that
Senator HART of Colorado To what extent did you participate
Mr SENSENEYI was a sampler
Senator HART of Colorado What does that mean
Mr SENSENEY I rode a subway and sampled the air [General

laughter.]
Senator HARTof Colorado How was the study or experiment con

ducted
Mr SENSENEYWell there was one person that was the operator if

you want to call it an operator who rode a certain train and walking
between trains dropped what looked like an ordinary light bulb which
contained biological simulant agent

And then the next train came by and of course it would stir up the
air So by driving over it at say 60 miles an hour and this was con
tinuously done by certain subways and it went quite well through the
entire subway system because we started down around 14th Street and
sampled up as far as about 58th Street and there is quite a bit of aero
sol all along the way

Senator HARTof Colorado Just from one light bulb
Mr SENSENEYOne light bulb
Senator HARTof Colorado Were the officials of the city of New York

aware that this study was being conducted
Mr SENSENEYI do not believe so
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Senator Halm of Colorado And certainly the passengers weren't
Mr SENSENEYThat is correct
Senator HARTof Colorado At whose request were these two studies

conducted
Mr SENSENEYI'm not sure whether it was requested or whether we

did it on our own There was a special studies group in our branch
that was head of vulnerability studies

Senator HARTof Colorado You had a special section that did noth
ing but vulnerability studies

Mr SENSENEYYes
They would come up with test plans and so forth
Senator HARTof Colorado What other kinds of studies did you con

duct besides the subways and the FDA building
Mr SENSENEYWell there have been quite a few
Senator HARTof Colorado Well name a few of them
Mr SENSENEY Well McGuire Air Force Base which was a SAC

activity that it was requested by the Air Force to see how vulnerable
they were

Senator HART of Colorado To biological attack
Mr SENSENEY That's right And the Pentagon and the White

House
Senator HART of Colorado How was the White House study con

ducted
Mr SENSENEYI do not know that one specifically because I was not

involved However I do know that they made asked them to do cer
tain things to make the thing so it couldn't be attacked They had leaky
filters in the White House

Senator HARTof Colorado Now Mr Senseney in the requests that
you received from your superiors to prepare or participate in these
studies was there discussion to your recollection of the actual use of
these kinds of capabilities offensively

Mr SENSENEYThe main thing was to determine the vulnerability of
our country to biological attack through covert means and this was
attack against people crops animals things by things I mean ma
chinery airplanes

Senator HART of Colorado But was there discussion of using this
kind of capability against other countries

Mr SENSENEYNot to my knowledge no
Senator HART of Colorado I refer to page 14 of the document you

have before you [exhibit 12'] in the top sentence of that page It says
From limited consultation with design engineers it shouldbepossibleto develop

simple guidelines for planning and attack on a group of people that work in a
buildingconstruetedwith a circulating chilled drinking water system

That does not say a defense it says attack
Mr SENSENEY If you are going to have a defense you have got to

have an offense I suppose I didn't write this paper
Senator HARTof Colorado I understand
Mr SENSENEY I'm not even sure I've really ever seen it before
Senator HARTof Colorado I understand
Mr SENSENEY That could be somebody's conclusion you see not

mine
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Senator HART of Colorado The same kind of language in stronger
form is contained in the report on the subway system study or
experiment

But your testimony is to the effect that these experiments or your
participation in these experiments was for defensive purposes only

Mr SENSENEYThat is correct
Senator HART of Colorado And with no discussion of creating a

capability to use against someone else
Mr SENSENEYWell you have to realize that Detrick the overall

Detrick was to do things for the Army That is in terms of offense
Senator HARTof Colorado That is all Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANThank you Senator Hart
Senator Schweiker
Senator ScxwErrxR Thank you very much Mr Chairman
Mr Senseney I would like to call your attention to a CIA docu

ment 67 [exhibit 6 1] which basically describes Project MKNAOMI
or Project P600 whatever you want to call it which while funded by
the CIA was actually run and operated by Fort Detrick And I would
like to read into the record at this point a quote from paragraph 9
of that document

When funds permit adaptation and testing will be conductedof a new highly
effective disseminating system which has been demonstrated to be capable of
introducing materials through light clothing subcutaneously intramuscularly
and silently without pain

Now I just have a little trouble Mr Senseney reconciling your
answers in conjunction with this project when the CIA document
makes clear that one of the very specific purposes of the funding and
the operation was to find a weapon that could penetrate light clothing
subcutaneously which obviously means through the skin and intra
muscularly which obviously means through the muscles of a person

And are you saying that you have absolutely no recollection at all
that tests or programs were not designed to use any of these devices to
permeate clothing on people and not dogs

Mr SENSENEYWe put them on mannequins
Senator ScHwEISER What's that
Mr SENSENEYWe put clothing on mannequins to see whether we

could penetrate it These were the requirements You almost read the
exact requirements that the SDR quoted from Special Forces there

Sentaor Scliw ExR I would not expect you to test them on live
human beings I would hope you did use mannequins Mr Senseney
Wouldn't that be directed toward people usage though That is the
point we're trying to establish

Mr SENSENEYThat is what Special Forces direction was
Senator ScHwEISER So it was not solely dogs toward which the

program was directed If you used mannequins obviously people were
involved

Mr SENSENEYWell you have to look at it this way The Army pro
gram wanted this device The only thing that the CIA asked for was a

dog device That is the only thing that was delivered to them It was a
spinoff of course from the M 1 The M 1 was a lethal weapon meant
to kill a person for the Army It was to be used in Vietnam It never

1Seep 204
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got there because we were not fast enough getting it into the logistics system
Senator SCHWEIKER What about the device that you made or

whose development you supervised What was the most utilized de
vice of the ones with which you worked and supervised

Mr SENSENEYBy whom
Senator SCHWEIKER The only thing that I know that was reallyused was the dog projectile The other things were in the stockpilesI don't think anyone ever requested them
Senator SCHWEIKERHow do you know for certain it was for dogsMr SENSENEYWell that is what they asked us to test them against

They wanted to see whether they could put a dog to sleep and whether
sometime later the dog would come back and be on its own and look
normal

Senator SCHWEIKER Of course as I recall that is what they did
with Gary Powers drill with shellfish toxin They tested it on a do
to see if it would work So I do not know that that at all woul
conclude that it was only provided for dogs

Of the devices that came through you which of these were utilized
in any capacity other than for testing

Mr SENSENEY That was the only one that I know of the dog
projectile I call it a dog projectile We were developing it because
the scenario read that they wanted to be able to make entrance into
an area which was patrolled by dogs leave the dog come back and
then no one would ever know they were in the area So that was the
reason for the dog projectile

Senator SCHWEIKERAnd how many of these were made
Mr SENSENEY Well I would say there were probably as many as

50 at least They took
Senator SCHWEIKERAbout 50
Mr SENSENEYYes
Senator SCHWEIKERAnd didn't you get any reports back from the

field on their effectiveness
Mr SENSENEY No That is one thing you never get you never get

the feedback You did not know what happened
Senator SCHWEIKERI'm puzzled by that You are the research and

development person you design the weapon and I haven't seen a
part of the military yet that did not have some feedback on whether
it was effective in hitting the target or missing it How do you know
if you are doing things right,or wrong

Mr SENSENEY We must have been doing right They kept asking
for it

Senator SCIIWEIKER Then somebody was using them I gather Is
that correct

Mr SENSENEY I would assume so The missile was gone when they
returned the hardware sir

Senator SCHWEIKER But you cannot give us any specific evidence
or proof that they were used solely for dogs from your knowledge or
from your feedback

Mr SENSENEYNo Not at all
Senator SCHWEIKER You said a moment ago that you also dis

tributed the cans to Mr Boston at the end of this shellfish project
Mr SFNsET.nv No ('.Ansdid T distr1'hilt.e to him T only O'Avehim the
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Senator SCHWEIKERNo I'm referring to the shellfish toxins
Mr SENSENEYI did not give him any shellfish toxins
Senator SCHWEIKERWhat did you give Mr Boston
Mr SENSENEYAll I gave him were display models
Senator SCHWEIEEROf what
Mr SENSENEYOf hardware
Senator SCHWEIKERNo shellfish toxin Are you aware that along

with that went the shellfish toxin
Mr SENSENEYWell I thought it should be They had to pick it up

sometime
Senator SCHWEIKERIn addition to giving it to them did you give

it to any other sources any other branches of Government or the
service or any other parts of the Army

Mr SENSENEYI did not give it to anybody so I really do not know
what the disposition of the material was I was not in the agent area I
was only in hardware development

Senator SCHWEIKER Did you have a responsibility for cleaning
out the inventory

Mr SENSENEY Only on the hardware side not on the agent side
Senator SCHWEIKERAnd where did all of the inventory go
Mr SENSENEYI don't know
Senator SCHWEIKERWhere did the inventory of hardware go
Mr SENSENEYAll hardware was destroyed period
The only thing that was distributed to the CIA were prototypes 

and I would not even call them prototypes they were display models
cutaway models They were mounted on boards on plaques that type of
thing

Senator ScHwEIKER That's all the questions I have Mr Chairman
Thank-you

The CHAIRMANThank you Senator Schweiker
I think it ought to be reemphasized that the document from which

you read was a document in which the CIA laid out its specifications
for the research work for which the Agency was paying

Senator SCHWEIKER And for which purpose too Mr Chairman
that they met quarterly to see if their funds were being well spent

The CHAIRMANRight And their specifications with respect to the
particular delivery systems we have been discussing were as follows

When funds permit adaptation and testing will be conducted of a new highly
effective disseminating system which has been demonstrated to be capable of
introducing materials through light clothing intramuscularly and silently with
out pain

So I think it is clear that the CIA was interested in the development
of a delivery system that could reach human beings since not many
dogs wear clothing And you would agree with that wouldn't you

Mr SENSENEYYes
The CHAIRMANOK
Mr Schwarz here has one final question and then we will move to

the final witness this morning
Mr SCHWARZAlong the same line of the chairman's and Senator

Schweiker's questions I assume you agree that spending money in
order to make darts of such a character that they cannot be detected in
an autopsy does not have much to do with dogs

Mr ENRFNEY No that would not halm un\~I~11TRee ,i. es el r~nivo
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The CHAIRMANThank you very much
Senator Baker
Senator BAxER Mr Chairman I'd like to renew my previous request

I would like very much to talk to Dr Cowan who may have been the
contact between the CIA and Fort Detrick on the request for the toxins
and on the recordkeeping When the time is appropriate I would like
to interview him And if it seems pertinent and relevant to our in
quiry I would ask that he be called as a witness

The CHAIRMANThat will be arranged
Thank you very much Mr Senseney for your testimony
Our next and final witness is Mr Robert Andrews Mr Andrews

will you please come forward Mr Andrews will you take the oath
Do you solemnly swear that all the testimony you will give in this

proceeding will be the truth the whole truth and nothing but the
truth so help you God

Mr ANDREWSI do
The CHAIRMAN Mr Smothers will commence the questioning

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT T ANDREWS SENIOR ADVISOR TO THE
GENERAL COUNSEL OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

Mr SMOTHERSMr Andrews you are currently serving as a Senior
Advisor to the General Counsel Office of the Secretary of Defense Is
that correct

Mr ANDREWSI am
Mr SMOTHERS Did you have occasion to become familiar with

Defense Department efforts to destroy shellfish toxin
Mr ANDREWSYes
Mr SMOTHERS Would you explain the circumstances of your

familiarity to the committee please
Mr ANDREws By way of background in June of this year when

the Defense Department learned of this exercise we appointed investi
gators from the Defense Investigative Service to examine witnesses
and review records In the course of that investigation they uncovered
a number of records which give us some indication of the scope of the
destruction program and the inventory process

Mr SMOTHERSIt is that inventory process that I wish to address
now Mr Andrews I believe you have in your possession a copy of a
memorandum dated February 17 1970 entitled "Special Operations
Division Toxin Inventory [exhibit 13 1.] Mr Andrews you have pre
viously seen this exhibit have you not

Mr ANDREWSI have
Mr SMOTHERSWhat amount of toxin on hand does this inventory

reflect
Mr ANnREws It reflects somewhat over 2 grams
Mr SMOTHERSWas this the inventory prepared at Fort Detrick
Mr ANDREWSIt was
Mr SMOTHERS Was this inventory prepared pursuant to discus

sions between Defense and Fort Detrick personnel requiring them to
inventory the material on hand and to indicate which material should
be either retained or disposed of by destruction
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Mr ANDREWSYes there is actually a directive issued January 9
1970 to the six Fort Detrick laboratories requesting a complete inven
tory of biological agents and munitions and the February 17 1970
inventory is the first step in that process

Mr SMOTHERSWas the spirit of this directive to identify any toxin
which may have been in possession of Defense facilities and to be
the groundwork for a basis for destruction or retention decisions

Mr ANDREws Initially the directive was devoted to biological agents
Subsequently there are messages requiring inclusion of toxins in the
inventory process

Mr SMOTHERSSo that shellfish toxin would have been reported
pursuant to this directive

Mr AxDREws That is correct
Mr SMOTHERSNow looking at the February 17 1970 inventory

I ask you whether that inventory or any other inventory of which you
have knowledge reflected an amount of shellfish toxin of 11 grams or
more in the possession of the Department of Defense

Mr ANDREws It does not
Mr SMOTHERSIn your opinion would some accounting for 11 grams

of shellfish toxin have been called for by the Director
Mr ANDREWSI would say that inasmuch as the original directive

was issued in January and then later amended that it should have
been reported

Mr SMOTHERSMr Smothers do your records reveal any Defense
guidance for the disposition of shellfish toxin or other substances that
were distributed outside of the Department of Defense any guidance
regarding 'how a determination 'was to be made on disposition how
accounting was to be handled or any guidance at all on that subject
from Defense

Mr ANDREWSWe find no such records
I might add to the committee that in the process of checking over

our records we located 104 boxes of records in the Suitland Md. reposi
tory Four of these boxes were identified as coming from the Special
Operations Division 13 more boxes referred to the demilitarization
program We obtained this information from the inventory list and
our investigators did examine 17 boxes to determine to what extent
records still were available to us

Mr SMOTHERSMr Chairman I have no further questions of this
witness

The CHAIRMANDo I understand Mr Andrews that the DOD in
ventory that was supplied at the time that the President's orders to
destroy these toxins were issued that your records do not show any
inventory in which about 11 grams of shellfish toxin appears

Mr ANDREWSNo I think there is a
The CHAIRMANWell we know there is about 11 grams in the posses

sion of the Defense Department Why does not any inventory show
the existence of that position which the President had ordered to be
destroyed

Mr AxDREws Well I think there is a question of dates and I think
it is very important On January 9 the first directive was issued ask
ing for an inventory of biological agents and munitions and then on
February 14 the Presidential order was handed down Now on Feb
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ruary 17 apparently the first inventory reports were completed and
submitted to higher headquarters on the 18th

The CHAIRMANAnd that was after the toxin had been slipped back
to the CIA

Mr ANDREWSThat is correct Your records indicate that on Febru
ary 16 there was then an unsigned memorandum containing the bot
tom line Mr Karamessines on February 17 our people went on rec
ord with a report It is entirely possible that the toxins made a trans
fer somewhere between the 16th and the 17th probably the 16th be
cause the 17th if they were still in the Defense Department posses
sion they should have been reported

The CHAIRMAN I would have to agree to that I think that must
have been what happened But it seems very strange to me that the
inventory presented by the Defense Department should be made 1 day
after these forbidden toxins had been slipped back to the CIA

Mr ANDREWSI must say as a lawyer examining a case I find it very
unusual too

The CHAIRMAN Since the testimony shows that the CIA could lay
legal claim only to 5 grams of this and witnesses have testified that the
CIA agreed to take repossession of its 5 grams can you account for
why nearly 11 grams turned up in the CIA laboratory

Mr ANDREWSI was not on the scene and I cannot explain it That
is one version that the CIA witnesses and others have made

I think you should bear in mind however that the containers con
taining the 11 grams also contained a notation P600

The CHAIRMANWhat did that mean
Mr ANDREWSI provided the Committee this morning with a state

ment as to what it does mean It is not very sexy not very much a
James Bond matter The Inspector General's Office Department of
the Army has confirmed that P600 stood for a research and develop
ment account number Fort Detrick used this designation to describe
the working funds used by the Special Operations Division at Fort
Detrick which had been supplied by the CIA

The CHAIRMANDoes that mean then according to your interpreta
tion or your understanding that all of it the whole 11 grams belonged
to the CIA

Mr ANDREWSThat is a reasonable inference
The CHAIRMANYour inference runs contrary to previous testimony
Mr ANDREWSYou asked for my opinion and I do suggest that the

P600 appears on both containers
The CHAIRMAN And the reasonable inference to be drawn from

that was that the whole 11 grams not just 5 grams belonged to the
CIA and that amount was returned to them

Mr ANDREWSThat is the way I would read it
The CHAIRMANThank you
Are there further questions of this witness
Senator Tower
Senator TowER Mr Andrews was DOD aware of the transfer of

shellfish toxin to more than 60 individual institutions some located
in foreign countries including the defense establishments of some for
eign countries

Mr A NDREWSThis is a matter that we discovered during the course
of the investigation although the extent of this dissemination just
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Senator TOWER From where did the authority for that dissemina
tion come

Mr ANDREws I do not know of any express authority As I under
stand it the scientific community has a way of exchanging its speci
mens and there is apparently quite an interchange

Senator TOWERAre you suggesting this is something that was left
to the arbitrary will and discretion of perhaps a field-grade officer
or civil servant

Mr ANDREWSI do not have the answer as to where the level of au
thority resides I could obtain that for the record

Senator TowER I have no further questions Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANSenator Mathias
Senator MATHIAS Mr Andrews are you aware of the procedures

that were established at Fort Detrick and I assume at other Defense
installations for the destruction of toxins toxic material of all kinds

Mr ANDREws Yes
Senator MATHIASCould you describe those procedures
Mr ANDREws Well there are really two kinds of material There

is the demilitarization program which has been referred to here
earlier in your hearings which was conducted at Pine Bluff Arsenal
We have various documented records on that However the amounts of
the disposal of the toxins in the laboratory is a matter that we have
found no records of and we do know for example that one of the early
inventories shows that certain toxins were to be retained for defensive
research purposes and that certain other amounts were to be de
stroyed The exact amount that was used in this case I do not know

I did,ask our investigators to check with the experts as to how this
particular toxin could be destroyed and I was told that any bunsen
burner properly applied for the right period of time would destroy
the toxin

Senator MATHIAS Now with regard to the procedures that were es
tablished was this by word of mouth or were there carefully orga
nized procedures and publication of orders which detailed them

Mr ANDREWSYes Senator Mathias
I think it might be well to go over some of the major actions that

were taken by the Defense Department Following the President's
announcement on November 25 the Assistant Secretary of Defense for
International Security Affairs issued a memorandum on November
28 announcing the President's determination On December 17 1969
the Secretary of Defense issued a memorandum assigning responsibili
ties for implementing each of the President's decisions On January 7
1970 an ad hoc task force on inventory matters was established
On January 9 the first orders were issued to make a complete inventory
of biological weapons Following the President's Valentine's Day
order as you referred to it on February 14 the first of the inventory
reports was prepared and submitted to the Director of the Commodity
Development Engineering Laboratories on February 18 On February
17 a Department of the Armv message was sent to Fort Detrick and
the Army Materiel Command requiring the inclusion of bulk toxins
in demilitarization plans of biological stockpiles

On February 20 the NSDM 44 was issued regarding the destruc
tion of toxin agents and weapons On February 28 this order was re
layed to the immediate offices in the Department of Defense concerned
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with such matters On March 18 1970 the Assistant Scientific Director
of Defense and Engineering referred to the plans for the inventory of
toxin materials and directed disposal of all excess materials using
standard laboratory procedures

On June 15 a White House memorandum was sent to the Secretary
of Defense requesting his recommendations for the destruction of
biological agents and weapons and toxic agents and weapons On July
6 1970 the Secretary of Defense reported to the President submitting
his recommendations for carrying out the demilitarization program
On September 3 1970 there was a White House memorandum to the
Secretary of Defense directing an environmental impact statement in
connection with the Pine Bluff project

On December 15 1970 there was a White House memorandum sent
to the Secretary of Defense announcing the President's appproval of
the detailed plan On November 10 1972 the Assistant Chief of Staff
for Force Development Department of the Army provided the Un
dersecretary of the Army with a report announcing the completion
of the destruction of the entire U.S stockpile and also indicated in
cidentally at a cost of $15 million

On January 25 1973 the National Security Council Undersecre
tary's committee provided the President a memorandum reporting its
review on the U.S chemical warfare and biological program which
had been laid on them by NSDM-35

Senator MATHIAS Now Mr Andrews can you tell us what happened
to those materials that you mentioned which were retained for defense
research Did they go to Dugway or did they go to some other labora
tory

Mr ANDREWS We have just made a complete inventory of all of
our facilities and we have received reports from the Army Navy
and Air Force The only facility that now has any toxins for defensive
research purposes is the Edgewood Arsenal

Senator MATHIASNothing at Dugway
Mr ANDREwS There is nothing at Dugway no sir
Senator MATHIAS One final question We have discussed several

times during the hearings the materials that were sent out from Fort
Detrick for research purposes to scientists in various parts of the
world and all over the United States Is it your understanding that
this was a common practice at Fort Detrick

Mr ANDREWSBased on the testimony today it appears that it was
Senator MATHIAS I am asking if you have any independent knowl

edge or any records which would indicate it
Mr ANDREWS In the course of our talking to a number of people

we learned this is a rather common practice in the scientific com
munity

Senator MATHIASAnd it was not confined to shellfish toxin
Mr ANDREWSNo sir It applied to many items
Senator MATHIAS It applied to many items that were under study

at Fort Detrick Of course when this pattern or practice of moving
materials of this nature was established that made it much easier
actually to handle disburse and dispense these materials because
it was a recognized course of action Is that not true

Mr ANDREWSYes sir that is correct
Senator MATHIASThat is all Mr Chairman
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The CHAIRMANThank you very much
Senator Huddleston
Senator HvDDLESTONMr Andrews I think you mentioned that

the estimated cost of disposing of these materials was $15 million
Mr ANDREWSYes sir
Senator HUDDLESTOxIn your investigation did you get any indi

cation as to whether the suggestion or idea that the CIA would take
possession of its stock and it would be stored away originated with the
CIA or with the Special Operations Division there at Fort Detrick

Mr ANDREws We received conflicting reports on that and I think
the confusion as to what happened continues I would be reluctant
to speculate as to just how it happened

Senator HUDDLESTONWould you say that there is a tendency within
the Army and maybe within other agencies of Government to treat
requests from the CIA differently than you would treat requests from
other agencies or other departments

Mr ANDREWSI have been the recipient of very few CIA requests
until recently They are not known for their loquaciousness Since
the investigation has been conducted I must say they have been most
helpful and there has been a full and frank exchange I think between
this committee between the CIA and between the Defense Depart
ment But I have some hesitancy in answering your question because
I just do not have enough experience as to what the response has been
to CIA requests I think the Pentagon is a pretty big department and I
do not think we are easily impressed

Senator HUDDLESTONWhat do you think of the testimony by Mr
Senseney that while he had questions about not getting any feedback
from the use of material that he had developed he was never com
pelled to ask those questions Is this typical of dealing with the CIA
on the part of the Army

Mr ANDREWSI do not know whether it is typical of the Army I
think the CIA has in the past conducted its operations in such a way
that there be a minimal amount of information flow back from them
I think this is consistent with their strategy

Senator HvDDLESTONSo that was to be expected And even though
a person may have questions even though the request may be some
what strange the general procedure would be just to carry it out
without going beyond the order itself

Mr ANDREWSI can assure you in the Defense Department that
we have examined very carefully into our working relationships with
all Government agencies We have reviewed this extensively in terms
of detailing of people to us and detailing of people to the other
agencies and I think that we are very aware of our responsibilities

Senator HuDDLESTONThis review and this examination has been
recent

Mr ANDREWSIt has been before this particular investigation broke
forth

Senator HUDDLESTONThere was no hestitancy on the part of the
Army to accept for instance a false name to identify CIA participa
tion Even on this particular project that we are talking about they
were identified as being an officer support group

Mr ANDREWSThat is my understanding as it existed in 1970
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natal HUDDLESTONAnd this was no problem for the Army or for
hs"iarticular division even though many of them knew that they

z Iivfact dealing with the CIA
,iil'iW$ DREWSAs the CIA reported to you this was a most com

partmented protect even under CIA standards And in the course of
of Anvestigation we had a great deal of difficulty defining who the
ri'ra were and where they belonged So I can well understand the
Ink of certainty by the Detrick people as to who they were talking to

Senator HUDDLESTONBut this was accepted practice It was not a
eat,concern of theirs apparently
Mr ANDREws I would just have to fudge that apparently it was an

accepted practice because it continued during that period
Senator HUDDLESTONThey were operating in a highly sensitive

a highly secret highly classified area one demanding great security
and yet they were dealing with people who were there under false
credentials so to speak and this was acceptable to them

Mr ANDREWSI understand that is the nature of some of the op
erations

Senator HUDDLESTONThank you sir Thank you Mr Chairman
The CHAIRMANSenator Schweiker
Senator SCHWEIKER Thank you Mr Chairman
First of all did you find any of the records of contracts besides the

one of the $194,000 from Army to the Taft Center
Mr ANDREWS I have not yet but I have laid on the requirement

for the Inspector General's office to develop any additional informa
tion you need

Senator SCHWEIKERThe other can or lid label would indicate that
there is some arrangement because it said on the label of the second
can "Working Fund Investigation which would indicate that would
be nomenclature that your bookkeeping system just quoted in the orig
inal memo Would that be correct or not

Mr ANDREws I would assume so yes
Senator SCHWEIKER All right now you said a moment ago that

basically Mr Andrews this transfer might have taken place on the
16th or 17th of February and that is why it did not show up

Mr ANDREWSThat is one possibility and I might add this and this
might help the committee although it may only compound the con
fusion The memorandum which you have identified the so-called
unsigned Karamessines memo you have identified as being written
on February 16 When we obtained our copy of that from the CIA
it did not contain a date on it Perhaps you got another copy So we
were in the dark so to sneak as to when the memo was written AF
suming that February 16 is right then my answer to you is yes
that it happened the 16th

Senator SCHWEIKER Now the inventory that you took and the re
port shows was taken by the Army on February 17 is that correct

Mr ANDREWSYes sir
Senator SCHWEIKER The other day at the committee hearing we

looked at this picture of the labels together and the can label shows
an inventory date of February 18 1970 Now that would certainly
indicate to me that somebody missed 'a day in inventory and it was
inventoried a day after the other materials and probably in building.,^^ - 1~ _a indirs ite to me that the material
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probably did not leave Fort Detrick at that point since the inry
date was a day after the inventory

Mr AxnBEws Senator Schweiker I had never seen that pictpxs
until the other day I did not realize there was a February I "da+~e
on it

Senator SCBWEIKERAll right
Mr ANDREWSI would agree that that just adds to the confusion

again
Senator SCHWEIKERThe other thing that adds to the confusion is

that the Army has an annual report dated June 1969 in which they
show an inventory of their stock items and there is 5.193 grams on
the Army's own inventory at that point This is not 3 grams or 2.8
grams but the exact amount of one of these cans So I would hope
that in your ensuing investigation you would take into account this
summary report the working fund investigation of some 5.19 grams
Can you shed any light on that

Mr Axnasws Let me consult with the investigator to try to shed
some light on this

We have noted that the figure in the 1969 report which you have
just referred to also is the same figure that appears on the Karames
sines unsigned memorandum Now we do not know the answer but
there is the possibility that the Karamessines memorandum merely
took the 1969 inventory report and put it in their memorandum I am
sure that the stockpile probably changed may have changed during
the course of that period of time

Senator SCHWEIKERThat might also indicate that only 5.19 was
in fact the CIA quantity I think you can read that meaning two
ways It could indicate that that was the CIA amount and we still
have not accounted for the other 6 grams although I agree that is
just speculation

Mr ANDREWSI will admit that we have generally had people refer
to the CIA stockpile They have not referred to it as the CIA stock
piles plural

Senator SCHWEIKERYou have as I understand it an ongoing in
vestigation in this matter is that correct

Mr AxD1EWS Yes we have
Senator SCHWEIKERI see also on the same cans that the inventory

date is in a personal handwriting and it seems to me that one of your
obvious checks is to find out who it was that inventoried both cans
on February 18 and why he or she did not in fact put it on the 17th
list and why he or she did not report it upon the chain of command
Whoever wrote that inventory date in personal handwriting
would obviously know why the material was not disposed of in the
proper channels So I would like to suggest for your investigation
that a check be run of who with that handwriting was in the lab and
had access to the vault because that person could certainly shed an
awful lot of light on what happened in this regard

Mr ANDREWSSenator Schweiker we would be very happy to work
with the committee staff in developing any further facts that will be
of assistance to this committee

Senator SCHWEIKERAllegedly only two or three people had access
to the safe so it would not be very hard to find out whose handwrit
ing it was
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That is all I have Mr Chairman thank you
The CHAIRMANThank you Senator Schweiker
I want to say that since this discovery the Defense Department has

been very cooperative .as indeed the CIA has been in trying to piece
together what happened And we will pursue these lines of investiga
tion through the staff in hopes that we might complete the picture
And I want to thank you and others in the Defense Department for
the cooperation that you have extended to the committee

Senator HUDDLESTONMr Chairman I would like to ask for one
clarification that I think ought to be on the record

The CHAIRMANSenator Huddleston
Senator HtDDLESTON Mr Andrews you referred to your receiving

the Karamessines unsigned memorandum and I presume you meant
that you received it during the course of your current investigation
and not back in 1970 at the time it was purportedly written

Mr ANDREWSThat is correct This is a very new ballgame for us
Senator HTDDLESTONI think that ought to be made clear
The CHAIRMAN I thank the Senator for clarifying that item
Mr ANDREWS On the part of the Department of Defense I want

to say that I think this committee has operated in a very responsible
manner and the Department of Defense I hope has been very respon
sive to your needs

The CHAIRMANThank you very much
Now earlier today I read into the record a letter by which the

Committee would waive the ban that presently prevents the executive
branch from disposing of these toxins Members of the committee have
suggested some changes which have been incorporated in the text of
the letter and I would like to read the revised letter and bring it to
the vote of the committee

As revised the letter reads
Dear Mr Colby
Last January when the Senate Select Committeewas created Senator Mans

field and Senator Scott asked that the Central Intelligence Agencynot destroy
any material that would relate to the committee's investigation The toxins that
are the subject of the committee's first public hearings are subject to the ban
on destruction

The purpose of this letter is to inform you that at the completionof the com
mittee's investigation into the improper retention by the CIA of the deadly toxins
the committee voted to waive further interest in these toxic materials However
before the CIA proceeds to destroy these toxins we would direct your attention
to the attached testimony

If adequate safety and security cautions could be taken and if it is consistent
with our treaty obligations the Committeebelieves that it might be appropriate
for the CIA to consider donating these toxins to properly supervised research
facilities which can use these poisons for benign uses such as curing such debili
tating diseases as multiple sclerosis

It is fitting that out of an admitted wrongdoing somebenefit might be had It
is hoped that in this particular instance the Committeeand the Executive Branch
reach a mutual solution for disposal of these lethal poisonsthat will be directed
toward bettering the lives of our citizens

Senator TowER Mr Chairman I move that the committee waive
further interest in the toxic materials and that the letter be authorized

The CHAIRMANIs there any objection
INo response.]
The CHAIRMANI would ask for the vote of the committee Those in

favor of the motion please indicate by raising your right hand
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[Show of hands
Senator Towns Senator Baker by proxy
The CHAIRMAN Other members have indicated that they con Ur

with this vote and it is therefore the unanimous decision of the com
mittee The letter will be signed Do you have a pen Senator

I would like to conclude the hearing this morning by noting that
the committee's investigation into the 11 grams of shellfish toxin may
have reminded some of H G Welles comment on the American novel
ist Henry James He described him as a hippopotamus rolling a pea
However a more discerning look into the CIA vault of poisons opened
this week brings to light a series of problems which go far beyond
this single case

Like other examples discovered in previous executive sessions ana
which continue to emerge from the ongoing investigation of the com
mittee the case of the shellfish toxin illustrates how elusive the chain
of command can be in the intelligence community It underscores
dramatically the necessity for tighter internal controls for better
recordkeeping for greater understanding of code words compart
mentation and the whole range of secrecy requirements Above all it
emphasizes the necessity for improved mechanisms of accountability
all the way from the White House to the outer branches of the intelli
gence establishment

The dilemmas which have surfaced in this week of hearings repre
sent in miniature those which will confront us throughout these pro
ceedings Their resolution will surely test the ingenuity of those en
gaged in this undertaking Our success will require diligent research
persistent investigation a series of intensive hearings and the most
careful study and reflection This is our mandate and this is our
purpose

The hearings will now stand adjourned subject to the call of the
Chair

[Whereupon at 1 p.m. the committee adjourned subject to the call
of the Chair.
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HEARINGS EXHIBITS

EXHIBIT1

AttachmentD

:e:,:4OFANUUMFOit Director of Central Intelligence

SUBJECT Continaeucy Plnn for StonSpi1c of
Biological I;arfare Agents

1 On 23 November 1)i:9 President Nixon ordered the
Department of Defense to recommendnlans for the diseposal
of oxistin stocks of bacteriolopics+l tseepons (On 14
February 1070 he included all toxin weapons.)

2 On 13 January 1070 the Special Operations Division
or sort Detrica Maryland prepared a ronueetee cnent inven
tory less toxins end submitted it to the :3cleutific
Director Fort Detrick This inventojy vas a reoutred input
to assist tho CommandingOfficer Ft Detrick to preprre
E cooprcbensive plan for demilitnrinntion on Bite of ell
biological aenta/munitions which are etocaplled in support
of operational plans

Under en established n:;roement vith the Department
df the Army the CIA has a limited nuAutity of hioio icnl
r1.ent9 and toxins stored and r:nintnined by the LO Division
at Ft Detrick This stockpile did not appear on the inven
tory list The nr(ents and toxins are

ALents

Bacillus nnthrecis (anthrax) 100 i"rree

Pnsteurella tularenste (tulererin) 20 araas

Venezuelan Equine Encephalomyelitis virus 
(encephalitis) 20 rnns

Coccidioides inmitis (vr.11ey -ever) 20 ;;rams

3 Drucolln Buis (brucellosis) 2 to 3 Lratty

C tlrucelie nelitensis (brucellosis) 2 to 3
grams

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (tuberculosis)
3 grams

UndercriteriadeterminedbytheCommitteeinconsultationwiththeWhiteHousetheDepartmentDefenseandtheCentralIntelligenceAgencycertainmaterialshavebeendeletedfromthosedocu
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Snlmonella typhimurium (food poisoning)
10 grams

Salmonella tyohimurium (chlorine resistant)
(food poisoning) 3 grams

Vnriola Virus (smallpox) v0 grams

Toxins

Staphylococcal Enterotoxin (food poisoning)
10 grains

Clostridium botulinum Typo A (lethal food
poisoning) 5 grams

Paralytic Shellfish Poison 5.193 grnws

Bungarus Candidis Venom (Krait) (lethal snake
venom) 2 grams

5 Microcystis aeruginosa toxin (intestinal flu)
25 mg

8 Toxiferine (paralytic effect) 100 mg

This stockpile capability plus some research effort in
delivery systems is funded at $75,000.per annum

In the event the decision is made by the Department
of Defense to dispose of existing stocks of bacteriological
weapons it is possible that the CIA's stockpile even
though in R&Dquantities and unlisted will be destroyed

If the Director wishes to continue this special
capability it is recommended that if the above DODdecision
is made the existing agency stockpile at 80 Division Ft
Detrick be transferred to the Huntingdon Research Center
Becton-Dickinson Company Baltimore Maryland Arrangements
have been made for this contingency and assurances have been
given by the potential contractor to store and maintain the
agency's stockpile n.t a cost no greater than $75,000 per
annum

FO.f'i
/.Il( ss~1915

'.>1f' 

Thomas H ICaramessines
Deputy Director for Plans
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SUBJECT Contingency ;'Lan .tor Stoc!:pile of
Biological Warfare Agents

TSD wjc (16 February 1970)

Distribution
Orig Addressee

] C/'1':iD
1 C/TSD/CL3



INVENTORYOFLETHALANDINCAPACITATINGAGENTS
FOUNDATACIABUILDING(excerpted

fromCIAInventory)
Characteristics Dose

Highly lethal nerve

Highly lethal

Exusrr 2

Material Class Quantity

LETHALAGENTS

Saxitoxin Lethal 11.405 gr`
(shellfish
toxin)

Cobra venom Lethal 8 mg

French corn Lethal 1.83 gr
pound
Aconitum Lethal 2 grFerox ex
tract

Aconitine Lethal .5 oz
Nitrate

F-270 Lethal 1 cc

Colchicine Lethal 8 gr

Strychnine Lethal 5 gr

toxin Attacks cardio
vascular respiratory
nervous and muscle sys
tems Death in seconds

Lethal nerve toxin at 7 mg
tacks nervous system

less than
.1 mg

Lethal in overdose 20-40ml

Lethal

Lethal in overdose 7 mg
death via muscular
paralysis and respira
tory failure

Lethal attacks neuro
muscular system

*10.927Cr of the total weretrasferred fromFt Detrickto a CIABuildinesometimeinFebruary1970 the remainder(approximately.5 er hadpreviouslybeendeliveredto thea.CIABuildingin *h, mid-1QAMe_



I0\ENTORY(Con'[.)
Material Class Quantity Characteristics Dose

LETHALAGENTS

Cyanide L
pills Lethal 10 pills Lethal Blocks 1 pill

8 pills OxygenAbsorption
18 pills (asphyxiation)

FISHTOXIN Lethal 3 cc Highly Toxic less than 1 mg
8WHANDWARE

3C/06micro
missle cart Incapacitate
ridges (con dogs for 4-6 hours
taining dog Lethal Lethal in man
tranquilizer) Incap 38

E-4640 Incap
Lethal 10 oval

capsules Doi incapacitant 100-300 mg
Lethal in man (dcg)

(same doses lethal
in man)

-1 dart Incap Dogincapacitant
launcher with
missles
(containing E Lethal i0(3c.g/ Lethal in an
4640) dart)

4 pistols
-2 dart launchers range-1 .22 cal with rangedart firing attach
ment

n_trc-.issle ramce



INVENTORY(con't.)

Material Class Quantity Characteristics Dose

INCAPACITAfTS

BZ Incap 10 ins Incanacitant which
Letnal can also be lethal

Blocks nerve responses
in central and actonortic
nervous systems

Carbachol Incap 1 kg

EA3167 Incap
Lethal

200 mg

EA3442 Incap 6 gr

SALMONELLA
a) S enters

ditis

b) abortus

Incap
Lethal

Incap

50 mg

Lethal 46 mg

TACRIN Incap 123 gr

HALOTHANE Incap 19 bottles 2
125 cc each

Causes flushing colic .25 mE
diarrhea salivation
nausea

Similar to BZ onset
of effects longer and
effects last longer

similar to BZ effects
last shorter time

Intestinal inflammation
and dysentery micrograms

Causes abortion in animals

Causes nausea and vomiting

Anesthetic with less odor
than etheror chloroform



I;VENTO$Y(con't.)

Material Class Quantity Characteristics Dose

Mephenesin Incap 4 oz Muscle relaxant

2-4 pyrolo Incap 10 gr Causes temporary
amnesia

Hyoscine Incap Blocks autonmic
nervous system reactions

M-246

Desmethoxy
Resperpine

Incap

Incap

15 gr

100 tablets

Produces paralysis

Lowers blood pressure
1 mg/tablet Overdose causes severe

mental depression
.25-.5 m@

S-241 Incap 1 gr BZ-like action

Ovabin Incap 11 gr Cardiac stimulant
even more potent than
Digitoxin--faster
onset shorter duration
IV only

.3-.5 mg

S-341 Incap 1 gr BZ-like only more effective



Characteristics Dose

Same as BZ--water
soluble form

wide range of debilitative,.5-.6 mg
physiological effects

Oxytoxic Used in
Obstetrics to promote
uterine contractions

Incapacitant Overdoes 1 mg
leads to death via para
lysis and respiratory lethal dose-7 mg
failre

Heart stimulant Overdose 1.2-1.5 mg
can result in death

Antimalarial Overdose
leads to severe cardiac
convulsions nausea and
vomiting

INVENTORY(con't.)

Material Class Quantity

INCAPACITANTS

BZ HC1 Incap 20 gr
Lethal

COGENTIN Incap 26 tablets
2mg each

ERGOTRATE Incap 10 gr
MALCATE

COLCHICINE Incap
Lethal 8 gr

DIGITOXIN Incap 5 gr

CINCHONINE Incap 2 gr

DEHYDROACETIC
ACID Incap 1 gr Impairs kidney function

and causes vomiting
and convulsions



BZ-like

Characteristics Dose

Causes disorienta
tion High dosage
leads to convulsions
and death

Neurokinin Incap 50 ml Produces severe pain

INVENTORY (con't.)

Material Class Quantity

S 340 Incap 1 gr

Phencyclidine Incap 10 gr
HCL Lethal

Tetrol Incap 50 mg narcotic
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Exmsrr 3

18 February 1970

PARALYTIC61;LLlt'15111'01.^0:1
WOiU:IIl;FL)1U)1:iVl:STICATIO:IS

Sole 11172C3Room202

U.S.P.U.5. Taft C::nler Cincinnati Ohio product es follows

CROUP1 1.OTSS 6 L 7 Sec NotebookCO4660pogo 149

VIn1 1 .247 IA TOTALSridded
VIr l 7 .165 rc

2.250Vint :A .210 !m
Viral 4 .775 im 1.5 u
Vial .'i .27 n 1.033
Viol 6 .196 _ .161
Vial 7 .2;1 fm 5.009 1;108
Viz,10 .248 1;w
Via! 9 .1A70cm
Viol 10

1:1'1AL 2.250l1rs

CROUP2 LOT10

VILLI .202-cm
Vial 2 .193 cm-
Vint 3 .227 cm
Vial 4 .163 cm
Vial S .215 cm
Vic1 0 .21_4cm
\'lal 7 .162 1ln
Vial 9 .171 ri

i0'1.1L 1.556 Ems

CROUP3 L.CTC

Vint 1 .14') i 
Vial 2 .146 gin
Vial 'i .209 cm
Viral 4 .770 cm
Vial 5 7'9 .n

1'01AL 1.033 gran

CROUP4 LOT9

vial 1 .161 0

~. 1'.n'.)

IS\
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18 February 1970

PARALYTICSIIELLFISNPOISON
WORKINGFUNDINVESTIGATIONS

Sate D172C3Room202

Northeast Shellfish Sanitation Center U.S.1'.II.S. Narragansett R I.
product as follows

Batch VIla 0.490 g
Batch VIII 0:830 g
Batch IX 0.554 g
DeschY.6 XI 1.236 i
Botch K'!Supplement 0.252 g
Batch II 0.710 l
Batch V Vllb 0.678 g
(latch VT 0,557 T
Batch XII 0.670 c

TOTAL 5.172.7 g

190 mgof liquid material furnished by WorkingFunds (probably Edgewood
product) Sec NotebookCD4408page 143

TOXIFERINEDICHLORIDE
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EXHIBIT4

raft Until:MAIE1;21,1iAS-. NUY:IXrl:.:125 1957

Of(iccof the WhileIlouacrvcaa Secretary

THEV/al'ii IICUSr

15TATEltiENTBYTHEPRESIDENT

Soonafter toltirtzofficeI directeda comprehensivestudyofour cbcrnicrland
biologicaldefensepoliciesandprograms Thee hadbeennosuchreviewin
-serer1_'ft"_en As result objectivalandpoliciesin this fieldwere
t"nnloarandpro:grr.mslackeddeArritiouanti

Underthe auspicesofthe NationalSecurityCotneil the DepartmentsofState
andDefense theArmsControlandDcarrnar.',antAgencytheOfficeofScion
andTcchnslogytheI_"itoi.iigoncoCommunityandetheragenciesworlxdcloset
togetbcronthis studyfor over sit months Theregovc.r:ncn offortswere
aidedbycontributionsfromthe acicrtificcommtu_tythroughthePresidgrt(c
ScientificAdvisoryCommittee

Thisstudyhaonowbooncompletedandits fin:i;r:!'icuretIly.considcrodbyth
NationalSecurityCouncil I onenowreportingthedocisionatzi:enonthehasi
ofthis review

Chemic._17a....-_Program

Asto ourchemicall warfareprogram theUnitedStilton

,,1'.;r̂ Reaffirmsits oft-repeatedren":aciationofthefirst use
oflcth:l chemicalweapons.idly

- E:tcrelsthis rcnuncictionto thefirst we ofinntpacitatinp
DO D chemicals

Consannr.twiththesedcci:ions the %('.aria :'tra'i:n,:illsobsit to the Senate
forits advice contentto ratification TireC:"::veI,vetoxl of1`'i which
prohibit t.. first use vin%n of .citl:y::'stir r cor.caao otherGaren:.rd
of .. ofV.art rc TheU:...(i -.:te h:".s1:
thep:_nr(n._.an. ,'.,j _s c this

.'cul
lact,:'teStir ....c.. .....

r:.:lfiC:.. to .e C(trierc!-:.'1ui:lgn..sa,C Cy[ 1:.:Crl:...ic'::.1"CC::_ O
thenor C"flh.'1L`

Attachment1
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Din!ot.ie J;csea.c! ;o'1as

liiolo;jical weep :c haven asGiveweircc:c.ctat`leandpotentiallyimcontr~llab!c
consequences TheymayproduceL1'1 epidemicsandimpairthehealthof
futuregenet Lion: I havethereforedecidedthat

e TheU.S ;hall renounce'theuse oflethalbiolo^i.cnlagents
andvtc ons andall othermethodsofbiolegitnlwar%arc

- TheU.S will.contineits biologicalrcnearchto dcfeneivc
mcasurcosuchac immunisationandva:fctymocsurec

- TheDODhasbeauachedto malicereco::,mend:tionsas to
thecliepor.rlofexactingstet:2:eof weapon

Inthespirit ofthesedecisions the UnitedStatesascocietecitselfwiththe
principlesandobjectivesofthe Unitedlta"gdomDraftCo:.rcntionwhichwould
bantheuse ofBiologicalrnethodoofwarfare Wowill seat howeverto
clarifyspecificprovisionsofthe draft to assure thatnceeec-.ryszdegit_.rds
are iucludcd

NeitherourassociationwiththeConventionnot the limitingofourprogramto
researchwillleaveus vulnerableto surprisobyan enemywhodoesnotobser
theserationalrestraints Ourintelligencecommunitywillcontinuetowatch
carefa!lythenatureandextentofthebiologicalprogramsofothers

Theseimportantdecisions whichhavebeenannouncedtoday havebeentn!ce.-y
as aninitiativetowardpeace Men ndalreadycarries in i.e :twohandstoo
manyoftheseedsof its owndestruction Dythe exetaplesweset today we
hopeto coutricuteto anatmosphereofpeaceandua'uorslardinghct.w::enrutio
andamongyncn

RECEI!'r :!Tom
JO :1lsfs

DOD
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EXHIBIT5

Y0 :f CP.,NA:1b:bt1P i 1":.,'.l 1,'1.1iltU'.I1'i 1970

Officeof IL \\'/4i trc E:ecrelnry
(l:cy 1li:.cayno

fi1F \Sl'l'i i"l:f?l1,.:1

OnNovember75 1459 the Prc::idcntrenouncedn1liffeneivaprcparatioeli
for and zn  ,c by the UnitedStater ofbiologicalo` bacteriologicalaget,:.^
and wcci,on:in t:ar ;sincethat dccx,i:n ;:t tht dircclion of it Prer"idcnt a
eoroprCiensivoievit".vof UnitedLt'.ae policyandmilitary progrt.nit couecrntug
toxins has been in progress

Toxinsarc chcn;icalsub:lances not livingergv.r,isra andarc so rof,ridcd
by ti,e U.N Secretary Ocroral andthe \VorldI;calth Orgow.Otioo Althrt-.gh
the effect of some to:":inrme commonlyde:eri'ucdat disc :so thc) arc not
capable of reproducingthemselvesandarc not tra stnissibla fromoneICiron
to another

Iiowevcr thoproductionof toxins in anysignificantgoentitywouldroc Inc
faciliti.ensimilar to those neededfor the prc.ductio.lofbiological 7f
the UnitedSla.tcccontinued .ooperate suchf.:eilitiica it tconidbe diffictlt for
others to knowenccihertheywere beingused to protitco onlyto::insbut not
biologicalagents M_orcoverthoughtoxin: of the typouseful for militec
pu.rpe:cecouldconccirt:b!ybe proc:cr"dby chemicalrnytl:csis t?-"cft:tore
the endproduct could be the s the andtheir effects v:oitldbe inciistingt:iahablo
from to-:iotptu'cccd by br:cteriologicr.lor other biologicalprocesses
Accordingly the President lea decide: that

TheUnitedStates rcuoeaccsoffenaiecorepal tionsfor
and the urc of toxinsas a methodof wr:rfarc

TheUnitedStates will confineits military programs
for toxini t":hclhcrproducedbybacteriologicalor ..ny
other bialogicn1methodor by chronicolcynthcsis to
rcacerch for dory: ivept:rl.o::csonly such as to

) J I) it:prove t.c:,niques of i unieetionandmcdicclt;:cl'apy

The firth e ,rcc;r"l C.rc :.t:ucticl o li caisci!:ntoxinwe.pints
:.udof 11 :to l. of to::in c.'.i,.11rr not rr.lnirrd for a rodeo i

Attachnu"ntit
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! will need to fa(
pxut'.c"ri is cith L fly y,antitit
tharc Coo ot,cni le of prodnLin hiolo,;;ca

Tlieso dockien. h..ve 1,(on laint.willt full oo:.r:"...,co''th:'t thr ;fro L ac-cord
with tho o,er::1l t.cottrity rerptii enIcn r or Ihc United ftlInri T1n:redoei'.:.:r
al:,o undeiJint C.c United fitatas nl1ppn1.1f.ir Coy an, olti,it:ner tho
United;tin,lylotoDraft Convtnitiatifor C.c.Prohibition of nieloi;ic.1 n;:tho,; of
1';ar:zro

The UnitLd ho:,et tlr-Ltoqter tit iiv,ls will fono,. co) v
to both biologics')and toxin wLapons

The renunciation of toxin weapons is another significant ctcp which we are
willing to take Lniiiateralli to bring about arm control and to inorca re the
prospects of peace
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EXHIBIT6

:..'C:t

U

Fir,v:ce '1;:ebasic nnnlvil,...::.perstittir3s
11:A.1,1 (.471ritrtinrAlat 4)90,000liith 311:2213,:irtait::rnicstranafeer'.si
to ),v :3r any:d hocitlyestirationrl:.,,1cet,ecessbLac3dAc.7.,ad.1tare3
b,tyuatii.hosoantIc1r.Asted Cauple,lebtalli omieu 4C),c.;0t)An

3966f,11d))10,COOin IA1967 -i'!&zicvrinual yx 1563
:,.q.5,W0

Ob.leetivca
Toprovidefor a covertnumart to last c:Lemteat!.na

o2errtloaal requirers3nts
Tor,toca.pileneverulyincapacitatindr,al leth,A.I1,raverials

for the mpeciriccs of 73D

T3raAinLAtlaIn oper3t1onnIr%A;.d1nuss barque
iteas or tmedissewinationof bioloe,icaianda2:cLkice.1P,rterluln

Toprovide...orthe requiredmurieili.arcetestinr or.;oding
r:xlcvalumtion mittitaaFAin ca lzrto . ...1trurl;sc)rcoo
d^1'cut:rreelcc,npletezedIctablilty of r3sultu to 1 o;,ltectedtow-a
ov,ra,.iocalco ono

3 vc,iCal! VI)Liven rell,irs .ul3r-:"it1%u.-:tlng
,nz .-uvidet un of iolor-ttit., on teclatic3l

v."lo,Aen ord cosloll s ouisable to  3 L ti 31
r...,laLr!.1,nt3 11alai)3activitv teen -3.b-c:.1

rn.l currently held at absolutobe:tic:;n7Art 1uvt!3. Tr.e:rof;rvis
oftented to r1riatenanceof a :staterof n%ertticnalr or

ra-l-Ltrl .tit.,ri.A13mxlIm3ansfor I;relr rlelivrry cvrratt ,,rocSts
Cofundedprovidestr reservoir of researchandtlnvulcq;.sensceAsr,et3ncyA
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in In .oeelo.L
-h. 'A;v:4 Lethe leeduof the Clandestine 1 .o t or

!Lilted Armysandsava.L.L.bla 1t 1."o7t12.2s:t ni*f'.;,icn
C o::yari:1.1.1-:10...Wrt11r,taet'Ve41C1L'Jili;',y . L5 c,Lrr.,nray

t for :teC:LsLleatire Seriloos le ;::..I,.L:1 45 ;v
.'.: c,-slrseonce :ht. LsLot

, "hied

1'.1)':L:( (6) he.stcLLL-,0.,eats '. L
I L.n'Ls',ere oossayed:or viability or-I ,r.l L:12...I

starts-I1Y:learecp.LLL-edMireof these mo!.eria"... .%,,.L.L.Lo".0
ray Ut2lersourcesodcanonlylst producedin the cnatralLed.:,tvircrt
lst and _cult;/ o:tistingin Fort r.setrie:t ('))

otter It-LoriaLa:Tattoxice are Ls:1dn ;,'i1 ;to '_s a
ore carpe testnot oval:table:u>;/whereesco,:,Lla . 12

for improvedstability andruntssr eo to
v.:v

t''uIcsrsipon-'aitemswhichd.onot odYnrsely
or chemicalI.-stertalsandwhichcLLn-'bielncorr:o::-.:t,:,I1 j ococo
iro:LudeLtinutofragile devicesor,l :;peclal
with:laylethal andir.cepacitatingrao.torialo ;Ire
tostoLl2,arioLticallyto assurereliability ;Lod oviLl.:oLy,;o.ovei2jed
to :.scertalntheir effectivenesstoldnuit-abil.ityor 1c.,.Llit:3oralceasing
yrocesses Amongthe msrlydt:l_lverysystemsheld ih re at
Iresent are silhllt electrical luunchcv. t.,ec. 1:A ...

loadingI.ntothe launchers
-lit I.ntocarbinesandrifles n:idonticron
Variousconfigare.tionsare being or o pro.luet.1-,,,rove
ra:ntprogram

Anondisceruiblstaicrobiointx:uiutorhas ,-.;caL''.ove?.t'Le.l
esyeciallyfor use by the ClandestinoSelvIc.ea b:en ,:.:-toostrated
suecessrully dlsserainatinideviceis nocwr-O;eol ran es up Lo
250,''zetrindhas a veryloWsoundlevel Avery;;.c0.1version
"015inchdia;aeter)curryinga .5 martlo,.Llandeorahleor ?:.eLnaused

a ooise-Tre (lisseminatorhas beendevelo:te.l
wovenits feasibility andprocticality for use ot r.,.1 1.2to 50r,:ut
Further1 n:,,rove:tentamustbe coa-riodout berore lyea reedy

v3n:m1
ThreemeLho:.Luandsystems1'ar out

r.;.a.Instcropsandcausingelevenscrop

.."/lo,v,altict'-:teLorUnadree,rufi
r field

cotelitions .1

,., scrubbedcwt prior to putting into action

FROM
SEP4 1973
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Ta sinticl;P.C...Loaof A0:A1r:1n.:,s:t.i r !
. u uLuayau toc trul.st:,::-.1'ail.1t.yof. ..'otl"!,ov
ecr/art c,le7u,Loy,walof a ,::s1i.ho, oucil

:.a %!J: lhe :.r +:f'1i rl :11,1,;:4'i:a
co a',-.11i:.11fthe Wow CL7 ;::u.aiut4\

_3L-7'rL4oa.Lafor-?n.tioaor 0.2.;.r1I-A11.2.01 CaO
(?c,,.i.a.13ou art. :'.."A'.:a

0 th._ h.,:at of Inf.Jer.:1ortto At.p.lay
C',,:a:fprs7L.iccl o,l or

uhich could 'he tr.;or.l

) P:f 1763 13 -fs:,tricthd to ''aint.nn...r.c Pr a.._tirity 1n
on1 of un ort'n-atioral r.::H12.Le:3.1or o1at;!.ng

u7-ste:Nfor cho.,L.L.::L1J
vary-L:1,-eL..-Lotions:1h+r1aavi~.t~ !;hon ;,:.:rs Lt

1 1ll bo corth:cted of "a near 111,;-;1luoff-,o'',ir ca. i.r::Lne.t.iog
 .:.::,.I 1: .41:.:,2nJr.-nontrat;ed to to c:czahlf of

1 :r...d. cl:r( :L_Ly;.hclothin:uoc::trnc ui1jr _.0hr .;.w.. lar 2:vrL%r:J
ni -ij.thout :uii

a /:A-o llr?tloh

D.I.str'LhIttLos
.1 L:/TD
1 Cilrono
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Elimsrr 7

NATIONALSECURITYCOUNCIL
WASHINGTONUC 20500

November 25 1969

National Security Decision Memorandum 35

TO The Vice President
The Secretary of State
The Secretary of Defense
The Director Central Intelligence Agency
The Director Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
The Director Office of Emergency Preparedness
The Director Office of Science and Technology

SUBJECT United States Policy on Chemical Warfare Program
and Bacteriological/Biological Research Program

Following consideration by the National Security Council the President
has decided that

The term Chemical and Biological Warfare (CBW)will no longer
be used The reference henceforth should be to the two categories
separately - The Chemical Warfare Program and The Biological
Research Program

With respect to Chemical Warfare

The objective of the U.S program will be to deter the use
of chemical weapons by other nations and to provide a
retaliatory capability if deterrence fails

The renunciation of the first use of lethal chemical weapons
is reaffirmed

This renunciation is hereby applied to incapacitating
chemical weapons as well

This renunciation does not apply to the use of riot control
agents or herbicides A special NSDMon authorization,forr
their use will be issued i )!l

LD1;`.1'115
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g The Secretary of Defense in cooperation with the
Director of the Office of Science and Technology shall
continue to develop and improve controls and safety
measures in all Chemical Warfare programs

h The Under Secretaries Committee shall conduct an annual
review of United States Chemical Warfare programs and
public information policy and will make recommendations
to the President

3 With respect to Bacteriological/Biological programs

The United States will renounce the use of lethal methods
of bacteriological/biological warfare

The United States will similarly renounce the use of all
other methods of bacteriological/biological warfare (for
example incapacitating agents)

The United States bacteriological/biological programs
will be confined to research and development for defensive
purposes (immunization safety measures ct cetera)
This does not preclude research into those offensive
aspects of bacteriological/biological agents necessary
to determine what defensive measures are required

The Secretary of Defense will submit recommendations
about the disposal of existing stocks of bacteriological/
biological weapons

The United States shall associate itself with the
principles and objectives of the Draft Convention
Prohibiting the use of Biological Methods of \Varfare
presented by the United Kingdom at the Eighteen-Nation
Disarmament Conference in Geneva on 26 August 1969
Recommendation as to association with specific pro
visions of the Draft Convention should be prepared by
the Secretary of State and the Director of the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency in coordination with
other interested agencies for the President's consideration
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f The Secretary of Defense in conjunction with the
Director of the Office of Science and Technology shall
continue to develop controls and safety measures in all
bacteriological/biological programs

g The Under Secretaries Committee shall conduct an
annual review of United States llacteriological/Biological
Research Programs and public information policy and
will make recommendations to the President

Henry d Kissinger

cc Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff
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EXHIBIT8

NATIONALSrCUlory COt1NCIL
WASFIINCTON)C ZOLOG

February 20 1970

National Security Decision Memorandum 44

TO The Vice President
The Secretary of State
The Secretary of Defense
The Director Central Intelligence Agency
The Director Arms Control and Disarmament Agency
The Director Office of Emergency Preparedness
The Director Office of Science and Technology

SUBJECT United States Policy on Toxins

Following a review of United States military programs for toxins
the President has decided that

The United States will renounce the production for operational
purposes stockpiling and use in rctalialion of toxins produced
el;h~r ire.ur.ci.uliologi cal or biological processes or by ebernieal
synthesis

The United States military program for toxins will be confined
to research and development for defensive purposes only

The Secretary of ]Defensewill submit recommendations concern
ing the di;;posal of existing stocks of toxin weapons and/or
agents These recon'unnndat.i.ons should accoia any the recont
mencLitions pursuant to National Security Decision Mcnictandum 35
regarding the disposal of hacteriolupical/hiolopical \veapuus

The Under Secretaries Committee's annual review of United
Slate; chemical warfare programs and public information
policy as directed by National Security Decision Memorandum 35
will include review of United State; military toxins programs

//~
 

llenry Ai Cir.sinl;er

cc Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff
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ExHIBiT9

Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War

of Asphyxiating Yoisonous or Other .Gases

and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare

"'i!/urJul (ira,rrn"lune 17 1!l.!.i
hoored intofloretIvbrunrp 19.'N

The 1uuli'rslguetlplenlpuleuliurfes iu Iltr mum of their respective t;ot-t"rn
Illeulw

11'hrreusthe use In tour lit usltllrxInliug poisonousor olht"rp:o.os Ionaof ill
Ilnaloloh;s11ttul1smaterialsor devices Itas beenJusll coudruulotlIts Ili general
opinionof Ihecivilizedworld

\1'hrnvls the lorohihilionof shill use has livendtrlured In Treaties to tthi0h
Ihei n,luri1pof Pottersof Ike tr"rtrldare i':wiFes nntl

'I'o the ''nil Ihnl Ihls ltrnhihillonshall la universally nrleltled tts It hart of
Ullrrnalluunl I,utwhludiut ullke the conscienceand Ihr prnrUeeof unllnns

!lecture
'1'Iu,Ithe 11101I'nutruollug1'arlhs so I'tu as they are not already forties

Io'I'reulles prohlltlllagNoshIlse neeepltheir Itrohiltilitntnhrre to extend this
Itrollihll!onlo the Ilse of Imeleriulmglcttlhu"hhodsof tartars tuul :Igree In
hr Naomias hetttir"uthemselvesurtvtrdlnr Io Ihr lentosof this deelaralhim

The high I'tnlraclln,t Parties trill exert every effort lotintlu'"eotht'r Stoles
Itoturtle In Iht pres"uI Protocol $1whnevesslontrill he nolHiedIn the I;ot"rrn
nn"nlof the rrt'ltil Id"pahlle nntl h~ 11eh111rrto n!i sigmilliv and a4'0rdin{r
('otter. and trill lake effect on the dale of Iho nmlillealionhy the I it ertiil 'Itl
of the FrenchItepllhlie

1'he present l'rnlueol of %violetIho Drench mutt 1";nt;lisltIexls lire hnlh
aalhenlie shall he nililh'd its soonits possible 11shall hear Io;hlt's dale

'1'1r ruli11et1lionsof the present l'rultw'olshall he addressed I the I:utrruateul
of the I'ren011Itepnhlie t1h001will s1 mire nolitt Ihr deposit or sorb ralilleuliva
toran mfIhr signnlorytutdueeedillg1'11ters

The insiraso'als of rolilletliou of aid turessloa to the present Prollowolwill
remaintleptusiledIn Ihr arehlvesof Ihr I:uterinaeal of lhr I reurh Itrpohlic

The Itl't".settlProtocolwill come illlmforce for cowl sigtu;lura Power ns from
Ito ,L,1tt f tleposilof its rnllllealloa and fromII1:11'momenteach Putter %tillhe
1 anal us rt"t::rrtlsother pm0ers101101have already drluoslJcdtheir ratillrations

I t u 1i%I.'s tt nc,utor the 1'leuipotcnll:u"ieshave signed Ihr pr0scnl I'rolotol
Itn%In1 t:,";u"%:hl it single t"up~Ihr seventeenthoho of .lane ;lue 'I'lumsawl

\ia 11oa,1rt"11:utt1'1'tteal~-IIct
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EXHIBIT10

Convention on the Prohibition of the Develop
ment Production and Stockpiling of Bacterio

logical (Biological) and Toxin Weapons and
on Their Destruction

Signed at Washington London ]1ri.scotcApril 10 1972

TheStates Parties to this Convention
Determinedto act with a viewto achievingeffectiveprogresstowards general

and completedisarmament includingthe prohibitionand eliminationof all types
of weapons of mass destruction and convinced that the prohibition of the
development production and stockpilingof chemicaland bacteriological (bio
logical) weaponsand their elimination througheffectivemeasures will facilitate
the achievementof general and completedisarmamentunder strict and effective
international control

Recognizingthe important significanceof the Protocolfor the Prohibitionof
the d'sc in War of Asphyxiating Poisonousor Other Gases and of Bacterio
logical Methodsof Warfare signed at Genevaon June IT 1925 and conscious
also of the contributionwhichthe said Protocolhas already made and continues
to make to mitigatingthe horrors ofwar

Reaffirmingtheir adherence to the principlesand objectivesof that Protocol
and callinguponall States tocomplystrictly with them

Recalling that the General Assemblyof the United Nations has repeatedly
condemnedall actions contrary to the principlesand objectivesof the Geneva
Protocolof June 17 1925

Desiring to contribute to the strengtheningof confidencebetweenpeoplesand
the generalimprnveme"ntof the internationalatmosphere

Desiring also to contribute to the realization of the purposesand principles
of the Charter of the UnitedNations

Convincedof the importance and urgency of eliminating from the arsenals
of States through effectivemeasures such dangerousweaponsof mass destruc
tionas those usingcheutieal or barrerloingicaliIdologieal)agents

Recognizingthat an a_reetttentnn the prohibitionof bacteriological(Ieiological)
and toxin weapons represents a first pnssiblestep towards the achievementof
agreement on effective measures also fat the prohibitionof the development
production and stockpiling of chemical weapons and determined to continue
negotiationsto that end

Determined for the sake of ell mankind to excludecompletelythe possibility
of bacteriological(biological)agentsand toxins beingusedas weapons

Convincedthat such use would be repugnant to the conscienceof mankind
and that noeffortshouldbespared to minimizethis risk

Haveagreed as follows
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Article I

Each State Parry to this Conventionundertakes never in any circumstances
to developproduce stockpileor otherwiseacquireor retain

Jlicrobial or other biologicalagents or toxins whatever their origin or
methodof production of types and in quantities that have no justification for
prophylacticprotectiveor other peacefulpurposes

Weapons equipmentor meansof delivery designedto use such agents or
toxinsfor hostilepurposesor in armedcouflict

Article II

Each State Party to this Conventionundertakes to destroy or to divert ro
peaceful purposes as soon as possible but not later than nine months after
the entry into force of the Convention all agents toxins weapons equipment
and means of delivery specifiedin article I of the Convention which are in its
possessionor under its jurisdiction or control In implementingthe pro)isiens
of this article all necessarysafety precautions shall be observedto protect pop
ulationsand the environment

Article III

Each State Party to this Convention undertakes not to transfer to any
recipient whatsoever directly or indirectly and not in any way to assist
encourage or induceany State group of States or international organizationsto
manufactureor otherwiseacquire any of the agents toxins weal us ,uiosienr
or meansofdeliveryspecifiedin article I of the Convention

Article IV

Each State Party to this Conventionshall in accordancewith its coustitntional
processes take any necessarymeasures to prohibit and prevent the dey'-lopmew
production stockpiling acquisition or retention of the agents. toxins w "apons
equipmentand meansof deliveryspecifiedin article I of the Convention with
the territory of such State under its jurisdiction or under its control anywhere

Article V

The States Parties to this Conventionundertake to consult one another tr.d
cooperatein solvingany problemswhich may arise in relates to the I 's tiv
of or in the applicationof the proyisions,of the Convention Consnitati,ns.and
cooperationpursuant to this article may also he undertaken throe:h aPprohriato
international procedureswithin the framework of the United `::I!iens .a
accordancewith its Charter

Article VI

AnyState Party to this Conventionwhich findsthat any other State Party
is acting in breachof obligationsderiving from the provisionsof the Convention
may lodgea complaintwith the Security Councilof the United Nations Such a
complaintshould include all possible evidenceconfirming validity as well
as a requestfor its considerationby the SecurityCouncil

Each State Party to this Conventionundertakes to cooperate in carrying
out any investigatinuwhichthe SecurityCouncilmay initiate in accordancewith
the provisionsof the Charter of the United Nations on the basis of the corn
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plaint re .ved by the Council The Security Councilshall inform the States
Parties to the Conventionof the resultsof the investigation

Article VII

Each State Party to this Conventionundertakes to provideor supportassist
ance in accordancewith the United Nations Charter to any Party to the Con
vention which so requests if the Security Councildecidesthat such Party has
beenexposedto dangeras a result of violationof the Convention

Article VIII

Nothing in this Conventionshall be interpreted as in any way limiting or
detracting from the obligationsassumedby any State under the Protocolfor the
Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating Poisonousor Other Gases and
of BacteriologicalMethodsof Warfare signedat GenevaonJune 17.19'23

Article IX

Each State Party to this Conventionaffirms the recognizedobjective of
effectiveprohibitionof chemicalweaponsand to this end undertakesto continue
negotiationsin goodfaith with a view to reachingearly agreementon effective
measures for the prohibition of their development production and stockpiling
and for their destruction and on appropriate measuresconcerningequipmentand
means of delivery specificallydesigned for the production or use of chemical
agents for weaponspurposes

Article X

fl) The States Parties to this Conventionundertake to facilitate and have
the right to participate in the fullest possibleexchangeof equipment materials
and scientificand technologicalinformation for the use of bacteriological(bio
logical) agents and toxins for peaceful purposes Parties to the Conventionin
a position to do so shall also cooperate in contributing individuallyor together
with other States or international organizationsto the further developmentand
application of scientific discoveries in the field of bacteriology (biology) for
preventionof disease or for other peacefulpurposes

(2) This Conventionshall be implementedin a manner designed to avoid
hampering the economicor technologicaldevelopmentof States Parties to the
Conventionor international cooperationin the field of peaceful bacteriological
(biological) activities including the international exchange of bacteriological
(biological)agents and toxins and equipmentfor the processing use or produc
tion of bacteriological (biological) agents and toxins for peaceful purposesin
accordancewith the provisionsof the Convention

Article XI

Any State Party may proposeamendmentsto this Convention Amendments
shall enter into force for each State Party accepting the amendmentsupon
their acceptance by a majority of the States Parties to the Conventionand
thereafter for each remaining State Party on the date of acceptanceby it

Article XII

Five years after the entry into force of this Convention or earlier if it is
requested by a majority of Parties to the Conventionby submitting a proposal
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to this effect to the Depositary Governmentsa conferenceof States Parties to
the Conventionshall be held at Geneva Switzerland to review the operationof
the Convention with a view to assuring that the purposesof the preambleand
the provisionsof the Conventionincludingthe provisionsconcerningnegotiations
on chemicalweapons are being realized Such review shall take into account
any new scientificand technologicaldevelopmentsrelevant to the Convention

Article \III

This Conventionshall beof unlimitedduration

Each State Party to this Conventionshall in exercising its national
sovereigntyhave the right to withdraw from the Conventionif it decides that
extraordinary events related to the subject matter of the Convention have
jeopardized the supreme interests of its country It shall give notice of such
withdrawal to all other States Parties to the Conventionand to the United
Nations Security Council three mouths in advance Such notice shall include
a statement of the extraordinary events it regards as having jeopardized its
supremeinterests

Article SIB

This Conventionshall be open to all States for signature Any State
which does not sign the Conventionbefore its entry into force in accordance
with paragraph (3) of this Article may accedeto it at any time

This Conventionshall be subject to ratification by Signatory States
Instruments of ratification and instruments of accession shall be deposited
with the Governmentsof the United States of America the Uni:-d Kings :n
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics which are hereby designated the Depositary Governments

This Conventionshall enter into force after the deposit of instruments
of ratification by twenty-two Governments including the Governmentsdesig
natedas Depositariesof the Convention

For States whose instruments of ratification or arcEssinnare deposited
subsequent to the entry into force of this Convention it shall enter into force
on the date of the deposit of their instruments of ratification or accession

The pepositary Governmentsshall promptly inform all signarory and
accedingStates of the date of each signature the dare of deposit of each tnstrr.
meut of ratification or of accessionand the date of tl:e entry into force of this
Conventionand of the receiptofother notices

This Conventionshall be registeredby the Depositary Governmentspus
sunlit toArticle102of the Charter of the UnitedNations

Article NV

This Convention the English Russian French Spanish and Chinese texts
of which are equally authentic shall he deposited in the archives of the De
positary Governments Duly certified copiesof the Conventionshall he trans
mitted by the DepositaryGovernmentsto the Government of the signatory and
accedingStates
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EXHIBIT11

Dr William T Beaver
Department of Pharmacology
Cornell University Medical College
1300 York Avenue
NewYork NewYork

Mr Wil I ian Beck
Northwest Shellfish Laboratory
Gig Harbor Washington

Dr William H Beers
The Rockefeller University
NewYork NewYork 10021

Or Merlin S Bcrgdoll Staph Ent B
Food Research Institute Staph Ent A
University of Wisconsin
Madison Wisconsin 53706

Dr Alan W Bernheimcr Staph Ent B
NesiYork University School of Medicine Botulinum Toxin
Department of Microbiology
550 First Avenue
NewYork NewYork

Dr Martin E Bernstein Shellfish Poison
Indiana University Medical Center
1100 West Michigan Street
Indianapolis Indiana 46207

Dr John A Bevan Botulinum Toxin
Department of Pharmacology
School of Medicine
University of California
Los Angeles California

Dr B Beys Staph Ent B
Faculty of Medicine & Pharmacology
School of Public Health
University of Brussels
Brussels I Belgium
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Dr Mordecai P Blaustein
Department of Physiology & Biophysics
Washington University School of Medicine
660 S Euclid Avenue
St Louis Missouri 63110

Dr Peter Bonventuro
Radioisotope Laboratory
Cincinnati General Hospital
Cincinnati Ohio

Lt James C Bond
Department of Pharmacology
GeorgetownUniversity Medical School
Washington D.C 20007

Dr Herbert L Borison Staph Ent B
Department of Pharmacology Shellfish Poison
Dartmouth Medical School
Hanover NewHampshire

Dr Daniel Boroff
Albert Einstein Institute
York &Tabor Roads
Philadelphia Pennsylvania 19120

(,.k('f) 11-

Dr ThomasBratknwski
Section of Neurobiology & Behavior
Langmuir Laboratory
Cornell University
Ithaca NewYork 14850

Dr David K Brooks
Baylor University College of Medicine
Texas Medical Center
Houston Texas 77025

Dr Clarence A Broomfield Botulinum Toxin
EdgewoodArsenal Maryland

Prof S D Burton Shellfish Poison
Institute of Marine Science
University of Alaska
College Alaska
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Mr ThomasBurson
Department of Health Education and Welfare
Food & Drug Administration
1521 W Pico Boulevard
Los Angeles California 90015

Or Frank G Carpenter
University of AlabamaMedical Center
Medical College and School of Dentistry
Birmingham Alabama35233

Dr C Jelleff Carr
Chief Scientific Analysis Branch
Life Sciences Division
Office of the Chief of Research and Development
Washington D.C 20310

Dr Ezra Gasman
Food & Drug Administration
U.S Public Health Service
Washington D.C

Dr Stephen S Chen
Department of Physiology
The University of Wisconsin
Madison Wisconsin 53706

Dr Michael Cherington
Division of Neurology
University of Colorado Medical Center
4200 East Ninth Avenue
Denver Colorado 80220

Dr William Chcsbro
Department of Microbiology
University of NewHampshire
Durham NewHampshire 03824

Dr Scott V Cobert
Bacteriology Department
Albany Medical College
Albany NewYork
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James E Corrigan
35 Butler Street
Division of Natural Sciences
St Francis College
Brooklyn NewYork

Ethel Cosmos
Institute for Muscle Diseases Inc
Division of Cell Biology
NewYork NewYork 10021

Dr Frederick Coulston
Institute of Experimental Pathology

and Toxicology
Albany Medical College
Albany NewYork 12208

Dr Scott Covert
Department of Microbiology
Albany Medical College
Albany NewYork 12208

Or John T Cronin
Professor of Chemistry
Division of Mathematics &

Physical Science
Southwestern State College
Weatherford Oklahoma

Dr William J Crowley Jr
Department of Neurology
University of Virginia School

of Medicine
Charlottesville Virginia 22901

Dr DonDas Gupta
Food Research Institute
University of Wisconsin
Madison Wisconsin 53706
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Dr Gary Davis
National Institute of Menial Health
Division of Special Mental Health

Research IR
Laboratory of Neuropharmacology
Saint Elizabeths Hospital
WAWBuilding
Washington D.C 20032

Col Irvin Davis
USAFSchool of Aerospace Medicine
Chief Biosciences Division
Brooks Air Force Base Texas 78235

Dr W W Dawson
Department of Ophthalmology
University of Florida
Gainesville Florida 32601

Dr C B Denny
Assistant Chief Bacteriology
National Canners Association Washington
Research Laboratory
1133 20th Street N.W
Washington D.C

Marjorie L Dewey
Chief Toxicologist
Diablo Laboratories
Berkeley Researth Center
Berkeley California

Dr N Dickie
Department of National Health &Welfare
Food & Drug Directorate
Tunney's Pasture
Ottawa Ontario Canada

Dr V R Dorml I
National CommunicableDisease Center
Atlanta Georgia
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Dr Daniel B Drachman
Department of Neurology
NewEngland Center Hospital
Boston Massachusetts

Dr James L Duncan
Department of Microbiology
Northwestern University
Chicago Illinois 60611

Dr Ralph V Oykus
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
University of California San Diego
P.O Box 109
La Jolla California 92037

Dr Gary Dykstra
Department of Health Education & Welfare
Food E Drug Administration
1560 East Jefferson Avenue
Detroit Michigan 48207

Dr Arthur Eberstein
NewYork University Medical Center
Institute of Physical Medicine E

Rehabilitation
400 East 34th Street
NewYork NewYork

Prof Roger Eckert
Department of Zoology
Syracuse University
Syracuse NewYork

Dr SeymourEhrenpresis
Department of Pharmacology
GeorgetownMedical School
Washington D.C

Dr Richard Ehrlich
III Research Institute
10 West 35th street
Chicago Illinois
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Dr C Engel
Central Institute for Nutrition

and Food Research T.N.U
Ultrechlsewey 48
Zeist The Netherlands

Dr Martin H Evans
Institute of Animal Physiology
Babraham
Cambridge England

Mr Douglas A Ewald
Department of Zoology
University of California
Berkeley California 94720

Prof Maurice B Feinstein
DownStale Medical Center
State University of NewYork
Department of Pharmacology
450 Clarkson Avenue
Brooklyn NewYork 11203

Dr William A Felsing Jr
Chief Field Operation Section
Shellfish Sanitation Branch
Department of Health Education &Welfare
Washington D.C

Dr John A Findlay
Department of Chemistry
University of NewBrunswick
Fredericton NewBrunswick Canada

Dr Robert B Forney
Department of Toxicology
Indiana University Medical Center
Indianapolis Indiana

Prof Frederick A Fuhrman
Fleischmann Laboratories of the

Medical Sciences
Stanford University School of Medicine
Palo Alto California 94304
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Dr Constantino Gonigenrgis
Department of Epidemiology &

Preventive Medicine
University of California
School of Veterinary Medicine
Davis California

Dr Joseph F Gonnaru Jr
The J Hillis Miller Health Center
University of Florida
Gainesville Florida

Elmer George Jr. Director
Laboratory Building
State Food Laboratory
Department of Agriculture & Markets
1220 Washington Avenue
Albany NewYork 12226

Dr Julia Gerwing
University of British Columbia
Vancouver British Columbia Canada

Dr Richard J Gilbert
Food Hygiene Laboratory
Central Public Health Laboratory
Colindale Avenue
LondonNW9 England

Prof A Giovanardi
Instituto Di Igicne Della
Universita Di Milano
University of Milan Italy

Dr N Grecz
IIT Research Institute
10 West 35th Street
Chicago Illinois

A E Greenberg
Chief Sanitation & Radiation Laboratory
2151 Berkeley Way
Berkeley California
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Dr Harry Grundfest
College of Physicians & Surgeons

of Columbia University
Department of Neurology
Laboratory of Ncuophysiology
NewYork NewYork 10032

Dr S Hagiwara
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
P O Box 109
La Jolla California 92037

Dr H E Hall
Robert A Taft Sanitary Engineering Center
U S Public Health Service
4676 Columbia Parkway
Cincinnati Ohio 45226

Dr D L Hausncrean
The Brooklyn Center
Long Island University
Brooklyn NewYork 11201

Dr William K Harrell
Chief Microbiological Reagents Unit
CommunicableDisease Center
Atlanta Georgia 30333

Dr Koroku Hashimoto
Department of Pharmacology
Faculty of Medicine
University of Tohoku
Sendai Japan

Dr Ervin J Hanrylcwicz
IIT Research Institute
10 West 35th Street
Chicago Illinois 60616

Dr James L Haynes
Litton Systems Inc
Applied Science Division
Minneapolis Minnesota 55413
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Dr Richard Henderson Shellfish Poison
Department of Chemistry
Sterliny Chemistry Laboratory
Yale University
225 Prospect Street
NewHaven Connecticut 06520

Dr EdwardJ Herbst Shellfish Poison
Spalding Life Sciences Bldg
Department of Biochemistry
University of NewHampshire
Durham NewHampshire 03824

Dr T Herskovic
Section of Gastroenterology

'Yale'"University School of Medicine
NewHaven Connecticut 06510

Dr John Heuser
Laboratory of Neuropathology &

Neuroanatomical Sciences
.National Institute of Neurological

Diseases & Stroke
Bethesda Maryland 20014

Dr Bertil Hille
The Rockefeller Institute
NewYork NewYork 10021

Dr Carl R Honig
Department of Physiology
University of Rochester Medical Center
Rochester NewYork

Prof A B Hope
The Flinders University of South Australia
School of Biological Sciences
Bedford Park South Australia 5042

John Y Humber
National Canners Association
Washington D C 20036
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Dr S Irani
Department of Nutrition and Food Sciences
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge Massachusetts

Dr Bernard Jandorf
CROL
EdgewoodArsenal Maryland

Dr James M Jay Staph Ent B
Department of Biology Staph Ent A
WayneState University
Detroit Michigan 48202

Dr Donald J Jcndcn
Department of Pharmacology
University of California Center for

the Health Services
Los Angeles California 90024

Dr WayneI Jensen
U.S Dept of Interior Fish E Wildlife

Service
P.O Box 459
Bear River Research Station
Brigham City Utah

Dr Francois Jobin
Laboratoire de recherches cliniques

et Service d'Hematologic
Hospital du Saint-Sacrement
Quebec Canada

Dr HowardM Johnson
Milk & Food Sanitation Research Branch
Division of Microbiology
Department of Health Education & Welfare
1090Tusculum Avenue
Cincinnati Ohio 45226

Mr W G Jowctt
TTCP Sub-group E
Defence Standards Laboratories
P.O Box 50 _
Ascot Vale 3032
Victoria Australia
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Dr C Y Koo
Department of Pharmacology
State University of NewYork
Brooklyn NewYork

Or Toshikaru Kawabata
Department of Food Control
National Institute of Health
284 Kamiosaki-Chojamaru
Shinagawa-Ku Tokyo Japan

LCDRJohn C Keesey
Naval Medical Research Institute
National Naval Medical Center
Bethesda Maryland 20014

Dr T H Kent
Waller Reed Institute
Walter Reed Medical Center
Washington D.L

Maurice E King
IIT Research Insti-cute
10 West 35th Street
Chicago Illinois

Dr C P Kraatz Botulinum Toxin
Department of Pharmacology
The Jefferson Medical College

of Philadelphia
1025 Walnut Street
Philadelphia Pennsylvania

Dr Richard E Krcig Jr Slaph Ent B
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Dr K Krnjevic Shellfish Poison
McGill University
Department of Physiology
Montreal Quebec Canada
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Dr Francis A Kutyna
Department of Physiology
Medical College of South Carolina
80 Barre SLreel
Charleston South Carolina 29401

A Lachanse
Department of Industry & Commerce
Division of Fisheries
Parliament Building
Quebec City Canada

Prof Harbans Lal
Department of Pharmacology
University of Kansas
School of Pharmacy
Lawrence Kansas

Dr Carl Lamanna
Deputy Chief & Scientific Advisor
life Sciences Division
Office of the Chief of Research

and Development
ArmyResearch Office
Washington D.C 20310

Dr R V.Lechowich
Department of Food Science
Michigan State University
East Lansing Michigan 48823

Dr Chen-YuanLee
National Taiwan University
Departmenc of Pharmacology
College of Medicine
Taipei,.Taiwan

Dr J S Lee
Department of Food Science & Technology
Oregon State University
Corvallis Oregon 97331
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Dr Keith H Lewis
Director Office of Foods L Nutrition

Sciences
Food and Drug Administration
Room6001 FOD8 Bldg
200 C Street S.W
Washington D.L 20204

Dr Martin Lipkin
Department of Medicine
Cornell University Medical College
First Avenue& Twenty-Sixth Street
NewYork NewYork 10016

Mr Alfred R Loeblich III Cullure Gonyaulax
Scripps Institution of Oceanography catenella
Department of Marine Biology
University of California
LaJolla California

Dr Gertrude D Maengwyn-Davies
Department of Pharmacology
GeorgetownUniversity
Washington D.C 20007

Dr Dean F Martin
Department of Chemistry
University of South Florida
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Tampa,.Florida 33620

Dr Richard L Mesland
Department of Neurology
College of Physicians & Surgeons of
ColumbiaUniversity
NewYork NewYork 10032

Dr William O McClure
Department of Chemistry & Chemical Engineering
Biochemistry Division
University of Illinois
Urbana Illinois 61801
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Ted McConald
Department of Entomology
University of California
Riverside California 92502

Dr Robert Mclsaac
Department of Pharmacology
State University of NewYork at Buffalo
122 Capen Hall
Buffalo NewYork

Prof A I McMullen
State University of NewYork at Buffalo
Center for Theoretical Biology
4248 Ridge Lea Road
Amherst NewYork 14226

Mr John T Meacham
Food & Drug Adminislralion
Public Health Service
850 Third Avenue
Brooklyn NewYork 11232

Dr Ernest A Meyer
Department of Bacteriology
University of Oregon Medical School
3181 S.W SamJackson Park Road
Portland Oregon

Dr Paul Middaugh
Bacteriology Department
College of Agriculture and

Biological Sciences
South Dakota State University
Brookings South Dakota 57006

Dr Roberl Miller
Department of Zoology
The University
Glasgow England W.2

Dr Lloyd Moss
Stanford Research Institute
Menlo Park California
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Dr Toshio Narahoshi
DukeUniversity Medical Collier
Department of Physiology L

Pharmacology_
Durham North Carolina

Dr K V Natarajan
Douglas Marine Station
Institute of Marine Science
P.O Box 349
Douglas Alaska 99824

Prof C L Oakley
Department of Bacteriology
University of Leeds
School of Medicine
Leeds 2 England

Dr Torstein Oflebro
The Veterinary College of Norway
Institute for Food Hygiene
Oslo 4 Norway

Dr A C Baird-Parker
Unilever Research Laboratory
Colworth House
Shornbrook Bedford England

Dr RodneyL Parsons
Departmenl of Physiology & Biophysics
The University of Vermont
College of Medicine
Burlington Vermont05401

Prof Anne L Pates
Department of Biological Sciences
The Florida State University
Tallahassee Florida

Dr Charles S Petty
Maryland Medical-Lega4 Foundation Inc
700 Fleet Street
Baltimore Maryland
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Or John J P000rs
Food Sciences Lohorntory
University of Georgia
Athens Georyia 30601

Dr Venkalray G Prabhu
Department of Physiology & Pharmacology
Chicago College of Osteopathy
1122 East 53rd Street
Chicago Illinois 60615

Dr Benjamin H Pringle
Northeast Shellfish Poison Laboratories
Naragansett Rhode Island

Dr John Van Prohaska
Department of Surgery
950 East 59th Street
Chicago Illinois

Or M Purko
National Dairy Products Corp
Fundamental Research Laboratory
Research 6 DevelopmentDivision
Glenview Illinois

Prof Loyd Y Quinn
Department of Bacteriology
Iowa State University of

Science 6 Technology
Ames Iowa 50010

Dr James J Rahal
171 Harrison Avenue
Boston Massachusetts 02111

Dr K R Rao
Department of Ophthalmology
University Hospital
The University of Iowa
Iowa City Iowa 52240

E J Ratajak
Charles Pfizer Medical Research

Laboratories
Groton Connecticut
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I

Dr SammyM Rory
Marine Laborntury
Texas A & Ii University
Galveston Texas 71550

Dr C B Read
Sanitary Engineering Center
U.S Public Health Service
4676 Columbia Parkway
Cincinnati Ohio

Gustavo del Real
Escuela National de Sanidad
Ciudad Universitaria
Madrid Spain

Dr Horace Rees Bululinum Toxin
DugwayProving Ground Shellfish Poison
Dugway Utah 84022

Dr EdwardReich
Rockefeller University
66th Street & York Road
NewYork NowYork

Or J F Reilly
Division of Pharmacology
Bureau of Scientific Research
Food & Drug Administration
Washington D.C

Mr MackRichards
Department of Sea L Shore Fisheries
State of Main
Fisheries Research.Slation
West Boothbay Harbor Maine 04574

Or Hans Ricmann
Department of Public Health
School of Veterinary Medicine
Agricultural Experiment Station
University of California
Davis California
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Dr Willis Riesen
IIT Research Institute
10 West 35th Street
Chicago Illinois

Dr J MurdochRitchie
Professor of Pharmacology
Albert Einstein College of Medicine
NewYork NewYork 10461

Dr John W Ritter
18534 55th Avenue N.E
Seattle Washington 98155

Dr Martin Rizack
The Rockefeller University
NewYork NewYork 10021

Or Joseph D Robinson
Department of Pharmacology
State University of NewYork
Upstate Medical Center
766 Irving Avenue
Syracuse NewYork 13210

Dr James R Rooney
Agricultural Experiment Station
University of Kentucky
Lexington Kentucky 40506

Dr Robert E Rose
Millipore Corporation
Bedford Massachusetts 01730

Dr Findlay E Russell
University of Southern California
Laboratory of Neurological Research
Los Angeles County Hospital
Box 323 1200 North State Street
Los Angeles California 90033
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Dr Walter W Seller Staph Ent B
Department of Public Health Botulinum Tuxin
University of California
Davis California

Dr Bernard P Salafsky
Department of Pharmacology
College of Medicine
University of Illinois at the

Medical Center
Chicago Illinois

Dr J P Schmidt
Box438
School of Aerospace Medicine
Brooks Air Force Base
San Antonio Texas 78235

Maj Daniel Sheahan
Department of Experimental Pathology
Walter Reed ArmyInstitute of Research
Walter Reed ArmyMedical Center
Washington D.C 20012

Or Michael Shoff
Pennsylvania Hospital
Ayer Clinical Laboratory
Eighth & Spruce Streets
Philadelphia Pennsylvania

Dr G M ShulI
Charles Pfizer G Company Inc
Eastern Point Road
Groton Connecticut

Or lance Simpson
NewYork State Psychiatric Institute
722 West 168th Street
NewYork NewYork 10032

Dr John M Slack
Department of Microbiology
West Virginia University Medical Center
Morgantown West Virginia
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Dr Alfred A Smith
Deparlment of Anesthesiology L

Pharmacology
NewYork Medical College
NewYork NewYork 10029

Prof ThomasSnyth Jr
Department of Entomology
The Pennsylvania Slate University
17 Frear Laboratory
University Park Pennsylvania 16802

Dr Arporna Sribhibhadh
University of Washington
College of Fisheries
Seattle Washington

Or Richard A Steinhardt
Department of Zoology
Umiversity of California
Berkeley California 94720

Dr A H Stock
Department of Microbiology
School of Medicine
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh,'Pennsylvania

KazunobuSugawara
Pharmaceutical Institute
Tohoku University School of Medicine
Kitayobancho
Sendai Japan

Dr H Sugiyama
Food Research Institute
University of Wisconsin
Madison Wisconsin 53706

Dr George B Sumyk
IIT Research Institute
10 West 35th Street
Chicago Illinois
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Dr Alan D Tennant
Bacteriological Laboratories
Laboratory of Hygiene
Ottawa 3 Ontario Canada

Dr Frederick P Thurberg
Department of Zoology
University of NewHampshire
Durham NewHampshire 03824

Or John C Tomlinson
Henry Ford Hospital
Section on Cardiovascular Research
2799 West Grand Boulevard
Detroit Michigan 48202

Or B T Tozar
Microbiological Research Establishment
Porton Down Salisbury
Wiltshire England

Mr Warren Tse
Department of Physiology
The University of Wisconsin
Madison Wisconsin 53706

Mr Claude Turgeon
Department of Industry & Commerce
Parliament Buildings
Quebec City Canada

Dr Richard Tyler
Peter Bent BrighamHospital
Neurology Division

.Department of Medicine
Boston Massachusetts

Dr Dennis W Watson
Department of Microbiology
1060 MayoMemorial Building
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis Minnesota 55455
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Dr HomerW Walker
Iowa State University of Science &

Technology
Department of Dairy & Food Industry
Ames Iowa 50010

Dr Dean D Wall
Midwest Research Institute
Kansas City Missouri 64110

Prof E U Weinberg
Department of Microbiology
Indiana University
Bloomington Indiana 47401

Dr Henry Wills
Albany Medical College
Albany NewYork 12208

Dr John F Winn
Chief Biological Reagents Section
CommunicableDisease Center
Atlanta Georgia 30333

Dr Ben Wilson Staph Ent B
Vanderbilt University Bolulinum Toxin
School of Medicine Shellfish Poison
Department of Biochemistry
Nashville Tennessee

Dr A J Wood Shellfish Poison
Biochemistry & Bacteriology Departments
University of Victoria
Victoria British Columbia

Dr MargyWoodburn Staph Ent B
Foods & Nutrition Department Staph Ent A
Oregon Stale University
School of HomoEconomics
Corvallis Oregon 97331

Dr Robert D Yates Botulinum Toxin
Department of Anatomy
University of Texas Medical Branch
Galveston Texas 77550
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Or SumnerZacks
Ayer Clinical Laboratory
Penn Hospital
8th & Spruce Streets
Philadelphia Pennsylvania
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EXHIBIT12

SUMMARYIli:PORT

I:OltKINGFUNDOVESTIGATIONS(0

JUNE1968 JUNE1969

1 June 1969

I

=7. .1

i /ice

-1

Special OperationsDivision
COMMODITYDEVELOPMENTANDENGINEERINGLABORATORLES

Fort Detrick
Frederick Maryland 21701
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[DELETED]

VI _( W,'uF:tSiSTI:?I~fh:S'I

(C) The (ea"ral Services Administration and fort Il-trick entered into
a coap:raticc project Lu investigate the vulnerability of drinking
',ate: in federal buildings to covert biological attack

(S) The naturo of the Lest and a summaryof result arc prosenied horn
because of related interest to WorkingFund Investi,",n;i.onr lixlc"nlion
of'the study could produce refinement-in lest hardware and enhanced
predictability of test results

(U) After consultation with design engineers in Public Buildings Service
".:hichis a part of GSA the Foodand DrugAdministration 1luItdi.n in
Washington P C was selected for investigation The engineer: assured
us that the drinking water system is typical of that installed in modern
multistoried structures

(C) The distribution of chilled drinking water in the FI>"\building
corers six floors above ground a basementand a subbasenr"nt Located
i.e the subbase-lent is a chilled water lank of about 100gallons The
pipin_ holds an estimated 60 gallons bringing the system tutal to
roushly 160 :r,a1lons A pumpoperates continuously circulating chilled
eater from this tank to 55 drinking fountains on the eight levels in
the huiidin by a piping network that includes three risers and live
return lines

RECr1i

S c q 1915

C I A
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(C) Twoloot, rarer Innnrdnnl rnr%'ie.lgrit io Ihr P11\l,i,i in '11
f iisl w.vn rl,,rnctcriralion or falaili,ri::.'ttinn Incl In Lhi I"".1
1111millilil Orrof coliplmy,eT-) waninu'ndncedi rin Ho clriflydwnldr
truckin lho :n.hl,,,s.moralThecrnnt was2.4 x 1010purlirtr,r/ml r ,r
total of 101it 2.4 1010 1.) x 1012particles Thirl ton and(inu,
lrulhs goo of tooth. Ihirnnl(ole in 50n,l or nto .vliodlo
rrmnvro,oi1..blcchlnri.nelint wo,Ldhovequicklykilt)rdthe colipbnge
orf"nni:...v.Sumplrs OfwntrrWOOLCnllrctedal :.r -ol ftnu.t:.imnl
prrictiltr inlrrsu n RtrnveriOSin Sangrlc:,ellrctod lb fir:al hoot
Wcroonifnrmly1.11'0lhar I , 106pactisles/att R."Onviiii: in r "~q~1rc
Onllectcdthe r.ornndlimeweregreater lhno1 x 105pnrtirli'o/ml
Tests for availablechlorinebecamepositive twobaur: nfler dart of
Lentand the coliphagrrecoveriesquicklydroppedto cero

(C) 'flit n;ccondtrot wasQSimnlalencovert toot. '1'hocali.plin;",cwas
i,trod tied iota the syotembya back-pressureuxhniqueal a drinfin+
fo..ntoin This in the techniquea saboteurmightass Nrllher the
bid1,1  rocul"nnlsoar nperntinitperrnnorlweerodvi id Chatsucha
lest wasplanned WCwerenot challengedu11dnppartnLly nacletorttrl

(C) 'tIteproo::;urizrdtankusedto introduceagentnrntorinllcontained
400milliliters of T-3coliphoge count1.5 x 1010org:urisms/Cramand
15gramsof sodiumLhio.sulfalepentahydrnlrin 150mlof Wnrrr Thi
total numberof caliphngrparticles ,',a.s400x 1.5 x 1010or b x 1012
Rec0000of losses inherentin the si.nnlati'dcovertat.tnck nu increase
in manlierof roliphageparticle wasplanned but owingto filtrations
per(ormr'dn: a safelynu"asure lhOcormf haddcerrasc"dandfewer
organismswereusedin challenging(lrcsystem 'otho thanon i.ncrruse
Ono-halfhuntafter introducingthe agentmaterial recoveriesof 1 x 106
and8 x l05 particles/mlwereobtained Twohoursafter start of lest
the analysis for availablechlorinewaspositive Livingcolipltage
organismswerekilled quickly

(C) Woare nowin the processof evaluatingthe rimeif a polling,',
hadboonused Todo this informationis nestledoncompatibilityof
sodiumthianulfateandpathogeninfectivity or toxicity of pat.hogcn
by lhOoral coole resistanceof pathogenscouvnilablc chlorine and
on rase of prodnringpathogensin highconcentrationin the laboratory
IL is niparen that a numberof pathogenicorgarnlsn.nandtoxinsore
053ilrile to the :.abotcurin planningon attack against u selected
groupof target personnel

(C) It lhnroosthStudyis bring t''oneluctrdto ar.i:."mhlrall available
data fromwhichoral doseof agent canbe derived
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(4 ii:.titcd consultation with dt::i;;n cu,".in"."trs it ::hoyld he
pa--iblc ti de..clop simple guidelines for pinnnIui an attack on a
croup of people that wort in a btl141t, constructed with a circnlarinl
chillcci d:aScing t:ntcr system The guidelines would indicate howtmuch
pit ante as_nt and howmuchsodium litiosullate to use in I specific
I,".i;:dt''. f:a -to-1,tt information in four categories all the
 ;lt.Lr reeds

:,rth.r of fountains in building
Ai^r^;:mate total flnor area and tyire of activity
.1p'ro::irate numberof ciployne'.
"o:ailablc chlorine content of water :supplyat littc of attack

Weatheran-1cii:aate in the target area mayneed to be considered in a
specific situation

(DELETED]

'E'CFri/Fo
FRO

sEP 4 1975

CIA
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EXHIBIT13

17February1970

SpecialOperationsDivision
ToxinInventory

Material Quantity StorageAte Recommendotion

Paralytic Shellfish
Toxin(XIII) 0,2 grams SafeRm223A/1412 Retain
Shellfish ToxinA
(Re-Dried) 0.01grams SafeRm223A/1412 Retain
Shellfish ToxinA
(Clnm) 0.01grams SafeRm223A/1412 Retain
iotulimumToxin(A) 265grams DeepFreezeRm223/1412 Dispose
(Non-Puriftad) 150ml ReferRm22)A/1412 Dispose
DntulimumToxin(D) 2.5 grams DeepFreezeRm223/1413 Rotein
StnphEnterotoxin(D)
(PIRA) 20.0grams Rm223A/1412 Retain
Paralytic Shellfish
Toxin(Clam) 2,057mge Safe172C3/1412 Retain

NO I _. n:1J,.dTIONAI.S

Darr tv ~E ~< !

DECLAS317Yon 
Classifiedby._.__ruor -dviS mo dvisortoto thethe

GeneralCounsel OSD

Pmvnr IcI.II%,411mlervnb
I qol.u.mnrt;lld(rlr"ilicJ
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APPENDIX

CENTRALINTELLIGENCEAGENCY
WASHINGTON,D.C20505

16 September 1975

The Honorable Frank Church Chairman
Select Committee to Study Governmental Operations

With Respect to Intelligence Activities
United States Senate
Washington D C 20510

Dear Mr Chairman

At the proceedings of your Committee on the morning
of 16 September 1975 I may have conveyed an impression
which I did not intend If by chance you or other members
of the Committee got a similar impression it is important
that I clarify the record now since it might affect your
line of questioning of future witnesses

WhenI was being questioned as to the destruction of
certain CIA records I was thinking of the question in its
broadest context namely drugs bacteriological agents
and chemical agents I thus answered that there were
indications of record destruction in November 1972

I realize that most listeners might have inferred that
I was indicating that records relating to the CIA/Ft Detrick
relationship in particular records relating to Project
MKNAOMIwere destroyed The facts are these records
relating to CIA's drug program in general were destroyed in
January 1973 but there is no evidence that records of
Project MKNAOMIor of the CIA/Ft Detrick relationship were
destroyed other than possibly as included in the general
group in January 1973 I would appreciate it if you would
advise the other members of the Committee to this effect

I also referred mistakenly to a memorandumbetween former
DCI Helms and Dr Gottlieb regarding the destruction of records
This was based on a misunderstanding which occurred during
my hurried consultation with Dr Stevens Wehave no knowledge
of any such memorandum

Sincerely

$!PIG1915

Cif

W E olby
Director
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